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This thesis seeks to contribute to a dynamic scholarly debate regarding the relationship of the biblical
books of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. The wider frame of reference, in which this study is set, is on
the one hand, the prevailing view since de Wette that the main source of Chronicles is Samuel-Kings
by and large in its existing form, and on the other, the recently revived older theory of a common
source behind both Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. The present investigation looks at the merits of the
latter, particularly the challenge it poses to the view of Chronicles being dependent on Samuel-Kings,
as the portions of Kings and Chronicles dealing with divided monarchy in general and the reform of
Josiah in particular are considered.
After preliminary matters in the introduction, the regnal framework and the royal cultic reforms
as presented in Kings and Chronicles are examined in chapters one and two. One of the major
conclusions drawn from text and literary critical studies of the regnal formulae of these two
historiographical works is that the framework of Israelite rulers in Kings may be a later (=post-
chronistic) development in that book, since close links are observed between the parts of regnal
formulae of Judean monarchs in Kings that are absent from Chronicles and the framework of the
rulers of Israel included only in Kings. The cultic reform accounts in Kings display a set of common
characteristics often considered 'deuteronomistic'. Since these language characteristics are also shared
by the reform narratives in Chronicles, it is argued that, in this sense, Chronicles in its reform
accounts is no less 'deuteronomistic' than Kings. Of the only two cultic reform narratives that are
found in Kings but not in Chronicles, the one relating to Jehu includes a subtle link to the Elijah-
Elisha cycle that occurs again only in Kings, thus implying that both Jehu's reform account and the
Elijah-Elisha cycle with which it is closely connected were originally absent from the main source of
Chronicles. A major investigation is launched in chapter three into the parallel texts of one of the more
prominent shared cultic reform accounts, that of king Josiah (2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 and 2Chr 33:4-7 +
33). The study culminates with a tentative proposal of a primary form of Josiah's reform report that
lies behind the two parallel texts. The next chapter investigates how that earlier reform account was
expanded in Kings, as well as the many connections with other texts both within and outside the book
of Kings in the process of its evolution. With the findings of the study of the texts of Josiah's reform
in Kings and Chronicles in the major part of the thesis endorsing the main tenets of common source
theory, the final chapter then hints at similar processes for other parts of Kings relating to the story of
the divided monarchy, where the texts may have developed from the shorter material identifiable also
as the main source for Chronicles.
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Kings and Chronicles in their presentation of the divided kingdom exhibit a number
of common characteristics, which since long ago have been the basis for establishing
a relationship between the two biblical histories. In the pre-critical period these
histories were seen as reliable witnesses to Israel's past and were understood as
having been based on prior material known to the writers of both. Eichhorn,
'a prominent representative of the period of the research history of Chronicles when
the pre-critical phase reached both its culmination and its twilight',1 favoured a
source hypothesis, in support of the traditional view of the pre-critical period,
according to which the accounts in 1 and 2 Kings on the one hand and 2 Chronicles
on the other derive from a common source and that Ezra (author of Chronicles in the
understanding of pre-critical era) often utilized other sources beside taking excerpts
r* 2
from materials of the common source with extensive histories of Israel and Judah.
With the appearance of the first volume of de Wette's Beitrage at the
beginning of the 19th century, however, the pre-critical views on the relationship of
biblical books dealing with the united and divided monarchies changed radically.
Mainstream scholarship since de Wette assumes that '[b]y the time the author of
Chronicles wrote, much of the literature that we associate with the Hebrew Bible was
already written'.4 Accordingly, the view has found wide acceptance since it was first
argued by de Wette, that the Chronicler (thereafter Chr) had used Samuel and Kings
as a source. This wide acceptance may be demonstrated by an excerpt from the
chapter devoted to Chronicles in Noth's Uberliefenmgsgeschichte Studien. Noth,
concerning the relationship of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, wrote as follows:5
For the history of the Judaean kings (1 Chron. 10-2 Chron. 36) Chr.'s main source was
the traditional books of Samuel and Kings in the form that we now know them; that
much is obvious and uncontroversial. While Chr. was thus following the work of Dtr.,
he obviously did not know of it in its original form. It had already been split up into
1 Peltonen (1996:60).
2 See Eichhom (17872,11:606-56).
Kritischer Verzug iiber die Glaubwiirdigkeit der Biicher der Chronik mit Hinsicht aufdie Geschichte
der Mosaischen Biicher und Gesetzgebung. Ein Nachtrag zu den Vaterschen Untersuchnngen iiber
den Pentateuch being the first volume of Beitrage zur Einleitung in das Alte Testament published in
1806.
4
Knoppers (2004:66). Mathys, although he dates Chronicles to the Hellenistic period, is not so certain
as Knoppers is that most of the literature of the Old Testament was already written by the time of the
composition of Chronicles. He suggests that approximately 20-25% of the Hebrew Bible was written
after 333 BCE and views the Hellenistic era as significant for the Jewish world in terms of its
consciousness of written tradition; see Mathys (2000:41-155; 2002:278-93, esp. 280).
5 Noth (1987:52). His seminal work originally appeared in 1943. The reference throughout this thesis
is to the English translation (19912 and 1987).
individual 'books' and had been expanded with all kinds of supplements into the form
in which we find it today. This latter point can be established from the fact that Chr. not
only had 2 Sam. 21.18-22 (cf. 1 Chron. 20.4-8) and 2 Sam 23.8-39 (cf. 1 Chron.
11.1Off.) but also 2 Sam. 24 (cf. 1 Chron. 21) in his source. On the whole Chr. stuck
pretty closely to the narrative thread of Samuel-Kings. Most of the places where he
deviates from this source of his, whether by omissions, changes or expansions, can be
satisfactorily explained as being due to his own particular purposes.
One of the effects of early modern scholarship on the study of the two biblical
histories has been the emphasis on Chr's theological interests and biases whenever
Chronicles deviates from the canonical books of Samuel and Kings.6 The confidence,
with which the modern interpreters of Chronicles attributed every difference in that
book from its canonical counterparts in Samuel and Kings to Chr's theological
interests and purpose, however, has been muted by findings and evidence from the
Dead Sea Scrolls discovered in the Judean Desert between 1947 and 1956.7 The
work of Werner Lemke Synoptic Studies in the Chronicler's History (1963) has
noticeably advanced our knowledge in this regard. He has shown in his examination
of synoptic texts of the two histories that not every deviation in Chronicles from
Samuel and Kings derives from Chr's Tendenz, but that some differences were
already part of Chr's Vorlage. Lemke's study was facilitated by fragments from the
Dead Sea Scrolls related to Samuel, especially by 4QSama. Studying these together
with the Greek witnesses to Samuel-Kings when analysing the synoptic passages of
Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, Lemke (1963:240; 1965:362-63) suggested that Chr's
Vorlage was not the proto-Masoretic text but rather belonged to a Palestinian text
type.9 He further concluded that as a consequence it can no longer be held that where
the respective Masoretic texts of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles differ that this is in
every case due to the tendentious interests of Chr.10
Lemke's methodology in studying the relationship between Chronicles and
Samuel-Kings was in part adopted by McKenzie in his study called The Chronicler's
Use of the Deuteronomistic History (1985). As the title indicates, McKenzie also
moved beyond the elementary enquiry of Lemke relating to the manner in which Chr
utilized the canonical books of Samuel and Kings. Pursuing the thesis formulated by
6 For a related question of Chr's historical reliability, examined from the perspective of the history of
Chronicles research, see Peltonen (1996).
7 See Cross (1964:294 n. 41), Porter (1979:155-56), Hasel (1979:667), Williamson (1987a:17).
8 See Ackroyd (1967:501-515, esp. 507-508) for the significance of this conclusion when approaching
the question of Chr's theology.
9 For this see also Cross (19953:138-41; 1964).
10 This conclusion is nowadays generally accepted in studies and commentaries on Chronicles. See,
for example, the recent commentary on 1 Chronicles by Knoppers (2004).
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F. M. Cross (1973) of double redaction of the Deuteronomistic History, McKenzie
suggested that only the first edition (Dtr 1 in the terminology of Cross) of the
Deuteronomistic History was available to Chr. In other words, he contended that the
principal source used by Chr was an earlier edition of Samuel-Kings (understood
under the umbrella of 'Deuteronomistic History'), which ended with the death of
Josiah." Recently, a similar interest in Chr's Vor/age set against the discussion about
multiple redactions of Kings has been expressed by Barrick whose study of the
accounts of Josiah's reform in both biblical histories, Kings and Chronicles, leads
him to consent to McKenzie's original proposal (1985) that Chr used for his history
12
the 'unrevised "Josianic" version of Kings'. Barrick contends that '[t]he
proposition that the Chronicler used a version of K[ings] H[istory] substantially
different from today's versions is more easily imagined by scholars who accept a
pre-Exilic original than by those who accept a later original and fewer intervening
revisions' (2001:422). This contention makes it problematic, however, to account for
those elements in Chronicles that have close parallels with elements in Kings, which
are not considered to be part of the early, pre-exilic, edition of
Kings/Deuteronomistic History also used by the author of Chronicles. Therefore a
later than pre-exilic origin of such a version may have been equally, or perhaps even
better, imaginable. Macy (1975), who views Chronicles being dependent on earlier
Deuteronomistic material or materials not identical with Samuel-Kings, considers
these materials to include 'the entire history of the Kingdom of Judah', since the
formulaic evaluation 'to do right/evil in the eyes of Yahweh' appears in both Kings
and Chronicles also in the formulae of the last Judean kings.
Macy's study The Sources of the Books ofChronicles: A Reassessment (1975),
exploring issues relating to sources used in the production of Chronicles, makes a
11 McKenzie somewhat changed his views since his 1985 monograph, in which he utilized Cross's
singla Dtr 1 for the Josianic and Dtr 2 for later exilic editor of the Deuteronomistic History. In his
1991 study The Trouble with Kings, though still espousing the view of a primary Deuteronomistic
work composed in Josianic times, he considered this history to be written by a single author/editor that
was only lightly updated by several post-Deuteronomistic additions. Still later, he abandoned
completely a pre-exilic date for the History. He now considers the Deuteronomistic History to be an
exilic work written by a single historian, thus favouring the position of Noth; see McKenzie (1996;
1998; 1999b; 2000). Yet, as McKenzie regards the Deuteronomistic History being enlarged by post-
Deuteronomistic additions - although these were made according to him in no systematic way - he
may be close to Van Seter's view of the Deuteronomist as creative historian (Van Seters 1983; cf.
McKenzie 1994:300-302), whose work was supplemented with several additions by later writers. For
highlighting this point see Romer & de Pury (1996:100-101).
12 Barrick (2002:109). See below chapters three and four for more in-depth conversation with aspects
of Barrick's study on Josiah's reform.
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significant contribution to the studies of the relationship between the biblical books
of Samuel, Kings and Chronicles. On the basis of a close examination of the standard
formulaic notices, which Kings and Chronicles regularly employ at the beginning
and the end in the narratives of each king's reign, Macy in his 1975 thesis formulated
a conclusion, before this was argued anew in studies of Auld and Ho (see further
below), that both Chr and Dtr (or the author/editor of Kings) depended on an earlier
common source or sources which they utilized, each according to the aims and
1 T.
purposes of his own work. Macy called this primary source 'Deuteronomistic' or
stemming from the 'Deuteronomistic school', this being dependent upon the
occurrence of the evaluative phrase 'to do right/evil in the eyes of Yahweh' in the
formulaic notices. He may not be entirely correct in calling this common material
'Deuteronomistic' as the study of the use of the phrase 'to do right/evil in the eyes of
Yahweh' will further show,14 but the conclusion deriving from his study that
Chronicles in its formulaic notices is not dependent on Kings in the canonical form
has some merit in it as this study later will demonstrate.
Of the three Harvard theses (Lemke 1963, Macy 1975, McKenzie 1985)
reviewed in passing here, all of which deal with different aspects of the relationship
of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, it is the work by McKenzie (1985) which features
in Auld's early discussions relating to his radical proposal of reconsidering this
relationship.15 In a more forthright way than Macy mentioned above, Auld in his
seminal work Kings without Privilege (1994) challenged mainstream scholarship
relating to the composition of the books of the Hebrew Bible from Deuteronomy to
Kings and Chronicles. He put forward the view that Samuel-Kings and Chronicles
are based on common source material from which they each developed in their
distinctive ways.16 Auld first gave consideration in writing to the main thought of
this argument in an essay (1983) that has further developed some issues arising from
his study of prophetic terminology in Jeremiah and Kings (1984).17 Studies of the
13 See also Rezetko (2003:215 n. 2) who mentions others before Auld consenting to the idea of a
common source employed by the author(s) of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.
14 See chapter one of this thesis.
15 Auld (1992; 1993; 1994; 2004:119-25 [originally a paper read at the SBL Annual Meeting, San
Francisco, 1992]).
16 A similar view to that of Auld concerning the relationship of Samuel-Kings and Chronicles has
been expressed by Ho (1994; 1995), though with some differences. Craig Ho, while being in
agreement with Auld about Samuel-Kings and Chronicles deriving from a common source, delimits
that material differently, including in it some parts of ISam relating to king Saul (e.g. ISam 28).
17 See now Auld (2004:3-9) for evolution of that argument.
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synoptic accounts of Solomon's vision (1992; 1993), in which Auld set out to probe
his initial proposal of a prior material underlying both Samuel-Kings and Chronicles,
led him to a more substantially developed argument in book-length form, where he
outlined in broad contours the proposed main source to both biblical histories
establishing it on their shared text. He provided a variety of arguments in support of
the identification of this primary material underlying the extant versions of Samuel-
Kings and Chronicles, and also adumbrated implications for wider topics such as the
notion of Deuteronomistic History and the history writing, the study of the books of
Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Deuteronomy as well as implications for Pentateuchal
studies.
Auld's Kings without Privilege with its wide-ranging implications for the
criticism of the Hebrew Bible elicited a number of responses and criticisms. These
include issues relating to the method and criteria for recovering 'original' material
18
used by both Samuel-Kings and Chronicles, issues of coherence of that primary
material, especially as regards its opening with the narrative of Saul's death (ISam
31 //I Chr 10),19 issues of provenance of characteristic terminology (Deuteronomistic
20
language vs. language of common source)," questions regarding late vs. early
21*Biblical Hebrew" and issues of Chronicles presupposed knowledge of material in
Samuel and Kings that was not in the common source - most notably the Succession
22Narrative and Elijah-Elisha stories. " In light of these counter-challenges, Auld has
since made some modifications to his original proposal,23 but also has used the
opportunity to develop the main tenets of Kings without Privilege further.24 The
shared source material underlying Samuel-Kings and Chronicles he now calls the
'Book of Two Houses', its focus being on the royal and the divine houses in
Jerusalem. Furthermore, he reveals the integrity of that 'Book' in the way it portrays
the prophetic figures who function as intermediaries through which a divine word is
communicated to kings.
18 Nihan & Romer (1999); Johnstone (1997a). Cf. Ho (1994:189-91).
19 Nihan & Romer (1999).
20 Nihan & Romer (1999); McKenzie (1999a); Knoppers (2004:67).
21 Z. Talshir (1999:249-51; 2000b:248 n. 31); Knoppers (1995).
22 Williamson (1983; 1996); Knoppers (1995); Coggins (1995); McKenzie (1999a); Z. Talshir
(1999:249-51).
23 See e.g. his response to McKenzie in Auld (1999b:91-99).
24 See the essays collected in Auld (2004).
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In his Kings without Privilege (pp. 9-10), Auld anticipating criticism which the
proposal that Samuel-Kings on the one hand and Chronicles on the other derive from
a common core might bring about, namely the objection of the Hebrew language of
Chronicles being much later than that of Samuel and Kings, offered a brief treatment
of this linguistic aspect pointing to the studies of Barr (1989) and of Verheij (1990)
which each found elements in Samuel and Kings that are otherwise deemed late
when occurring in Chronicles. This language issue has more recently received
serious consideration from Rezetko (2003) who offered more than a dozen examples
of linguistic features often labeled as 'late' Biblical Hebrew, but which do not prove
the diachronical nature of the relationship between Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. It
may be significant in this regard to point out that in the same collection of essays in
which Rezetko's important discussion occurs Young (2003:315) gives space to the
idea that Chronicles may 'represent the eastern version of the primary history
25
represented in Samuel and Kings'.
The proposal of Auld that posits a common source to Samuel-Kings and
Chronicles fits into a larger context in the field of the research of the Former
Prophets in recent years, within which reservations have been expressed about the
books from Deuteronomy through Kings belonging to a corpus of ancient Israelite
literature called the Deuteronomistic History. While on one hand many continue to
assert the concept of the Deuteronomistic History, there has been a growing
dissatisfaction with this model. The debate arising from that asks what constitutes
'DeuteronomisnT with doubts being cast on the current redactional models of the
Deuteronomistic History and even the main tenets of the notion of the
Deuteronomistic History itself being undermined.
Noth in his Uberlieferungsgeschichte Studien observed cohesive elements
within the books from Deuteronomy through Kings, which prompted him to
postulate a single author of the Deuteronomistic History who collected and put
together the various existing sources, arranged them according to a purposeful design
and gave them a unifying theme. Several scholars in recent times, however, have
pointed out distinctive features of particular texts within Deuteronomy, Joshua,
Judges, Samuel and Kings, so that the notion of the Deuteronomistic History being a
coherent piece of national history is undermined and found unsatisfactory.26 Instead,
23 See also articles by D. Talshir (2003:251-75) and P. R. Davies (2003:150-63) in the same volume.
26 See especially Westermann (1994), Wtirthwein (1994:1-11), Knauf (2000:388-97). For arguments
questioning existence of the Deuteronomistic History, see among others Auld (1994; 1998b: 120-26;
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the emphasis is placed by these scholars on the composition and editing of individual
books27 or blocks28 within the corpus of the Former Prophets.
Another issue that leads to scholarly discontent with the notion of the
Deuteronomistic History concerns the lack of consensus about the Deuteronomistic
influence and tendencies. In the past, 'Deuteronomic' was a term generally reserved
in biblical research for the book of Deuteronomy or for the so called source D in the
Pentateuch. Since Noth, who applied 'Deuteronomic' to a proto-Deuteronomy and
'Deuteronomistic' to the additions in Deuteronomy and the material unifying the
books from Deuteronomy through Kings, there has been a predilection in scholarship
towards variety in the use of these terms. This is partly caused by different
approaches to the Deuteronomistic History hypothesis that have evolved since
Noth's original thesis, represented mainly by the Cross school which views there
being two Deuteronomists (Dtrl and Dtr2) and by the Smend school which reckons
with at least three redactors (DtrG, DtrN and DtrP). In addition, the hands of
'Deuteronomistic' redactors have been detected in parts of the Tetrateuch, in the
Latter Prophets, namely Jeremiah, and in the prophetic collection such as the Book of
the Twelve. Coggins (1995) and others have recently exposed this wide and diverse
usage and understanding of what the terms 'Deuteronomic' or 'Deuteronomistic'
convey in current scholarly discussion with a warning of the danger of pan-
Deuteronomism and calling for some sorts of control or better defined criteria
pertaining to this issue.
The foregoing considerations regarding the perplexing state that surrounds the
current discussion of the Deuteronomistic History are further addressed by Person in
his study The Deuteronomic School: History', Social Setting and Literature (2002).
Person proposes four new perspectives from which to move the debate about the
Deuteronom(ist)ic work and literature forwards: 1) application of text-critical results
in the study of redactional processes of the Deuteronom(ist)ic History,
2) consideration of a post-exilic setting for most of the Deuteronom(ist)ic endeavor,
3) use of comparative material from Ancient Near East for the study of
Deuteronom(ist)ic scribal activity, and 4) exploration of the influence of a
predominantly oral culture on the Deuteronom(ist)ic scribal practice.
1999a: 116-26), Linville (1998:46-73), Guillaume (2004:260-61). Cf. also Schmid (1999:18-55), Kratz
(2005:153-58; 216-17).
27 For 'books' model, see e.g. Westermann (1994), McConville (1997:3-13), Guillaume (2004:229).
28 For 'blocks' model, see e.g. Wurthwein (1994:1-11), Eynikel (1996).
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Of these four perspectives, it is the first one that places emphasis on the link
between text-critical and redactional studies, which is of special significance and
deserves further attention. Person (2002:24) is critical of the analytical methods of
scholars engaged in multiple redactions of the Deuteronomistic History as they 'rely
solely on redaction criticism to distinguish one Deuteronomic redaction from
another'. He brings into discussion some representative studies, including his own,
which combine text-critical observations with the redaction-critical issues pertaining
to Deuteronomistic History. These studies in particular cases illustrate that the MT is
more expansive text than the LXX and represents in these instances a later stage in
the textual tradition than the Hebrew text underlying the LXX. Several of the studies,
which Person discusses in his monograph, also show that the MT in its later
additions, which are not present in the LXX, contains phraseology expressive of
Deuteronomistic diction. This is one of Person's starting points for his further
argumentation about the setting of the Deuteronomists and the presence of the
Deuteronom(ist)ic activity in the post-exilic period. While Person's argument
concerning the socio-political context and the chronological boundary of the
Deuteronomic school's activity is open to dispute, his emphasis on how textual
matters contribute to redaction-critical issues is to be applauded.
Other scholars as already mentioned by Person, as for example Ulrich, Tov,
Rofe or Auld, point out the relevance of textual data for literary criticism. Auld in his
essay The Deuteronomists and the Former Prophets, or What Makes the Former
Prophets Deuteronomistic? suggests that 'we should direct more of our attention to
extant texts and comparisons between them: between MT and Qumran; between
Hebrew and Greek; between the LXX of Alexandria and of Antioch; between
Samuel-Kings and Chronicles' (1999a: 126). In a context of ideological and
theological concerns of the Deuteronomists, Romer and de Pury in their article on the
Deuteronomistic Historiography contend that 'the file on the relation between
Samuel / Kings and Chronicles deserves to be taken up again' (2000:137-38).29 If
greater attention is paid to the counterparts of Samuel-Kings (seen by many as being
part of the Deuteronomistic History) in Chronicles, this will contribute to the
redactional issues of the former as well as illuminate the literary processes associated
with the latter.
2'' A remark made by Romer & de Pury especially in the wake of Auld's alternative approach to the
Deuteronomistic History according to which these collections attest to their common ancestor.
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It is with this background of wider considerations regarding how to approach
the biblical text which this present study seeks to take into account. Its main focus
are the narratives relating to the divided kingdom as portrayed in the two biblical
histories, Kings and Chronicles, with special emphasis in the central part of the study
placed on Josiah's reform. Within the studies of Kings, two prominent features have
been observed that constitute a significant part of Kings narrative: 1) the regnal
framework which provides a structure for each king's account, and 2) the cultic
reforms that are characteristic of a good number of reigns. Although Chronicles
portrays only the history of southern kingdom and not of both as Kings does, it too
has these dominant features observable in its history. The regnal resume occurs for
almost every king in Chronicles and the reforms appear with a number of southern
monarchs just as is the case in Kings. The regnal framework and the cultic reforms
are the focus of the detailed study of chapters one and two respectively. Within
dominant scholarly view, under which Kings is taken as part of the Deuteronomistic
History, emphasis is placed on the regnal framework as being a Deuteronomistic
30 • • r*scheme of organizing the material. Similarly, the reform accounts are understood as
a theme in Kings derived from the Deuteronomistic hands.31 The detailed
comparative study of the framework and the reforms in both Kings and Chronicles
shows, however, that these appear to be the backbone of an earlier monarchic story,
an underlying composition to be found in the shared portions of Kings and
Chronicles.
The first chapter that examines anew the regnal formulae in Kings and
Chronicles finds convergent results with those of Macy who suggested that
Chronicles does not make a direct use of Kings in recording the regnal framework of
Judean monarchs but uses an earlier source or sources underlying the present book of
Kings. Macy did not deal in his study with the regnal framework of the northern
kings occurring only in Kings. Observations of textual and literary links between this
framework and the parts of the regnal formulae of southern monarchs in Kings
without their counterparts in Chronicles lead us to the conclusion that these were
made on a secondary level, being part of a subsequent development of Kings from its
base text used also by Chronicles. Although deriving from a different set of
considerations and evidence, this conclusion converges with the proposals of Auld
30 See most recently Kratz (2005:159-63), Japhet (2003:77).
31 See e.g. Hoffmann (1980).
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who suggested that the stories of the Northern kingdom did not belong to Chr's
Vorlage but in Kings were added at a later stage to the source used by both authors of
Kings and Chronicles. Similarly, the second chapter which explores the language of
the royal cultic reforms in shared and non-shared material of Kings and Chronicles
finds that, for example, Jehu's reform occurring only in Kings is more closely bound
up with Kings special material relating to the stories of Elijah, Ahab and Jezebel than
with other reform accounts shared by Kings and Chronicles. Thus it would appear
that the reforms specific to Kings belong to an addendum in Kings and not to the
core material that was available also to Chronicles.
In present day scholarship on the Deuteronomistic History, which to a
significant degree departs from Noth's original notion of a historical work composed
by a single author, researches distinguish between several successive strata or
separate blocks of Deuteronomistic redactions.32 One may note that in some of these
studies it is maintained that there was a monarchic history at the heart of the early
Deuteronomistic redaction(s). Provan (1988) who argues for the Hezekian
Deuteronomistic redaction contends, for example, that the first Deuteronomistic
History 'was simply a history of the monarchy from Saul to Hezekiah, with its
necessary prologue in 1 Samuel 1-8, and perhaps in Judges 17-21' (1988:169). He
holds the view that although there existed some contacts between this history and the
laws now found in Deuteronomy, the books of Deuteronomy and Joshua as such did
not belong to this first Deuteronomistic edition but 'were added, along with Judges,
at a later time' (1988:169). Eynikel (1996:357-64), another scholar with an interest in
the multiple layers of the Deuteronomistic History, regards the work of his earliest
redactor RI to begin with lKgs 3 and end with 2Kgs 18, later to be extended by
RII/Dtr 1 to 2Kgs 23:30. It was only RIII/Dtr 2 who combined this material with
other blocks (Joshua-lSam 12; ISam 13-2 Sam [lKgs 1-2]) to form a single whole.
The earlier 'Josianic' redactor (RII/Dtr 1) according to Eynikel, however, 'limited
himself to Kings, to the history from Solomon to Josiah' (1996:362). Wtirthwein
(1994:1-11), who doubts the existence of a single continuous historical work in
Joshua through Kings, views the oldest Deuteronomistic block as consisting simply
of the book of Kings with its royal story. Samuel, Judges and Joshua prefixed Kings
history only at a later stage. Similarly Kratz states that 'the beginning of the
Deuteronomistic redaction does not lie in Deuteronomy but in Samuel-Kings and
12 See recent fine critique of this aspect by Van Seters (2003:487-500).
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from here extends forwards into (Genesis-)Deuteronomy, Joshua and Judges'
(2005:158).
In sum, it appears that the emphasis which these studies place on the royal
story in (Samuel-)Kings as the oldest and the most basic element within
Deuteronomistic redactions is not dissimilar to the idea of a core monarchic story in
Samuel-Kings which may have also formed the basis for the book of Chronicles.
Kratz (2005:184-85) in his presentation of the basic document or writing (DtrG),
which did not extend beyond Samuel-Kings, does not include in it a third of the
material known as the 'succession narrative' (2Sam 9-20 + 1 Kgs 1-2) and the
substance of prophetic stories of Elijah and Elisha (lKgs 17-2Kgs 10), which he
ascribes to a secondary Deuteronomistic revision (DtrS) of the basic document. Since
Chronicles has no mention of these accounts in its narrative, it is legitimate to
suppose that it depended on material approximating to Kratz's notion of an earlier
substratum within Samuel-Kings. Consideration of a basic or primary composition
within Samuel-Kings, which Chronicles would use rather than Samuel-Kings in its
canonical form, resonates with the proposal of Auld that Samuel-Kings and
Chronicles derive from a common source. The advantage of this model in literary
and redaction-critical studies is that by bringing Chronicles into play a text-critical
control is gained to a certain degree over the redactional issues in the books of
Samuel and Kings.
A major investigation is therefore launched in chapter three into one sample of
the synoptic accounts of Kings and Chronicles pertaining to the divided kingdom,
namely that of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 and 2Chr 34:3-7 + 33. A
detailed comparative study of these two texts does not confirm the majority view that
the account in Chronicles is an abbreviated version of the reform report in Kings.
Rather, it provides clues towards establishing an earlier report of Josiah's reform,
which on the one hand provided the basis for Kings editors in developing the report
into a full-blown account of the reform and on the other hand was used by Chr in his
history although in a much less extensive way than in Kings. Following this
comparative study is a chapter devoted to the examination of how the 'original'
reform report may have developed into the comprehensive account of Josiah's
reform measures which we now encounter in Kings. A rich network of relations is
observed between this extended report of the reform and other parts of Kings as well
as sections of the Old Testament beyond the book of Kings, and it is concluded that
the formation of the present reform report in Kings was an ongoing process of
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editing and reshaping of an earlier narrative in the hands of Kings' editors who
incorporated into it new and relevant material until it gradually reached its final
shape in our inherited text.
The findings with regard to the account of Josiah's reform in Kings through a
comparative study of its counterpart in Chronicles have wider ramifications for
studying the processes involved in the literary and textual development of the book
of Kings. These ramifications are explored in the final chapter, in which the focus is
moved from studying the synoptic accounts of Josiah's reform to the examination of
a few other biblical texts pertaining to the period of the divided monarchy. This
further examination of the material relating to the history of the divided kingdom
finds validity in the approach that views the book of Kings as a developed form of a
shorter account of material common to both biblical histories. Auld (1994:1) in the
introduction to his Kings without Privilege with regard to his novel proposal on a
common inherited material wrote:
However, although 1 myself have no time in the immediate future to develop the issues
further, 1 hope others will be interested to explore the issues form the perspective I am
recommending. Even if they detect only rubble from yet another failed attempt, that in
itselfmay save them from similar mistakes.
We believe that the following pages do not detect 'rubble from yet another failed





A cursory view of the accounts of the divided kingdom in Kings and Chronicles
indicates that they both present material relating to the history of Judah in a
chronological framework, which consists of formulaic introductions, theological
evaluations and stereotyped conclusions to each king's reign. Apart from a
chronological framework, Kings and Chronicles in their portrayal of the divided
kingdom share material pertaining to events surrounding the schism, the war and
military campaigns, the temple treasures, prophecy, succession of rulers and,
significantly, the cultic reforms by Judean monarchs.1 The major difference between
the two historiographical works relating to the divided kingdom rests in the inclusion
of the narrative of the northern kingdom and the prophetic stories of Elijah and
Elisha in Kings, whilst the incorporation of notices about various building projects,
army organizations, large royal families and wealth and narratives with prophetic
2 2
speeches occurs in Chronicles. Noth (1991 100-117), the pioneer of the notion of
the Deuteronomistic History, regarded the chronological information, succession of
monarchs, war notices and particularly anything that concerns the temple and its
treasures in the book of Kings as the material which Dtr derived from 'the Books of
the Chronicles of the kings of Judah', but he saw the regnal formulae with inclusion
of the negative and positive verdicts on the kings as Dtr's own device of organising
the traditional material. It is interesting to observe that Chronicles on the one hand
includes war and military notices, stories relating to the temple treasures and other
material, whose parallels in Kings are considered to have originated from older
chronicles, and on the other hand, has much of the material, for example the regnal
framework with the judgements on individual kings, whose counterparts in Kings are
thought to have come from Dtr himself. Subscribing to the view of the
Deuteronomistic History being the work of a single author, who worked in the early
postexilic period, Hoffmann (1980) argued for the theme of the cult and the cultic
reforms being the major organising principle of that work. Again, it is noteworthy
that the reforms of the kings of Judah appearing in Kings feature also significantly in
1
This is not an exhaustive, but rather illustrative enumeration serving orientation purposes. For the
synoptic material of Kings and Chronicles, see helpful tools by Vannutelli (1931-34), Bendavid
(1972) or Kegler & Augustin (1991 ), and synopsis in English translation by Endres et al (1998).
2
For the discussion of Chr's Sondergut see e.g. Welten (1973) and the constructive critique of
Welten's work by Kelly (1996:111-34); on Chr's special material see also Macy (1975:38-40),
Sugimoto (1989:101-190).
Chronicles. All the great religious reforms, which are noted in Kings starting with
Asa and concluding with Josiah, occur in Chronicles as well.3 Further, much of the
cultic phraseology and the language which Hoffmann adduced at the end of his
analysis to be typical of a Deuteronomistic historian, which occur in Kings, are also
part of Chronicles cultic vocabulary.4 Since the regnal framework and cultic reforms
are part of the skeleton of the narratives relating to the divided monarchy in both
Kings and Chronicles, they will receive a more detailed treatment below.
1. Studies of Regnal Formulae in Kings
Unlike the situation surrounding Chronicles, the regnal formulae in Kings have
received large scholarly attention. The stereotyped language of the formulae and
their regular occurrence throughout the book of Kings have been traditionally taken
as a good sign pointing to there having been one hand behind the regnal framework/
In a number of studies during the last three or so decades, however, these formulaic
expressions on the basis of their stylistic characteristics have been recognised as
playing an important role in the understanding of Kings compositional history.
Helga Weippert in an article published in 1972 studied the judgement
formulae, which are part of the regnal framework, in order to unravel the redactional
strata of Kings. Using stylistic analysis and criteria, Weippert differentiated between
six schemes within the judgement formulae (IS 1, IS2. IN, IIS, IIN and IIIS with
S referring to formulae for Judean and N for Israelite kings), which she attributed to
three different redactors of Kings RI, RII and RIII (the last two resembling Dtr 1 and
Dtr 2 of the Cross school).
3 In the light of differences between Kings and Chronicles in the accounts of Solomon, Rehoboam and
Abijah, it is sometimes taken as a surprising element that, for instance, the reforms of Asa and
Jehoshaphat are present in Chronicles; see Japhet (19972:211-12).
4
For a partial list of cultic vocabulary occurring in both Kings and Chronicles, see appendices A, B, C
on pp. 198-202.
5 Earlier works taking this view include Eichhorn (17872, 11:518-19), Wellhausen (18892:276-79, 294-
98). Burney (1903:ix-xii), Cornill (1907:209), Driver (19139:186), Oesterley & Robinson (1934:105).
Noth (19912:34), particularly, assigned the stereotyped regnal resume in Kings to the hand of a
Deuteronomistic historian whom he held responsible for the whole literary complex of Deuteronomy-
Kings. The idea of a single Deuteronomistic compiler/redactor/author composing the formulaic
framework for the kings of Israel and Judah has been further expressed in Old Testament
introductions and commentaries on Kings, such as Eissfeldt (1965:284), Fohrer (1968b:229), Gray
(1970:5, 25), Hobbs (1985:xx, xxiv, 106), Wiirthwein (1984:489-96). Scholars, however, disagree
with each other, placing the Deuteronomistic composer of the regnal formulae in different periods of
time.
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Weippert's important discussion was influential for a number of studies that
followed that used an analysis of regnal formulae as a heuristic device in unfolding
the redactional strata in Kings.6 Two early responses to Weippert came from Barrick
(1974) who basically agreed and more or less refined her argument and from Cortese
(1975) who, however, rejected it arguing that variations within the formulae can be
satisfactorily explained on the basis of a single author.7
Another major piece of work on judgement formulae after Weippert's study
came from Nelson (1981) who partly rejected Weippert's view. Nelson accepted
only that the regnal formulae of the last four kings are markedly different from the
rest and are to be seen as the work of later redaction.
Campbell (1986), while notably influenced by Weippert. at significant points
also diverged from her views, distinguishing between three patterns - A, B and C -
of judgement formulae that are only partially in agreement with Weippert's
redactional schemes. He concluded that the 'A' and *B' formulae derived from
different pre-Deuteronomistic sources of southern and northern provenance while 'C'
was from the Deuteronomist. Campbell developed quite a distinctive view of the
composition of the book of Kings identifying the oldest document lying behind
Samuel-Kings with what he called the 'Prophetic Record' that extended from ISam 1
to 2Kgs 10:28.
Lemaire's view (1986) on the judgement formulae approximated to
Weippert's, except that he saw two editors at work in Weippert's designated stratum
RII rather than one. He proceeded to argue for several subsequent redactions of the
books of Samuel and Kings, the last one (7th) constructed under Jehoiachin in exile.
Provan (1988), who began his thesis by reviewing Weippert's and the above
mentioned studies, proceeded with an investigation of the themes of rvm and David
in regnal formulae and elsewhere in Kings. The examination of these two themes
suggested to him that there existed a pre-exilic Deuteronomistic redaction of Kings
which ended with an account of Hezekiah's reign. This is close to the view of
Halpern and Vanderhooft (1991), other researchers of Kings, who paid attention in
greater detail to regnal formulae. Their approach was more comprehensive in that
Only a brief account of these studies can be given here. For more extensive treatment of Weippert's
theory and a number of responses and reviews, which it elicited, see Provan (1988:35-55), Van
Keulen (1996:35-40) Eynikel (1996:34-50) and Aurelius (2003:21-57).
7
See also Van Seters (1983:315-16), Romer (1990:282-85) and Aurelius (2003:24-57) objecting to
Weippert's theory along similar lines.
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they incorporated into their analysis death and burial formulae, reference notices,
notations of queen mothers and other elements of the regnal framework. The analysis
led them to contend that 'the Books of Kings and the whole Deuteronomistic History
took shape in three phases: a first Hezekian edition—H(Dtr)hez—which coincides
with Weippert's R1 (but starting at the beginning of the kingdom); a Josian H(Dtr),
conforming to the 'second part' of Weippert's RII and an exilic H(Dtr)x
corresponding to Weippert's RIII'.8
Another author, who in his study extensively built on Weippert's theory of
regnal formulae, is Eynikel (1996). He started analysing the texts from Weippert's
model and constantly refered to her insights. He refined her findings concerning the
extent of individual redactions, especially the first one (RI), the beginning of which
he placed not with Jehosaphat/Jehoram as Weippert did but with Solomon.
Subsequently, he developed a redactional theory of Kings, close to Halpern and
Vanderhooft, where he identified three redactions: the first after Hezekiah (RI), the
second after Josiah (RII/Dtr 1) and the last during (or after) the exile (RIII/Dtr 2), the
first two of which (contrary to Halpern and Vanderhooft's view) did not extend
beyond the book of Kings.
There exists considerable diversity among these approaches but they agree at
least on two main points. They conclude with respect to the compositional history of
Kings that first, there existed one or more pre-exilic editions of Kings and second,
the exilic edition was minor and less substantial in extent than the pre-exilic one(s).9
Thus it follows in one main stream ofKings scholarship that the data contained in the
regnal framework plays a vital role in the study of various editions of the book of
Kings and indeed of Deuteronomistic History. The regnal formulae in Chronicles
received a different treatment outlined below.
2. Studies of Regnal Formulae in Chronicles
The regnal formulae in Chronicles have been treated much less extensively than in
Kings. Where they received some attention this has mainly been done, not because
they are part of the Chronicler's account as such, but as supportive evidence for the
different Deuteronomistic editions of Kings.10




Typical of this approach is McKenzie's doctoral thesis The Chronicler's Use of the Deuteronomistic
History (1985). Provan (1988:141) in his study of Kings' editions employs evidence from Chronicles
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Significant attention to the regnal formulae in the book of Chronicles was paid
by Macy (1975) in his doctoral thesis on Chr's sources. He dealt in detail, besides
analysing source notices in both Kings and Chronicles, with two other elements of
the regnal framework; accession formulae and death-burial notices. Since his
important study will be referred to throughout this study on regnal formulae, it is
sufficient for the moment to call attention to his final observations. From a thorough
examination of the formulae as they appear in both Kings and Chronicles he
concluded that Chronicles formulae did not depend on the formulae in Kings in its
present form. Rather, both Chr and Dtr must have used an earlier 'Deuteronomistic'
source for their regnal framework."
Macy's insights on regnal formulae have been welcomed as constructive by a
few scholars, but again, mostly with regard to the question of clarifying editorial
levels of Kings (resp. Deuteronomistic History). McKenzie (1985:174-76) made use
of Macy's observations when he sought to resolve the question of the extent of Chr's
use of the Deuteronomistic History. Similarly Halpern (1981:48) was interested,
when he referred to Macy's study, what light the divergence between Kings and
Chronicles in accession formulae and burial notices casts on the composition of the
12Deuteronomistic History.
The regnal data in Chronicles have been studied and considered more seriously
by Barnes (1991) when he proposed a hypothesis of a Judahite king list. Being
convinced by McKenzie's argument that Chr was familiar only with the Josianic
edition of the Deuteronomistic History, Barnes attempted to resolve the problem of
the source of the Chronicles regnal formulae for the last four kings. He suggested
that Chr, while taking information from Dtr 1, had also at his disposal the Judahite
kings list which was similar, though independent of the king list underlying the
second Deuteronomistic edition. Barnes (1991:142-45) made some fine observations
about how this hypothesis may help to clarify the interesting phenomenon of
repetition in Chronicles. However, towards the end of his chapter on this subject he
again saw his study contributing to the issue of Deuteronomistic traditions lying
on the missing references to the queen mother after Hezekiah in support of his argument for a pre-
exilic edition of Kings which closed with the Hezekiah account. He received for this, we think,
unjustified criticism from van Keulen (1996:44) who stated that Provan's approach 'testifies to his
overestimating the value of Chronicles as a text-critical source.'
11
Macy (1975:169-72).
12 See also Halpern and Vanderhooft (1991:197).
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behind the present books of Samuel and Kings rather than to the problem of the
sources underlying the present book of Chronicles.
Most recently the regnal formulae in Chr's work have been examined by Glatt-
Gilad (2001:184-209), who found greater variation among these formulae in
Chronicles than in Kings. He concluded that the differences in Chronicles from
Kings derive from the historiographic interests of Chr and contribute to his particular
view of the king in question. The investigation below will engage with Glatt-Gilad
and the above mentioned scholars' conclusions as it proceeds to study in detail the
regnal framework for Judean monarchs in both Kings and Chronicles.
3. Regnal Formulae in Kings and Chronicles
The regnal framework in Kings and Chronicles has a fixed structure consisting of
introductory and conclusion formulae, which can be further subdivided into the
following elements: an accession formula that comprises of the age of the king at his
accession,1'' a duration formula which includes the length of the king's reign and his
capital city, a queen mother formula, an evaluative formula, a referral formula that
consists of content and reference citations, a supplementary notice, a death and burial
formula, and lastly a succession formula. Since these formulae display an array of
rich information for it to be compared in Kings and Chronicles, they are studied
below at some length.
3.1. Accession Formula
The first of the opening stereotyped phrases in the regnal framework is the accession
formula consisting of the age of the king at his coming to the throne. In Kings, part
of the accession formula is also formed by a synchronistic notice, which in
Chronicles with exception of the regnal framework of Abijah14 never occurs.
13 In Kings, the age of the monarch in accession formula is preceded with synchronism until king
Hezekiah.
14 The name of this king appears differently in Kings and Chronicles. In MT Kgs he is always called
max while in MT Chr he is named max (IChr 3:10; 2Chr 11:20, 22; 12:16; 13:1-4, 15, 17, 19, 22-23)
or wax (2Chr 13:20-21). One possibility to account for the varying form has particularly attracted
scholars: since the ending 'yam' may refer t0 a Canaanite deity Chr corrected the name giving it the
more Yahwistic ending 'yah' (Gordon 1953:77 n. 1, 182; De Vries 1985:184; Dillard 1987:101; Jones
1994:422-23). However intriguing this solution may be, it is less compelling when we take into
consideration variants of the name in the ancient versions that occur in Kings. A few Hebrew Mss, Syr
and one Targumic evidence read max in lKgs 14:31; 15:1, 7, 8. LXXB in all these cases reads A(3iou
and LXXl renders the name as Apia. See further Lemke (1965:359-60). Stig Norin (1986:168 n. 21),
who surveyed epigraphic as well as biblical material on personal names ending with v/w/m, states that
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There are greater irregularities in the opening formulae of the first three Judean
monarchs after Rehoboam in Kings. The accession formulae in the cases of Abijah
and Asa are incomplete in Kings, as they do not include information about the age of
the monarch at his accession. Similarly in Chronicles, Abijah's formula is incomplete
and Asa's does not appear at all. Jehoshaphat's formula occurs in ancient witnesses
of Kings in two different places and there with different synchronistic notices. In the
Greek text of 1 Kgs 16:28a Jehoshaphat is said to ascend to the throne in the eleventh
year of Omri but in the MT and Kaige recension in lKgs 22:41 in the fourth year of
Ahab.1" In the corresponding verse to lKgs 22:41 (//lKgs 16:28a LXX) in
Chronicles, it is stated simply that Jehoshaphat 'began to reign over Judah'
(n-nrr-bu Bscirr before his age at the time of his accession to the throne is
mentioned in the same verse (2Chr 20:31).
The opening formula of Jehoshaphat in 2Chr 20:31 with the phrase that he
'began to reign over Judah' is of further special interest. The expression rmrr-bu
'over Judah', that is shared by lKgs 22:4116 and 2Chr 20:31 relating Jehoshaphat's
formula, is also shared by lKgs 15:1 and 2Chr 13:1 concerning the synchronism of
Abijah. Abijah's and Jehoshaphat's synchronistic notices are the only ones in Kings,
which include mirr-by, thereby reading rmrmbs; [PN] -|br: ratiai 'in the
year...[PN] began to reign over Judah'}1 Nearly all other synchronisms of Judean
monarchs in Kings comprise the formulaic phrase rmrr -jbn [PN] -|bn roun/i 'in
18*
the year.. .[PN] king ofJudah began to reign'. Since it is precisely only in the cases
the form tin that is attested in epigraphic sources and seems to be supported by Apiou of Greek texts
could lie behind the form d'sk. The final mem then possibly goes back to a confusion between waw
and mem whose appearances are much more similar in the old Hebrew script, or, as Norin further
suggests, might be a case of an enclitic mem which is a feature well known from Ugaritic texts.
Throughout this thesis, therefore, this king is called 'Abijah'. Only when we refer to a specific text in
Kings, we name him, as he is called there, 'Abijam'.
15 See Tetley (2005) for the most recent discussion on chronology of kings of Israel and Judah.
16 In lKgs 16:28a the phrase rendering rmrp'bfl occurs only in LXX1' but not in LXXB. Shenkel
(1968:53), however, regards this omission in LXXB as being 'due simply to textual disturbance.'
17 The order of the wording of this phrase in both 2Kgs 22:41 MT and 2Kgs 22:41 Kaige recension is
reversed. While in these texts the sentence begins with the name of the king, the Greek version of
lKgs 16:28a has the usual order that starts with synchronism.
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2Kgs 8:16 (Jehoram); 8:25 (Ahaziah; mirr -|bn missing in LXX); 14:1 (Amaziah); 15:1 (Azariah);
15:32 (Jotham); 16:1 (Ahaz); 18:1 (Hezekiah). The synchronistic notice of Joash in 2Kgs 12:2 is
shortened in that it does not include rrnrv ib». Asa's synchronism in lKgs 15:9 is the only one, in
which MT has rmrr -|bn, while LXX reads enl Iou8ccu (rendering Hebrew rmrfbo). Asa's formula,
however, comes right after Abijah's and before Jehoshaphat's - we have noted, in overall, greater
irregularities in the accession formulae of these early Judean kings. A comment should also be made
about the second synchronistic notice of Ahaziah in 2Kgs 9:29, which is an attempt by a late
interpolator (see Kittel 1900:233, Montgomery 1951:396, Wiirthwein 1984:332, Otto 2001:51) to
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of Judean kings Abijah and Jehoshaphat that Chr records in their opening formulae
the phrase with rnirmbjj, could this be an indication that Chr had before him a text
that lacked the synchronistic notices, which in Kings do not contain rmrp-bj? but
rather employ rmrr Rogers (1992:276-81) on the basis of comparisons of
ancient textual witnesses made a convincing case that Jehoshaphat's regnal formula
was originally without the synchronistic notice. This would leave us with the
synchronism of Abijah as the only one present in the source used by Chr and thus
probably the earliest synchronistic notice in the regnal formulae of Judean kings. If
that is the case, it appears that Abijah's accession formula with its synchronistic
notice occurring in both Kings and Chronicles served as the catalyst for the evolution
of synchronistic notices in Kings, leading in a subsequent stage of Kings'
development to include the synchronistic notices of Judean monarchs, all of which
appear in slightly different form from Abijah's (and Jehoshaphat's) notice as they
have miir -\bn rather than rrnrr-b:;.19 More corroborating evidence of the substantial
divergences in the regnal formulae between the material used by Chr and the present
text of Kings will be shown further below.
3.2. Duration Formula
The duration formula relates specifically to the length of the king's reign and to the
capital city from which the king ruled. In substance, Kings and Chronicles agree with
one another in their portrayals of this second aspect of the opening formulae. Apart
from the discrepancy in the data in Chronicles with regard to Jehoiachin's reign
(2Chr 36:9), which has been shown by Green (1982:105) to be a matter of textual
confusion, there is only one divergence between Kings and Chronicles pertaining to
the notice of duration of a king's reign. This relates to the placement of the phrase
reporting the length of Asa's reign in the synoptic texts. In Kings, Asa's duration
formula appears in its usual place at the beginning of the account of this king (lKgs
15:10), while in Chronicles the reference to the period of Asa's rule is placed
correct the date of Ahaziah's accession to 11"1 year of Joram's reign (cf. 2Kgs 8:25 with the accession
given as the 12th year). This lately inserted synchronism includes the phrase mm-by, and is thus
illustrative of the phenomena that the uses ofmirvby and rrnrr -jbn in the opening formulae are part of
different redactional seams in the literary development of Kings. (Interestingly, LXX reads eiri Iou5a
also in the opening formulae of Rehoboam in lKgs 14:21. where MT has rrnma; cf. 2Chr 12:13.)
19 Others have argued that some or all synchronistic notices in Kings are secondary; see e.g. Eynikel
(1996:122-29), Campbell (1986:139-40), Bin-Nun (1968:419; 424-29). Cf. Montgomery (1934:48).
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towards the end of the narrative of Asa in association with his death
(isbrab nrtNi D'amx n:m nan; 2Chr 16:13).
Asa's account in Chronicles, as is well known, is highly chronologically
schematised. We read about Asa right at the beginning of Chr's narrative that 'in his
days the land rested for ten years' (2Chr 13:23; cf. 14:5). Next follows a date within
Chronicles special material of 'the third month of the fifteenth year of Asa's reign'
relating to the gathering of 'all Judah, Benjamin, and those sojourning with them
from Ephraim, Manasseh and Simeon' for the ceremony of covenantal renewal (2Chr
15:9-15). The ensuing chronological notice appears with reference to the absence of
war till Asa's thirty-fifth regnal year (2Chr 15:19) and is followed by an
announcement of Asa's conflict with Baasha in his thirty-sixth year (2Chr 16:1).
Towards the end of Asa's reign he contracts a foot disease that is stated by Chr to
have occurred in Asa's thirty-ninth regnal year (2Chr 16:12). This is followed soon
after with the notice of him dying in the forty-first year of his reign (2Chr 16:13).
The formula relating to the length of Asa's reign having been transposed in
Chronicles from its usual place at the beginning of the regnal framework to the
closing part of Asa's story thus clearly serves Chr's purpose of structuring Asa's
reign chronologically.
In addition to recognising that the reference to the length of Asa's reign having
been made at the end of Asa's narrative fits into Chr's scheme of periodization, it is
frequently noted by commentators that the chronological framework of Asa's
account in Chronicles significantly diverges from the chronological data provided by
the book of Kings. The narrative in Chronicles mentions that Baasha, king of Israel,
raged a war against Judah in the thirty-sixth year of Asa's reign (2Chr 16:1), which is
preceded by a note that there was no war until Asa's thirty-fifth year (2Chr 15:19).
According to the account of the northern kingdom in Kings, however, Baasha
reigned in Israel from Asa's third till his twenty-sixth or twenty-seventh year (lKgs
15:33; 16:6, 8), which means that by Asa's thirty-sixth year of reign Baasha would
have been some nine or ten years dead. Baasha was succeeded on the throne of Israel
by Elah, who was overthrown by his general Zimri so that it was eventually Zimri's
son Omri who reigned over Israel in the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Asa in Judah
according to Kings.
Scholars and commentators usually note two basic approaches that have been
proposed regarding the problem of divergent chronology between the Asa account in
Kings and that in Chronicles. One approach attempts to bring in harmony the
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chronological data in the two books by contending that the data in 2Chr 15:19 and
16:1 refer to years following the schism (ndn rrcbab in these verses is seen as a late
addition), thus corresponding to the fifteenth and sixteenth year of Asa's reign.20
However, it is doubtful that the events here should be dated in relation to the schism
since this would have been the only case in the whole book of Chronicles with its
numerous chronological notices where such a reckoning of the dates takes place.
This approach, therefore, is not helpful since it creates new problems while
21*
purporting to solve other ones. The alternative approach places greater emphasis on
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the theological interests of Chr. in composing the Asa account. In this view the
chronological data are seen as a vehicle for Chr's retribution theology. Although one
may reckon with the theological consideration of Chr being a prominent factor
behind the chronological framework of Asa in Chronicles, Lemke makes a valid
point that this does not necessarily imply that 'the Chronicler deliberately changed
the chronology of Kings' for this purpose. McKenzie (1985:101) also contends that
Chr would not have so blatantly contradicted the chronological information in Kings
were it not for the force of some other sources available to him in composing the
account ofAsa's reign. Whether or not Chr used some other source for his account of
Asa, the issue of Chr contradicting the narrative in Kings in composing the
chronological framework of Asa's reign may have a simple solution, if it is admitted
that Chr perhaps did not have access to the information about the succession of
northern rulers, which we now have from the received book of Kings. Not knowing
from his main source that Baasha was already dead by the thirty-sixth year of Asa, it
is then conceivable to see how Chr may have had the liberty, with which he imposed
the periodization scheme on the account of Asa's reign without deliberately
contradicting the data that would not have been part of his source material.24 Further
observations in the study of other elements of regnal formulae will corroborate this
conclusion regarding the limits of Chr's major source.
20 See particularly Thiele (1983 :84).
21 See also criticisms by Dillard (1987:124), Japhet (1993:704), Raney (2003:108).
22 See e.g. Rudolph (1952:367-71; 1955:239-40); Japhet (1993:705).
2'' Lemke (1963:150 n. 27; emphasis supplied).
24 Cf. in this regard Coggins' comment; 'it is worth remembering that the Chronicler did not give the
dates of northern rulers, so that the difficulty only arises if we compare the two presentations'
(1976:206).
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3.3. Queen Mother Formula
The formula relating to the queen mother's name, while occurring almost regularly in
the accounts of Judean kings reigning in the early period after the kingdom's
division, is an object of conspicuous divergence between Kings and Chronicles in the
regnal framework of Manasseh and of the kings that ascended to the throne after him.
More precisely, the name of the queen mother in both Kings and Chronicles is given
from Rehoboam to Hezekiah with the exception of Jehoram and Ahaz,25 but for the
rest of the kings following the reign of Hezekiah it is absent from Chronicles.26
It has been convincingly argued that the consistent absence of the queen
mother's name in Chronicles in the regnal framework of the later kings of Judah is
27
not due to textual corruption, nor is it attributable to the theological bias of Chr.
From this it follows that the change regarding the queen mother's name in Chronicles
after Hezekiah, while it has served to some as supportive evidence for differentiating
28
the redactional stages of the Deuteronomistic History," is a patent indication of
Chr's source material being different at this part of the regnal framework from the
present book of Kings. Macy (1975:119), who acknowledges this, suggests that the
missing names rather than being attributed to a later deletion in one text should be
seen as a corollary of the subsequent restoration in the other. The fuller form of the
queen mother formula for kings following Manasseh with inclusion of both patronym
and the place of origin would support such conclusion.
2:1 On occasion there are slight differences between Kings and Chronicles in the actual name of the
queen mother (cf. lKgs 15:2//2Ch 13:2; 2Kgs 18:2//2Chr 29:1). In the case of Asa's mother,
Chronicles does not have the name in the formula as Kings does (lKgs 15:10), but it appears later in
the narrative in a non-formulaic context (2Chr 15:16//1 Kgs 15:13).
26 The Greek text of Chronicles provides the queen mother's name for Jehoahaz (2Chr 36:2) and
Jehoiakim (2Chr 36:5) but, as is well documented, most of 2Chr 36:1-8LXX is either an intrusion
from LXX Kings or its Hebrew Vorlage had incorporated material from 2Kgs 23:30-24:6. See the
discussion on the nature of these supplements from Kings in Allen (1968:483-91; 1974a:216), Klein
(1967:93-105; 1968:492-95) and Rehm (1937:48-50).
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Macy (1975:118-19), McKenzie (1985:175), Provan (1988:139-40).
28 See McKenzie (1985:175-76), Provan (1988:139-41) and Halpern and Vanderhoft (1991:197-99)
who argue for authorial change of Deuteronomistic History in Hezekiah, based partly on the change in
Chr's source in the queen mother's name after Hezekiah's accession. In Chronicles' studies several
scholars work with the hypothesis, similarly as in Kings, of multiple editions in Chronicles, the idea
originated with Cross (1975). Thus it has been argued that the original work of Chr (resp. Chr 1) was
extended and revised by later editors (Chr 2 and Chr 3) though these are not to be understood as
systematic revisions of Chronicles towards Kings. McKenzie also proposed that the Vorlage of Chr 1
in Kings did not extend past Josiah's reign and that for the last four kings Chr 1 used sources other
than the Deuteronomistic History.
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3.4. Evaluative Formula
The evaluative formula is largely formed by the theological statement mnntfrt torn
mm mm 'he did right/evil in the sight of Yahweh' and by further remarks such as
29
comparisons with David or with the father of the king in question.
3.4.1. 'He Did Right/Evil in the Sight of Yahweh'
In studies of Kings, the phrase mm mm innntfri can is often asserted to be typical of
the Deuteronomistic presentation of monarchs. Accordingly, commentators of Kings
frequently refer to this stereotypical expression as being characteristic of the
Deuteronomistic commendation or condemnation of the reigns.
Despite a number of studies which make the evaluative formulae in Kings to be
a case of Deuteronomistic activity, there have been voices arising recently that call
into question the notion of the coherent Deuteronomistic composition running from
TO
Deuteronomy through Kings. Rosel (1999), contributing to these trends by his
recent critical assessment of the Deuteronomistic History hypothesis, reviews in the
first part of his study the concept of sin and punishment within the books from
Deuteronomy to Kings where he brings under discussion the motif conveyed by
mm muz mn (1999:17-19). This motif is noted by Rosel to occur frequently in Kings
and Judges but relatively rarely in Deuteronomy, concerning which he says that
'[t]he scarcity of this motif in the book of Deuteronomy and its programmatic texts is
remarkable and this to a particular extent for those, who reckon with a single author
31 r*of a coherent Dtr history'. Rosel further briefly examines occurrences of muz unn
mm in Kings and Judges and remarks on the apparent difference between them in the
two books when taking into account the immediate context in which these phrases
are found. He draws a conclusion, important for the present discussion, that the motif
conveyed by mm muz mn, does not stand firmly as evidence for the unified
authorship of the Deuteronomistic work.
29 Mention should also be made of the nito theme, which is rather typical of the regnal framework in
Kings. See the discussion ofmnz on pp. 179-188.
30 See e.g. Westermann (1994); Wiirthwein (1994:1-11); Auld (1994; 1998b: 120-26); Linville
(1998:46-73); Knauf (2000:388-97).
1 'Die Seltenheit dieses Motivs im Buch Deuteronomium und seinen programmatischen Texten ist
doch bemerkenswert und dies in besonderem MaBe fur den, welcher mit einem Autor eines
einheitlichen dtr. Geschichtswerk rechnet.' (Rosel 1999:18; emphasis his). The phrase muz nam ton
mm can be found in Deuteronomy four times (4:25; 9:18; 17:2; 31:29) but the motif related to the
context in Judges and Kings occurs only in Deut 4:25 and 31:29. For the full list of occurrences
elsewhere see Floffmann (1980:331).
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When we turn to the phrase mm mm -itfri turn with a positive connotation and
investigate occurrences of this motif within the corpus from Deuteronomy to Kings
we discover that it is to be found only in Deuteronomy and in the book of Kings, in
32
the latter almost three tunes more. In most occurrences m Deuteronomy (6:18;
12:25, 28; 21:9LXX) the phrase is closely linked with the expression ~\b ati" p»b.
A link such as this does not exist in Kings. In other cases in Deuteronomy (6:17-18;
12:28; 13:19), the phrase mm mm mem ntou is found within the immediate context of
'keeping commandments' (cp-ot/nnmrnx nam) and has often been designated as
typical Deuteronomistic language. This does occur in a few instances in Kings,
although none of these instances appear in the regnal framework. The four cases of
'doing right in Yahweh's eyes' that are further linked or occur in the environs of
language close to cases in Deuteronomy (lKgs 11:33, 38; 14:8MT; 15:5),33 do not
belong to regnal formulae. These observations leave us with the conviction that the
phrase mm mm mam mm in its occurrence in the regnal framework of Kings (and
Chronicles) does not originate from the language of Deuteronomy, but is peculiar or
inherently belongs to the regnal framework. A similar contention can be made about
the occurrences ofmm mm inn mim in the regnal formulae. Although this phrase has
somewhat wider use in the Old Testament, appearing repeatedly in Judges as well as
in the framework of northern rulers in Kings, its rare occurrence in Deuteronomy
suggests that its basis for the use in Deuteronomy through to 2 Kings does not lie
with Deuteronomy itself, neither is it, as Rosel (1999:17-19) convincingly argued, a
uniting motif of the Deuteronomistic work.34
Data from Chronicles may also throw some light on the issue. Chr faithfully
records from his source the expressions mm mm mnntirn tarn found within the
regnal formulae of the kings of Judah.33 The phrase mm mm inn torn with negative
32 Deut 6:18; 12:25, 28; 13:19; 21:9; lKgs 1 1:33, 38; 14:8; 15:5, 11; 22:43; 2Kgs 10:30, 12:3; 14:3;
15:3, 34; 16:2; 18:3; 22:2.
33
2Kgs 10:30-31 could be added to these verses which is also not a part of a regnal framework. It
employs the terms mm-nmnn "|bn that are not far removed from the notion of 'keeping Yahweh's
commandments'.
34 The claim may find some support in Weippert's study and those following her in attempts to trace
the compositional history of Kings by identifying its different redactional strata. As mentioned above
Weippert focuses in her study on the variations occurring within the judgement formulae. The phrase
mm man -mm imm together with other elements of regnal evaluations is used in her analysis as a
criterion for differentiating various schemes that are attributed to different redactors. Since it logically
follows from her argument that it is these redactors, with whom the phrases mm man amrmm tern in
regnal formulae originate, the idea of a Dtr's hand lying behind the evaluations disappears.
35
mm man mam occurs in 2Chr 14:1; 20:32; 24:2; 25:2; 26:4; 27:2; 28:1; 29:2; 34:2. mm man am
occurs in 2Chr 12:14; 21:6; 22:4; 33:2; 33:22; 36:5, 9, 12.
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connotation appears outside the regnal framework only in 2Chr 33:6 (shared with
2Kgs 21:6) and in 2Chr 29:6 of Chr's special material. The other phrase, tith ton
mm mm, is not mentioned in Chronicles outside the regnal formulae at all. This
signifies the prominent role of these expressions in the regnal framework shared with
Kings.
In conclusion, it may be stated that rather than being understood as typical
phraseology of the Deuteronomistic work stretching from Deuteronomy to Kings, the
phrases mm mm innruiim ton should be viewed as originating primarily from the
regnal framework in Kings with their counterparts being faithfully preserved in
Chronicles, since it is more narrowly the regnal framework with which they are
deeply wedded and where they feature most significantly.
3.4.2. 'Like David his Father'
The evaluative formula further consists of a comparison with one's fathers or to
rulers of the northern kingdom. The most frequently made comparison in these
evaluative formulae is to David, but there are some variations between Kings and
Chronicles regarding this element. David as exemplar is mentioned in both histories
in the evaluative formula of Ahaz (2Kgs 16:2//2Chr 28:1), Hezekiah (2Kgs
18:3//2Chr 29:2) and Josiah (2Kgs 22:2//2Chr 34:2) and in Kings additionally in the
formula ofAsa (lKgs 15:11) and Amaziah (2Kgs 14:3).
The two additional references to David in the formulae in Kings merit closer
inspection. Unlike in lKgs 15:11 with its reading rax mm, the evaluative formula of
Asa in 2Chr 14:1 includes rnbx after mm mm -ram...torn3 The difference between
Kings and Chronicles over the wording in the evaluative formula of Asa may be
compared with a similar kind of divergence between the two historiographical works
in the evaluative formula of Ahaz. Here the text in 2Chr 28:1 reads rax Tim after
mm mm mm rrairxbi while the parallel verse in 2Kgs 16:2 has a fuller expression
rax mm rmbx. Seen within this perspective of divergent readings of Ahaz's
evaluation, the issue regarding the more original reading of the evaluation of Asa
may not be eventually resolved. Also, the possibility should not be excluded from
36 Another small divergence between 2Chr 14:1 and lKgs 15:11 is the addition of aion next to mm in
Chronicles. Although apart from 2Chr 14:1 the conjunction "itivn 3itsn does not occur in the evaluative
fonnulae, it is attested with slight variations elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible: in Deut 6:18; 12:28; Jos
9:25; ISam 12:23; 2Kgs 10:3; 2Chr 31:20; Ps 25:8; 125:4; Jer 26:14; 40:4. Cf. ISam 29:6; 2Kgs
10:30; Neh 9:13; Mic 7:4. Hence men in 2Chr 14:1 is probably a scribal addition.
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further consideration that this minor divergence in the wording may have resulted
from accidental change perhaps during the transmission process rather than from
37
deliberate alteration on the compositional level.
The other formula where there is difference in Kings and Chronicles over the
reference to David as comparator occurs in the regnal framework of Amaziah. The
evaluation of Amaziah ends in 2Chr 25:2 with the phrase abtzi 33b3 xb pi, whereas
the parallel text in 2Kgs 14:3 reads nto rax exv ncnax baa rax ~rna xb pa. The
reading in Kings offers strikingly a two-fold comparison, mentioning Amaziah's
ancestors David and Joash, which has suggested to Lemke (1963:198) a possibility
that the text in 2Kgs 14:3 may have been secondarily glossed. Further to this, Chr in
the parallel text does not appear to be replacing his Vorlage of Amaziah's evaluative
formula with a special terminology, since obc 32b occurs once in the text shared by
Kings and Chronicles (lKgs 15:14//2Chr 15:17), and on several occasions in non¬
shared material of Kings (lKgs 8:61; 11:4; 15:3; 2Kgs 20:3) as well as of Chronicles
(IChr 12:39; 28:9; 29:19; 2Chr 16:9; 19:9). The shared material of Asa (lKgs
15:14//2Chr 15:17) with the term 33b occurring in close association with cbc is
particularly relevant here, since this appears in the account of Asa's reform that
follows the evaluative formula of Asa in the earlier part of this king's narrative
(lKgs 15:11 //2Chr 14:1). The concept of cbrn 32b as it is applied to the king Asa,
where it appears a few verses later after the mention that Asa 'did what was right in
the eyes of Yahweh' could also have originally underlain the description of Amaziah
as it appears in Chronicles - this time following directly and qualifying negatively
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the statement that Amaziah 'did what was right in the eyes of Yahweh'. Another
attractive possibility that may not be completely eliminated from consideration is
Macy's suggestion that '[d]tr and C used slightly variant recensions of a source
TQ
which contained these formulae'.
37 Kalimi (1995:114) regards rnbx in 2Chr 14:1 as an instance of Chr's harmonisation with Deut
12:28. If this is the case, however, then vnbx in 2Kgs 16:2 should no less be considered as an instance
of harmonisation.
38 Cf. the use of 22b + cbtf in IKgs 15:3, where it appears in Abijam's evaluative formula (only in
Kings).
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Macy (1975:124). Contra Glatt-Gilad (2001:191 n. 27). Commentators, e.g. Williamson
(1982a:327), Dillard (1987:198), or Japhet (1993:861), usually charge Chr with his own alteration in
case of 2Chr 25:2, but in light of 22b + cbti used elsewhere also in Kings, this may not be a fair
assessment of the difference between 2Kgs 14:3 and 2Chr 25:2.
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3.4.3. 'He Did/Did Not Walk in the Way of His Father/King of Israel'
Another phrase occurring in the evaluative formulae that deserves consideration
relates to walking in the way of one's ancestor or in the way of the kings of Israel.
This formulation occurs in the evaluative formulae of kings Jehoshaphat (lKgs
22:43//2Chr 20:32), Jehoram (2Kgs 8:18//2Chr 21:6), Ahaziah (2Kgs 8:27//2Chr
22:3), Ahaz (2Kgs 16:3//2Chr 28:2) and Josiah (2Kgs 22:2//2Chr 34:2). It has a form
as follows:
bjofep •obo/axnK rr3/[PN] + (only in Chronicles) ,rs-m/(only in Kings) "p-a/"i~rrb32 + -[bn/pbri
There are divergences between Kings and Chronicles in two details of this phrase:
first, in the grammatical number of -pi and second, in the use of br. The differences
in these details between Kings and Chronicles are consistent, so that Kings never
employs a plural form of -pn in the regnal framework, while Chronicles never
includes bs in juxtaposition with -pn in evaluative formula.
As regards plural and singular forms of -pi, the book of Kings is consistent
throughout in its use of -pi in singular form within a regnal framework. Also in other
ancient versions Kings does not exhibit any departure from this convention; Hebrew
-[Tin in Kings' regnal framework is regularly rendered in Greek versions by hv o8to.
The same, however, cannot be said about the usage in Chronicles where -pn occurs in
both singular and plural forms. The shifting between forms can also be seen in Greek
texts of Chronicles, but the inconsistency within Chronicles goes even further in that
the change of form takes place in different places in LXX and MT.40 This seems to
point to a secondary character in how the term -pn was handled in Chronicles. The
singular form of p~n as it consistently appears in Kings should be therefore regarded
as the more original form in regnal formula.41
The second point concerns the presence of br as for instance in -p-rbm -jbn of
Josiah's evaluative formula in 2Kgs 22:2 and its absence in the parallel text tt-q pbn
of 2Chr 34:2. The term br, accentuating totality, occurs also in the evaluative
formula of Jehoshaphat in lKgs 22:43,42 but is absent in the parallel text of 2Chr
20:32. This conforms to a wider pattern throughout the synoptic passages of Kings
40
"pn occurs in the regnal framework of Chronicles in singular form in 2Chr 20:32 MT; 2Chr 21:6
MT, LXX; 2Chr 22:3 LXXB and in plural form in 2Chr 20:32 LXX; 2Chr 22:3 MT, LXXl; 2Chr 28:2
MT, LXX; 2Chr 34:2 MT, LXX.
41 It appears that Chronicles having plurals, where Kings uses singular forms, is part of a wider
phenomena in that book. See e.g. rrm/vTm (lKgs 8:15//2Chr 6:4); mix/nnM (2Kgs 21:3/2Chr 33:3);
bsnb/mbmb (2Kgs 21:3/2Chr 33:3); us/van (2Kgs 21:6/2Chr 33:6).
42
However, in the Greek supplement of lKgs 16:28b b: is lacking.
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and Chronicles in which be is recorded more often within word-for-word parallels in
Kings than in Chronicles.43 We would suggest at this point that Chr was not simply
careless about transcribing faithfully bo from his source text. Rather his Vorlage in
the synoptic passages was less expansionist than the present text of Kings. However,
since there are differences relating to the occurrence of be among the ancient
witnesses of Kings themselves,44 the expansionist tendency may not be attributable
to Kings authors/redactors but rather to later scribes of Kings.45
3.4.4. 'Walking in the Way' and 'Not Departing'
In the evaluative formulae of Jehoshaphat and Josiah, 'walking in the way of one's
ancestors' is closely linked with 'not departing'. Parallel texts in Kings and
Chronicles regarding Jehoshaphat include after 'he walked in (all) the way of his
father Asa' a phrase that reads '(and) he did not turn aside from it' (una lo-Kb in
lKgs 22:43; mar: -io~xb>i in 2Chr 20:32). Similarly the texts with regard to Josiah read
'and he did not turn aside to the right or to the left' (bnNatot pa-1 -icrxbu 2Kgs
22:2//2Chr 34:2).
The latter phrase is of particular interest since its employment in 2Kgs 22:2 has
often been attributed to the Dtr's hand. Thus, for instance, Weinfeld (1972:304)
contends that -no + bnxatoi prr is a 'stock phrase of Deuteronomy and the
Deuteronomist' but also claims its link with wisdom literature (cf. Prov 4:27).
Spieckermann's argument particularly stands out as he asserts from occurrences of
the phrase in Deuteronomy and Joshua that bnnatoi pm -lo-xbi in 2Kgs 22:2 means 'not
43 See lKgs 7:40//2Chr 4:11 (LXXB Chr reads differently); lKgs 8:66//2Chr 7:10 (bo is missing in
LXXub Kgs); 1 Kgs 10:4//2Chr 9:3; lKgs 12:18//2Chr 10:18 (be is alternated by no in Chr); lKgs
14:26//2Chr 12:9 (LXXUB Kgs is longer); lKgs 15:18//2Chr 16:2 (bo is missing in LXXlb Kgs); lKgs
22:23//2Chr 18:22 (ba is included in LXX1 Chr); lKgs 22:43//2Chr 20:32 (ba is missing in LXXl
Kgs); 2Kgs 22:2//2Chr 34:2; 2Kgs 23:2//2Chr 34:30 (ba is missing in LXXB Kgs). The case of lKgs
12:2l//2Chr 11:1 is truly complicated with many variants: MT Kgs - 'all the house of Judah and tribe
of Benjamin'; MT Chr - 'house of Judah and Benjamin'; LXX ' - 'congregation of Judah and tribe
of Benjamin' (Greek ouvaycoYp appears in the immediately preceding verse rendering Hebrew mo.);
LXX Chr - 'Judah and Benjamin'; LXX supplement - 'all the men of Judah and Benjamin'. From
these variant readings MT Kgs appears to be the most extended text which may indicate that MT Kgs
belongs in this case perhaps to the latest stage of development. Finally, it should be noted that lKgs
12:16//2Chr 10:16 may be the only exception to the pattern presented here, in which case it is Chr
who records bo that is not in Kings. But this might be due to Chr's pan-Israel interest.
44 See the preceding note.
45 Cf. Person (1997:54) who contends, noting the bo variants in ancient texts in his study of parallel
passages of 2Kgs 18:13-20:19 and Isa 36-39, that these variants are 'the result of scribal additions for
the sake of specificity'. On the variants of bo in the ancient witnesses of Jeremiah, see Janzen
(1973:65-68) who also considers these as expansions rather than elements lost in transmission or
translation.
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to turn aside from the commandments in Deuteronomy'.46 Provan, who grants that
2Kgs 22:2 is an evaluation of the king, views the dependence of this verse in its
entirety upon the depiction of an ideal kingship in Deut 17:14-20.47 He is further
concerned to show that 2Kgs 22:2 is related to the whole account of 22:3-23:25 'in
48its perspective that Josiah alone has done right in Yahweh's sight'.
A close examination of the context of the collocation mo + bixrato1! prr in 2Kgs
22:2 and the passages in Deuteronomy and Joshua reveals, however, that the notion
of a close relationship between 2Kgs 22:2 and these other texts may be misleading.
The passage in Deut 17:20, which Provan considers in support of his view of the
assessment of Josiah in Kings, has evidently a 'commandment' as the object of the
verb no in its reading bix;:ici pa1 msorr|n no Tibrabi. Similarly in Deut 28:14 the
reference in regard to no is made to the 'words which Yahweh commands' -
bixnfcn prr crn cr:nx msn -rax DnmrrbDO -non xbi. In Joshua 1:7 and 23:6 the
phrase bixr:ioi pry -non (no Tibabymorrbx refers to observing the law in the
immediately preceding clauses. Finally, though there is no object specifically
mentioned in the phrase Sxoizn pry non xb occurring in Deut 5:32, the context of the
preceding clause makes it clear enough that 'Yahweh's commandment' is involved.
Contrary to all these texts just mentioned there is no explicit reference to
'commandments', or 'the words which Yahweh commanded' or to 'observing the
law' in the passage pertaining to Josiah in Kings.49 The phrase bixnici pry -)0"xbi in
2Kgs 22:2, however, has its antecedent in the 'path of David' (-in -pn) signifying
therefore 'not to turn aside from following the way of a person'. Eynikel arrives at
the same conclusion when he examines Weinfeld's list of Deuteronomistic
expressions, particularly those related to no. He notes that in two of Weinfeld's listed
6
Spieckennann (1982:43). Apart from its occurrence in the evaluative formula of Josiah in 2Kgs
22:2//2Chr 34:2, no + bixafcn pn is employed with the literal sense of'turning aside from the road one
is going on' in Deut 2:27 and ISam 6:12. Further occurrences are in Deut 5:32; 17:11, 20; 28:14 and
Josh 1:7; 23:6.
47 'The author of 2Kgs 22:2...seems to be claiming that Josiah is the ideal king who is referred to in
Deut 17:14-20, one who behaves in accordance with the law written in the book' (Provan 1988:116).
48 Provan (1988:116). See also his commentary (1995:270) where he argues that 2Kgs 22:2 is 'the first
of many references in 2Kings 22-23 that link Josiah with the law of Moses in general and the figure of
Moses in particular.' Similarly Venema (2004:64) states with regard to 2Kgs 22:2 that 'already in the
introduction Josiah is implicitly linked with the torah of Moses' (emphasis his). Though not denying
that there are links with the law (and with Moses) in 2Kgs 22-23, it will be demonstrated below that in
2Kgs 22:2 particularly there is no such reference to the law nor to Moses as Provan and Venema
would like us to acknowledge.
49 Contra Venema 2004:64 who asserts that 'the vocabulary of 2 Kgs 22:2 is a vague reminder of the
'book of the torah'' (Deut. 17:18-20; Josh. 1:7-8), and at the same time of the book of Deuteronomy'
(emphasis his).
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passages, lKgs 22:43 and 2Kgs 22:2, no is not used to indicate 'turning aside from
Yahweh and/or his laws', but that it involves 'turning aside from the path of a
person', in one case Asa, in the other David.30 Eynikel by noting these two passages
together in their use of -no made a valuable observation. The text in lKgs 22:43 does
not strictly mention btxatoi prr together with no as the text in 2Kgs 22:2 does.
Nevertheless drawing on the similar circumstance in which both texts appear the
affinities between the two cannot be denied. The passages are closely related not
only by including no and -|m (-pn meaning in this context 'moral course of a
person'51) but also by their occurrence in the same formal context, i.e. regnal
framework. In the light of this, 2Kgs 22:2 does not appear to be related directly with
the passages in Deuteronomy and Joshua.32 The phrase pm oo-xbi vox m -no -|b-n
bixrafcn may mean nothing more and nothing less than just what it says, that Josiah
'walked in the way of David his father and did not turn right nor left', just as it is
said about Jehoshaphat earlier (lKgs 22:43) that he 'walked in the way of Asa his
father and did not turn from it.' Whatever our thoughts about the Chronicles
composition, the links between the two texts in Kings are even strengthened by the
fact that they both have their parallels in Chronicles (lKgs 22:43//2Chr 20:32; 2Kgs
22:2//2Chr 34:2).
The relationship between the evaluative formula of Jehoshaphat and Josiah
points to a more significant role played by the immediate context, which is the regnal
framework itself, in assessing these formulae. The links within the regnal frames of
royal accounts appear to be superior to the seeming relations outside the regnal
framework in the sections of the Bible recognized by scholars to be the
Deuteronomistic History. Similarly, we have observed with regard to the phrases 'he
did right/evil in the eyes of Yahweh' that they are more distinct in their occurrences
within the regnal formulae from their appearances elsewhere. Outside the regnal
framework the occurrences of these expressions in Kings have closer relations with
the texts in Deuteronomy, but not within the regnal resumes. It may be instructive to
note at this point that the regnal framework with the phrases such as 'he walked in
the way...and did not depart' and 'he did right/evil in the eyes of Yahweh' in the
evaluative formulae in Kings forms also a significant part of the narrative of the
50
Eynikel (1996:118; emphasis his). For Weinfeld's list, see Weinfeld (1972:339).
51 Aitken (1998:29).
52
Eynikel (1996:118) similarly considers 2Kgs 22:2 to come from a different author than the texts in
Deuteronomy.
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divided kingdom in Chronicles. It is perhaps this context, the regnal framework
shared by both Kings and Chronicles, that is the primary context of these expressions
and not the wider portion of material within the Hebrew Bible called the
Deuteronomistic History.
3.4.5. Evaluative Formula of Abijah (only in Kings)
As it has just been noted the evaluative formulae also appear regularly in Chronicles.
There are, however, two exceptions to this pattern which concern the evaluation of
Abijah and Jehoahaz. While the absence of the latter in the Chronicles history need
c o
not concern us, since this appears merely to be a matter of scribal error, the absence
of the former has wider implications. The evaluative formula of Abijah is not only
missing in Chronicles but its occurrence in Kings differs markedly from all other
evaluative formulae related to the kings of Judah in that book. To fully appreciate the
specificity of the Abijah formula in Kings, the issues linked with this formula in the
context of Abijah's narrative in both Kings and Chronicles need to be explored in
greater detail.
The account on Abijam34 in lKgs 15 is relatively short. It begins with a note on
synchronism with the reign of Jeroboam (v. 1) and continues mentioning the length
of Abijam's reign and the name of his mother. There follows a negative evaluative
formula (v. 3) and an allusion to the promise to David as a reason for Abijam being
retained on the throne (vv. 4-5). Then a notice comes about Rehoboam and Jeroboam
being at war (v. 6) followed by a closing summary, which contains reference to other
records about Abijam's life and a notice of his death and burial (vv. 7-8).
The story of Abijah in 2Chr 13, on the other hand, is of much greater length
and of a different essence. The account starts as in Kings with a synchronism and the
duration of Abijah's reign followed by a notice of his mother's name (vv. 1 -2a). But
53 So Japhet (1993:1063). Rudolph (1955:334), alter mentioning proposals by Curtis & Madsen
(1910:520) on one hand about Chr's deliberate omission and by Benzinger (1901:134) on the other
with reference to accidental loss of the text, refrains from passing his own judgement on the absence
of the evaluative phrase for Jehoahaz in Chronicles. For Williamson (1982a:412-13) it is not clear
why Chr should omit the formula for Jehoahaz. To us it seems reasonable to side with Japhet who
views the most likely explanation of the omission as a scribal error. In this connection, the text of Jer
52 in the LXX might be brought to attention, which in contrast to Jer 52:2 MT, 2Kgs 24:19, 2Chr
36:12a and lEsd 1:45 does not record the evaluative formula of Zedekiah. Has this state of affairs in
LXX of Jer 52 resulted from a scribal error similarly as the text relating to Jehoahaz in 2Chr 36:2?
Answering this question affirmatively, Person (1993:185-86; 1997:103, 110; 2002:48) is then
certainly wrong proposing that LXX of Jer 52 lacking the formula is the most original reading. For
further criticisms of Person's view regarding this issue see Stipp (1998); Talshir (2000a:484-87).
4 See note 14 above on the differences in the name of this king between Kings and Chronicles.
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the name given in Chronicles is different, as well as the name of his grandfather,
which comes immediately after.55 There is no evaluative formula as in Kings.
Instead, after the note on constant warfare between Abijah and Jeroboam (v. 2b)
there comes a lengthy account of a battle between these two kings which Kings does
not report (vv. 3-20). Then a note follows on Abijah's marriages and children also
not found in Kings (v. 21). The account of Abijah's reign closes with reference
formula and a note on Abijah's death and burial (v. 22).
The absence of an evaluative formula related to Abijah in Chronicles has often
been noted in scholarly literature.56 The remarks on the missing evaluation have been
aided by the contrasting picture that is offered about this king in Kings and
Chronicles. While in Kings nothing good is said about Abijah and his reign, in
Chronicles this king is seen in much more favourable light which is demonstrated by
his faithfulness and piety in his speech and by a note on the large progeny Abijah
enjoyed, considered clearly to be a sign of a divine blessing. Given these opposing
accounts in the two histories it is maintained that Chr simply omitted the negative
appraisal of Abijah in Kings because it did not fit his 'theological understanding of
57the king's career', or it is asserted that having at his disposal alternative source
material Chr was 'correcting] Dtr's negative assessment of Abijah (lKgs 15, 3-5) by
58
omitting it'. The note on 'omission' by Chr, whatever way it may accommodate the
more positive portrayal of Abijah in Chronicles, may not, however, in the light of
Chr's overall treatment of evaluative formulae, be a full argument. As mentioned
above, with the exception of Jehoahaz that may be a case of scribal 'lapsus oculi'59
and Abijah, it is Chr's practice throughout to provide a regnal evaluation of Judean
kings. Thus Chr does not avoid recording faithfully from his source a word of either
praise or criticism on a king, even though it may contrast with the depiction of events
pertaining to that king in Chr's account later. Asa, for example, is positively assessed
that 'he did good and right in the eyes of the Lord' (2Chr 14:2) and commented on
that his heart was 'true all his days' (15:17). Yet in the narrative that follows he is
rebuked that he 'did not rely on Yahweh' (16:7). Similarly we find evaluative
55 The name of Abijah' mother is in Chronicles 'Micaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah' whereas in
Kings she is called 'Maacah the daughter of Absalom'. See e.g. Japhet (1993:670-71) on the
difficulties created by this divergence.







formulae of Uzziah and Manasseh taken by Chr from his source, but not fully
representative of all the events concerned with their reigns which are narrated in
Chronicles.60 Since Chr does not set aside the evaluations of other kings found in his
Vorlage, but with a certain freedom of interpretation integrates them, it seems that he
would not have passed over the evaluation of Abijah had he had it in his source.
A further support for this contention may be provided by studying the
evaluative formula ofAbijam, as it occurs in lKgs 15:3, itself. It reads as follows:
TDK in aabr mbx mm-na cbrn 133*7 mmxbi 1-02*7 nw~im vox mxambss "|*7,i 1Kgs 15:3
The formula may appear at first sight to be similar to others with a negative
evaluation of Judean kings. It brings a negative verdict upon a king expressing that
Abijam 'walked in all the sins of his father' and that his heart 'was not true to
Yahweh'. What is significant and different about this expression is that it contains
reference to nxen 'sin' which no other evaluative formula related to southern kings
does. To facilitate comparison we list all the negative evaluations of Judean kings in
a chart below.
Rehoboam
mm mm sin nmm icjm 1Kgs 14:22
sin m 2Chr 12:14
Jehoram
mm mas sin toim rroxb lbmrrn sxnx-ns m sxnx n-3 ltoa maxs bxifcr mbn -pis -]*7i 2Kgs8:18
mm mas am torn max 1*7 nmn sxnx-ns m sxnx ms ito itiss bx-im mbra pis -|*7,i 2Chr21:6
Ahaziah
xin sxnx-rrs -jnn m sxnx mss mm mas am tam sxnx ms pia -[bn 2Kgs 8:27
sxnx msa mm mas aim oa,i ammb lnsav nnm nrsx m sxnx ns mis -|bn ximoa 2Chr 22:3-4a
Ahaz
bx-rir mbc -[ms I'm vsx mis vnbx mm mas mam ntoa-xbi 2Kgs 16:2b-3a
bx-rir -s*7a sns -|bn rax ins mm mas itf'n ntoa*xb-i 2Chr28:1b-2a
Manasseh
mm mas am can 2Kgs21:2
mm mas am Wi 2Chr 33:2
Amon
vsx -[bnmox -pimbss -jbv vsx no:a niaa maxs mm -mas am tarn 2Kgs 21:20-21
vsx nras ntoa noxs mm mas am man 2Chr 33:22
Jehoahaz (only in Kings), Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, Zedekiah
o,p,im/vsx/vnax loamax bss mm mas am torn 2Kgs 23:32, 37; 24:9, 19
(vnbx) mm mas am iaav 2Chr 36:5b, 9b, 12a
The evaluative formulae usually include 'he did evil in the eyes of Yahweh' and
most of them also contain the phrase 'he walked in the way of ...'. Not a single
formula from those listed above pertaining to southern kings reads 'he walked in the
60 See more on this point Deboys (1990:59-60).
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sin' as the assessment on Abijam, which appears only in Kings, does. Thus we see
that in its use of nxtsn 'sin' the evaluative formula of Abijam is markedly different
from other evaluations relating to kings of Judah.61 Being distinct from these
formulae, this suggests that Abijam's formula is a later addition in Kings. It is further
interesting to observe that Abijam's evaluation by its reference to nxtin considerably
resembles assessments of northern kings. In the material pertaining to the northern
kingdom, which appears only in Kings, the evaluations of Israelite rulers typically
62
employ expressions with references to nxtsn 'sin'. The closer relationship of
Abijam's formula in its use of nxen with the evaluative formulae concerning the
northern kings has further significant implications. It is tempting to conclude that the
evaluative formulae on northern kings, because of their affinity with the evaluation
of Abijam, may also not have been part of a source-text known to Chr but could have
been added later together with the evaluation on Abijam with which they share the
link in nx^n. Still more supporting evidence will emerge from the following study on
referral formula regarding the later additions in Kings, not found in Chronicles.
3.5. Referral Formula
The first of the concluding formulae of each reign is formed by a referral formula,
which points to other materials for further information. This formula is a fairly
regular element, in both Kings and Chronicles, of the regnal framework. Only a few
rulers do not have in their regnal resumes the reference to other documents for
further information. These in both Kings and Chronicles include Ahaziah, Athaliah,
and three out of the last four kings of Judah, namely Jehoahaz, Jehoakin and
Zedekiah. Additionally, Chronicles does not have a referral formula for the kings
Jehoram and Anion. Another difference between Kings and Chronicles regarding the
distribution of referral formulae relates to their occurrence in different places in the
regnal frameworks of Joash and Josiah in the two historiographical works. While in
Kings the formulae referring to other materials appears at a standard place preceding
the accounts of the deaths and burials of the kings Joash and Josiah (2Kgs 12:20;
23:28), in Chronicles they appear almost at the very end of the structuring frame
followed only by a succession notice (2Chr 24:27; 35:26).
M It needs to be noted that nxan occurs at another occasion in the regnal fonnulae of southern kings -
in the reference notice of Manasseh (2Kgs 21:17//2Chr 33:19). This appears, however, in so-called
specifying comments, discussed later (see pp. 32-34), and is not a part of regnal evaluation in an
opening formula.
62 1 Kgs 15:26, 34; 16:19, 26; (16:31) etc.
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The varied placement of the referral formulae between Kings and Chronicles in
the Josiah narrative plays an important part in the argument of Williamson about a
further stage in the literary development of the Deuteronomistic History witnessed,
AT
according to him, by the account of Josiah's death in Chronicles. Williamson
(1982b:244-45; 1987b: 11-12) contends that since the referral formulae in Chronicles
occur at the same points where they appear in Kings, except for 2Chr 35:26-27, this
presupposes that Chr followed a form of Kings in which a referral formula was
present following the report of Josiah's death and not before. Dillard (1987:288-89)
and, in more detail, Talshir (1996:222-26) each points out the weakness of
Williamson's argument precisely in his assumption that Chr would locate
pedantically a referral formula at the same point as Kings. Talshir shows from the
example of the introductory formulae for the reigns of Rehoboam and Jehosaphat
that Chr's treatment of introductory formulae is not particularly strict in following
Kings, from which she implies that Chr may not necessarily have followed the form
of his source with regard to concluding formulae. Williamson's argument is also
mistakenly based on the uniqueness of Josiah's referral formula in its different
position in Chronicles from Kings. As we have noted above, and as Talshir also
rightly argues, the same phenomenon of different placement of referral formula in
Chronicles from Kings also occurs in the account of Joash (2Kgs 12:20-22; 2Chr
24:25-27).64 The significance of the issues identified in the discussion so far naturally
leads to the following closer scrutiny of the structure of referral formulae.
In his study of Chr's sources Macy offered some useful insights into referral
formulae (his 'source notices') in Kings and Chronicles.65 These formulae consist of
two major parts, a content citation and a reference citation.66 The content citation
indicates what may be found in the reference that follows. It has a standard form
which can be further divided into three parts: (A) identification phrase, (B) formulaic
element and (C) specifying comment (a further note about the king's character, his
63 See Williamson (1982b:242-48) with Begg's critical challenge to his proposal (1987:1-8) and
further response by Williamson (1987b:9-15).
64
Curiously, the Joash's referral formula has gone unnoticed in the earlier exchanges between Begg
(1987:1-8) and Williamson (1987b:9-15). It has been brought to debate only later by Talshir
(1996:225).
Macy (1975:151-64). Cf. analysis of the structure of referral formulae by Halpern and Vanderhooft
(1991:216-21).
66
Macy (1975:152, 155) called these 'content citation' and 'source citation.' Other scholars use labels
such as 'summation notice' for content citation and 'source' for 'reference' citation (e.g. Glatt-Gilad
2001:186).
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activities or his reign).67 The second major part of the referral formula then names
the particular document. This structure can be seen more clearly in the chart below:
Referral formula Kings Chronicles
Content citation:
(A) identification: [PN] nan inn [PN] •nan mrH/mmnxtfi
(B) formulaic element: nto? -raxfbai) D'nnxm D'imin
(C) specifying comment: various various
Reference citation:68 ...nao_bi? c^aina orrxbn ...atm^nannso-bsj cam; can
e.g. 2Kgs 23:28 (Josiah) e.g. 2Chr 35:27 (Josiah)
mirr ■'cbcb ccn men nscrbi? amine orrxbrt mirm bsnto^mbo iso-by amine oan
3.5.1. Content Citation
As the table above shows, the first part of the content citation is formed by an
identification phrase such as [PN] man -irn. While Kings uses this phrase in every
instance, there is slightly more variation in the formulae in Chronicles. Sometimes
only man is used (IChr 29:29; 2Chr 12:15), in other cases man nxtc or man nam is
attested (2Chr 9:29; 16:11), and no identification phrase is used in 2Chr 24:27 (cf.
2Kgs 12:20). The formulaic element, which is the second part of the content citation,
differs markedly in Chronicles from Kings. In Chronicles this includes referring to an
individual king's deeds as those being mannxm maexnn 'first and last'. In Kings,
however, the formula is noa nuixfbai) '(all) which he did', which also appears in the
content citations relating to the northern rulers in Kings. In some instances, the
formulaic element is missing in Kings, and in others it is absent in Chronicles as the
table on the following page shows. This is similar to the distribution of the third
element of the content citation, the specifying comment, which similarly appears
irregularly in the two books. Moreover, as with the formulaic element, the specifying
comments are likewise 'totally distinct and unrelated' in Kings and Chronicles
(Macy 1975:153).
The features of these specifying comments in the two historiographical works
are worthy of further exploration. The annotations in Kings, as Macy (1975:153;
155) has already observed, are generally related to 'political and administrative
aspects of king's reign'. They refer to the king's might (lKgs 15:23; 22:46; 2Kgs
67
Macy's labels are used throughout this study in dividing content citation into 'identification',
'formulaic element' and 'specifying comment'. We also follow Macy (1975:153) in designating these
as A, B, C respectively.
68 Reference citations, particularly in Chronicles, vary in their structure. More on this see pp. 34-36.
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20:20), to his battles (lKgs 22:46) and building activities (lKgs 15:23; 2Kgs 20:20).
Only in the case of Manasseh (2Kgs 21:17) is the annotation related to the religious
aspect of the king. The specifying comments in Chronicles, on the other hand, speak
little of political activities (2Chr 24:27; 27:7). They do not mention (with the
exception of referral formula related to David without a parallel in Kings) the king's
might and they do not report on secular building activities. They reflect rather
religious interests, reporting on building religious sites (2Chr 24:27; 33:19), on sin
and rebellion (2Chr 33:19) and on the kings' piety (2Chr 32:32; 35:26).69 The
content of specifying comments for the kings of the divided kingdom shared by
Kings and Chronicles is very distinct in both histories. Macy (1975:157-58)
concluded from his study of these comments and other marked differences in the
reference formulae that Chr '[did] not depend on Kg for the content or the
vocabulary of its source notices', but that he 'patterned his notices after a slightly
different ancient formula than the one found in Kg.'
The book of Kings further includes referral formulae with specifying
comments for ten northern kings. Just as the Kings' special comments concerned
with kings of Judah address political achievements, so do these concerned with kings
of Israel. The characteristic elements of the comments related to northern kings are
the frequent reference to the king's 'might' (miaa), which is found with six kings as
the table below shows, and the more uniform pattern in which mma occurs.
Content Citations Related toNorthern Kings
lKgs 14:19 Jeroboam I a, c qbn -idxi cnba max cmm nan inn
lKgs 15:31 Nadab a, B noa -iox-bDi am nan -im
lKgs 16:5 Baasha a, B, c innaai nou maxi xtisa nan im
lKgs 16:14 Elah a, B noa -iox_Lmi nbx man im
lKgs 16:20 Zimri a,c nap max ntapi ma? man nrn
69 The sense of non related to kings' actions in both Chr's passages (2Chr 35:26; 32:32), has been a
subject of some debate. A range of meanings has been proposed for non occurring in these two texts:
'mighty acts' (Kuyper 1963:491; Elliger 1978:24), 'martial and...technological achievements' in case
of Hezekiah (Whitley 1981:525), 'faithful deeds of the king' related to the 'promise of Yahweh's
covenant' (Riley 1993:92), 'mankind's proper response to God' (Routledge 1995:194 n. 54), 'acts by
which a person demonstrates zeal for Yahweh's temple' (Clark 1993:183), 'great deeds' (Gerleman
1978:160), 'pious acts' (Sakenfeld 1978:151-58), 'good works, pious deeds' (Williamson 1977:51)
etc. The plural of non occurs 18 times in the Hebrew Bible (as against of 228 occurrences of singular
form)—and of these, only in 2Chr 6:42; 32:32; 35:26; Neh 13:14 and Isa 55:3 cmon is postulated of a
man. Chronicles passages (32:32; 35:26) are often considered together with Neh 13:14 because of
similar context. (Note the term ion explicated by relative clause '.. .mma ins' in Nehemiah text.)
Nevertheless Neh 13:14 is the only instance where the phrase vrfoa tek mon occurs in Nehemiah
'remember formula'. (This formula is found in positive form in 5:19; 13:22, 31 and negative form in
6:14 and 13:29.) On the grounds of distrihution alone Williamson (1977:51) thus discounts the word
men as evidence for common authorship of Chr and Ezra-Nehemiah.
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— Tibni - -
lKgs 16:27 Omri A, B, C nto ion mmaat nioa max masi man nnn
lKgs 22:39 Ahab A, B, C n:a nax nmurrbm ma nax ion mm naa nax_bat axnx man nm
2Kgs 1:18 Ahaziah A, B nto nax mnnx 'nan nnn
— Jehoram - -
2Kgs 10:34 Jehu A, B, C inmarbai nasi nax-bai xim man nnn
2Kgs 13:8 Jehoahaz A, B, C mma:n nasi na'x-bai rnxim man nnn
2Kgs 13:12 Jehoash A, B, C rmm—|bn msox ov cnb: nax inman nasi nax'bm axr man nnn
2Kgs 14:28 Jeroboam 11 A, B, C ...paamnx mm naxi Dnbrnax imimn nasi nax-bm Dinm man nnn
2Kgs 15:11 Zechariah A nmm man nnn
2Kgs 15:15 Shallum A, C map nax mapi mba man nnn
2Kgs 15:21 Menahem A, B nasi naxAm cn:« man nnn
2Kgs 15:26 Pekahiah A, B nasi nax_bm mnpa man nnn
2Kgs 15:31 Pekah A, B nasi nax'bai npa'■man nnn
... Hosea - -
This term nma: occurs in Kings also in the referral formulae of three Judean
kings, Asa (lKgs 15:23), Jehoshaphat (lKgs 22:46) and Hezekiah (2Kgs 20:20).
However, it is nowhere found with regard to kings of Judah in the regnal framework
material in Chronicles.70 This observation is particularly interesting in respect of the
view that Chronicles includes a number of battles and military events in its accounts.
Thus the author of Chronicles would have no reason for consistently omitting this
term (cf. 2Chr 16:1 l//lKgs 15:23; 2Chr 20:34//lKgs 22:46; 2Chr 32:32//2Kgs
20:20). Rather, what it suggests is that mi:: may have been introduced to the
notations of southern rulers in Kings at a time when the framework of northern kings
with its considerable occurrence of nma: was included in the book of Kings. Chr thus
may not have been familiar from his main source with either rima: in the notations of
kings of Judah or with the framework of northern rulers where this term in Kings
significantly occurs. This conclusion is supportive of our earlier contention regarding
the limitations of the major source used by Chr in relation to the present book of
Kings.
3.5.2. Reference Citation
The second major part of referral formulae is formed by the reference citation. This
again varies significantly between Kings and Chronicles. Firstly, when Kings states
where further information can be found, it mentions mmn mm nao 'the book of
70
miai is attested altogether only four times in Chronicles, three of which occur in the chapter relating
to David's prayer and the end of David's reign (IChr 29:11, 12, 30). The forth instance is in Chr's
special material pertaining to Jehoshaphat's prayer (2Chr 20:6). Though in IChr 29:30 mm] appears in
the referral fonnula of David, this however coheres with the theme of riches and glory (IChr 29:28),
the same theme that appears in the David's prayer earlier in the chapter that also attests to the
occurrence of rrna: (1 Chr 29:11-12).
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chronicles' (lit. 'the book of the acts of the days'). Chronicles in referring to other
materials for further information does not use this expression,71 although,
72
interestingly enough, it itself bears the title crrn nan.
Secondly, the reference citations are usually introduced in Kings with xbn but
in Chronicles with run. The distinctive use of the particles xbn and run is almost
regularly maintained throughout the parallel texts of both histories. In Kings cn'Nibn
(or its equivalents nrrxbn; narrxbn) introduces all the reference citations related to the
kings of Judah. Moreover, Kings employs this expression in thirteen instances in
referral formulae for the Israelite kings. Only in five remaining instances related to
the kings of Israel is the particle run used. On the other hand, Chronicles
predominantly uses run. Reference citations in Chronicles are introduced with can
eleven times out of the sixteen instances for the kings of Judah. In two of Chronicles
reference citations there is no particle used (2Chr 13:22; 26:22) and in one case,
which is probably a result of a conflation, Chr has both n:n and xbn (2Chr 25:26).
Only in two cases does Chr start the citation with crairc orrxbrr which have parallels
in Kings (2Chr 9:29//lKgs 11:41; 2Chr 12:15//1 Kgs 14:29). In the light of these two
instances of the identical use of xbn in both Kings and Chronicles, the claim by Sivan
and Schniedewind (1993:214) that Chr used nan because he 'did not know the
asseverative...xbn' is misleading. Equally unlikely is their assumption that Chr
replaced xbn with nan because nan was 'current in post-exilic Hebrew' (loc. cit.) for
Gesenius (1884:426) contends quite the opposite saying that 'in Samaritan and
73Rabbinic xbn is commonly used for nan'.
If Kings reference citations are the background for Chr's composition of his
formulae, one would expect closer resemblances in the form and language than that
which appears. An example of a reference notice from a later text, the book of
Esther, may elucidate the point. The referral formula in Est 10:2 reads iapn ntotrbm
onsaa no ^abnb avtrn nan nacrbu crama crrxibrt pban ibna ntzJx -otto nbna mnaa mmaaai. It
is well known and attested in commentaries that the author or redactor of Esther
71 There is only one occurrence of n-am nan in Chronicles when it speaks about the census numbers
not recorded in tti pbab rrym-m laoan (IChr 27:24). This text however does not have a parallel in
Kings.
72 For discussion on the name of Chronicles in early Jewish and Christian period, see Knoppers and
Harvey (2002:227-43).
73 On xbrt see further Brongers (1981:177-89), Brown (1987:201-19); on run Kogut (1986:140-54).
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drew on earlier traditions for the reference notice in 10:2.74 The citation in Esther in
its use of sihn and cum nan resembles markedly the standard formula for citing
documents used in Kings.75 By analogy, if Chr depended for his reference citations
on Kings, his formula would display closer affinities, we believe, just as the example
of reference citation in the book of Esther shows. It is further instructive to observe
that the reference notice of Esther contains the term mux We noted this term occurs
in several reference notices in Kings and predominantly in those that are related to
northern kings.
The final part of a reference citation consists of the title of the actual work. In
Kings, the reference is made to rrnrr ubab cum mm mo with regard to the accounts
of Judean monarchs.76 Accordingly, the source for Israelite rulers mentioned in
Kings bears the name bxmr ubrab cum men odd.77 The only other record which Kings
introduces in its referral formulae pertains to the King Solomon. It simply reads
rubra mm mo (lKgs 1 1:41). Chronicles, on the other hand, is less homogeneous in
citing documents in its reference notices. For the majority of kings, it refers to a
composition of general character under varying names:78 bx-rim rrnrrb cubun mo
(2Chr 16:11); bx-rir ubu mo (2Chr 20:34); cuban mo Ann (2Chr 24:27);
bx-iram rrnrrmba mo (2Chr 25:26; 28:26; 32:32); mm bx-iiir-uba mo (2Chr 27:7;
35:27; 36:8); bxTir ubra mm (2Chr 33:18MT).79 Moreover, Chronicles contains
references to the works of various prophets (IChr 29:29; 2Chr 9:29; 12:15; 13:22;
20:34; 26:22; 32:32; 33:19LXX), which are sometimes said to be included in the
general work of the differing titles mentioned above (2Chr 20:34; 32:32). The nature
of that single document, however, continues to be debated among scholars.80 It does
74
bee e.g. Moore (1971:99), Bush (1996:495). Eissfeldt (1965:511) regards the reference notice in
Esther as an 'artificial imitation' of those occurring in earlier history.
7:1 Loader (1992:279 n. 3) in his commentary on the book of Esther notes: 'Die rhetorische Frage,
nebst Begriffen wie „Buch der Chronik" (sefer dibre hayyamirt) und „Starke" (gebura) sind typisch fur
die abschlieBende Wertung von Konigen in Deuteronomistische Geschichte (vgl. 1 Kon 11,41; 14,29;
15,7.23 usw.).'
76
lKgs 14:29; 15:7, 23; 22:46; 2Kgs 8:23; 12:20; 14:18; 15:6; 15:36; 16:19; 20:20; 21:17; 21:25;
24:5.
77
lKgs 14:19; 15:31; 16:5, 14, 20, 27; 22:39; 2Kgs 1:18; 10:34; 13:8, 12; 14:15, 28; 15:11, 15,21,26,
31.
78 That Chronicles refers by slightly different titles to one and the same general work is generally
accepted in studies of that book; see Japhet (1993:21-22) with earlier literature cited there.
79
It is of interest to note that when Chronicles refers to general work(s) it never mentions 'The Book
of the Kings of Judah' (or similar) alone but always has 'Israel' included together with 'Judah' in the
title. On the word 'Israel' used in Chronicles reference citations see Williamson (1977:106, 128).
80 For recent contribution to this debate see Rainey (1997:30-72). See also Schniedewind (1995:211-
30).
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not concern us for our present purposes, whether the prophetic works of the other
category that are also thought to belong to that same document are authentic or
invented. The point needs to be emphasised solely that Chronicles in its references to
other records always differs from Kings.
Resulting from his detailed study of 'source notices' in which he observed
'clear differences in every part', Macy (1975:158) brought forward a suggestion that
'the Chr may have had much greater independence from Kg than is generally
recognized.' Our own study of referral formulae corroborates his conclusions. What
is more, on the basis of the study of the part of referral formulae formed by
specifying comments, we proposed that Chr may have had independence from Kings
to such an extent as being unacquainted with the Kings referral formulae related to
northern kings. This adds up to the view of Chr not being familiar from the source
available to him with the regnal framework of Israelite rulers appearing only in
Kings.
3.6. Supplementary Notice
The supplementary notice, which gives additional information relating to the king in
question, appears following the referral formula in several royal accounts in Kings
and Chronicles. Regarding the first two kings of Judah, Rehoboam and Abijah, the
notices in particular relate to war with Jeroboam (lKgs 14:30//2Chr 12:15; lKgs
8115:7//2Chr 13:2 ). In the case of Asa, the supplementary notice pertains to Asa's
foot disease (lKgs 15:23//2Chr 16:12), and in Chronicles is slightly expanded
according to Chr's theology of punishment and retribution. The regnal framework of
Jehoshaphat has the referral formula unusually early within its structure, so that the
following supplementary notice spans across a few verses in the two biblical
histories. Both Kings and Chronicles include in that notice the story of a shipping
expedition involving the Israelite king Ahaziah, although with some differences
(IKgs 22:49-50//2Chr 20:35-37). Kings has additionally the note on cultic reform
(lKgs 22:47) - which in Chronicles appears outside the regnal framework and in a
different form (2Chr 19:3)82 - and further includes a comment regarding the presence
of a deputy in Edom (lKgs 22:48). The supplementary notice in the regnal
framework of Amaziah - in Chronicles being coloured by Chr's theology - deals
81 In Chronicles, the supplementary notice concerning Abijah (2Chr 13:2) precedes the referral
formula (2Chr 13:22) and is augmented with Chr's special material (2Chr 13:3-21).
82 More on this see below pp. 51-58.
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with a conspiracy against this king and his eventual assassination (2Kgs 13:19//2Chr
25:27).83 Jotham has, in his regnal framework, different notes in Kings and
Chronicles. In 2Kgs 15:37, the supplementary notice relates to the Assyrian threat,
while in 2Chr 27:8 the age and length of Jotham's reign are repeated from 2Chr
27:l//2Kgs 15:33. Neither of these notices, however, seem to belong to the original
structure of Jotham's regnal framework, both of them being likely later additions.
Certainly the repetitive notice in 2Chr 27:8 is secondary. And as for the comment in
84
2Kgs 15:37 relating to Yahweh's sending Rezin and Pekah against Judah, Fritz
(2003:339) notes that this is an addition arising from the narrative about Ahaz that
followed. We have already noted that the referral formula in the cases of two kings,
Joash and Josiah, appears in Chronicles in different places in comparison with Kings,
being followed by succession formula (2Chr 24:27; 35:26-27). Accordingly, the
supplementary note, which depicts how these two kings met their deaths, follows the
referral formula per se only in Kings. In Chronicles instead the same information as
in the Kings supplementary notice (2Kgs 12:21-22a; 23:29-30a) is treated as part of
the main narrative (2Chr 24:25a; 35:20-24a). Even so, Chronicles still includes a
kind of supplementary notice after the death and burial formula of Joash and Josiah.
In 2Chr 24:26 the supplementary comment is a continuation of the story that has
gone before, giving details of those who conspired against Joash (cf. 2Kgs 12:22a),
but in 2Chr 35:25 it contains new information (not included in the parallel account of
Kings) about Jeremiah's and other people's lamentation for Josiah. After the Josiah
narrative, there is no supplementary notice in Kings or Chronicles that would follow
the referral formula in the accounts of the last four kings of Judah.
In their study of the regnal framework of the kings of Israel, Halpern and
Vanderhooft note that the regnal formulae of northern monarchs likewise contain
supplementary notices. These, however, are usually more varied in their occurrence
and in overall are of a different character in comparison to the ones relating to the
kings of Judah shared by Kings and Chronicles. As Halpern and Vanderhooft
(1991:213 n. 85) observe, in contrast to the supplementary notices bearing on the
kings of Judah, the notices occurring in the regnal formulae of northern kings 'where
they pertain to the king whose regnal account they follow, they mainly concern
83 There is also a second supplementary notice regarding Amaziah which, however, in both Kings and
Chronicles comes after Amaziah's succession formula and deals with his rebuilding Elath (2Kgs
14:22//2Chr 26:2).
84 Note the similarities of 2Kgs 15:37 in the phrase mrr bnn cnn □"ma 'in those days Yahweh began'
with 2Kgs 10:32.
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prophecy'.85 While this is taken by Halpern and Vanderhooft as supportive of their
argument regarding differentiation of layers within the Deuteronomistic History, it
seems to us more probable that the supplementation notices of northern kings, with
their different placement within the framework scheme and different focus from the
ones relating to kings of Judah, point to the northern chronological framework, of
which they are part, being more distant from the framework of southern monarchs,
leading us to suggest that they may belong to a different stage of Kings composition
than the chronological framework of Judean monarchs shared by both biblical
histories.
3.7. Death and Burial Formula
The death and burial formula as part of the regnal resume of each king usually
consists of three elements: a notice of the death of king, a notice of his burial and the
place of his burial.86 When a monarch dies peacefully, the phrase ttditdjj asmn is
customarily used in Kings and Chronicles relating to kings of Judah suggesting that
the death was of natural causes rather than being a consequence of war or
87
conspiracy. In the circumstance of an untimely death, a phrase with some form of
the root mo is employed. Thus, for example, Josiah's death in Kings is depicted by
the hiphil form mrran 'and he killed him'. A slightly different and more expansive
text in Chronicles employs qal form nan 'and he died'. The different use of the root
ma reflects the divergent situations of the two versions: in one version Josiah is said
to be slain by Necho (2Kgs 23:29); in the other he is wounded encountering the
pharaoh and dies after being brought into Jerusalem (2Chr 35:23-24). Similarly,
relating to Ahaziah's violent death the verb ma is used differently in the two
historiographical works. This time, however, nan (qal) appears in 2Kgs 9:27, while
85
Prophecy-fulfilment schema occurs in the supplementary notices of Baasha (lKgs 16:7); Ahab
(lKgs 22:38) and Zechariah (2Kgs 15:12). The supplementary notices of Jeroboam (lKgs 14:20) and
Jehu (lKgs 10:35) refer to regnal length, but the one relating to Jeroboam is found only in MT. (Two
supplementary notices, in lKgs 15:32MT and 2Kgs 15:16, do not relate to the Israelite king whose
regnal formula they follow.)
86
Macy (1975:136); Provan (1988:134); Halpern and Vanderhooft (1991:183).
87 See the death notices of Rehoboam (lKgs 14:3l//2Chr 12:16); Abijam/h (lKgs 15:8//2Chr 13:23);
Asa (lKgs 15:24//2Chr 16:13); Jehoshaphat (lKgs 22:51//2Chr 21:1); Jehoram (only 2Kgs 8:24);
Azariah/Uzziah (2Kgs 15:7//2Chr 26:23); Jotham (2Kgs 15:38//2Chr 27:9); Ahaz (2Kgs 16:20//2Chr
28:27); Hezekiah (2Kgs 20:20//2Chr 32:32); Manasseh (2Kgs 21:18//2Chr 33:20); Jehoiakim (2Kgs
24:6//2Chr 36:8 LXX). A curious case of + rrnx'DJJ appears outside the death and burial formula in
2Kgs 14:22//2Chr 26:2. This seems to relate to king Amaziah, who is however reported in his regnal
resume to have died of conspiracy (2Kgs 14:19//2Chr 25:27). On the subject of the construction +
iTDtcns), see further Alfrink (1943:106-118).
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innm (hiphil) is employed in 2Chr 22:9. Apart from Josiah and Ahaziah, three other
kings are described in both Kings and Chronicles as dying an untimely death: Joash
(2Kgs 12:22//2Chr 24:25), Amaziah (2Kgs 14:19//2Chr 25:27) and Amon (2Kgs
21:23//2Chr 33:24) are all portrayed in both histories as vanishing from the throne
because of conspiracies plotted against them. In addition to these, 2Chr 21:19 refers
to the turbulent death of king Jehoram who is depicted by Chr to have died of
'terrible illness' (crm D'xbnra nan). In this case Chronicles differs from Kings, in
which no mention of Jehoram's illness is made and where he is reported to 'have lain
down with his fathers' (rmx-Dy dtp aaon; 2Kgs 8:24). Jehoram's death notice is the
only instance in which Kings and Chronicles give contrasting reports regarding the
death notices of Judean monarchs. Whether or not Chr found information about
88
Jehoram's illness in his source, it seems clear that the account of Jehoram's end is
largely Chr's own elaboration in keeping with his theological interests. This can be
particularly observed in the phrase immediately following the announcement of
Jehoram's death that states that 'his people did not make for him a burning like the
burning for his ancestors' (max nsnto na-ro ma ib ito-xbi). For a similar elaboration,
only in an opposite direction, one may turn to Chr's account of the death and burial
of Asa. In 2Chr 16:14 we read that Asa was laid on a bier filled with spices and
further that they 'made a very great burning for him' (nxnb-nu nbna na-ito ibna-ran).
These are representatives of Chr's greater freedom in dealing with death and burial
formulae from his source. More such instances are observed further below.
The second element of death and burial formula pertaining to the notice of the
burial itself includes the obvious term nap 'to bury' accompanied by phrases vrQX'Di?
'with his fathers', imapa 'in his tomb', irra-pa 'in the garden of his house' and the
like. The verb nap is encountered within the burial notices of both Kings and
Chronicles in two different themes, in qal (irrapn or inx inapn) and niphal (napn).
Although there is no precise scheme discernible in the use of the verbal pattern of nap
within the burial notices, Kings shows a greater predilection towards the use of
niphal while Chronicles employs qal in most cases.89
88 For the view that Chr drew on older traditions for composition of his Sondergut in Jehoram's story
see e.g. Rudolph (1955:265-69), Myers (1965:123), Williamson (1982a:303-9), Dillard (1987:164),
Japhet (1993:805-18), though there are marked differences in degree to which these scholars attribute
Chr's special material on Jehoram to older sources. For the view of Chr's Sondergut regarding
Jehoram being purely his own creation see Begg (1989:35-51).
89 See more on this Smit (1966:173-74), who notes that Kings favours the use of niphal in eleven
cases against five with qal, while Chronicles prefers qal in twelve cases against three in niphal. A
further complicating issue is the rendering ofmp in the versions, as Macy (1975:139) notes: 'the Gk
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However, these are not the only specifics in each book relating to a burial
notice. In Kings the verb -np is accompanied on a number of occasions, but to a
various degree in LXX and MT, by the phrase ttqx-qjj. Turning to Chronicles, the
phrase rrntrDj? following nap occurs less often, while on the other hand this book
elaborates to a greater extent on the place of burial. Typical for these elaborations
within Chronicles are the phrases employing the noun imp 'tomb'.90 Accordingly, one
reads about Asa that he was buried 'in the tomb he had hewn out for himself (2Chr
16:14), Jehoram and Joash that they were buried 'not in the tombs of the kings'
(2Chr 21:20; 24:25), Ahaz not 'in the tombs of kings of Israel' (2Chr 28:27) and
Hezekiah that he was buried 'on the ascent to the tombs of the sons of David' (2Chr
32:33). It may be, as Provan (1988:137) suggests, that the phrases □•oban nmpa
(2Chr 21:20; 24:25), bx-ifcr ^bv -nap1? (2Chr 28:27), tite nap (2Chr 32:33) in
Chronicles additional material and the expression max rvnapa relating to Josiah in
2Chr 35:24 refer to one and the same place for which Chr uses different names. This
would correlate with the observation made earlier of Chr's particular method of
using slightly different expressions for one and the same referent. In the study of
referral formulae (p. 41) it was noted that Chr used a variety of names when referring
to a composition of general character as a source of information on kings' reigns.
Regarding the third element of death and burial formula, the geographic
location of burial, Chr again accords himself greater latitude in a few cases in
handling this part of the burial notice. In Kings the actual site of burial for Judean
monarchs from Rehoboam to Ahaz is commonly designated to be 'the city of David'
(in -pjj) and for Manasseh and Amon 'the garden of Uzza' (xtirp).91 While in
Chronicles xnrp is nowhere mentioned, the book is quite consistent in denoting the
place of burial for kings of earlier period, similarly as in Kings, to be in ti? or its
equivalents rmrr -p» (2Chr 25:28MT) and abaim (2Chr 28:27MT).92 In two instances,
traditions of Kg and Chr also show no clear pattern in the use of conjugations and sometimes even
contradict their Hebrew predecessors.'
40 In Kings, nup is used in burial notices of only three kings, Ahaziah (2Kgs 9:28), Amon (2Kgs
21:26) and Josiah (2Kgs 23:30), of which the last one is shared with Chronicles (2Kgs 23:30//2Chr
35:24). On the use of nominal forms nap and map see discussion in Fabry (TDOT 12:492) and Michel
(1977:54-56).
91 There are only few differences among ancient witnesses. Some Greek mss together with LXX1 read
that Hezekiah (2Kgs 20:21) and Josiah (2Kgs 23:30) were buried 'in the city of David' (kv it6A.€l
AauiS), and further LXX1 notes concerning Jehoiakim (2Kgs 24:6) that he was buried in 'the garden
ofUzza' (kv kt|itco 'O(cc).
92 LXX in both 2Chr 25:28 and 28:27 has 'the city of David'. According to Allen (1974a:210;
1974b:98) the LXX reading kv ttoA-cl Aaui5 in the former verse is original (nil- -p»a in 25:28 is, thus,
the case of Hebrew substitution: 'The error surely came about by confusion with min ma v. 13 '
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in which Kings refers to the burial place of Judean kings as being in tu, however,
Chronicles substitutes this part with his own substantial elaboration that in both cases
involves direct speech: 2Chr 22:9b states regarding king Ahaziah that 'they buried
him for they said: "He is the son of Jehoshaphat, who sought YHWH with all his
heart'" (taab-baa mrr-nx am® ton tsstfirvp nox ^ imnpo); and 2Chr 26:23 reports
with reference to Uzziah that 'they buried him with his fathers in the burial field that
belonged to the kings for they said: "He is leprous'" (nmapn nntoa max-Di? mx napo
xm imso nox ^ D'abnb naix).
A conclusion may be drawn from the above analysis with regard to the
accounts of deaths and burials of Judean kings in the two biblical histories that in a
number of cases Chronicles is more elaborate and specific in its notices on
monarchic deaths and burials in comparison with Kings. The character of many
details related to burial acts in Chronicles discloses a greater role being played by its
author in supplementing and expanding the death and burial formulae from the
earlier source material.93
The death and burial formulae feature in some discussions relating to the
development of the book of Kings, which merits close inspection. Among those who
argue for the early edition of Kings ending with the account of Hezekiah, Provan
(1988:134-38) offers in support the observation that the phrases 'buried with his
fathers' (rnax-DB nap) and 'in the city of David' (in -run) appear in the regnal
formulae of Judean kings till the account of Ahaz but not thereafter. Similarly
Halpern and Vanderhooft (1991:183-97) contend that since death and burial
formulae for Judean kings up to Ahaz are consistent in referring to burial with one's
fathers in the city of David, they are the creation of one author who worked in
Hezekiah's time. These arguments, however, rely a great deal upon the MT and do
not sufficiently appreciate the relative worth of variant readings among ancient
witnesses. When the MT is placed alongside other ancient versions, such as LXXB
and LXXl, it reveals that there are differences between these ancient witnesses as
regards the construction rmiro» following nap in the formula of every third king
Allen 1974b:98), while in the latter en iroilei Aaui.5 is the case of Greek assimilation; contra Kalimi
(1995:93).
93 This has been noted in studies by e.g. Macy (1975:142-44); Halpern and Vanderhooft (1991:238 n.
146). Cf. the view of Dillard (1987:172) who contends that Chr uses 'his reports of the death and
burial of the kings to show his approval or disapproval of their reigns.'
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from Rehoboam to Hezekiah.94 Worth mentioning, for example, is the burial notice
of Ahaziah (2Kgs 9:28) who is noted to be buried 'in his tomb with his fathers'
(ttok-djj irmpa) in the MT but only 'in his tomb' (lrrnpa) in LXXB and LXXl.
Halpern and Vanderhoft (1991:191 n. 26) devise a case of haplography in the
Vorlage of Greek texts in 2Kgs 9:28. However, it is more probable that the MT is
expansive in this instance, appending vm*rDi? to the statement in the death and burial
formula that had already mentioned Ahaziah's final resting place.95 The reading of
LXXl pertaining to Jehoiakim in 2Kgs 24:6 (see also 2Chr 35:24LXX), although
being debated whether it is original or secondary,96 is representative of the phrase
vmirDy being employed in the regnal formulae of Judean kings even after the
account of Ahaz. The fact that this particular instance is discussed in scholarly
97
literature as regards to its genuineness does not make the issue regarding the use of
■praK-oi? in burial notices easier. In view of these observations, therefore, the opinion
that takes rratrna simply as the author's means of distinguishing between different
literary layers of Kings is not compelling. Moreover, in light of the variety of the use
of rrax'Da evinced among ancient witnesses, some Kings commentators contend that
this phrase following nap should be understood as belonging to a scribal convention
rather than being an authorial formulation.98 It may be significant in this regard to
note that Chronicles, where it does not include its special material in the death and
burial formulae, introduces the phrase tton"dsj after nap less often than Kings.99
A different situation obtains relating to the phrase mn -pm 'in the city of David'
also used in the argument for Hezekiah's edition of Kings. Regarding the usage of
this expression there is considerable agreement among ancient witnesses of Kings as
the phrase is consistently employed in the death and burial formulae of Judean
94 More precisely, the accounts of five kings out of twelve differ with regard to the distribution of the
phrase vratfao following nap in their burial notices; see the table on the following page.
9"' Cf. the reading mmpa in the burial notices of Amon and Josiah in 2Kgs 21:26 and 23:30. (But note
also LXX referring to burial 'in the tomb of his father' regarding Amon in 2Kgs 21:26, and MT
having itok rrnapa regarding Josiah in 2Chr 35:24.)
96 See e.g. Benzinger (1899:197); Nelson (1981:86); Wtirthwein (1984:469) who regard the LXX1'
reading to be original, while e.g. Montgomery (1951:553), Seitz (1989:106), Na'aman (2004:246) to
be secondary.
97 See acute comment by Seitz (1989:106 n. 4) over scholarly disagreements regarding LXX1 of 2Kgs
24:6: 'Lucian can be considered lectio difficilior by one group of scholars and an accurate supplement
by another.'
98 See e.g. Stade and Schwally (1904:139, 142-43). Cf. Montgomery (1951:273, 279) and Wurthwein
(19852:181 n. 4) who, for example, takes in Tin in lKgs 14:31MT as a case of dittography.
99 See 2Chr 12:16//lKgs 14:31; 2Chr 27:9//2Kgs 15:38 and 2Chr 13:23//lKgs 15:8 LXX.
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* LXX"lacksthewholephra'buri dithhfathers'inlKg16:28 . TheGreektranslatori2Chr36:8app a sofoll wFlebr wVorl gesunderlyingtLuci nicxtf2Kg4:6;sA n(1974 216.5)
monarchs until Ahaz. After the account of this king the phrase may be found only
among some Greek witnesses, including LXXl, pertaining to closing formulae of
kings Hezekiah and Josiah. Similarly, there is greater consistency in the way the
phrase th -raa (or its equivalents mirr Tin or obtaiTn)100 are employed in the closing
formulae of Judean kings until Ahaz in Chronicles. As noted above, only in two
instances is the reference to the place of burial for kings reigning between Rehoboam
and Ahaziah absent from Chronicles: in 2Chr 22:9 regarding Ahaziah and in 2Chr
26:23 concerning Uzziah. In both cases the additional information provided by Chr is
in accord with his own theological concerns.
Following Ahaz, the references to the burial place of Hezekiah vary among
biblical texts in that MT Kings has no record about his burial, while LXXl and some
other Greek manuscripts of 2Kgs 20:21 mention that Hezekiah was buried *rn Tin
'in the city of David' and 2Chr 32:33 refers to his burial tit'u -nap nburaa 'on the
ascent to the tombs of the sons of David'. This is not a place for a detailed discussion
relating this textual diversity. More significant for our purposes are the references to
the burial place of the ensuing king Manasseh, who is noted in 2Kgs 21:18 to have
been buried xTirpa imaqaa 'in the garden of his house in the garden of Uzza'. In 2Chr
33:20, the burial place of this king is stated as being ura 'in his house' (MT) or kv
TTccpaSeioco o'lkou ccutou 'in the garden of his house' (LXX). It emerges from this
observation that Chr derives his information about Manasseh's burial from a source
significantly close to Kings at this point. The considerable affinity regarding the
burial notice of Manasseh between Kings and Chronicles may militate against
proposals of some scholars that Chr knew only Hezekiah's edition of Kings.101
Rather, Chr's major source relating to the divided monarchy followed through the
accounts of Hezekiah, Manasseh, Anion, Josiah and probably the last four kings of
Judah, but at the same time was different from the present book of Kings as it would
not have included, for example, the names of queen mothers in the regnal resumes of
the last few Judean kings. What about the change then of burial place in the account
of Manasseh from being 'the city of David' in the accounts of Judean kings until
Ahaz to now '(the garden of) his house (the garden of Uzza)' that is attested in both
"l0 See note 92 above on these variants in Chronicles.
101 The idea that Chr may have known only the edition of Kings which reached as far as Hezekiah is,
for example, entertained by Provan (1988:141). Halpem (1981:35-54) on the one hand takes the view
that Chr relied on an older Hezekian source but, on the other, allows that Chr was also familiar with
Kings (1981:52), or more precisely with a Josianic edition of Kings (Halpem and Vanderhooft
1991:237-38).
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Kings and Chronicles? Some scholars, most recently Na'aman (2004:245-54),
propose that this change in written sources reflects the actual change in burial
practice. Whatever the historical reality behind this alteration in sources may be, the
argument for Hezekiah's edition of Kings based on death and burial formulae may
not be substantiated by the fact that the phrase rrosrDi; 'with his fathers' has a varied
occurrence in ancient versions and therefore does not count as evidence.
3.8. Succession Formula
The regnal formulae in both Kings and Chronicles usually conclude the royal
accounts with a statement on succession in a pattern as follows: rnnn 1333 [PN] -(bar.
The divergences from this pattern may be observed in the succession formulae of
kings Amaziah, Amon and Josiah, in which it is the populace installing a future king,
and in the notices of exiled rulers Jehoahaz and Jehoiakin whose successors are
102installed by foreign monarchs. "
In each biblical history the regnal framework of one of the Judean kings has the
anomaly of having two succession notices. Kings in the account of Amon includes
next to the narration about installing his successor by pxn-ajj 'the people of the land'
(2Kgs 21:24//2Chr 33:25) also the standard succession formula rnnn 133 ^^rszjK, -[ban
(2Kgs 21:26). Chronicles, on the other hand, adds to the standard succession formula
in the framework of Jehoram (2Chr 22:lb//2Kgs 8:24) the note about nbtfrr 'atfr
'inhabitants of Jerusalem' appointing a new leader (2Chr 22:1a). The addition in
Chronicles is usually taken to belong to a later development within this book, linked
with Chr's special material relating to the account ofArab raids (2Chr 21:16-17).
Turning to the story of Amon, the special case of two succession formulae in
Amon's regnal framework in Kings is often left unexplained, while much more
discussion is directed towards explaining the absence of the second succession notice
together with the referral formula and burial notice in Chronicles. Some scholars
contend that Amon was simply unworthy of reference to his royal records and burial
in the view of Chr,103 while others see a case of textual corruption caused by
haplography (from rnnn 133 irrtfir to rnnn 133 im-iisr) in the account of Amon in
102 Amaziah (2Kgs 14:21//2Chr 26:1); Amon (2Kgs 21:24//2Chr 33:25); Josiah (2Kgs 23:30//2Chr
36:1); Jehoahaz (2Kgs 23:34//2Chr 36:4); Jehoiachin (2Kgs 24:17//2Chr 36:10). The Judean king
Ahaziah has no succession formula which does not need explanation since the power in Judah after
Ahaziah is usurped by Athaliah.
103
Japhet (1993:1014), Glatt-Gilad (2001:209).
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Chronicles.104 This attention to Chronicles, however, does not help in resolving the
problem of double occurrence of a succession notice in the regnal resume of Amon
in Kings. Perhaps a fitting explanation for this may be found in the literary technique
of ancient redactors/scribes of resumptive repetition. A later redactor of Kings, who
noted missing a referral formula and burial notice in his source material on Amon,
simply added these stereotyped parts of the regnal framework to his source.
Following his added material he partly repeated the last phrase from the primary
source to which he made an addition. Though haplography in Chronicles is an
attractive possibility, resumptive repetition in Kings, seems to us better to account
not only for the shorter closing formula of Amon in Chronicles, which could well be
original, but also for an unusual double occurrence of a succession formula in Kings.
4. Concluding Remarks on Regnal Formulae
One or two conclusions can be made on the basis of the study of regnal formulae.
First there are clear differences in the portrayal of some parts of these formulae
between Kings and Chronicles, but only few of these differences can be attributed to
Chr's theological interests. These interests have been mostly observed in Chronicles
in the expanded death and burial formulae. In some of the differences between the
two biblical books in their regnal formulae of Judean kings it is not immediately
obvious, whether these are to be attributed to the author of Chronicles or whether
they originated with redactional or scribal activity in the text of Kings. Others,
however, clearly point to Chr having a Vor/age different from the present book of
Kings. This has been observed for example in the instances of queen mother
formulae, where it has been suggested that Chr's source text did not include these
formulae in the accounts of the later Judean kings. This finding is close to Macy's
conclusions who contended that Chr used an earlier 'Deuteronomistic source'
common to both Kings and Chronicles rather than the canonical book of Kings for its
chronological framework of kings' reigns.105
Second, various observations so far in this chapter converged in the suggestion
that the framework of the northern kings may be a later addition to Kings, not known
104
E.g. Benzinger (1901:129), Rudolph (1955:316), Lemke (1963:225), Williamson (1982a:396).
105
Macy (1975:171). Calling this early common material 'Deuteronomistic', Macy made this
judgement primarily on the language of evaluative formulae 'to do right/evil in the eyes of Yahweh'.
However, as we have shown above, this phraseology is not necessarily 'Deuteronomistic' but
inherently belongs to the regnal framework of the two biblical histories.
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to Chr from his source material. This was primarily demonstrated in Abijah's
formula occurring only in Kings and its connections with regnal resumes of northern
kings, and in the term miaa also being present only in the regnal formulae of Judean
monarchs in Kings and it having again connections with the framework of northern
rulers. The language in synchronistic notices in Kings suggested to us that they may
not be primary in Kings but rather are dependent on the very first synchronistic
notice, which Kings shares with Chronicles. Our final chapter will take further the
implications from the present study of regnal formulae in Kings and Chronicles with
regard to the development of the material dealing with the northern kingdom
occurring only in Kings. Thus far we have seen the regnal framework of Judean
kings playing a significant part in texts shared by Kings and Chronicles. No less
significantly, however, the accounts of royal cultic reforms feature in the two biblical
histories. It is these accounts in the shared and non-shared material of Kings and




Another set of passages deserving a closer look as suggested at the beginning of the
preceding chapter is cultic reform accounts that deal with a destruction of religious
objects and installations. These texts, describing an elimination of undesirable cultic
entities, display common characteristics in the use of language that can be most
clearly observed within the related synoptic material of Kings and Chronicles
pertaining to the reforms of Judean kings.1 There are four kings of Judah (Asa,
Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, Josiah) and one priest (Jehoiada), who appear in the shared
contexts of the two histories, to whom reforms are attributed. The reform notices of
Asa (excepting lKgs 15:13//2Chr 15:16) and Jehoshaphat in Kings have fewer verbal
correspondences with their counterparts in Chronicles, in comparison with those
pertaining to Hezekiah and Josiah, and Jehoiada. Accordingly, the latter group with
more significant links is studied first, being followed by an examination of the
reform accounts of Asa and Jehoshaphat, before attention is paid in the final part to
the reform accounts in the non-shared material of Kings and Chronicles.
1. Reform Accounts in Kings and Chronicles with More Significant Links
Jehoiada
2Kgs 11:18 atan naB vabs-nxi [Qereinmta] inmramN irrarn bMrrnn pixn cirba wan
nimran ash inn bum pa pa ni<i
2Chr 23:17 nasi rabs-nxi inraramxi warn bjnrrnn narrba ixan
mmron aab inn baan pa pa nxi
Hezekiah2
2Kgs 18:4 ntca ntontfx ntfnan ion: nnai mBKrrriK nnai rosarrnK ubi niaarrnN Ton ton
pBra ib-topo ib antapo btafcma m nann □•'anna n
2Chr 29-31
(2Chr31:1) cnaxn iann niaaan namn nmn' nab □■'xxaan btoiir-br iter nxrbr nibaai
nbabna naiaoi onstai ]aaai nmm-bao nnpanpxi niaannx lanri
□nnab inrnxb ttrx ban-iB1 aa'ba laran
' For a helpful discussion of some of the typical terminology occurring in the reform accounts see
Barth (TDOT 10:110-11).
2 The text related to Hezekiah's reform in Chronicles is broader than the verse noted in the table. In
general terms, chapters 29-31 of 2Chr are regarded as dealing with aspects of Hezekiah's reform. The
verse noted in the table above (31:1) has the most significant links with the version of Hezekiah's
reform in Kings and includes some of the most characteristic terminology of the reform reports shared
by the two histories.
josiah3
2Kgs 23:4-20
(v. 12) ]rn ...isix nin^TOTriKi • ••Tnx rvba nrrba itfx rnnararrnxi
pnp bnrbx disu-dn -pbizfm cma pi
(v. 14) din masa caipa~nx sbni pnmxnTiK nu'i rmsarrnx rami
2Chr 34:3-7
(v. 4) pn arpbaa nbaab-nax oianm crbaan mura nx nab isnri
enb anam nnapn ia-ba pin pirn nam maoism a'bosm oniiixm
(v.7) nboiTb aai binto"1 ptrbaa in: cianrrbai pmb nna cboam ciaJKrrnxi mnatarrnx p:i
Asa (his removal of Maacah - only)
1Kgs 15:13 ma'xb reibaa nnto~hek HTaaa moi iok naarrnx nai
pip braa pin nnsbaa-ns xon mai
2Chr 15:16 nsbaa mtfxb nntonics nTaaa pitch -jban xox as naaa_a:n
pip bma pin pn nnabaa-nx xdn niai
The table above exhibits frequently used stereotyped expressions related to a
destruction of a cult. The verbs pro, mo and nia/ai:4 suggesting breaking, tearing and
cutting down cultic installations are part of an essential vocabulary stock in the text
of both Kings and Chronicles describing reformation activity associated with the
priest Jehoiada and the kings Hezekiah, Josiah and (in part) Asa. Furthermore, these
verbs can be found in the reform notices linked with the Judean leaders in the fixed
phrases: nam pro (2Kgs 23:12; 2Chr 34:4,7); naaa mo (2Kgs 18:4//2Chr 31:1; 2Kgs
23:14) and rnox nia/ai: (2Kgs 18:4//2Chr 31:1; 2Kgs 23:14).5 This standard
language pertaining to the reform accounts of synoptic contexts is usually
considered, with regard to its presence in the book of Kings, as being tied to the
Deuteronomistic mode of expression.6 Such a view seems to be underscored by the
3 Josiah's reform spans across 2Kgs 23:4-20 and 2Chr 34:3-7. Only selected verses of these accounts
are included in this table, namely the ones that most clearly display language that conforms to the
overall pattern of typical phrases of reform accounts elsewhere in Kings and Chronicles.
4 The two terms rro and in: are used in the reform texts of Kings and Chronicles synonymously,
which means that where Kings uses rro, Chronicles employs in: (2Kgs 18:4//2Chr 31:1; 2Kgs
23:14//2Chr 34:4,7). The only exception to this evenly divided usage seems to be lKgs 15:13//2Chr
15:16 where both Kings and Chronicles employ rro. But the circumstance of this parallel usage seems
to be equally exceptional because run is linked in these two almost identical verses with the specific
term nubs?:, which is unique and does not occur in the rest of the Bible. The same phenomenon of
evenly divided usage of m: and in: can be observed in comparable texts dealing with abolition of
Canaanite worship in Exodus and Deuteronomy. Whereas Exod 34:13 employs ma, in similar
contexts Deut 7:5 and 12:3 use in:.
5 See the table on these verbs and expressions in appendix A on p. 198.
6 On this see the comments made by commentators at various points of their exposition of the book of
Kings; e.g. on the language of 2Kgs 18:4 being wholly 'deuteronomistic' see Long (1991:194), Hobbs
(1985:252). Seow (1999:260) speaks in connection with the language of 2Kgs 18:4 about Hezekiah
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occurrence of the very same expressions in the prescriptive texts of Deuteronomy
(7:5; 12:3). More striking is the fact, however, that the characteristic language of the
reform accounts, usually closely associated with the corpus of Deuteronomistic
literature, is to be found utilized to a greater extent by Chr who adds the distinctive
terminology of 'breaking' (nam) and 'cutting down' (una) to his account of Asa's
reform (2Chr 14:2), and in the additional nrQTorrnK...isravi (2Chr 31:1) adjusts in
compliance with this language the text of Hezekiah's cultic policies.7 Chr's tendency
towards an increased use of this stereotypical cult destruction terminology found in
the reform reports of shared contexts by the two histories invites a question whether
Chr was not indebted for this terminology only to these immediate reform accounts
rather than to the wider Deuteronomistic corpus, stretching from Deuteronomy to
2Kings.
As has been noted, parallel terminology does occur in Deuteronomy (7:5 -
roTD pro, -ob, max inn, [+ ato 'roa 12:3 - rota pro, man -otf). No less
noticeable, however, is the presence of similar language elements in the book of
Exodus (34:13 - ram pro, nasn ~ao, max rrc; cf. Exod 23:24 - only man nam). The
passages with cult destruction terminology are part of wider literary units in Exodus
(23:20-33; 32-34) and Deuteronomy (7; 12). And it is precisely between these texts,
that the points of contact have more often been observed and discussed rather than
between the passages with phraseology of cult destruction in Deuteronomy and
Kings within what is usually taken by scholars to be one body of literature in the Old
Testament, the so called Deuteronomistic historical work.8 An important factor for
being 'portrayed as being faithful to the deuteronomic law'. The strongest proponent of the
Deuteronomistic factor in the stereotyped language of reform notices in Kings (and other historical
books) is Hoffmann (1980), who in his study, devoted to the theme of cultic reform in the
Deuteronomistic narrative, considers the Deuteronomist as an inventive author rather than the redactor
of older sources in the Nothian sense.
7 Chr has been viewed in relation to the language of Asa's reform measures in 2Chr 14:2 as the one
'following the spirit of the Deuteronomic precept in Deut 7:5' (Japhet 1993:706), or as the one who
'expounded [glim] in terms familiar from Deuteronomy 7' (Auld 1994:90). Despite obvious
similarities with Deut 7:5 (and 12:3) we believe such statements, noting exclusively parallels between
Chronicles passage and Deuteronomy, may give misleading impressions about the relations between
these texts. Chr indeed expands an originally briefer passage, but rather in terms familiar from shared
accounts with Kings, since there are equally (or even more) significant parallels with 2Kgs 18:4//2Chr
31:1. Note e.g. the term nan occurring in both 2Kgs 18:4//2Chr 31:1 and Chr's expansion in 2Chr 14:2
which Deuteronomy does not know.
8 Discussions centre around the nature and origin of so-called 'deuteronomic' elements in the first four
books of the Pentateuch. The crucial passages in Exodus which show some affinity with the style,
language and thought of Deuteronomy are Exod 12:24-27a, 13:3-16; 20:1-17, 23:20-33; 32-34
(Vervenne 1994:254). For Noth (1991 :28 n. 1), these passages contained later insertions in a Dtr
style. Perlitt (1969:219-22), however, considered it impossible to envisage a procedure by which
sporadic insertions in a Dtr style would be made to the Tetrateuch. He argued for Deuteronomistic
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considering the texts with cult destruction terminology in Exod 23:24, 34:13 and
Deut 7:5, 12:3 together is that they exhibit a similar contextual background with
stress being placed on the abolition of Canaanite worship.9 Formal aspects of the
pericopes containing the language descriptive of cult destruction within these two
books are also very similar. The compositional mode is that of speech: in Exod
23:24, 34:13 it is divine speech; in Deut 7:5; 12:3 it is speech of Moses. This is
different from the reform accounts in Kings, where the terminology of cultic
destruction occurs in a narrative, conveying the past. Such considerations may give
support to the view that the typical phrases denoting destruction of cultic objects
might have arisen first within the story of the monarchy depicting the reforms of
Jehoiada, Hezekiah, Josiah (and partly Asa), and only at the subsequent phase have
they been transposed to the context of warnings against the cultic practices of the
Canaanites, finding their expression in the texts of Exod 23; 34 and Deut 7; 12. The
thought of Levinson (1997:148) who contends that 'the Deuteronomistic editors
brandfed] the Israelite cultic norms that they wish[ed] to abrogate as objectionable
practices of the displaced Canaanites' implying a late format in legal corpus is not in
basic disagreement with our conclusion of cult-destruction language in Deuteronomy
and Exodus being editorial and secondary to the original literary context in the story
of the monarchy.10
One may note that outside the royal narratives in Kings and Chronicles, a
parallel terminology linked with destruction of cult occurs, in addition to texts in
Deuteronomy and Exodus, in the story of Gideon (Judg 6). However, Eynikel
(1996:252 n. 368) emphasizes that Judg 6:25-32 is closely related to the episode
from the Elijah cycle in lKgs 18:20-40; he maintains that the Gideon story in Judges
(against Hoffmann's thesis) does not belong to the same authorial/redactional layer
as the cult reform accounts in Kings (1996:252-53). Moreover, Auld (1989:257-67)
editing being more pervasive, penetrating the whole of the Tetrateuchal material. Brekelmans
(1966:90-96) and Lohfmk (1963:121-24) suggested the passages in Genesis-Numbers that resemble
the language and thought ofDeuteronomy to be called 'pr°to-deuteronomic', thus proposing an earlier
dating for these texts compared with those in Deuteronomy. On the other side of the opinion pole on
these matters are the views of e.g. Van Seters (1994:355) or Blum (1990:164) who regard so-called
'deuteronomic' elements in the Tetrateuch as post-deuteronomistic reworkings by either a late
Yahwist (Van Seters) or the editors of the D-Composition (Blum). In this debate a quest comes to the
fore for solid criteria in establishing the 'Deuteronomi(sti)c' character of passages in the Tetrateuch.
See in this regard studies by Ausloos (1997:47-56; 1998:77-89).
9 Nielsen (1995:135).
1(1 We have not attempted here to make judgments on the priority of texts between Exodus and
Deuteronomy in this subsequent stage of literary development. On the relationship between the texts
of these two books see the works cited above in note 8.
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observes a number of links between the Gideon episode in Judg 6-8 and other
biblical traditions, and suggests a late date for this narrative. Conclusions of both,
Eynikel and Auld, would add to our contention that we may be dealing in the Gideon
narrative, similarly as in Deuteronomy and Exodus but perhaps at yet another level,
with secondary adaptation of cult-destruction terminology that had its primary
occurrence in the reform accounts of the story ofmonarchy.
Likewise at a subsequent stage, but in a different manner from the literature of
the legal corpus and from the Gideon episode, the book of Chronicles treats the
specific terminology pertaining to the destruction of the cult. It has been observed
that the phrases, which were first introduced in the reform accounts of the monarchy,
are re-used by Chr in a way which expands and elaborates on these inherited
narratives. The evidence of this was seen particularly in Chr's reform reports of Asa
and Hezekiah.
2. Reform Accounts in Kings and Chronicles with Fewer Correspondences
Asa
1Kgs 15:12 rmx ito nax cbbarrbrrnx ncn pxrrp crsnpn -ntm
2Chr14:2 pp nrasajrnx pizrapi rnaam -ajn rnroroTiK ion
2Chr15:8 ...p'oin rmrr ptr'wn csiptfn -nim
Jehosaphat
1Kgs 22:47 pixn-p -im rax xox ,a,a ixm -rax anpn inr
2Chr19:3 ... pxrqa mucxn mwra paa ixsqj cara D,-m bax
The texts which report the reforms of Asa and Jehoshaphat differ from those set forth
in the previous section in that there are significantly less links between Kings and
Chronicles in the portrayal of the reforms of these two kings." Moreover, the few
terms that are shared cannot be identified with any of those noted previously in
• 19
association with the activity of cult destruction.
In the examination of the reform notices pertaining to Asa and Jehoshaphat,
questions concerning their location within the overall structure of Asa and
Jehoshaphat narratives in the two histories, and the relationship between them in
" One exception is lKgs 15:13//2Chr 15:16 where Kings and Chronicles portray in an almost
identical terms Asa's removal of his mother Maacah from the office and a destruction of her idol. We
included this instance in the previous section (3.1.) together with the reform notices with more
significant parallels.
12 Neither the verbs |*n:, nati, ma/an: nor the terms nam, nasn, miiix are shared by Kings and Chronicles
in their accounts of Asa (excepting lKgs 15:13//2Chr 15:16) and Jehoshaphat's reforms.
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Kings and Chronicles initially emerge. In what follows, an overview of the narrative
sequence is provided for each king. Starting with Asa, the sequence of events
j 3
regarding the reign of this king, as it is displayed in each history, is this:
1 Kgs 15:9-11 Introductory notice 2Chr 13:23-14:1
lKgs 15:12a Cultic reform notice 2Chr 14:2
Further notice of reform 2Chr 14:3-4
[Removal ofhigh places 2Chr 14:4 (cf 2)]
Asa's building activity 2Chr 14:5-6
War with Zerah 2Chr 14:7-14
Oracle of Azariah 2Chr 15:1-7
lKgs 15:12b Reform notice 2Chr 15:8
Covenant celebration 2Chr 15:9-15
1 Kgs 15:13 Reform notice 2Chr 15:16
lKgs 15:14-15 Further measures related to cult 2Chr 15:17-18
[IKgs 15:14 High places not removed 2Chr 15:17]
lKgs 15:16-22 War with Baasha and its aftermath 2Chr 15:19-16:6
I lannani's oracle and Asa's reaction 2Chr 16:7-10
lKgs 15:23-24 Concluding notices 2Chr 16:11-14
The account of Asa's reform in both Kings and Chronicles immediately follows an
introductory note regarding the king. In Chronicles, the reform notice is expanded by
additional information and serves as an introduction to Chr's own material related to
Asa's building programme, the war with Zerah, Azariah's oracle, and covenant
renewal. The second reform notice appears following Azariah's oracle in this larger
Chr's expansion. After its departure from a shared introductory treatment of Asa's
reign with intervening non-synoptic material, Chronicles account rejoins Kings in its
report of Asa's removal of his mother Maacah and her cult. In Kings there is no such
interruption and the notice ofMaacah's removal is a direct continuation of the reform
notice made after the introduction to the king.14
Things are more complicated in relation to Jehoshaphat and the portrayal of his
reign in both histories. First, there is no common ground between Kings and
Chronicles in the context in which the reform notices occur in these two books; and
second, there is a chronological divergence between the Septuagint and the
Masoretic traditions concerning Jehoshaphat's narrative seen in the occurrence of a
doublet regnal summary of Jehoshaphat in the Greek text. The table detailing the
events of Jehoshaphat's reign is as follows:
lj In creating this table we were aided by a similar chart in Knoppers (1996:605).
14
Clearly, Asa's reign is treated at much greater length in Chronicles than in Kings. Accordingly,
scholars find several issues deserving attention when dealing with the longer account in Chronicles,
most prominent among them (1) the question of sources, (2) the problem of chronology and (3) the
issue of Chr's themes characteristic of his theology. See Rudolph (1952:367-71); Dillard (1980:207-























Status of Jehoshaphat's kingdom
[Removal ofhigh places
Reign of Northern Kings
Introduction to Ahab's reign
Prophetic stories intertwined with affairs of
Ahab
Jehoshaphaf s coalition with Ahab
Ahab's end
Prophet Jehu's rebuke of Jehoshaphat
Reform notice (in Jehu's speech)
Jehoshaphat's judicial reform
Jehoshaphat's victory over Moab
Summary of Jehoshaphat's reign
High places not removed
Reform notice
Note on no king in Edom
Jehoshaphat's maritime venture













The treatments of Jehoshaphat in Kings and Chronicles differ from each other
considerably. That is demonstrated not only in the amount of space devoted to this
king but also in the broader literary contexts in which the story of Jehoshaphat
occurs. In Kings, the wider setting of Jehoshaphat's narrative is the interest in the
Northern Kingdom (lKgs 15:25 - 2Kgs 8:16). The more immediate context is the
reign of Ahab (lKgs 16:29 - lKgs 22). This is fittingly illustrated in the episode of
Ahab's and Jehoshaphat's campaign against Ramoth-Gilead (lKgs 22:1-40), where
the background makes the 'primary function of that narrative to account for Ahab's
death'15 - contrary to Chronicles (2Chr 18:1-19:3), where the same episode appears
in a context that elucidates a moral evaluation of Jehoshaphat, describing his
involvement in a foreign alliance as evil. Apart from this episode related to
Jehoshaphat, the book of Kings contains the standard summary of Jehoshaphat's
reign (2Kgs 22:41-46, 51 MT, LXX8) with two additional notes (vv. 47-48 MT,
LXX8) and the brief story of a maritime venture (vv. 49-50 MT, LXX8).16
Jehoshaphat's regnal summary occurs in LXXb'l also following lKgs 16:28, and
Shenkel (1968:43-44) supposes this summary to be original in the old Greek text in
15 Dillard (1987:129).
If' One other account in Kings mentions Jehoshaphat, the battle report in 2Kgs 3. However, there
exists variation among ancient witnesses in relation to Jehoshaphat's name in that his name is attested
only in MT and LXXB but not in Lucianic texts. In LXX1 the king of Judah is either anonymous, or
identified as Ahaziah. Shenkel (1968:98-108) makes a convincing case that the king of Judah was
originally in this chapter anonymous and that the insertions of proper names in both MT (together
with LXXb) and the Lucianic text are later developments.
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comparison to the one occurring in LXXB in lKgs 22:41-51. Thus in the Hebrew
chronology, Jehoshaphat's summary appears after the concluding note on Ahab at
the end of the Ahab narratives (lKgs 22:40), while in the old Greek chronology,
which Shenkel thinks to be primary, it comes right after the accession formula at the
opening of the Ahab accounts (lKgs 16:28). 7 Notwithstanding the divergences in
the location of the regnal summation of Jehoshaphat in the Hebrew and Greek texts
of Kings, it is within this body of material commenting on the reign of Jehoshaphat
(lKgs 16:28a-h LXXb'l; lKgs 22:41-51 MT, LXXB) that the reform notice of
Jehoshaphat emerges in Kings' history.
Both passages relating to Jehoshaphat in Kings - Ahab's and Jehoshaphat's
expedition to Ramoth-Gilead (lKgs 22:1-35) and the regnal summary with additional
notes (lKgs 22:41-51 MT, LXXB) - have their counterparts in Chronicles (2Chr
18:1-34; 20:31-21:1) within Chr's much extended coverage of Jehoshaphat's reign
(chaps. 17-20). A cult measure taken by Jehoshaphat is mentioned in Chronicles'
special material added to the episode of Jehoshaphat's alliance with Ahab (2Chr
18
19:1-3). There the king's reform activity is mouthed by the prophet Jehu ben
Hanani (19:3) as a positive thing balancing Jehoshaphat's failure in entering into a
foreign alliance. The location of the reform notice in Jehu's speech that is Chr's own
ending to the Ramoth-Gilead incident shared with Kings, however, is highly suspect.
The notice originally belonged somewhere else. The regnal resume relating to
Jehoshaphat's career as witnessed by Kings may well have provided that original
setting for the notice. In a similar way as in the account concerning Asa where Chr
split Asa's reform notice into two (2Chr 14:2; 15:8) and inserted his own material in
between, so also here Chr adjusts the reform notice of Jehoshaphat, transferring it
from its original setting in Jehoshaphat's regnal summary to serve his purpose in
associating it with the end of the Ramoth-Gilead story.
It might be relevant at this point to remark on another feature common to Chr's
coverage of Judean kings Jehoshaphat and Asa. In both accounts pertaining to these
kings Chr includes mention of the implementation of cultic reform with regard to
high places. The note concerning the removal of high places appears in Chr's text
dealing with Asa and Jehoshaphat near the beginning in each of their accounts by
Chr (2Chr 14:4 [cf. v.2]; 17:6). Interestingly enough, it is only in connection with
17 For more detailed discussion of these two versions see Shenkel (1968:43-60).
18 The notice is repeated with some language variation and an addition of the note concerning the
removal of high places in 2Chr 17:6.
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these two kings - in contrast to the book of Kings - that a note occurs in Chronicles
that 'the high places were not removed' (2Chr 15:17; 20:33). More space will be
devoted to this phenomenon later. For the moment we will return to the issue of the
placement of Asa and Jehoshaphat's reform notices.
An initial, only a cursory, look at the location of the reform notices in the texts
of Kings and Chronicles related to the two Judean kings, and that of Jehoshaphat in
particular, may not offer much in terms of seeing the close parallels between the
notices in the two histories. In fact, in the case of Jehoshaphat the divergent location
of the mention of Jehoshaphat's cultic reform in Kings and Chronicles has often
resulted in commentators on these texts not noticing the link between the two at all.19
That there is a relation, however, can be most strongly demonstrated by the special
use of terminology, particularly the choice of verbs that are shared by the two books
in these notices.
The account of the reform of Asa in lKgs 15:12 involves two verbs, 12V and
no. Both terms are equally significant in the description of the reforms in Chronicles,
122 occurring in 2Chr 15:8 and no in 2Chr 14:2. Besides these two verbs, Chronicles
does not employ any other verb depicting the reform in these two verses, apart from
those appearing in the imported expression omuJxrrnx inn mauorrnK (2Chr
14:2b). The term 12V in the hiphil stem, as has been observed, is uniquely used within
Kings (in lKgs 15:12) as well as within Chronicles (in 2Chr 15:8) in the context of
20cult destruction." no in the hiphil, employed in lKgs 15:12 and 2Chr 14:2, occurs
more frequently denoting removal of objects associated with cult in each of the two
histories and the contexts in Kings and Chronicles are occasionally slightly more
• 21*varied." Still, the presence ofmo in lKgs 15:12 and 2Chr 14:2 features significantly,
alongside 12V in lKgs 15:12 and 2Chr 15:8, establishing a definite link between
Kings and Chronicles in these reform passages.
Not altogether dissimilar is the situation relating to the account of
Jehoshaphat's reform in the two histories. Again, it is particularly a verb, in this case
the verb mn in piel, that is shared by lKgs 22:47 and 2Chr 19:3. Also this term,
19 See e.g. commentaries by Japhet (1993) or Williamson (1982a).
20 Hoffmann (1980:88); Auld (1994:90). Auld notes that the verb -as; in the hiphil is reserved
elsewhere in Kings only for 'a fire rite' associated with children. Few of these instances have their
parallels in Chronicles too; see the table on -as; in appendix B on p. 199. Outside lKgs 15:12//2Chr
15:8, there seems to be only one other occurrence of -as; (hif) in a cult destruction context - in Zech
13:2.
21 See the table on mo in appendix B on p. 199.
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conveying a sense of the elimination of entities linked with cult, has a rather
22distinctive appearance in these two segments, un might have been used once more
in a generally parallel context of Kings and Chronicles, in texts dealing with Josiah's
reform - 2Kgs 23:24 (^rr'zjx, -iyD...D,:irprrnto rrnxrrnx en) and 2Chr 34:6 - if we
allow for the commonly accepted conjecture in a difficult Chronicles passage,
r* • 23
reading ditto im instead ofditto "inn (Ketib) or Dirm-ira (Qere).
Another indication of the close relationship between the cultic renovation
passages in the two histories pertaining to Asa and Jehoshaphat is the usage of the
phrase pxrrp. This expression forms a tie with the verb nay in Asa's reformation
texts (lKgs 15:12; 2Chr 15:8 -px-ban), as well as with the verb ihd in Jehoshaphat's
reform notices (lKgs 22:47; 2Chr 19:3). What is further significant to note is that the
usage of pxrrp in relation to the verbs of cult elimination is a rather distinctive
feature of these reform notices.24 That is yet another indication that the texts dealing
with the measures undertaken by Asa, and also by Jehoshaphat, in Kings and
Chronicles are undoubtedly related.
The major point of divergence between the two histories in their reform
accounts of Asa and Jehoshaphat lies in the use of terms denoting entities associated
with cultic practices. Passages in Kings that portray the reforms of Asa and
Jehoshaphat use Dranp (lKgs 15:12; 22:47) and oAbj (lKgs 15:12), terms that are not
found in Chronicles. On the other hand, Chronicles, besides its use ofmore common
moD (2Chr 14:2) and rrnitix (2Chr 19:3), employs man mroTD (2Chr 14:2), an
expression that never occurs in cultic contexts in Kings, and (2Chr 15:8),
"
ma (pi) 'remove, destroy, exterminate' occurs in the shared context of Kings and Chronicles only in
lKgs 22:47 and 2Chr 19:3, and perhaps in 2Kgs 23:24 and 2Chr 34:6 (see below n. 23). It has further
occurrences in Kings non-synoptic material in the context of judgment oracles relating to Northern
kingdom (lKgs 14:10MT; 16:3 [some Mss; otherwise hif); 21:21). See the table onua in appendix B
on p. 199.
2j MT text seems corrupt near the end of 2Chr 34:6. The reading cmna inn of Codex Leningradensis
differs from other Mss manuscripts which have onra ma in Ketib (see BHK). Qere, which differs
from Ketib in word division, reads cmnama, while Septuagint's rolg tottolc; autcou may suggest as its
Vorlage nmnarna (a case of metathesis). (However, some contend that such an inference may not be
warranted, since tolc tottou; autwv could have been translator's rendering of an obscure text. In
support of this view comes the fact that tottoc does not renderm in 2Chr 29:4; 32:6 - the two places
with am occurrence in Chronicles). Perhaps the best suggestion to account for corruption in Ketib
reading cmna ma is offered by Seeligmann (1961:202 n. 1), who sees the case of confusion in the
interchange between the laryngal letters a and n. He thus reads □mm ma - an emendation that is
accepted by many commentators and also here.
24 The only other passage in Kings and Chronicles, where pKm(ba)n occurs in connection with the
verb of cultic destruction is 2Chr 34:33.
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which has only a single appearance of its plural form in the other history (2Kgs
23:13).25
In scholarly discussions, most attention from all the above mentioned cultic
terminology has been paid to the term D'onp in the context of debates on Kings and
Chronicles histories. It is our contention that in these debates it has been somewhat
overstated that Chr was especially careful to avoid any mention of D'tznp in his record
at every single point where the Kings text preserves this term (lKgs 14:23, 15:12;
22:47 and 2Kgs 23:7).26 The reference to snp (sg.) in lKgs 14:24 is made in the
paragraph treating Judah's cultic abuses during the reign of Rehoboam (lKgs
14:22b-24) that includes the whole range of cultic installations and entities; csnp
figures only as one component within a whole passage that is completely absent from
in Chronicles.27 The verse 2Kgs 23:7 in which D,2np occurs in association with some
kind of structures in the house of Yahweh doomed to destruction, and also in
association with the Asherah cult and women weavers, has often been found
78
problematical. It is of interest to note, in addition to this text's complexity, that it is
again rather the whole cluster of sentences and phrases within which crmip emerges
in the expansive story of Josiah's reform in Kings, which is not found in Chronicles.
Drawing on these observations, it becomes apparent that there are only two contexts
with an cunp occurrence in Kings that have relatively close counterparts in
Chronicles in which this term does not occur. These are the texts under our
discussion associated with Asa and Jehosaphat's reforms (lKgs 15:12; 22:47). And it
may be that only in relation to these two accounts may we speak of Chr's omission
of D'Bhp per se. In 2Chr 15:8 o^np is replaced by □'■sip®, the expression reserved for
cultic objects rather than cultic personnel, and in 2Chr 19:3 by nniiix, the term used
once more by Chr in his material on Jehoshaphat (2Chr 17:6). Analogous to Chr's
introduction of rrntfK in 19:3 (replacing canp) following its appearance in his own
material (17:6) is his use of -ojn mrora in 2Chr 14:2 in substitution for ebb:, which
appears also (with little difference as "Din Tibx) in his own special material relating to
Manasseh (2Chr 33:15).
2:1 On distribution of all these terms, see the table in appendix C on pp. 200-202.
26 It is quite possible that there was one more instance of D-anp in the text of Kings originally, in 2Kgs
23:24. The LXX version of 2Chr 35:19 that is closer to Kings in this particular verse, mentions trinp;
Klein (1967:93 n. 4) proposes that LXX of2Chr 35:19 reflects an early text of 2Kgs 23:24.
27 Cf. Auld (1994:89) who in the context of this discussion considers the Kings plus in lKgs 14:22b-
24 as an expansion within the developing book of Kings not known to Chr.
28 See discussions by Dion (1981:41-48); Na'aman (1996:17-18); Bird (1997:37-80).
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Although the reform accounts of Asa and Jehoshaphat occur in different places
within the narratives of Kings and Chronicles pertaining to these two kings, their
relationship can be firmly established. The link between them is not to be viewed in
terms of shared stock expressions of reform reports as has been the case with the
reform notices in the previous section, but in terms of a shared distinct use of verbs
and a particular adverbial phrase. The original location of the reform notices
concerning the two kings seems to be better preserved by the book of Kings, while a
greater rearrangement occurred on the side of Chr who in one instance split the
notice inserting his own material in between and in the other transposed the notice to
another setting using it there for his theological purpose.
3. Reform Accounts in Non-shared Material of Kings and Chronicles
In the book of Kings, two cultic reform notices occur within the scope of texts which
have their focus on the kings of the northern kingdom, and therefore they do not
29
appear in the other history. The notices pertain to the northern kings Jehoram" and
Jehu, and will be dealt with here consecutively.
Jehoram
2Kgs 3:2 tun nto im bynn msrrnR -ion...
2Kgs 1:18c LXX (doublet) kocI amaze ikev (B)/dueatr|ae (L) tolq arrtyac; ton BaaA.
etc; ettoir|aev o naxpp auuou koci ounetplilien aurac
The short reform notice of Jehoram is found within the regnal formula relating to this
king in 2Kgs 3:1-3. The LXX has a double reading of the regnal formula for
Jehoram, which appears following the concluding notice on the reign of Ahaziah
(2Kgs l:18a-d). The whole passage in the Greek doublet differs in several details
from the text placed in 2Kgs 3:1-3; and it has been a matter of some discussion
whether the Greek passage in 2Kgs 1:18a-d preserves an earlier stage in the
development of the book of Kings, or whether it is a result of a secondary
arrangement within the textual tradition represented by the Septuagint. Shenkel
(1968:68-72) analyzed in detail the regnal formulae for Jehoram in 2Kgs 1:18a-d
(LXXb) and 3:1-3 (LXX8, MT), and concluded that LXX8 of 2Kgs 3:1-3 reflects the
Kaige revision bringing the text into greater conformity with MT, whereas the LXX8
of 2Kgs 1:18a-d points to a non Kaige-revised text that preserved an Old Greek
29 The name occurs with variation as Jehoram (e.g. in 2Kgs 1:17; 3:1, 6) or in a contracted form as
Joram (e.g. 8:16, 25, 28). For convenience, the longer form Jehoram that appears in regnal formula
(2Kgs 3:1) is used throughout this chapter.
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reading with a Hebrew Vorlage other than the Masoretic text. Stade and Schwally
(1904:181), who likewise understood the Greek text in 2Kgs l:18a-d as preserving
an older version of the regnal formula, have already indicated, for example, that the
LXX's reading Kai e9upco0r| opyr) Kuptog (+ en' auitp Kal LXX1') enl/elg ton oikov
Ayaap in 2Kgs l:18d, which does not occur in 2Kgs 3:3, may have been 'an original
30element of the text' and not a later expansion.
When we turn to the reform notice pertaining to Jehoram that is of immediate
concern we may also observe a difference in the two versions of this notice. In both,
2Kgs 1:18c (LXX) and 2Kgs 3:2 (LXX/MT), the removal (no) of the pillar(s) of
Baal is noted. To this, however, the Greek text of 1:18c additionally reads Kal
ouuexpni/eu autag. It is difficult to judge on the basis of limited evidence whether Kal
auv6Tpi.i|/ev aurag (= ]nx nasn) was part of an original reading, or whether this was
the work of a later editorial hand in order to bring the reform text of Jehoram into
31
greater conformity with other reform passages. While it is true that raur: does not
occur anywhere else linked with -no 'to remove', this noun in the reform texts is
32
mainly attested in conjunction with -atf to 'break'. " And as we shall see later, such a
connection occurs also in the double reading of LXXl and VL in the text pertaining
to the reform of Jehu.
The notice of Jehoram's reform is closely tied with the subject of Baal worship
which features significantly in the record of the Omride dynasty and in the narrative
of Jehu's reign. Ahab, Omri's son, is first said to have promulgated Baal's cult in the
northern kingdom. He erects an altar for Baal in the house of Baal which he built in
Samaria (lKgs 16:32) and makes an Asherah (lKgs 16:33). Ahab's sons succeeding
him on the throne also engage in the matters related to the cult of Baal, though each
of them differently: while Ahaziah is reported to serve and worship Baal (lKgs
22:53), Jehoram, his brother, is mentioned to act in opposition to Baal's cult (2Kgs
3:2). The Kings text reports that the worship of Baal in the northern kingdom is
finally eliminated by Omri's dynastic successor Jehu (2Kgs 10:18-28).
30 In addition to Stade and Schwally (1904:181) and Shenkel (1968:68-72), the view that the text of
the Septuagint in 2Kgs 1:18a-d represents more original reading has been preferred by Benzinger
(1899:128); Sanda (1912:18); Olmstead (1915:178-79; 209); Trebolle Barrera (1982a:21). For the
opposite understanding see Kittel (1900:184, 191); Montgomery (1951:351); Hobbs (1985:3-4).
31 No agreement exists on this issue. Stade and Schwally (1904:181) in this case suggest that kou
ouvetpul/ev aurac is 'a later expansion as in [MT 2Kgs] 23,14' but see e.g. Timm (1981:38 n. 54) who
thinks quite the opposite and submits that the statement in all likelihood is authentic. For further
supporting evidence he refers to texts such as 2Kgs 18:4 or 23:14.
32
2Kgs 18:4//2Chr 31:1; 2Kgs 23:14; 2Chr 14:2; cf. Ex 23:24; 34:13; Deut 7:5; 12:3.
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Leaving aside the account of the contest between Yahweh and Baal in the
material of Elijah's cycle (lKgs 18-19; 2Kgs 1), in which the focus is more on the
prophet Elijah than on the Israelite kings, an interesting observation can be made
about the rest of the passages that deal with the topic of Baal's cult in relation with
Israelite kings. In these, the subject of religious practices related to the cult of Baal
seems to have been developed into a chiastic structure.
A - Ahab introduced cult of Baal (lKgs 16:31-33)
B - Ahaziah worshipped Baal (1 Kgs 22:54)
B' - Jehoram acted against Baal's worship (2Kgs 3:2)
A' - Jehu eradicated cult of Baal (2Kgs 10:18-28)
Close links that have been observed between Ahab's religious practices and those of
Manasseh are discussed later (pp. 189-92), showing that Ahab's narrative has been
informed in this respect by Kings' account of Manasseh, shared with Chronicles. The
ramification of this is that the text of Jehoram's reform, associated by the common
theme of Baal worship with Ahab's passage in lKgs 16:30-33, belongs most likely to
the very same later redactional layer within Kings.
The reform notice of Jehu, which as we have seen is also closely tied with the
subject of Baal worship, is discussed below.
Jehu
2Kgs 10:26-28 ma-iizm bsnrrrra rrnxirnx ix:n
ovmy [Qeremxxirab] mmnnb innfem buan rra-nx ism baan rnxra nx ism
bx-ifcra bmrrnx xirr mum
Jehu's reform is encoded in a text, which has often been seen as problematical
among textual and literary critics. The reform notice of Jehu is preceded by a passage
(2Kgs 10:23-25) in which we already encounter difficulties of a text-critical nature.33
Focusing on vv. 26-28, a difficulty arises with the plural rmso (v. 26) in the majority
of Flebrew manuscripts,34 which does not correspond with the singular ending of
ma-rim in the same verse. On the other hand, a number of ancient versions and a few
Hebrew manuscripts attest singular nam (constr. state) in v. 26.33 Stade (1885:278)
understood the plural maso in v. 26 as a scribal error, but did not consider the
33 On this passage see Trebolle Barrera (1984a: 17-36).
34 Cf. BHS and Kennicott (1776-80).
35 2 mss read nam in singular in v. 26 according to de Rossi (1784-88). With regard to Greek versions,
Brooke-McLean-Thackeray (1930:334) mention that mss d ea f gb i m n p q t v wa z c2 e2 attest to
OTpA-TiiA The reading of singular is also supported by Armenian and Syro-hexaplar versions. LXXB
reads erroneously otoA.t]v which has been preserved in 'uestem' of VL and in 'uestimenta' of
Ethiopian version; see Trebolle Barrera (1982b:200 and n. 9).
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singular rasa an original reading either. Arguing that nasn, a stone object, cannot be
burned (pio), he suggested reading max for maso in the Hebrew text. Stade's
or
emendation of max, favoured by a number of exegetes, has been challenged by
Gray (1970:558) who insists on retaining the term man on the basis that (1) the
etymology of rasa signifies merely a standing object, which says nothing about its
material substance, (2) even if naan does designate a stone object, the efficient
method of breaking down the large piece of stone was to subject it to fire and then
pour cold water over it.37 Gray's only suggestion then is to read in v. 26 a singular
no
naaa instead of the plural rrosn, in agreement with the versional evidence.
The passage that follows in v. 27, which reads btnn rasa nx ism, has often
been viewed as a repetition of what was said immediately before in v. 26, or as a
doublet of the phrase immediately following that reads bjnn rraTix tarn. This has led
to further suggestions of corrections to the text, particularly in the light of another
TO
occurrence of naaa in v. 27 and a double occurrence of pra in that same verse.
Relating to the term m/nasa in v. 27 there is again a discrepancy among ancient
witnesses concerning the singular and plural forms. The majority of Hebrew mss
have the singular res?:, but LXX and a few Hebrew mss attest to a plural form.40
Since msa occurs in v. 27 in a less usual conjunction with the term pro, Stade
(1885:279) suggested nasa in v. 27 be emended, reading rata instead. This
emendation has been more readily accepted by commentators in an attempt to
resolve the problem of the double use of m/nasa in vv. 26, 27.42 Assuming nara and
36 Skinner (1893:334), Benzinger (1899:154); Kittel (1900:242), Burney (1903:306), Sanda
(1912:117), Wurthwein (1984:341), Long (1991:140), Eynikel (1996:214); Beck (1999:196).
,7 Another challenge questioning the motivation behind Stade's emendation of man to rnox comes
from arguments pointing to other biblical passages such as Ex 32:20; Deut 9:21; lKgs 15:13; 2Kgs
23:4, 11, 15, where objects are mentioned being burnt whose substance would have been
inconsumable (Gugler 1996:194 n. 742 and Mulzer 1992:191 n. 616 following Hoffmann 1980:346).
Begg (1985:208-9; 213-14) who looks at the very same problem in the story of golden calf (Ex 32:20)
notes close parallels in this regard with Ugaritic material. On the basis of these close parallels he
concludes that the problem of the 'factual applicability of [destructive] actions to the object in
question' (1985:214) is an imaginary one.
38
Gray (1970:558). His proposal has been followed e.g. by Robinson (1976:101), Jones (1984:471).
Fritz (1998:56) in a more recent commentary also prefers the singular man.
39 See e.g. Klostermann (1887:426), Ehrlich (1914:304).
4" Kennicott (1776-80:660) notes 4 mss and de Rossi (1784-88) adds 2 other mss that read plural
rvnaa. LXXli has xac, arqkat; (cf. LXX1' - Traaat; tat; arqXag).
41 See the table on pn: in appendix A on p. 198 for more typical combinations of words with pn:
appearing in the context of cult destruction.
42 See, e.g., Benzinger (1899:154), Sanda (1912:117), Gray (1970:558), Robinson (1976:101-2), Jones
(1984:471). In addition to these, Kittel (1900:242), Burney (1903:306) and Montgomery (1951:416)
are sympathetic to the view that nnra is a likely reading in v. 27.
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not ntisn being originally used in the initial clause of v. 27, some scholars take the
first clause as more genuine in comparison to the reading bmn rprrnx ism that
follows after, since this second clause of v. 27 does not occur in LXXB.43 Others,
however, point out that the absence of the phrase in LXXB can be explained in terms
of parablepsis due to homoioteleuton (bMn...bi?2n), thus weakening the argument
which favors the first clause in v. 27 as being more original than the second one.44
Various propositions towards a solution of textual difficulties in vv. 26 and 27
having been noted thus far, it is apparent that the problem posed by the text of Jehu's
reform notice has not been satisfactorily settled.
A different approach to the text-critical problem of the passage dealing with
Jehu's reform from those mentioned above has been exemplified by Trebolle Barrera
(1982b: 198-209),45 who pays greater attention to the double readings in VL and
LXXl.46 Analyzing data from Hebrew, Greek and Latin texts of 2Kgs 10:25b-28, he
contends that the doublets in VL and LXXl involve two variant readings: one being
identified by him as the proto-Lucianic reading and the other belonging to the Kaige
recension (1982b: 199-203). There are significant differences between VL and LXXl
in their arrangement of the doublets. This leads Trebolle Barrera to conclude that VL
juxtaposes the alternative variant of the Kaige recension to the proto-Lucianic text
without making direct recourse to the double reading in LXXl, where the Kaige
version is integrated with the proto-Lucianic reading rather smoothly (1982b:200).
It is further maintained by Trebolle Barrera that the proto-Lucianic text, with
which the reading of Kaige recension was combined forming doublets independently
in each, LXXl and VL, is the reading of Old Greek with a Vorlage different from the
MT (1982b:200). According to this Old Greek reading, preserved in the LXXl and
43
Gray (1970:558), Jones (1984:471).
44 Stade and Schwally (1904:233); Montgomery (1951:416); Trebolle Barrera (1982b:206).
45 A very similar version appears in Trebolle Barrera (1984b: 126-138).
46 VL (4Rg 25b-28): et percussit eos qui colebant bahal gladio et euertit tempulum bahal et accepit
idolu bahal et contriuit eum et proiecit eum at sinistra templi et tempulu bahal posuit in sterculino et
eradicauit tempulum bahal de israel et percussit eos qui seruiebant bahal gladio et abierunt in
ciuitatem praecursores et triari at domum bahal et protulerunt uestem bahal et succenderunt earn et
detraxerunt ti'ulos bahal et aus et domum eius euerterunt et proiecerunt earn in sterculino et eradicauit
ieu bahal de israel (Text taken from Fischer 1983:84.)
LXXl (4Rg 25b-28): Kal eirdtai;ay autoue ol irapatpeyoytee Kal oi tpiatdtat. ey atopati. popctmae
Kal eppn|/av, kcu 6Tropeu0r|aav tax; tou yaou tou Baal. Kal eienveyKay tf)y atf|lr|u tot) Baal Kod
eyeirpr|oay aurqv. Kal Kateairaaay iraaae xaq axpAag tou Baal Kal KaOelloy toy olkou autou. Kal
elapev 'Iou tqy atqlpy tou Baal Kal auvetpu|jey autqy Kal eppn[;ey autqy ei; apiatepwy too
Baalelp, Kal toy olkov tou Baal e0eto He Konpwva ewe xiqe qpepm; taurqe- Kal f)(j)dyLoey Tou toy
Baal Kal toy oikou autou eE, Topaql. (Text taken from Fernandes Marcos & Busto Saiz 1992:113.)
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VL at 2Kgs 10:25b-27, the action of the reform was performed solely by Jehu. His
reforming acts according to the Old Greek text in view of Trebolle Barrera were as
follows:47
Jehu « pulled down » (katheilen, nts) the temple, « brought out » the
pillar (elaben, lqh instead of usual hwsyJ), « broke in pieces » the pillar
{synetripsen, sbr) and « cast out » (erripsen, slk) the rest.
This course of actions is different from MT and LXX in vv. 25b-27 in three ways:
1) in the subject exercising the reform, 2) in the order of the reforming actions and 3)
in some of the terminology describing the reform. Trebolle Barrera argues that the
sequence of the reforming actions - tcr 'bring out', mm 'break' (or 'burn') and
qbm 'cast out' - as noted in the reading of the Old Greek text, represents rather the
usual order of activities detailing the destruction of foreign worship. He gives
examples of this sequence of the verbs occurring in 2Kgs 23:6 and 23:12 (LXXl).49
A relevant final point in Trebolle Barrera's discussion concerns the alternative
readings nam (non Kaige in LXXl and VL) and pnm (MT, LXXB) linked with rasa in
2Kgs 10:26-27. Drawing on other cases, where nam is used rather than q-im in
conjunction with rasa in the context of destruction of cultic objects (2Kgs 18:4;
23:14; 23:12 LXXl) Trebolle Barrera concludes that Old Greek in 10:26-27 (LXXl
need ouv6Tpii|jeu; VL et contriuit eum) should be preferred as the more original
reading (1982b:209). The fact that a number of emendations and corrections to the
difficult passage of MT in 2Kgs 10:25-27 have been proposed by critics, suggests in
itself that this text as it now stands in the MT cannot reflect the exact original
reading.
The study of the final part of 2Kgs 10:27 may throw some more light on the
account of Jehu's reform, showing that this text has a distinctive flavour, which
distances it from the other reform accounts, particularly those shared by Kings and
Chronicles, and makes it instead closer to the material that is narrated only in Kings,
known as the Elijah-Elisha cycle. At the end of 2Kgs 10:27, the verse just studied, a
phrase occurs which mentions the 'house of Baal' that it was made a 'latrine' to this
47 'Jehu « destruye » (katheilen, nts) el templo, toma la estela (elaben, lqh en lugar del usual hwsy3),
« rompe » la estela (synetripsen, sbr) y « arroja » (erripsen, slk) sus restos' (Trebolle Barrera
1982b:208).
48 Trebolle Barrera (1982b:207). A phrase involving the verb pre occurs either at the beginning or at
the end of the chain of these actions.
44 Trebolle Barrera (1982b:206-208). Cf. our argument on pp. 76-77, however, where we show that in
a more narrower sense the verb -\bv in 2Kgs 23:6 and 12 does not refer directly to the removal of
cultic object as in e.g. 2Chr 33:15 but to a dispensation of its elements ("iss) to the place of impurity.
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day (arms KetlbmK-inr:b maton).50 Of a particular interest in this phrase is the reading
rntonnb (=Ketib; rnxsin1? Qere).51 Though the word mtnnn is a hapax legomenon in
52
the Hebrew Bible, it appears to convey a sense of 'latrine' or 'dung'. A related
term, possibly derived from ton, occurs in 2Kgs 6:25 and 18:27//Isa 36:12, with the
53
meaning '(dove's) dung'. In general terms, the idea conveyed by these expressions
is that of excrement, filth or dung. It may be a puzzle for some that rntono occurs in
2Kgs 10:27, the text chiefly dealing with the destruction of an illegitimate cult,
where one might have expected more likely a term of defilement (two) or similar
instead. However, as it becomes clearer from the following discussion, nitnna plays a
significant role in the context of Jehu's reform. It actually links the account of Jehu's
reformation with the motif of dung that runs through the stories of Jehu, Jezebel and
Elijah. This theme of dung, urine and blood is recurrent in Kings since the arrival of
Elijah on the scene with the final mention of it in the text of Jehu's reform in 2Kgs
10:27.54 The first reference to this motifmay perhaps already be found in lKgs 18:27
in the story of the contest between Elijah and the prophets of Baal, where Elijah
mocks the prophets asking them among other things, whether their god is not away
defecating.'^ Then in lKgs 21:21 and 2Kgs 9:8 we read about cutting off from Ahab
'the one who pees on the wall' ("vpn prim).56 Similarly another liquid is also
described as spouting 'on the wall' in these stories: the text in 2Kgs 9:33 tells about
the blood of Jezebel being 'spattered on the wall' (-rprrbx nam m). The blood motif
can further be observed in lKgs 18:28 and especially 21:19; 22:38, in which the
blood of Naboth and Ahab is referred to as being licked by dogs. In 2Kgs 9:37 the
corpse of Jezebel is described as becoming 'dung' (pn) on the field, and finally, the
house of Baal as being turned to a 'latrine' in 2Kgs 10:27. Thus 2Kgs 10:27 forms a
significant part of a particular motif within the story of the strife between Elijah's
Yahwism and Jezebel's Baalism. The motif of dung, (blood and urine,) which links
50 LXXB reads Km eirdta^ey aurbu el<; Autpuvac etoq ifjg ppepag tccuttic; and LXXl has Kcti toy olkou
ton BaaA. eGero elg Koupwua ew<; trie; fpepat; tocuTTig.
51
mxsin in Qere is thought to be supplied by masoretes as a euphemism for nitnnn. See 2Kgs 6:25;
18:27 for similar cases of a later correction by Qere.
52 See e.g. HALOT 1:572; DCH 5:229.
53 See e.g. BDB 351a; DCH 3:305.
54 We owe this point and much of the following discussion to Mr. Robert Merecz (personal
communication).
55 The term into in lKgs 18:27 is often discussed with one suggestion among others being supported by
the Targum that it is a euphemism for relieving himself; see e.g. Fohrer (1968a: 16).
56 This phrase also occurs once in divine speech with regard to Jeroboam (lKgs 14:10).
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the account of Jehu's reform more closely with the Elijah-Elisha cycle suggests that
the story of Jehu's reform does not belong to the same layer with the other cultic
reform accounts in Kings, shared with Chronicles, but is probably a part of a further
stage within the Kings development, to which also the stories of Elijah, Jezebel and
Jehu belong.
Manasseh
In the book of Chronicles, the only cult reform approved of that is not shared by the
two histories appears in Chronicles' record of the reign of Manasseh. It is well
known that the account of Manasseh in Chronicles is very close to Kings in its first
part (2Chr 33:l-10//2Kgs 21:1-1 Oa) but radically different in the second (2Chr 33:11 -
17 cf. 2Kgs 21:10b-16). While in Kings Manasseh is described as thoroughly
wicked, where in vv. 1 Ob-16 all the blame for Judah's downfall is laid upon him, in
Chronicles in the part that differs from Kings (2Chr 33:11-17) Manasseh is portrayed
as repentant king. He is taken to exile in Babylon where he humbles himself before
Yahweh; and he, on account of this, returns him to Jerusalem. It is in this context that
we read only in Chronicles about Manasseh's positive reforms. These are the result
of his conversion in Babylon and restoration by Yahweh upon the throne in
Jerusalem. The passage with reforms reads as follows:
2Chr 33:15 mm iron boomnxi iron mbx-nx ion
mub n^in -[burn n'bormat mm-ma ma ma -rax rnnarnrrbai
2Chr 33:16
bxTi' mrbx mrmnx maab rrnmb -irctm mini ombtc mar rba nan mm narrrnx [ p,-i] pn
Manasseh's reform is centered around the removal of cultic objects from the temple
and the elimination of altars from the temple and the city of Jerusalem. While it is
noticeable that the terminology used to describe Manasseh's reform is not strictly
characteristic of reform reports shared by Kings and Chronicles,57 there are a few
elements of this report that are related to one of the texts dealing with elimination of
cult in Kings. In Chronicles' report ofManasseh's reform we read about the removal
of br:on from the house of Yahweh. In a similar way we read about the removal of
rrraxn from the temple in Kings' depiction of Josiah's reform. The text in 2Kgs 23:6a
reads pmp bnrbs cboimb pirra mm mar: micxrrnx !<:m. The links in mm mar: -
mm man; mnaxn - br:on; abahmb pinr: - mab mnn are sufficient enough to demonstrate
57
Japhet (1993:1010) notes that the passage consisting of Manasseh's cultic reform 'is phrased in
non-Deuteronomistic terminology'.
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that the two texts are related."8 It may seem less probable to contend that the reading
of the removal of max/Sac from Yahweh's house stood originally in the text related
to Manasseh and that later editors of Kings, because of their different perspective of
Manasseh as king, replaced Manasseh's exile and conversion episode with the verses
condemning the king (2Kgs 21:10b-16), while attributing the removal of max to
Josiah. On the contrary, it is more probable that this reading belonged originally to
the text related to Josiah's reform and that Chr adopted this account of the
elimination of the cultic entity from the temple and placed it in his own version of
Manasseh's story. This possibility is even more likely in the light of the fact that Chr
acted in a rather similar manner when he dealt with the cultic reform of Asa. There
we saw the reform report, which in Kings is held together in vv. 12-15 of lKgs 15,
split in Chronicles and separated by Chr's own material. Chr might have treated his
Vorlage59 dealing with the reform of Josiah in a similar way in that he might have
divided the text and transferred the phrase with the removal of max to the story of
Manasseh where he expanded his account with his own additional material.
Further, we may observe the expansion of Manasseh's reform in Chronicles as
having similar elements with Chr's expanded text of Asa's reform. There are striking
parallels in the use of the term mm in connection with the removal of cultic objects
(man rnmrn in 2Chr 14:2; man Trbx in 2Chr 33:15); in the mention of repairing the
altar for Yahweh (2Chr 15:8; 33:16); sacrificing to Yahweh (2Chr 15:11; 33:16) and
finally in commanding Judah to worship Yahweh (2Chr 14:3; 33:16).60 Even the
added note in Manasseh's text about people's sacrificing on high places but only (pi)
to Yahweh in 2Chr 33:17 echoes a similar comment in Asa's reform text. There it is
stated - this time in the shared text with Kings (lKgs 15:14//2Chr 15:17) - that the
high places were not taken out of Israel. The particle pi, qualifying the immediately
preceding statement related to high places, is used in this way only in lKgs
15:14//2Chr 15:17 (the shared text of Asa) and 2Ch 33:17 (Chr's expansion on
Manasseh). While on the one hand similarities can be observed in the use of pi
between lKgs 15:14//2Chr 15:17 and 2Chr 33:17, a strong candidate for exerting an
influence on the added note with regard to high places in 2Chr 33:17 appears to be
58 To the links above we may add the verbal correspondence in -jbon, though admittedly this term
occurs in a slightly different context in each verse. For a more detailed treatment of the
correspondences mentioned above see pp. 75-77.
59 We argue in the following chapter that Chr's Vorlage, however, cannot be equated with the present
account of Josiah in Kings but with a prior and much briefer version of that narrative.
60 Smelik (1992:184).
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the original phrase relating to the worship on the high places in Jehoshaphat's
formula - now better preserved in lKgs 22:44 - that reads can ~ivj moan -n
maaa nnopm dtqto.61 We discuss this case in more detail later in the section on nvrraa
on pp. 182-83.
Another interconnection with regard to the text of Manasseh can be noted
among Chr's passages dealing with reforms: the particular combination of the verbs
mo and ~\bv in 2Chr 33:15 appears also in the extended narrative on the Passover as a
part of Hezekiah's reform, in 2Chr 30:14, but nowhere else in a cultic destruction
context within the Hebrew Bible. It can be inferred that this parallel in Chr's own
text of Hezekiah's reform developed concurrently with Chr's adaptation of the older
reform notice in his account of Manasseh.
We may conclude from the above that Manasseh's reform in Chronicles has
been built around one phrase shared by Kings and Chronicles (2Kgs 23:6a; 2Chr
33:15a) which states that a cultic object (mox/boo) has been taken out from the house
of Yahweh outside the city. The phrase was originally employed in Chr's Vorlage
relating to Josiah's reform, which Chr adapted to his text describing Manasseh's
exile and conversion, being redeveloped in line with some aspects of his presentation
of Asa as a cultic reformer. On the other hand, some of the phraseology with which
Chr reworked the older reform notice and attributed to Manasseh (mo and -]bai in
2Chr 33:15), occurred in Chr's expansive reshaping of Hezekiah's reform (2Chr
30:14).
4. Concluding Remarks on Cultic Reform Accounts
The study of the cultic reform accounts has shown that the most characteristic
terminology regarding the reform notices appears in the accounts of Judean
monarchs with close links between Kings and Chronicles. The analysis of the reform
reports of Jehoiada, Hezekiah, Josiah (and partly Asa) suggested that the typical
phrases denoting cultic reforms may have first arisen within the story of monarchy
before being reused in the material of Exodus and Deuteronomy warning against the
cultic practices of the Canaanites.
Kings and Chronicles both also narrate the reform of Asa and Jehoshaphat.
Although the reforms of these two Judean monarchs in Kings have less strong links
61 The parallel text in 2Chr 20:33 reads differently in its second part: mrrrxb ctm tun no-xb moan -|x
crrrax 'rrixb.
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with their counterparts in Chronicles, a firm relationship between them has been
shown to exist through linkage of specific terms and expressions.
In Kings non-shared material, the reform accounts of Jehoram and Jehu show
some textual divergence among its ancient witnesses. More significantly, however, it
emerged from the study above that these reform reports have further characteristics,
which on one hand detach them from the accounts of the reforms of Judean rulers in
Kings (with their counterparts in Chronicles), and on the other hand, associate them
with the material dealing with Ahab, Jezebel and Baal worship that is specific only to
Kings. This was particularly observed in the account of Jehu's reform in its link of
'dung' theme with the material known as Elijah-Elisha cycle. On the basis of this, the
suggestion was proposed that the reforms of Jehoram and particularly that of Jehu
should not be affiliated with the same layer within the composition of Kings, to
which also other royal cubic reforms belong, but perhaps are part of a further stage
within the literary growth of the book of Kings, a stage that would have also included
the material pertaining to the Ahab narrative and the Elijah-Elisha cycle, with which
these reforms have close affinity.
Finally, it has been noted that in addition to the reforms in Chronicles that have
their counterparts in Kings, this book also includes a positive reform of Manasseh.
This account in Chronicles of the positive reforming measures by Manasseh grew out
of one phrase from Chr's source that originally occurred in the reform of Josiah in
Chr's Vorlage, which in turn served to provide the phraseology in another verse in
the development of another reform account in Chronicles, that of Hezekiah. The
conclusion from the examination of Manasseh's reform occurring only in Chronicles
that it employs the text, which originally stood in the account of Josiah's reform has
a significant implication for the study of the next chapter, in which our main focus
will be the synoptic texts of Josiah's reform in Kings and Chronicles.
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CHAPTER THREE
Accounts of Josiah's reform in Kings and Chronicles
(test case - part one)
Following the study of the regnal formulae and reform reports in the previous
chapter, we have chosen the story of Josiah's reform as a test case to probe in more
detail the relationship between the texts of Kings and Chronicles pertaining to a
divided monarchy. Using the accounts of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 and
in 2Chr 34:3-7 + 33 it is hoped they will reveal something of the relationship
between the two histories in miniature that will have wider implications for
understanding the relationship between the texts of Kings and Chronicles narrating
the story of the divided monarchy as a whole.
As has been noted by previous studies, there is some similarity between the
accounts of Josiah's reform in the two histories regarding various actions Josiah
undertakes. In both, Kings and Chronicles, Josiah is portrayed as eliminating high
places, altars, asherahs and other cultic objects. He reduces cultic entities to a
powder, which he casts on graves. He also annihilates priests. Furthermore, in both
accounts there is a recognition of Josiah's activities in the north. To these parallels in
content can be added Kings' reference to the reform activity in the temple which -
though not having a parallel in Chr's portrayal of Josiah's reform - is reflected in
Chronicles in the account of Manasseh and which was identified as being originally
part of Chr's Vorlage of Josiah's story.
The relationship between the two Josiah's reform reports in their content has
been seen at a glance. A more thorough investigation will follow, which will
commence with an analysis of the corresponding links in the reference to the purge
of the temple as an initial reform measure in Kings, and (most likely) in the text of
Chr's Vorlage.
1. Purging the Temple
2Kgs23:6 |nip bran nnx |mp bnrbx nbgnmb pnn mm mar: moxmnx xsm
mo mop-by mDtrnx -]bon moyb p-n
2Chr 33:15 rnraromboi mm man bnomnxi -c:n mtbirnx mom
mi?b nam pbmm DbttiTTm mmmm mm n:o moix
The previous chapter showed that Chr adapted the text describing reform activity in
the temple from his Vorlage of Josiah's reform into his version of Manasseh's story.
We may now look more closely at the links which the two verses, relating originally
to Josiah's activity in the temple, share. Both, 2Kgs 23:6 and 2Chr 33:15, albeit they
employ different terms (Kings rr\m whereas Chronicles bao) , refer to the same
cultic entity as a major item being taken out of the house of Yahweh - for which they
use identical phrase mrr maa. Both texts indicate that the object (mtcx/bao) is taken or
thrown outside Jerusalem/the city (Kings DbaiiTb fina; Chronicles Tab nam). Kings
further specifies that it is taken 'to the brook Kidron' (pvtp brtrbx).2 Despite the fact
that there is no such detail narrated in Chronicles, a case can be made that the phrase
referring to Wadi Kidron might have been present in Chr's Vorlage of Josiah's
reform. Although the Wadi Kidron is never mentioned in the inherited text of
Chronicles pertaining to Josiah or Manasseh, it occurs twice in Chr's special material
relating to the reformative events in Hezekiah's time (2Chr 29:16; 30:14). From
these two occurrences it can be deduced that Chr actually utilized the expression
]i-np bna b/bx from his Vorlage of Josiah's reformation, relocating the phrase to his
expansive account of Hezekiah's reform.
The verb pbm in Chr's account of Manasseh's reform (33:15), occurring also in
his record of the reform of Hezekiah (30:14) but not of Josiah, has virtually no
parallel in the present text of Kings in this particular usage denoting elimination of
objects of cultic significance (except for one isolated case of LXX1' and VL in 2Kgs
10:27). Where Kings does employ pbsi in the text of Josiah's reform (vv. 6, 12) it
always uses this term in conjunction with isu 'dust'. It seems, however, that pbtc in
2Kgs 23:6, 12 might have originally been much more closely linked with items of
cult, having the cultic entity itself and not the 'dust' (~iaa) of it as its direct object.
The particular combination of pb-ii and isy occurring in 2Kgs 23 and once in
Deuteronomy (9:21) is probably a secondary embellishment in Kings. This might
clearly be the case in the expression p-np bnrbx msirnx -pbtfm in v. 12, where the
excision ofmajrnx does not violate the structure of the phrase (cf. similar syntactical
construction in Ex 32:20) nor the meaning in its immediate context. The immediately
'
Kings and Chronicles use these differing terms for the same referent consistently as can be seen in
2Kgs 21:7//2Chr 33:7.
2 The other two references to the 'brook Kidron' in the account of Josiah's reform in Kings are in vv.
4, 12. The brook Kidron appears to play a significant role in the elimination of a cultic object also in
the story ofAsa in lKgs 15:13//2Chr 15:16.
3
2Kgs 10:27b is rendered in the LXX1: Kal eLapev 'Ion tpv arf|A.r|v tou Baal Kal awexpi\\iev ampy
Kal eppn|iev auttiv kE, apLOtepun tot) BaaAAp, Kal ton olkov tou BaaA. eGexo rig Koirptoua ewe, xfjc
rpepac; Tampc; (text taken from Fernandes Marcos & Busto Saiz 1992:113), and in the VL: et proiecit
eum at (sic) sinistra templi et tempulu bahal posuit in sterculino (text taken from Fischer 1983:84).
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preceding text-critically problematic clause oar: p-n in the MT4 has no bearing on the
view of m2irnx being in this text secondary. There is no reference for instance to
'grinding to powder' (pp~0 or to 'burning' (pTi) in v. 12, that would make mention of
dust/ashes in this verse more appropriate.
The second instance of the occurrence of -be + -12a in 2Kgs 23 is in the second
part of v. 6 where it refers to the dust of Asherah pole being thrown upon the burial
ground. Yet it is reasonable to argue that the term qbc alone (without it being
attached to -122) may have originally stood rather in the first part of the verse -
between either mrr rvnr: and p-np bnrbx cVtfrrb pina, or obci-rb pirra and ]mp bnrbx.
This part of the verse with inclusion of qbo would form the original much briefer
statement narrating simply that the cultic object was taken from temple and thrown
out of Jerusalem to the brook Kidron. The phrase prp bran nnx fp'im that introduces
the second part of the verse is repetitive in its reference to the brook Kidron and this
may point to it being secondary. The following nun ^2 -np'ba rn2irnx pbam 222b p-n,
as will be shown in a subsequent section (pp. 101-2), is probably an adaptation of an
expression that originally stood at another place in the report of Josiah's reform. It
was attached here (with small changes in the formulation such as e.g. qbui being
borrowed from the above mentioned shorter statement and tied with -122) in order to
emphasise the complete destruction of the illicit cult object found in the house of
Yahweh. As for the Chronicles history, the expansion of the 'original' report takes
off in another direction in 2Chr 33:15. There is no such elaboration as in 2Kgs 23:6
relating to the destruction of an idolatrous object being taken out of the temple. An
earlier version of Kings account of Josiah's purification of the temple, which could
be identifiable with Chr's Vorlage, may therefore be tentatively outlined as follows:
imp bnrbx (Tub mrnyabfflTvb prra qbtin mm iraa (baonj/n-raxmnx poryxri.
Aspects of Josiah's reform activity in or near the temple are in Kings also
narrated in vv. 4, 7, 11, 12. Equivalent parallels to these texts are not found in
4 The expression can pn (MT) which can mean either 'he ran from there' (from the root pn) or 'he
crushed from there' (from pi) makes little sense in its present context in v. 12. There seems to be a
wrong word division - mem at the beginning of ciip probably belongs with preceding term. Standard
treatments of this problematic text go back to Kimchi who suggested revocalization ofpn to pn (as
mentioned by Burney 1903:360). From this it follows that some consider the verb as yn 'run' in
hiphil; see e.g. Thenius (1873:444) 'er liess mit aller Schnelle fortschaffen'; BDB 930a; Cogan &
Tadmor (1988:289) who read csti 'he hastened them, kept them distant'. Others propose the verb pn
'crush' in hiphil; see e.g. Rudolph (1951:215), Montgomery (1951:540) and Washburn (1991:74 n.
52) who read cs cpri 'broke them up there/crushed them there'. Cf. Burney (1903:360) who adopts
qal of I'm, and Eynikel (1996:257-58) who prefers the meaning 'mistreat, oppress'. Less likely is the
suggestion to emend to cm cp-n proposed by Gray (1970:731), followed by Jones (1984:623-24).
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Chronicles - neither in the account of the reform of Josiah nor of Manasseh. Barrick
(2002:106) contends that 'the purging of the Temple and its precincts which Kings
attributes to Josiah (2 Kgs. 23:4a-ba, 6-7, 9, 11-12) the Chronicler credits to
Manasseh (2 Chron. 33:15-17)...' and in this way Chr's unique report ofManasseh's
reform 'accounts for [his] omission of 2 Kgs. 23:4, 6-7, 9, 11-12.' (2002:20).
Barrick's presentation on this point, however, remains at a quite general level in
which individual verses ofManasseh's account of the reform are not subjected to any
detailed analysis as regards their relationship to Josiah's account in Kings. Contrary
to Barrick's contention this analysis has shown that Chr's account of Manasseh's
reform relates strictly speaking only to v. 6a in Kings report of Josiah. Could it be
then that Chr's Vorlage of Josiah's reform contained - as far as the purge of the
temple is concerned - only the report of the removal of a single cultic entity from the
temple complex, yet a report of particular significance? It will be shown later that the
verses in Kings dealing with actions pertaining to the temple and its precincts that do
not have counterparts in Chronicles (vv. 4, 7, 11, 12), can be better accounted for as
being Kings own additions. They extend the report while also incorporating material
alluding to the cultic innovations of previous rulers, most notably Manasseh.
2. Elimination of High Places, Altars, Asherahs and Other Cultic Installations
2.1. Defilement of High Places^
2Kgs 23:8 o-oron natti-nap -hdk nraarrnN rmrr nva Dansrrby-nx ami
-pamtD yrairr lira nre-rax n-niran mraynK yrai yatc -ixamy iiam
-pyn "lyon etn biNo&rbir-itfx
2Chr 34:3 n:o rntoy Dmram rzx rn mbxb ifimb bnn tj: to mm isbab mintfai
mroam nrboEm cr-raxm maarrp □'bttirr'i rmm-nx "rob bnn
The account of Josiah's reform begins in Chronicles - after the report of the purge of
the temple has been removed and employed by Chr in the story of Manasseh - with
elimination of high places (may). The concern for the temple and the attention paid to
high places are the two distinct elements figuring in the structure of the present text
'
We are aware of scholarly debate regarding the English rendering 'high place(s)' for the Hebrew
m/rran, which goes back to the Latin excelsum/a and the Greek in|rr|X6c;/a; suspicions about this
conventional understanding have been expressed by Emerton (1997:116) and Kogan & Tishchenko
(2002:319-52); cf also Gleis (1997:246). The translation 'high place(s)' is, therefore, used throughout
the present study only for convenience regardless of whether this conveys the real sense of the
Hebrew m/nny or not.
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of Josiah's reform in Kings.6 The topic regarding mrm that dominates Josiah's
account in this book can be contrasted with the brief occurrence of the man theme in
Chronicles. Only once is man mentioned in 2Chr 34:3-7, but it is encountered no less
than ten times in 2Kgs 23:4-20 MT.7 Of these references to man, Josiah's direct
action against high places is referred to in six cases in the MT (vv. 8 [2x], 13, 15
o
[3x]). In another four instances man is used in conjunction with priests (rnann arc;
vv. 9, 20), with houses or shrines (mann Tin; v. 19) and once in a phrase that
mentions priests burning incense in 'the high places' (mann -itspvi; v. 5). A closer
inspection of verses that define Josiah's direct action against high places finds his
deeds being referred to as defiling (xaa; vv. 8, 13 [MT]), breaking down (pro; vv. 8
[MT], 15) and burning (p-iiu; v. 15 [MT]) the cultic installations.
The reference to 'burning' (pm) of a high place that occurs in v. 15 (MT) is a
disputed case. There are repeated occurrences of the verb in 2Kgs 23, but a
clause using the combination of pre with man which is without an example elsewhere
in the Old Testament seems to sit uncomfortably in its immediate context in the MT
of v. 15.9 The text in the MT reading nanrrnN -Tim ('he burnt the high place') may
have been affected by another pmi that follows shortly after in that very same verse.10
The LXX does not mention man nor pais, but reads instead kou ouu<eTpit]jev touq
kiQovc, auxou and continues Kod eAiitTwev etc; xouv... ('and he broke in pieces its
stones and he beat [them] to dust...'). The Hebrew text underlying the Septuagint's
reading kou auuetpu|/ev touc; AiGouc; oujtou would have ranntin man with a suffix
obviously referring to an altar. In that case nanrrnxi between xinn nnrarrnx and pro
earlier in that verse appears intrusive." It could be a later gloss, accommodating the
text underlying the Septuagint to the version ofMT. If this is so, LXX is giving clues
6 O'Brien (1989:253) observes the presence of an alternating pattern in the final text of 2Kgs 23:4-14,
in which 'a report of cultic reform in the temple is followed by a report of cultic reform against the
high places' (mentioning vv. 4, 6-7, 11-12 related to the temple and vv. 5, 8-9, 13-14 to the high
places). He views the pattern reappearing in a similar manner in 23:15-20 where 'an account of
Josiah's activities at Bethel in vv 15-18 is followed by an account of his destruction of high places
elsewhere in Samaria in vv 19-20'.
7 Seven times in LXX.
8 In three cases in LXX (vv. 8 [lx], 15 [2x]).
9 The phrase nazrrnx «pSm stands in the MT in an awkward relation with the following asyndetic
expression izvb pin. Against the arguments of some commentators (Klostermann 1887:481; Kittel
1900:303; Benzinger 1899:194; Burney 1903:361; Skinner 1893:422; Montgomery 1951:540) that
burning of high place may seem an improbable action to undertake, see now Barrick (2002:47-48 n.
66) and earlier Sanda (1912:349).
1(1 So Knoppers (1994:205 n. 64).
11 Sanda (1912:349).
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in this verse to the older reading, where references to did not appear in that text.
That this is the case is confirmed by the editorial considerations of scholars, who do
not necessarily subscribe to the LXX version, who view v. 15 as being a conflated
text and contend that there was no mention of nr:a in the original version of this
verse. Thus e.g. Spieckennann in his literary analysis of the minute detail considers
the earliest text of v. 15 to contain simply <ib?2n> pro bx-jrm tbn mtarrnx or
12
('moreover <the king> pulled down the altar at Bethel'). Similarly Barrick
(2002:47 and n. 66), though on different grounds, proposes one of the possible
readings of the original text in v. 15 to include only pro rarrarrnx cdi. Thus it can be
concluded that Josiah's activity against rnraa being described as naarrnx *pi4m in v. 15
does not belong to the earliest stratum of Josiah's account in Kings. It is not attested
in LXX which seems to point more faithfully to the original text. The expression
rraarrnx "pari can be confidently ascribed to a later stage of the development of
Josiah's story, a stage peculiar to the MT version of Kings.
Another term used in Kings' reform report of the treatment of rrm by Josiah is
the verb pro 'break down'. This verb occurs in v. 8b in connection with rntrBn mna
'the high places of the gates' (MT).'3 The relationship of 8b with 8a, where a verb
xroti 'defile' is used to depict Josiah's elimination of moa, has long been regarded as
being redactional.14 A few critics argue that v. 8b comes from an older annalistic
12
Spieckennann (1982:427). Everything else in that verse, including the references to the destruction
of the high place, are all according to Spieckermann post-deuteronomistic additions.
13 The expression D'-iUKin rrm (MT) is problematic. First, the ancient versions differ in rendering MT's
man. Targum's consonantal text bmt is ambiguous in that it can be understood as either singular or
plural. The main text of the Peshitta reads rtVW, while the original Pesh reading rrinnlil found
in 9alfam follows the MT. In place of the Hebrew cnuin nm, LXXB has ton oIkov ttov irulchv,
whereas LXX1' includes tov olkou tuv ut|ir|A.(3v, and Vg speaks of aras portrarum. Second, it is not
clear what is meant by MT's plural cmain. On account of this many commentators suggest an
emendation by re-pointing to cmfon (e.g. Benzinger 1899:193; Burney 1903:359; Stade and Schwally
1904:294; Sanda 1912:344; Montgomery 1951:532, 539; Jones 1984:621), suggestion already made
by Houbigant (1753) as referred to by Barthelemy (1982:419), and more than a century later also by
Graetz (1875:287 n. 1) and Hoffmann (1882:175). Two most frequently cited passages for elucidating
the meaning of re-pointed cmten in 23:8 are Lev 17:7 and 2Chr 11:15, where □mia is thought to mean
he-goats—or rather, demons in shape of he-goats (cf. HALOT 2:1341). For a fuller discussion see
Eynikel (1996:236-38) and Barrick (2002:80). Gray (1970:730) emends to read cmii (gatekeepers)
and thus translates the passage 'the shrine of the gate-genii'. His interpretation, however, is
questionable; see Emerton (1994:457) for a fair refutation of this view. Barthelemy (1982:419), Snaith
(1975:116) and Piinerton (1994:455-67) see no need for re-vocalization of cnsip, while they make
efforts to understand the MT as traditionally pointed.
14 See e.g. Gressmann (1924:327-28) regarding earlier views on the relationship of vv. 8a, b and 9.
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source.13 The majority among scholars, however, ascribe the second half of v. 8 to a
later hand.16 Despite the verbal construction of the passage, consisting of a wcqatal
form, figuring prominently in these arguments in which v. 8b is seen compositionally
uncertain,17 there are other propositions advanced for considering the text a
secondary addition. Yadin (1976:9) and Hollenstein (1977:333) note that the location
of maa in that half-verse is specified in an unusual way by means of a double
reference; man is said to be placed 'at the entrance of the gate of Joshua the governor
of the city' and 'on one's left at the gate of the city'. The prominent concern to
describe the exact location of man may indicate that the first readership was not
18familiar with the position of the cultic installation. The appeal to the name Joshua,
the city governor after whom the text says the gate was named, was made perhaps in
order to heighten the historical credibility of the note. All in all this implies as
Hollenstein (1977:333) contends that v. 8b could be a later note based on aetiology,
'explaining some feature at the city gate that was associated with Josiah's reform' as
Jones (1984:621) tentatively adds.19 If the interpretation of v. 8b based on
aetiological notion is correct, Barrick (2002:80) subsequently points out that 'this
would account for anomalous use of NTS... rather than the expected TM" with regard
to Josiah's action of elimination ofman.
In the Kings text of Josiah's reform the verb pro linked with man appears—
beside its occurrence in the late v. 8b—also in v. 15, in which the destruction of the
altar is mentioned alongside the destruction of the high place. It was observed above
in the study of *pto + nan that the structure of v. 15 is particularly complex. The use of
15
E.g. Hardmeier (2000:124-25; 138-39). Nelson (1981:80-81) calling v. 8b 'annalistic' was
influenced in this his designation by Montgomery (1934:46-52), who believed that several cases of the
use ofw'qatal forms in Kings (e.g. 2Kgs 18:4; 23:8, 10, 12) recalled 'lapidary style' of royal official
records.
16
Benzinger (1899:189 [tentatively], 193); Stade and Schwally (1904:55); Sanda (1912:362-63);
Wiirthwein (1976:415; 1984:458-59); Hollenstein (1977:333-34); Rehm (1982:216); Spieckermann
(1982:99-101, 426); Jones (1984:617, 621); Provan (1988:87); O'Brien (1989:256); Eynikel
(1996:238, 245); Barrick (2002:3, 65, 80).
1 The w'qatal criterion, the form being a sign of redactional activity, is employed by Sanda
(1912:362; Aramaic influence); Wiirthwein (1976:415); Hollenstein (1977:333); Rehm (1982:216);
Jones (1984:621). The wcqatal form where it is taken as an indication of late usage in past-time
context, however, has been recently challenged by Rezetko (2001). His observations call for caution
in using wcqatal form as a literary critical criterion on a diachronic level. Other evidence than the
presence ofw'qatal construction in a text needs to be brought forward if a passage is to be designated
late or secondary.
18 From this contention, Yadin then goes on to argue that v. 8 actually refers to the rm in Beershcba.
For a sound refutation of this claim see Herzog et al (1977:55-56).
In addition to the two scholars named above, also Wurthwein (1976:415) and Barrick (2002:80)
subscribe to the view that v. 8b is a late aetiological note. Cf. Barthelemy (1982:419).
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}*n] in this verse is made to describe at one time 'breaking down' of nr:2 as well as
rata. A number of scholars have observed some uneasiness in the flow of
composition of this verse with 'high place' featuring alongside 'altar' in the present
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text. This has led to the explanation that the references to naa were made at a later
stage and that the original wording of v. 15 consisted only of references to rota. It is
interesting to observe that in this suggested original wording of v. 15 the term of cult
destruction pro appears linked with the altar, since this linkage is particularly close to
the standard language pertaining to the reform accounts shared by Kings and
Chronicles. Consequently, the construction of pn: with naa in v. 15 exists only at a
secondary level. By the same token it was concluded earlier that the connection of
pro with naa in v. 8 was occasioned by a later editorial hand. This leaves only one
alternative - to view linked with xroe as a construction belonging to the original
report.
Josiah's defiling high places (kob + nraa) is referred to in vv. 8a and 13. The
verb keb is not a frequent term in Kings. In fact, it is specific to 2Kgs 23 occurring in
9 i
vv. 8, 10, 13 and 16. In v. 8a where the defilement ofmoa is mentioned first in this
chapter, this occurs in the context of a reference made to priests who served at these
man, and who were being removed from 'the cities of Judah'. It is generally accepted
that vv. 8a and 9 (often regarded as a unit together) treat the theme of cult
centralization in Jerusalem which is essential to the final version of Josiah's reform
report in Kings. A number of scholars, when uncovering redactional layers, see a cult
centralization theme playing a significant role also in the original shorter version of
the report. One may question, however, whether the theme of centralization was
always present in the text of Josiah's reform since the earliest stage of its
composition or whether the theme emerged only at some point during the gradual
revisions of the original material. That material in its earliest form may have
included from vv. 8a and 9 merely the statement that 'Josiah defiled the high places'.
On the one hand, Barrick (2002:183) in his recent monograph discusses his
reconstructed 'original' version of the reform report that included, according to him,
20
E.g. O'Brien (1989:261) says: 'The provenance of 2 Kgs 23:15 is somewhat obscured by the
complexity of its formulation. In v 15a there is an abrupt shift from the mention of the altar in Bethel
to the high place. The difficulty created by this is reflected in the phrase immediately preceding the
main verb natas. It emphasizes that both the altar and the high place were pulled down and appears to
be a clarifying addition.'
21
Except in 2Kgs 23, the tenn is frequently mentioned in Lev, Num and Ezek. In Ezek xeb often
relates to ebb;—the word which is used in Kings but never in Chronicles.
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the centralization aspect expressed in vv. 8a and 9. On the other hand, when he
speculates about the source of this 'original' version being some kind of royal
memorial inscription (2002:141), he states that there must have been 'a measure of
adaptation' when the reform report was drawn from the inscription. The example he
gives of such adaptation is the addition of 'the relocation and change in status of the
bamoth-priests' in vv. 8a + 9. This contributes to the view that the oldest material
may have contained from vv. 8, 9 no reference to a centralization aspect but perhaps
only the statement that 'Josiah defiled the high places'.
Turning to the second occurrence of rnna linked with xnti, in v. 13 the phrase
comprising of Josiah's defilement of high places occurs in a context, in which focus
is directed towards man erected by Solomon. The state of affairs surrounding v. 13 is
more debated, since there are obvious similarities - but so too differences - between
this verse and lKgs 11:5 (MT), 7 and 33. Because of these associations between v.
13 and the cultic innovations depicted in lKgs 11, the scholarly view is not so
22unified concerning the verse's originality. Barrick argues on the basis of great
congruity in the list of deities between 23:13 and 11:33 (in opposition to marked
difference between 23:13 and 1 l:7-8a) that these two verses are primary, belonging
to the same compositional level. Consequently, according to Barrick's analysis,
11:7(-8) comes in a stratum later, and 11:5, which does not occur in LXX, is only a
23
secondary elaboration in the MT. Eynikel also observes significant agreements in
the list of deities between 11:33 and 23:13.24 It should be noted however, that 11:33
22
Some, e.g. Montgomery (1951:534), Holscher (1922:199), O'Brien (1989:257), Campbell &
O'Brien (2000:462-63), Rosel (2000:207), consider v. 13 to be a late addition while others, e.g. Noth
(19912:97), think otherwise and view v. 13 to be a basis for material in lKgs 11:1-13. (However, see
the critique of Noth's reasoning by Hoffmann 1980:50 n. 21.) Still others, though each of them in
different ways, propose a common authorship behind 2Kgs 23:13 and lKgs 1-5, 33 (Eynikel
1996:268), or 23:13 and 11:7 (Spieckermann 1982:194), or 23:13 and 11:5, 7 (Hoffmann 1980:51).
For a more detailed treatment of these and other views (including his own assessment) on the
relationship between lKgs 11 and 2Kgs 23:13, see Eynikel (1996:260-68, 348 n. 49).
"3 Barrick (2001:441-42; 2002:205, 210-11). It is generally recognized that lKgs 11 exhibits a variety
of problems in MT, revealing complicated compositional history. LXX differs considerably from MT
in vv. 1-8 and this adds to the textual complexity seen when comparing the two versions of the
narrative. While some, e.g. Provan (1988:68 n. 31) or Eynikel (1996:266-67) reject the LXX reading
as a later smoothing out of disordered MT caused by redactional process, others, e.g. Knoppers
(1993:140), prefer the reading in LXX as closer to the original Hebrew narrative. According to
Barrick (2002:208) in the most recent study 'the MT and the LXX versions of [lKgs 11:1-8] evolved
differently from a common ancestor.' See the reconstruction of this proposed 'ancestor' in Barrick
(2002:208-9).
24
Eynikel (1996:265). Moreover, he notes agreements in the divine names with 11:5. However, as
Barrick (2002:210) states, v. 5 is a later 'doublet of sorts' in the re-arranged MT. It is not present in
the shorter text of LXX.
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25
with which 23:13 shares the closest links," does not occur in the LXX alternative
account of division of the kingdom in 3Kgdms 12:24o. The list of deities in 11:33
belongs to the part of Ahijah's speech to Jeroboam (lKgs 11:31 b-38), which is
considered to be an elaboration of the more primitive oracle in lKgs 11:29-3la
(more or less corresponding to 3Kgdms 12:24o). If, as e.g. Knoppers and others26
argue that 11:33 is a part of subsequent (deuteronomistic) elaboration within the
developing book of Kings, it has a significant implication for the composition of
23:13 with which v. 33 is closely related. 23:13 then cannot be viewed original as to
the report of Josiah's reform in Kings but must also be considered a part of
successive strata, perhaps an elaboration drawn on a simple statement in the original
version of the reform report that Mosiah defiled high places'.
In the account of Josiah's reform in Chronicles, the action against man is never
depicted by the verb xr:c27 (or indeed by any other term, pro or ^pio, as found in later
additions to Josiah's account in Kings). Instead, the account in Chronicles uses inti, a
term with a basic import 'purify' which is antithetical to the meaning conveyed by
Nftti used in Kings. Both terms belong to the same category with shared notions of
purity and impurity. They occur predominantly in Leviticus, Numbers and Ezekiel.
Though they can be abundantly found in qal and piel conjugations, in the two
histories - N2E in Kings and int: in Chronicles both appear in piel. With their inherent
concepts of purity and impurity xrati and ine function in Kings and Chronicles
respectively in the context of illicit worship. In Josiah's story, the term xcc in Kings
conveys defilement of, whereas inc in Chronicles purging from, high places. In 2Chr
34:3b, the action of purification associated with -ina has further a geographical
dimension to it: Josiah is said to begin to purge Judah and Jerusalem from high
places and other cultic objects. Purification of Judah and Jerusalem is also reiterated
in 34:5 with the verb mo used, whereas in 34:8, which is Chr's addition not found in
The links are made even stronger by the singular readings in 11:33 occurring in LXX, Pesh and
some Vulgate Mss (as against plurals in the MT) and are preferred by a number of scholars. Thus
Gray (1970:291) states: 'In view of the reference in the end of the verse to 'David his father' the
singular should probably be read for the MT plural.', or Provan (1988:101) asserts: '11:33 originally
concerned Solomon rather than people'. The singulars are also favored more recently by Knoppers
(1993:186-88); Eynikel (1996:62) and Barrick (2002:197). For contrasting opinion see Noth
(1968:243); Nelson (1981:113); Campbell (1986:29 n. 18); Mulder (1998:590-91); Barthelemy
(1982:363). (Cf. discussion in Eynikel 1996:61-62.)
26
Knoppers (1993:180-86, 196); Trebolle Barrera (1980:147); Nelson (1981:109-16); De Vries
(1985:148-49); cf. Gray (1970:288).
27 The only occurrence of the verb no;; in Chronicles is in the account of the reign of Zedekiah (2Chr
36:14).
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the parallel text of 2Kgs 22:3 in the account of temple repairs, mention is made of
purification of the land (pnNn) and of the temple (man). The phrases referring to
Josiah's purification of Judah and Jerusalem in 34:3b and 34:5 are part of a
framework delimiting Josiah's reform activities to the south, which appears to be
Chr's own way of structuring the account. Therefore, it seems likely that the original
story of Josiah's reform employed the verb nbb in connection with naa as it appears
in Kings. This has been later altered by Chr who employed "inti instead of nob, and
used it together in construction with 'Judah and Jerusalem' in such as way as to form
an inclusio to the account of Josiah's reform in the south. The additional support for
the contention that the verb ma, occurring in 2Chr 34, replaced the original nob
linked with hob in an earlier account of Josiah's reform is provided by the heightened
interest in the usage of ana by Chr in his special material relating to Hezekiah's
reform. ana occurs in 2Chr 29:15, 16, 18 carrying obviously the same notion of purge
from illicit cultic objects as when it appears in Chr's account of Josiah.28 This is
different from the usage of -nB in the story of Naaman (2Kgs 5:10, 12, 13, 14), the
only account in Kings where this verb is employed, and rather in qal than piel, in the
context ofNaaman's 'cleansing'/healing from leprosy.
2,2. Destruction of Altars
2Kgs 23:12 ntiiaa nioaraoN mmrnrrnKi mirr ■obo loaraaN tnx mby aan-by -ion mmrorrnNi
p-np bnrbn d-bdtin -pbom bob fin pban pro mmnva niaart 'ntzJa
2Kgs 23:15 bnaan-nN N^nn ion aaaqa dubt1 hob ion naan bN-maa ton naTBrrnN caa
moN paim rsob pin naarrnN pain pna naan-nNi Ninn naranmN aa
2Chr 34:4 a'boam cnoNm ana ambita nbajab-atON cnanm □,baan mnara nN raab isnrt
cnb c^narn crapn B2_bo pin pirn rao maoam
(2Chr 34:7 oboiT1? aon bNTi)" p-iN_haa ana coanrrhai prnb nna a,l702m CTONrrnNi mnaranmN pnan)
The religious reform that involves action against altars is in the account of Josiah in
each, Kings and Chronicles, conveyed by language consisting of the construction
pna + rata that is in wider terms characteristic of the reform accounts shared by these
two histories. The verb pna, beside its use in a typical construction with nara, is also
employed in Josiah's account in Kings depicting the action against naa (vv. 8b and
15). It was pointed out earlier (pp. 80-82), however, that these phrases involving pna
+ naa do not belong to the primary material relating to the reform report in Kings. In
8 There is one more occurrence of nnc in the account of Hezekiah, 2Chr 30:18, which however relates
to cultic purification of priests.
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one instance the verb pro is employed in 2Kgs 23 in the text that contains a
description of the reform activity pertaining to the temple. In v. 7 it is linked with the
peculiar expression ccnpn tq within a context, which is indirectly associated with
the focus of the previous verse on the elimination of Asherah's cult through its
reference to the women weaving dtq to Asherah. It will be seen later (pp. 127-35)
that v. 7, in which pn: occurs in connection with cptcnpn to, together with v. 4 is a
subsequent addition providing more detail than the earlier material which dealt
simply with the removal of the cultic object (max in v. 6a) from the temple.
The action against altars, characterized by the basic terminology pro + ram, is
in Kings account of Josiah reported in two verses. In v. 12 the altars which Josiah
demolished are depicted in more detail with regard to their location and their
provenance. First, the verse mentions that Josiah broke down the altars that were on
29the roof of the upper chamber of Ahaz," which is followed by another phrase
emphasizing that these altars were constructed by the kings of Judah. In a similar
vein in the later part of the verse it is stated that Josiah destroyed the altars built by
king Manasseh at the temple's two courts. The preceding relative clause referring to
the kings of Judah is not unique in its occurrence in this verse (v. 12) within the
report of Kings as in the same chapter it also occurs in vv. 5 and 11 (with the
difference of ina being used instead of now). A suggestion has been proposed by some
scholars that these statements about the kings of Judah, being understood as
generalized allegations, are secondary to the primary text.30 Following the reference
to 'kings of Judah' in v. 12 (rmrr 'aba ito-nmx...rnrnrnrn-ix'i), the statement about
altars being destroyed which Manasseh erected (...rrahra rrinr-iox mrornrrnxi) partly
repeats the language of the clause referring to kings. The mention of altars being
built by Manasseh finds also a recognizable parallel in the account of Manasseh in
2Kgs 21:5//2Chr 33:5. Taking into account a possibility explored by previous
29 MT reads n-ba urrbs -rax mrararr. The expression rnx n-ba 'the upper chamber of Ahaz' is
grammatically problematic following the noun 33 with the article, thereby is thought to be a later
explicative gloss (Burney 1903:360; Stade and Schwally 1904:295; Gray 1970:731; Hollenstein
1977:335; Jones 1984:623; O'Brien 1989:260 n. 113; Knoppers 1994:178 n. 9; Eynikel 1996:254-55,
347; Barrick 2002:3 In. 11; 76 and n. 43). It can be further noted that LXX1 alters the text in its usual
fashion, adding pacuAiax; Iou5a after A%(x( and substituting a euoLriaev Ax<x( for the LXX" reading a
euoLriaev paaiAut; Iou5a. (The addition of 'the upper chamber of Ahaz' seems to have influenced the
reading in the following phrase in LXX" which has changed plural 'kings of Judah made' to singular
'king of Judah made'. LXXA and MT both read plurals.)
30 Hollenstein (1977:334-35); O'Brien (1989:255 n. 95). But as regards the phrase mm- -cbn i:n: -\m
in v. 11 see the criticism of Hollenstein's view by Spieckermann (1982:107-108) repeated in Eynikel
(1996:219-20).
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scholars that the note regarding the kings of Judah represents a later addition and
seeing close ties in terminology between this expression and the following one about
altars being destroyed which Manasseh erected which also connects with the account
of Manasseh's reign in 2Kgs 21//2Chr 33, it may be suggested that these phrases
have been formulated in the course of subsequent supplementation of an originally
quite brief piece of information concerned with the destruction of altars. Some
further considerations while studying Chr's text regarding the action against the
altars will provide confirmation that much of v. 12 in Kings is a development of what
was originally a concise statement about Josiah's dealing with the altars.31 Before
that, however, an attention needs to be paid to the second instance in 2Kgs 23
referring to the destruction of altar at Josiah's reform.
Verse 15 mentions the destruction of the altar along with the high place. The
difficulties created by this particular combination in v. 15 were touched on earlier
when discussing how nnurrnx occurs in the MT of that verse. A conclusion has
been drawn agreeing with proposals of other scholars that naa had no place in the
original phrasing of v. 15 and that the earliest stratum of the compositional
development of this text would deal only with the destruction of altar(s). This is close
to what we concede to be the earliest reading from which much of v. 12 later
emanated. Furthermore, the statement about the action against altars in the earliest
material of Josiah's reform in Kings is noticeably comparable to the account of such
action in Chronicles. It is Chr's treatment of Josiah's activity with regard to altars
which will now be examined.
Chr mentions the destruction of altars in 2Chr 34 in two places. Verse 4 relates
to the reforms in Judah; v. 7 describes Josiah's northern activity. The reforming
measures in v. 7 seem to be deliberately drawn in a form parallel with those
32described in v. 4. Attention will be focused therefore on the reforming activity
related to the destruction of altars which is described in v. 4 as being of primary
value. This verse begins by portraying the destruction of altars in the following
words: cbinn rnratra nx nab isnm. What is of interest at the beginning of this verse is
the designation of the verb pro in plural form in the MT. Hence the particular
jl The last part of verse 12 reading pmp brirbx c-issrnx ybttfni ctin f-ri in MT is repetitive of language
elsewhere in 2Kgs 23 (namely vv. 4 and 6). Furthermore, there is a significant divergence in this part
of v. 12 between MT and LXX. These considerations contribute to the view which regards the end of




reforming act of demolishing altars is not in a strict sense carried out by Josiah
himself but by his agents who do the task msb 'before his face'. The plural isnn in
the MT seems to interrupt the chain of activity, in which every action associated with
reform is assigned to Josiah alone (vv. 3b-7; abtfrrb 3tfn...-inab bnn). The major
Greek versions (LXXB and LXX1') render the verb pro in the singular but they
disagree over the related detail.33 Another ancient Greek text (LXXA) does not follow
the pattern of either LXX8 nor LXX1' but reads the verb in the plural as the MT.34
This incongruity among Greek witnesses in rendering the phrase with pru contributes
to the view that the MT reading in 2Chr 34:4 must be primary. Additional support for
this understanding can be offered on the basis of an analogy with the text occurring
in another part of the same chapter that has a parallel in Kings. In 2Chr 34:24 the
verb xip (followed by rash) is used in the plural in the phrase that denotes the reading
of the book found in the temple before the king. The phrase reads "[bra rash ixnp -ion
rmn\ In the parallel text in 2Kgs 22:16 on the other hand Nip, employed in the same
context, occurs in the singular with mirr "[bra as its subject. The parallel phrase in
Kings thus reads rrnrr pbra Nip ion. The expression mirr -[bra rasb nop ion occurring
in Chronicles does not necessarily point to Chr's greater sense for accuracy as it was
Shaphan alone who earlier had read the book before the king (2Kgs 22:10//2Chr
34:18) but rather alludes to an aspect of Chr's own style characterized by his
tendency towards the use of the plural. " In both cases in Chronicles, 34:4(MT) and
34:24, we observe the plural form of the verbs being used and in both cases being
followed by the expression b + eras. The parallel text for the latter verse, 2Kgs 22:16,
conveys the singular form; and it may well be that in the source which Chr used both
verbs pro and Nip occurred in singular. Accordingly it can be stated that Chr in these
two instances adjusted his source material in conformity with his customary mode of
writing, opting for plurals used here particularly in combination with the expression
b + eras.
33 LXXh reads Kai Kazeamaev xa kdlzu irpoawiroi' auxou xa 0uaiaaxf|pi.a tuv Baalelp.. LXX1 has Kai
KcrceoKailre za Kara TrpoaoTrov auxwu Guaiaaxipia za xcov BaaXtlp.
j4 LXXa offers Kai Kaxeaxpe^av Kara irpoawrrov auxou xa Gucuaaxipra xcov Baaltip. Cf. Curtis &
Madsen (1910:504). It is further noticeable that each of these three Greek versions render the verb pro
by different equivalents. Both Kaxaauaw (LXXB) and KaxaoKairxw (LXX1') are fairly common in
rendering pra by Greek versions. The verb KaxaaxpecJ)Go (LXXA) translates pan in majority of cases.




The text in 2Chr 34:4 in its initial part describes the destruction of altars, where
the altars are defined as being those belonging to Baals (□•'bus). The text of Josiah's
reform in 2Kgs 23 refers to altars being demolished in vv. 12 and 15 but without any
particular specification of them being related to Baal. We find bta occurring in the
reform report in Kings at another occasion but not in specific connection with ram.
The initial phrase in 2Chr 34:4 that relates altars with Baal, though it does not have a
corresponding parallel in the Kings account of Josiah, is not unique to Chronicles in
the Old Testament. Earlier in the history of the Judean kingdom, king Manasseh is
mentioned in both Kings and Chronicles as erecting altars to Baal(s)
(evbtnb nram cpn in 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3), and the same expression also occurs -
included only in the Kings narrative - in Ahab's story (lKgs 16:32). Judges reports
how Gideon, instructed by Yahweh, destroyed the altar of Baal (Judg 6:25-32).
While Chr's account of Josiah's reform has in common the use of 'Baal' with
some other biblical texts as has just been noted, the parallel account in Kings is in
this respect very different. On two occasions 'Baal' is encountered in 2Kgs 23, once
in association with vessels in the temple (v. 4) and once in the context of the cultic
practice of burning incense (v. 5). The occurrence of cbr of 'Baal' outside this
passage, however, is nowhere attested; and nowhere else except here and in Jeremiah
and Hosea does 'Baal' appear in the context of cacpr:.36 This may imply that Chr
probably did not derive his cbian mmta (2Chr 34:4) from the source corresponding
in detail to 2Kgs 23. Rather, his mention of chin linked with mrara is more
reminiscent of the text shared by Kings and Chronicles relating to the reign of
Manasseh, where it is stated that Manasseh ovbyab nrurn opn (2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3).
Did Chr add c6sd to the text of his source on Josiah after the pattern of usage he
found in the earlier story of Judean kings? Or had he already had bian mram in the
source material he used? How, or from what source, was the theme of 'Baal' in
Josiah's account in Kings developed? In both Kings and Chronicles the theme of
'Baal' after it appears in the accounts of Manasseh's reign does not appear again
until in connection with king Josiah. Could it be that 'Baal' was introduced to the
text of Josiah's reform in Kings under the influence of its occurrence in Manasseh's
story—very differently though from the manner the term was taken and re-used from
that same story by Chr in his version of Josiah's reign? Or was the theme of 'Baal'
elaborated by later editors of Kings from a much briefer and more original account of
Josiah's reform that would also have served as a source to Chr and in which 'Baal'
36 For occurrences in Jer and Hos, see p. 91 in this study.
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was mentioned in connection with Josiah's elimination of altars: bmn mnnra nx
pnri/yrn37? Perhaps this second suggestion is more likely: editors of Kings are viewed
as having expanded the theme of Baal from a briefer note in an earlier account of the
reform, stating that Josiah 'broke down the altars of Baal'.3* A interesting
observation can be made then that while Chr in his crbinn mrnrn nx isnri (v. 4)
remains more faithful to the original text of Josiah's reform, the editors of Kings alter
and expand the original note in a much more radical way. In their re-writing of
Josiah's elimination of the altars of Baal, 'Baal' is moved to another setting within
the same account and replaced by a longer text that provides more detail concerning
the altars being demolished. In the focal passage in this regard, 2Kgs 23:12, an
originally simple report about the altars' destruction is split into two statements - one
refers to roof-top altars which had been built by kings of Judah and the other to altars
which had been built by Manasseh. This second phrase of the expansion with its
direct reference to Manasseh is a subsequent adaptation ofmrr-rva rvnsn ,mf3...rnrara
from the account of Manasseh (2Kgs 21:5//2Chr 33:5). The earlier part mentioning
roof-top altars constructed by the kings of Judah in its reference to 'roof-top' (:on) as
a location of altars is a unique case in the book of Kings. Only in few instances
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, namely in Jeremiah (19:13; 32:29) and Zephaniah
(1:5), is a 'roof-top' associated with cultic practice. Viewed from this perspective it
is perhaps easier to see how 'altars of Baal' could have been later substituted for
'altars on the roof-top', this being followed by more expansion of the text -
elaborating on the original quite brief comment in the report stating that Josiah
destroyed the altars of Baal.
One may further observe how 'Baal', being replaced by an expanded text in its
original location in which it qualified rnmrr:, was transposed by the editors of Kings
to the two new contexts within the report of Josiah's reform. One is in v. 5, the verse
that is believed by the majority of scholars to be intrusive in the present arrangement
37 We leave open the question whether the verb |*ra would have been in the qal or piel theme in that
primary text, since 2Kgs 23 uses consistently pra in qal (vv. 7, 8, 12, 15) while 2Chr 34 only in piel
(vv. 4, 7).
38 If this reconstruction of the development of the text in Kings from the 'original' account of Josiah is
correct, an interesting observation can be made that the phrase bnnn mrom na jwi/fm of the 'original'
Josiah's account has a direct parallel in its reference to altars of Baal with the story of Manasseh,
which we would regard to belong to the same literary strata in the composition of Kings (and in the
composition of Chronicles) with the 'original' account of Josiah's reform—the primary text
underlying histories of both Kings and Chronicles (cf. Auld 1994). This close relationship in
phraseology testifies to the internal coherence of that primary source.
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of the Hebrew text and therefore secondary to the original report.39 'Baal' occurs in
this verse associated with Dmtapa and this is unique in Kings, but elsewhere is attested
mainly in Jeremiah (7:9; 11:13, 17; 32:29) and Hosea (2:15; cf. 11:2). Jer 32:29
speaks of the destruction of 'houses on whose roofs incense has been offered to
Baal'. The language of this verse not only resonates with the Kings passage in v. 5
that speaks about deposing those who burned incense to Baal but also in its mention
of 'roof-top' recalls the reference to 'roof-top altars' in v. 12. Both these verses in
Kings report, as they include expressions 'those burning incense to BaaP (v. 5) and
'roof-top' (v. 12), are secondary developments of the original shorter text. Since we
observe these phrases occurring predominantly in Jeremiah,40 perhaps the conclusion
can be drawn that one of the factors contributing to re-shaping of the original brief
report of Josiah's reform in Kings could have been the influence of Jeremianic texts.
The second context, within which 'Baal' was accommodated in the course of
subsequent development of the reform account in Kings, is in v. 4. This deals with
the reform activity in the temple. In our study earlier in this chapter (pp. 77-78) the
view was proposed that the original material describing the reform activity pertaining
to the temple consisted of only the report pertaining to the removal of a statue of
cultic significance from the temple (2Kgs 23:6//2Chr 33:15). The very same theme of
the removal of object(s) of illicit worship from the precincts of the temple appears in
v. 4a, this time in a somewhat modified and expanded form. The features of the two
related texts are explored below:
2Kgs 23:6a ]mp bnrbx D'bonmb pina mrr iron mmmnx xin
2Kgs 23:4a □■•Bttfn xbs brbi rrroxbt bjnb miton ch^mbr nx mm brrrra x,:nnb...qbran in
Both texts use the same verb x:r to denote removal from the temple; they both
explicitly mention temple, though for this referent they use different terms (v. 6 -
mm ma; v. 4 - mm bmn); both specify, but again in different ways, the items that
were (or were commanded to be) taken out of the temple (v. 6 - max; v. 4 —
cmtzin xaa bsbi mtfxbi btnb cnton mbrn). This investigation suggests that the theme
of the removal of object(s) of illicit worship from the temple has been recast in v. 4a
to form an expanded report of the reform activity in the temple. Verse 4 situates the
39 Barrick (2002:65).
40 In Weinfeld (1972:322) these passages are listed as belonging to Deuteronomistic phraseology.
Note, however, that Weinfeld in fact does not list (in nos. 10 & 11 on p. 322) any Deut or Dtr mention
of these phrases alongside their occurrences in Jeremiah. For that reason they may not be strictly
called Deuteronomistic.
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theme into a new context in which the action is described as being carried out by
priestly personnel41 under the king's command.42 It also elaborates on the subject of
concrete items being taken out of the temple. Originally a single cultic entity
(referred to as max in 23:6 or bao in 2Chr 33:15) was reported as being removed
from the temple. The text in v. 4 speaks of the implements (a^bs) for Asherah and
also the implements made for Baal and the hosts of heaven. All three—bin, mox and
ctDEin tos—occur together also in Manasseh's story in 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3, and we
may well suspect that the text in Manasseh's account exerted some influence on the
formulation of this triad in v. 4.43 It is here within this triad, that the term 'Baal' ends
up as one of the two new contexts after having been relocated from the phrase in the
primary material (byan mi-ato nx pnrvprn).
On the basis of the above analysis it may be concluded that the reform reports
of Josiah in both, Kings and Chronicles, reflect the use of pro + narr: to describe the
destruction of altars. Chronicles provides less additional detail, yet it is specific in
including that the altars destroyed were of Baals. Kings on the other hand presents
more complex information as to the location and origin of the altars destroyed. It was
noted, however, that in this elaborative account of Kings there are expressions drawn
from elsewhere: some from the story of Manasseh, and some having links with
Jeremianic texts, which illustrates their secondary nature. Thus the primary material
that describes the destruction of altars is reflected more closely by the brief account
in Chronicles that speaks merely of the demolishing of altars of Baals. In Josiah's
account in Kings, in which the phrase 'altars of Baal' does not occur, it has been
suppressed in favour of a longer expansion. Subsequently, the mention of 'Baal' in
the Kings report is made in two new contexts, which themselves belong to a
following stage within the developing composition of Josiah's reform in that book.
41 The tripartite division of priesthood - bmn pan, ration nns and ^on -noti - occurs elsewhere only in
2Kgs 25:18//Jer 52:24 (with the difference of titan p; used instead of biran pnn).
42 The introductory 'king commanded' (occurring also in 22:12; 23:21) together with 'king sent'
(occurring in 22:3; 23:1) has been recognized as a structural device of the whole account in 2Kgs 22-
23; see Lohfink (1987:461). This, however, does not undermine our argument that v. 4 with its
introductory phrase 'king commanded...' belongs to the later stage of the composition of the text,
since, as Barrick (2002:2) notes, this structuring 'applies only to the final form of the narrative which
may incorporate earlier version(s) of the story which could have been structured differently'.
43 bin, mtix and cratin tas occur together in one other text, 2Kgs 17:16. But as we shall later see, this
is also dependent on the occurrence in the story of Manasseh (2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3).
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2.3. Cutting Down Asherahs
2Kgs 23:14 cin nmpirnx xbiri cmaxrrnN mi'i rroxnrrnK -nab
2Chr 34:4 Dnmxm un Drrb»n nbsn'r-itfN caanm crbyiin mrotn nx vasb isnri
cnb cram anapn -achy pin pnm nam maoam cbosm
Instances of c/mmx are found on several occasions in the reform reports of Josiah in
both, Kings and Chronicles.44 The book of Kings, it has been earlier observed,
identifies in 2Kgs 23:6 a cultic item taken out of the temple as nnmx in contrast to the
parallel text in 2Chr 33:15, in which the same referent is denoted by bao. The account
in 2Kgs 23 also mentions rntfx in vv. 4 and 7, both of which draw on an older report
about a single cultic entity being removed from the temple (v. 6).45 Another reference
to mmx is made later in the narrative in v. 15 that describes 'burning' (pita) of the
cultic symbol. Agreeing with a number of scholars who do not consider this
reference to max to be primary in the account of Josiah's reform, its occurrence in v.
15 must then belong to one of the stages of gradual supplementation of an earlier
text.46 The original reading from which much of v. 15 later emanated may have dealt
only with the destruction of altar(s).
The final reference to c/max in Kings' report of Josiah's reform, which has not
been discussed yet, occurs in v. 14 that portrays Josiah as the one breaking down
rrnso, cutting up ciaix, and filling the graves with bones. The phrases nasarrnx ~oan
and c-iaxmnx man in v. 14 are usually considered stock deuteronomistic
expressions, therefore editorial and secondary to the original narrative,47 or described
as generalizing additions by the editor(s). It has been shown to the contrary,
however, that these phrases are inherent in the reform texts shared by Kings and
Chronicles, and they are subsequently utilized by the authors of Exodus,
Deuteronomy and the Gideon story in Judges on one hand and by Chr on the other.49
The expression describing the destruction of c/mmx which occurs in v. 14 is also part
44
2Kgs 23:4, 6, 7, 14, 15; 2Chr 34:3, 4, 7. See appendix C on p. 201 for all the occurrences,
approximately 40 times, in the Hebrew Bible. Studies on the subject ofAsherah are many and with the
new epigraphic and iconographic evidence are increasing. They include most recently Smith
(20022:xxx-xxxvi, 108-147); Hadley (2001); Becking el al (2001).
4' In v. 4, mas occurs linked with bvz and D'ntfn sas bs; see above pp. 91-92 on the expansion of the
theme of the illicit object's removal in verse 4. Relating to v. 7 which belongs to the same stage of
subsequent development with v. 4, see pp. 127-35.
46
E.g. Montgomery (1951:534); Wurthwein (1984:453); cf. Eynikel (1996:348-49). Considering
mas *p(tn in v. 15 as an addition, this does not hinder the view that the preceding nnnrrnx »pltn in the




E.g. Montgomery (1951:534); Nelson (1981:82); Jones (1984:624).
49 See above, pp. 53-56.
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of the texts shared by Kings and Chronicles regarding Hezekiah's reform (2Kgs
18:4//2Chr 31:1). That this piece of standard phraseology of the reform texts
common to Kings and Chronicles is also characteristic of the original account of
Josiah's reform used by composers of Kings and by Chr will become clear when
analyzing the occurrences of qvphex in Josiah's story in Chronicles.
The word cttux appears three times in 2Chr 34, twice within the series
rvDoam D-boam cruxm (vv. 3, 4) and once in combination with crboan only (v. 7).
The triad rvcoom crbosm D,_raxm forming at the end of v. 3 the list of cultic objects
from which Josiah purged Judah and Jerusalem seems to have been drawn from the
subsequent reading in v. 4 with the occurrence of the very same grouping of cultic
entities, to which ontix belongs. The reference to the destruction of □tux in v. 7 is
made within the context of Chr's presentation of Josiah's northern reforms that
displays a deliberate continuity with Chr's portrayal of the reform measures in the
south (v. 4). The occurrence of D'-rax in v. 4 might therefore be considered of primary
significance in the present investigation. In this verse, which divides into several
parts that specify the reform activities, the second and the third clauses associated
with the verbs una and nam are of particular interest. The term dtzJx does not occur in
this text as an object in its usual connection with una, but in a subsequent phrase
linked with naata.50 The verb una in the second clause of the verse is employed with the
less common noun o^on, which occurs only three times in Chronicles (2Chr 14:4;
34:4, 7) and five times elsewhere (Lev 26:30; Isa 17:8; 27:9; Ezek 6:4, 6). With
regard to the presence of cann in Chr's account of Josiah's reform, Barrick (2002:21)
makes a trenchant comment. He states that despite other scholars maintaining that
Chr summarized Kings account of Josiah's reform in 2Chr 34:3b-5 resorting to
generalized language, the passage in 2Chr 34:4 in its reference to the altars destroyed
in Josiah's presence and to □,:an being placed somewhere above the altars is 'oddly
specific'. It has not always been a matter of certainty what precisely cnnn means. The
prevailing view in the determination of the function and meaning of □,3on has until
recently been, based on the evidence of Nabatean and Palmyrene inscriptions, that it
should be rendered as 'incense altars'.51 More recent studies re-examining the
50 Nowhere else does the term cvmax occur in the context of cult destruction with the verb -as) but
almost as a rule with tna/n-D.
51 This interpretation, found in dictionaries and standard works on ancient Israel such as HALOT
1:329, DCH 3:256, Galling (IDB I-J:699-700), Beyse (TDOT 4:475-77), Albright (1946:215), de
Vaux (1961:286-87) goes back to studies of Ingholt (1939:795-802) and Elliger (1939:256-65 and
1943:129-39) who concluded independently of each other that the nature and function of □,:nn was
that of incense stands.
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Palmyrene evidence suggest, however, that the word refers to 'shrine' or
'sanctuary'.52 Irrespective of its factual physical import, Dnran occurs only a few times
in the Hebrew Bible - in Lev 26:30; 2Chr 14:4; 34:4, 7; Isa 17:8; 27:9; Ezek 6:4, 6.
The impression is created by this limited group of texts employing trsran that it
reflects a later use of this word.33 In the case of 2Chr 34:4 Dnran, then, does not
belong to the original reform report of Chr's sources but is a term used by Chr in his
elaboration of the older story of Josiah's reign.
The removal of cnran in the account of Josiah's reform in Chronicles is stated in
terms involving the action of jna 'hew down'.54 It is of interest to note that in 2Chr
34:4 this verb stands in close proximity to ciok which, however, belongs to the
following clause and together with the other two terms mrjon and D'bos is the target
of the activity of nasi. An implication can be drawn that ana linked with cnon in the
present text, before the later introduction of nnon into this passage, was tied with
crnsix. When nnnn subsequently became part of Chr's text, some rearrangement took
place in which trnsix was disassociated from ana and became part of the activity of
nasi. The reading in v. 7, which is to some extent parallel with v. 4, similarly reflects
a further expansion of the text in its inclusion of anon, now combined in phrase with
ana. Comparing the two verses one may observe a slight difference in the use of the
verb for destruction of cnsiK in that v. 4 uses nasi while v. 7 employs nna.
Notwithstanding this difference, a conclusion can be drawn on the grounds of man
being a later term in 2Chr 34:4, 7 that the earlier reading underlying Chr's version of
Josiah's reform had ana tied with cnsix. This has been later superceded by the present
reading that links ana with anon. The restored earlier text which had ana linked with
□nsiK corresponds well with the reading in Kings which comprises DnsiKrrnx man
(2Kgs 23:14). This demonstrates that the collocation nna/ana + ovmsix belongs to the
core language of the reform texts and occurs not only in the shared passages of Kings
and Chronicles regarding Hezekiah's reform but is also fundamental to the original
text of Josiah's reform used by both histories.
Fritz (1976:41-50 and slightly revised 1981:9-20 [eng. tr. 1980:103-115]); Drijvers (1988:165-80)
followed by Hillers (1995:57-58) and Barrick (2002:62). For further literature see Barrick (2002:62 n.
4).
'3 Cf. Fritz (1976:41 and revised 1981:9-10 [eng. tr. 1980:103-104]).
54 The destruction of cnran is portrayed in terms of 3ij/m: also in Lev 26:30 and Ezek 6:6.
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2.4. Breaking Down Pillars/Images
2Kgs 23:14
2Chr 34:4
mx moss; DOipirnx cmmxrrnx m:'i rrnsnrrnx "am
nnoxm inn orphan nbynb™i®x a-onnm cbann nimrn nx rash isnri
cnb DTorn a,-apn ,3S-I5» pin pnm -nm moonm o'boam
The phrase denoting breaking of cultic installations, which is characterized by the
use of nam + noan, is another expression that reflects the typical language of the
reform reports found in the shared contexts of Kings and Chronicles. In the account
of Josiah's reform in Kings it appears in v. 14 preceding onmxrrnx man, the phrase
discussed above pertaining to the destruction of cnrnx. It may be contended that both
rrasnrrnx ~nmi and cnmxrrnx man in v. 14 that display features of standard language
of the reform accounts in synoptic contexts preserve in their formulation the traces of
an earlier text of Josiah's reform, subsequently expanded in Kings.
The verbs -na and ma of the two expressions in v. 14 convey action that is
similarly manifest in the account of Josiah's reform in Chronicles with the parallel
occurrence of -nm and the use of an:, a term appearing frequently in Chronicles in a
synonymous way to nna. Chr's text of Josiah's reform, however, has several specifics
in its employment of nasi and an:. As has been shown above, the verb an: originally
linked with trimx, was later used by Chr in the text of Josiah's reform with reference
to the destruction of o"Mn (2Chr 34:4, 7). The other verb, nasi, is in 34:4 used in
combination with crntfx, cbcs and moon. A plausible reason for Chr to include the
term moon55 among the list of cultic items that were destroyed (nam) may be the
subsequent reference in the same verse to them being beaten to dust and scattered
over the graves. This terminology particularly recalls the destruction of the calf
narrated in Exodus and Deuteronomy (Ex 32:20; Deut 9:21), in which contexts the
description of the calf, as object of cultic worship, is made in terms of noon (Ex 32:2,
4; Deut 9:12, 16).56 It should be noted that apart from the list of cultic objects in the
report of Josiah's reform, and with exception of 2Chr 28:2, noon is not attested
elsewhere in Chronicles. Leaving aside the occurrence of noon in 2Chr 28:2, which
35 On this term see Dohmen (TDOT 8:431-37); Schroer (1987:310-14). The collocation rcorai bcz is
sometimes regarded in passages, such as Judg 17:3, 4; 18:14; Deut 27:15; Isa 48:5, as hendiadys; see
North (1958:153-54); Schroer (1987:312-13). Note, for example, the NRSV translating room bos in
Judg 17:3 as 'an idol of cast metal', but 'non -bom in Isa 48:5 as 'my carved image and my cast image'
or rvDonni chosm in the passage under discussion, 2Chr 34:4, as 'the carved and the cast images'.
56 It might be relevant at this occasion to mention Halpern (1976:36) who notes that noon occurs
elsewhere in the Old Testament 'mainly where the calf either of Sinai or of Samaria is specifically
alluded to', and he cites Ex 32:4, 8; 34:17; Lev 19:4; Deut 9:12, 16; 27:15 lKgs 14:9; 2Kgs 17:16;
Hos 13:2 and Ps 106:20.
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has been questioned by some scholars,57 the appearance of this term in 2Chr 34:4
(repeated in 34:3) then seems to have been influenced by the reverberations of some
of the terminology within the passage to which it was introduced by Chr with the
language of the calf s destruction in Exodus 32 and Deuteronomy 9.
The other term beside □,-icx and rrnon used in connection with nam in Chr's
58
account of Josiah in 2Chr 34:4 is □'bos. This word occurs several times in
Chronicles. Its root, boa, appears first in Chronicles in the construction boon boa
which is employed in the story of Manasseh (2Chr 33:7; cf. parallel nnmxn boa in
2Kgs 21:7). Afterwards, Chr uses D,boo on several occasions in his accounts of
Manasseh, Amon and Josiah (2Chr 33:19, 22; 34:3, 4, 7), in places where there is no
corresponding occurrence of it in the stories of these three monarchs in Kings.
Studying the language involved with nam in the text of Josiah's reform in
Chronicles and how it differs from the account of Josiah's reform in Kings, a
question arises concerning the phrase with nam in the source material Chr used for his
account. Would the original text of Chr's source contain nam linked with rnaso as it is
in Kings (23:14)? If so, would then Chr in rewriting his source change maaa for □■'boa
and make further alterations adding crnmN and maco as objects to nam? Though this
possibility cannot be discounted, one needs to bear in mind that Chr does not seem to
be against the usage of masa in connection with nam. This combination of terms is
shared by Kings and Chronicles in the story of Hezekiah's reform (2Kgs 18:4//2Chr
31:1), and Chr uses it additionally in his account of Asa (2Chr 15:13). Could it be
then that Chr used a source material which slightly departed from the text used by
Kings in that it already included the phrase nam + cboa in Josiah's narrative, which
was later supplied by Chr with other terms such as cnmx and maora? This remains a
matter of speculation. In any case, both possibilities of original reading, nam + mama
or nam + □■'boa would be acceptable for later expanding of the original text by Chr into
an expression that reads in the received text nam rraoram a'boam □inmxm. The phrase
with nam associated either with mama or crbos in the source material Chr used would
57
See, e.g., Dohmen (TDOT 8:435); cf. a suggestion of emendation in DCH 5:363. In 2Chr 28:2, LXX
has yluTTta, while Peshitta reads in 28:2, on the basis of which some suggested the original
Hebrew reading nimra. However, great caution is needed regarding the value of the Peshitta of
Chronicles for a text-critical argument. Weitzman (1999:111-21) points out that the writer of the
Peshitta of Chronicles worked with a defective Hebrew text and had a poor knowledge of the Hebrew
language.
58 On the root bos see Dohmen (TDOT 12:30-38).
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also be fairly close to the text of the original reform report which was employed by
the authors/editors of Kings in 2Kgs 23:14.
2.5. Crushing Idols to Powder
2Kgs 23:6 jmp bran nnx "p&m p-np bnrbx cbttiimb pnra mm man nmcNmnx s:n
oyn nap-by rnsy-nK pbtzm nsyb p-n
2Chr 34:4 amaxm ym ambyn nbyobmcx aaanm mbynn rnraro nx rasb isnri
cnb amain cmapn ^s-by pin pnm -atzi maoam n,boBm
Both Kings and Chronicles utilize in their accounts of Josiah's reform the verb ppn
with reference to 'grinding' cultic paraphernalia, ppn is not a frequent term in biblical
texts,39 and is used elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible to describe 'crushing' objects (e.g.
grain Isa 28:28; mountains Isa 41:15) as well as people (e.g. enemies 2Sam 22:43;
nations Mic 4:13). In the books of Kings and Chronicles, this verb appears in a hiphil
theme denoting specifically 'grinding' or 'crushing' of illicit cult objects.60 In the
account of Josiah's reform in Kings, ppn occurs twice - in vv. 6 and 15. Assenting to
the proposition already discussed that the latter verse has developed in stages from
the kernel relating to Josiah's destruction of altar(s), it can be inferred that the
appearance of ppn in v. 15 is not primary but belongs to one of the editorial
expansions of the original brief note.61 Its employment in v. 15 seems to have been
indebted to the text which is in the present form of Josiah's account in Kings
associated with the destruction of max found in the temple: verse 6 first refers to
mcx being removed from the temple and then burnt in the Kidron valley, crushed
(ppi) to dust, and the remains from it being dumped in the burial ground, ppn features
in the second half of v. 6 alongside another verb describing the activity following the
grinding to dust. This verb, pbc, is used to describe the treatment of the dust of the
pulverized cultic entity as it is thrown out onto the graves of common people. The
parallel text with regard to pulverization of cultic paraphernalia and the subsequent
casting on the graveyard in 2Chr 34:4 shares with the account in 2Kgs 23:6 the use
of the verb p~~i to refer to crushing of cultic entities but in depicting the act of
59
Occurring 13 times: Ex 30:36; 32:20; Deut 9:21; 2Sam 22:43; 2Kgs 23:6, 15; 2Chr 15:16; 34:4, 7;
Isa 28:28 (2x); 41:15; Mich 4:13.
60 See 2Kgs 23:6, 15;2Chr 15:16; 34:4, 7.
61 Cf. Barrick (2002:48 n. 66).
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expulsion on 'the graves of those who had sacrificed to them' it uses pit (scatter),
62
unlike in Kings where qbc (throw out) is employed.
Scholars have previously noted literary parallels, regarding the manner in
which cultic entities are demolished, between Josiah's destruction of cult objects in
Kings (2Kgs 23:6, 12) and Moses' destruction of the golden calf in Deuteronomy
(9:21; cf. parallel in Ex 32:20).63 Begg (1985:208-51) in his detailed study of the
biblical passages recounting the calf s destruction in Deut 9:21 and Ex 32:20 further
explored the ways in which the text in Deuteronomy, representing 'amplifying and
specifying rewriting' (p. 235) of the text in Exodus, is related through verbal links
with the passages in Kings that refer to the reform measures of Josiah as well as
other reforming kings. What has escaped attention, however, when uncovering the
interrelationships between the texts describing the calf s destruction in Ex 32:20 and
Deut 9:21 and further between Deut 9:21 and the texts dealing with reforms in Kings
including Josiah's account in 2Kgs 23, is the relevance of parallel material depicting
the destruction of cultic entities in Chronicles, that of Josiah's reform in particular.
To see how the evidence from Chronicles may elucidate some points in the nesting
of these literary links, the formulations depicting the calfs destruction in Ex 32:20
and Deut 9:21 are compared below with the phrases referring to demolishing cultic
entities in the parallel accounts of Josiah in 2Kgs 23:6 and 2Chr 34:4.
Ex 32:20 2Chr 34:4
btalzr •orrnx pan cran "os-bs in pn-naix tj ■jnon... cnb cncrn cnapn aa-bu pim pnm...
Deut 9:21 2Kgs 23:6
ncab p-noN nr ctrn pno tin nam... can aa nap_ba nnsirnx -[bain naab pnn...
nnnqn n-rn bran-bx lnsirnx -[bairn
The two texts depicting the pulverization of the calf, Ex 32:20 and Deut 9:21,
employ the term ppn (in qal), which is also used (in hiphil) in Josiah's reduction of
the illicit cult in 2Kgs 23:6 and 2Chr 34:4. The verse in Deuteronomy, which Begg
(1985:235) finds more 'verbose, elaborate and specificatory' than the text in Exodus,
links ppn with naa. This particular combination also occurs in 2Kgs 23:6, but is
absent from 2Chr 34:4 just as it is not found in Ex 32:20. Following the action
involving ppn, the next reform measure is portrayed in Deut 9:21 by pbaJ + naa.
62 In the account of Josiah's reform, Chr employs the verb ppn also in 34:7. However, the text of this
verse, though to a great extent repetitive of 2Chr 34:4, is not a parallel to 2Kgs 23:6 in the way the
text of 2Chr 34:4 is.
63 Tillesse (1962:58-60); Spieckermann (1982:90-91); cf. Hoffmann (1980:312-13).
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Again, this formulation also appears in 2Kgs 23:6 but neither in 2Chr 34:4 nor in Ex
32:20. On the other hand, the corresponding text to Deut 9:21 uses in Ex 32:20 the
verb mt. Obviously this is not exactly the same term as employed in the depiction of
Josiah's further action in Chronicles. Nevertheless pit of 2Chr 34:4 and mr of Ex
32:20 are semantically rather closer to each other in their connotation of 'scatter'
when compared with used in Deut 9:21 and 2Kgs 23:6.64 Finally, the
combination m? + ^Erbi; appearing in Ex 32:20 recalls the collocation pit + in
2Chr 34:4. In contrast, Deut 9:21 links pbm with bmrrbx, which corresponds to the
reading p-np bnrbx D-isirnR -pbom that occurs in 2Kgs 23, though not in v. 6 but a
little later in v. 12.
The foregoing discussion of verbal linkage does not undermine the substance
of Begg's argument that the portrayal of the destruction of the golden calf in Ex
32:20 has been reworked and expanded in Deut 9:21.65 What the above mentioned
links seem further to suggest is that the text relating to Josiah's destruction of cultic
entities in 2Chr 34:4, showing some affinity with Ex 32:20 in the way in which these
two verses are distanced from Deut 9:21 and 2Kgs 23:6, may be preferable as the
more original reading than the corresponding formulation in 2Kgs 23:6. At the same
time it needs to be reckoned that 2Chr 34:4 includes late elements too. The final two
words, cnb oTatn, display marks of secondary addition. They do not square easily
with the preceding onaprt, which would require to be in construct state or at least
without the definite article in order to accommodate cnb cram.66 Perhaps this
addition referring to those who sacrificed to illicit cultic entities is part of the same
64 Note the dictionaries, e.g. Holladay (1988:92-93) or DCH 3:134, 144, attributing the first meaning
to both verbs as that of'scatter'; cf. HALOT(2:280, 283).
65
Begg (1985:208-51) and more recently (1997:469-79). For the opposite view of Ex 32:20 being
dependent on Deut 9:21 see Van Seters (1994:303-307).
66 Various proposals have been offered to resolve this problem. Begrich in the apparatus of BHK
suggests a conjecture of cicpn to construct state "-op, presuming this to have been in the Hebrew
Vorlage of ancient versions (see e.g. LXX reading Kctl eppnj/ev em. irpoocotTon \Q>v pvripatcoy tun
GucuaCovTwv autoic); thus also Curtis & Madsen (1910:504). Rudolph proposes in the apparatus of
BHS (see further his 1955:318) to insert c,-np I'm which in his view has failed out of the original text
by homoioteleuton. Washburn (1991:63-65) and Barrick (2002:21-22) who take a very different stand
from the earlier proposals maintain that pit, being a transitive verb, needs a direct object, and they opt
for crib cTotn, thus translating 'he...scattered before/over the graves [the remains of] those who had
sacrificed to them'. However, their argument against viewing ninonm rbosm cnism as the collective
object of pit, which is the usual understanding, is not persuasive since the missing pronominal
object/suffix of pit can be easily understood as the case of ellipsis; see GKC §117f; Gibson
(1994:110). Because there is no unanimity among interpreters of this biblical passage concerning its
grammatical difficulty it seems best to resort to the view that crib cnctn is a later, grammatically not
too careful, addition.
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modifications to the original text which started a few verses earlier: in the account of
Amon in 2Chr 33:22, a similar statement is made about 'sacrificing' to illicit cultic
objects with the verb nnr employed next to naa, whilst the parallel text in 2Kgs 21:21
uses nrra together with iyj, and in this in all likelihood preserves the original string of
verbs.67 Returning to 2Chr 34:4, apart from the final two words, the part of this verse
that begins with the mention of crushing (pp~i) cultic entities may point to the reading
that precedes the formulation in 2Kgs 23:6. That reading would involve pit rather
than -[bti, and would not include nay. The reconstructed text might have read:
□napn ^a^by pin p~m.
A plausible explanation exists for the development of the second half of 2Kgs
23:6 from the primary text just outlined. In the discussion comparing 2Kgs 23:6 and
2Chr 33:15 it has been proposed that the verb qbc originally appeared in the first part
of the verse rather than the second. It was also suggested that the statement in v. 6
was originally much briefer than the present text, consisting only of the report about
a cultic object being taken out of the temple and thrown out of Jerusalem to the
brook Kidron, and that the second part of the verse, starting with nayb p~n, was
adapted and transferred from another section of the original material pertaining to
Josiah's reform (p. 77). This contention can now be substantiated and further
specified with the help of the parallel text in 2Chr 34:4. In Chr's account of Josiah's
reform the crushing (pp-i) with subsequent dispersing (pit) on the burial place is not
mentioned with reference to a particular cult object located in the temple but it is
stated to take place with regard to a variety of cultic entities. The action is reported in
close relation with the mention of cultic objects being cut down (im) and smashed
(-nttf). It may well be that in the original report of Josiah's reform in Kings,
identifiable with Chr's Vorlage, the act of 'crushing' cultic objects together with
'dispersing' on the graves came later in the narrative and was associated more
generally with the destruction of altars (cf. 23:12), pillars and asherahs (cf. 23:14).
Only at a subsequent stage of re-drafting the earlier version of Josiah's reform, the
phrase relating to 'crushing' and 'dispersing' has been transposed from its original
67 The verb rat is used four times in the last two chapters in Chronicles (33:16, 17, 33; 34:4), but only
once in the corresponding chapters in Kings (23:20). The sole string of verbs rat and occurring in
2Chr 33:22 appears elsewhere in Kings and Chronicles only in 2Chr 33:16 (Chr's special material on
Manasseh), while the combination of nra and 12D, found in 2Kgs 21:21 appears also in the shared
material of Kings and Chronicles in lKgs 9:6//2Chr 7:19, lKgs 9:9//2Chr 7:22 and 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr
33:3. It is thus more probable that the text in 2Kgs 21:21 is more original in its choice of verbs, and
the one in 2Chr 33:22 in its preference of rut over nrm is later.
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setting of being associated with the destruction of a variety of cultic entities to be
linked specifically with the measures carried out against a cultic statue in the temple.
This would have taken place because of the heightened interest of Kings editors in
emphasizing the total annihilation of the cultic object found in the temple. The re¬
arrangement of the material would have allowed for further alterations being made to
the original phrase relating to 'crushing' and 'dispersing' the cultic entities on the
burial ground; the verb -jbtf originally occurring in the passage about removal of the
cultic object from the temple replaced the term for 'scattering' (pit) and has been
further augmented with nsu, the word supplementing also the preceding verb ppi.
The term 12'j appears to be specific to the final version in Kings of Josiah's
reform. It occurs five times in 2Kgs 23, more often in this chapter than in any other
chapter in the Hebrew Bible. In 2Kgs 23 it is linked twice each with pbsi (vv. 6, 12)
and ppi (vv. 6, 15) and once with xto (v. 4). We may also note that while both pbta
and ppi are used elsewhere in connection with idolatrous objects - pbic in Isa 2:20;
Ezek 20:7, 8; 2Chr 30:14; 33:15 and ppi in Ex 32:20, 2Chr 15:16; 34:4, 7 - nowhere
in these texts is the reference made to "isa as the 'dust' of illicit cultic entities. The
only exception is Deut 9:21, the text derived from Ex 32:20 which in its development
has been influenced as well as itself exerted an influence on the shaping of the story
of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24, with which it shares a number of significant
links. Therefore, it is likely that just as nau is not found in Ex 32:20 but belongs to
the more elaborate text of Deut 9:21, so also the occurrences of nsu in 2Kgs 23 are
not part of the original version of Josiah's reform but belong to the literary growth of
Josiah's account in Kings. The references to isv in v. 6 being of secondary nature
have been discussed above. The employment of isu in conjunction with ppi in v. 15
might be safely regarded as belonging to a later stage of production of Josiah's text
in Kings since as it was argued elsewhere the basic nucleus of v. 15 rests in the
comment about Josiah destroying altar(s). Also the phrase ending v. 4 which refers to
13^ being carried to Bethel is regarded by most commentators as a secondary
addition.69 Lastly in v. 12, similarly as in v. 6, the term ns;; appears as the direct
object of pbm. It has been suggested earlier that the combination + iss in v. 6 in
the received text of Kings belongs to a later adaptation and re-writing of the primary
<lS See the links explored in Begg (1985:236, 238-39) and in an earlier literature cited there.
69 See e.g. Montgomery (1951:529), Gray (1970:732), Jones (1984:618). The majority of these
commentators, however, argue for the secondary status of the final part of v. 4 on the basis of w-qatal
criterion, regarding which we have expressed some doubts (see above p. 6 n. 16). For our view, that
the whole v. 4 is late and secondary, see pp. 127-30.
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version of Kings account of Josiah's reform with the verb originally appearing in
the expression that describes the removal of the cultic statue from the temple. The
occurrence of pbui + nau in v. 12, then, therefore merely follows the construction
appearing already secondarily in v. 6, in which it has been an outcome of the changes
made during the rearrangements of the primary material. During these
rearrangements the placing of the phrase pnp bnrbx o-ismnx -pbuim to v. 12 would
have been a limited attempt to compensate for the relocated and modified phrase
concerning crushing and dispersing cultic objects now occurring in v. 6, which being
in the original material associated with the destruction of a variety of cultic objects
would have occurred nearby the texts that mention the destruction of altars (v. 12),
asheras and pillars (v. 14). A final point to note is that v. 12 shares some distinctive
features with Deut 9:21. The mutual influence between Deut 9:21 and 2Kgs 23 as
these texts gradually expanded from older materials has already been acknowledged.
It can be concluded that the discussion about Josiah's destruction of cultic
entities being conducted against a background of the study of the text dealing with
Moses' destruction of the calf has been enriched by bringing into consideration the
text of Josiah's actions in Chronicles. This has proved to have a transforming effect
on the understanding of the development of the older materials dealing with Josiah's
reform.
2.6 Burning Human Bones
2Kgs 23:16 nmaprry: rrmumnx npm nbum im cur-rax omnpmnx xmi irrrax'' pn
nbxn c-icirrnx xnp -rax cm'bxn urx xip -rax mm icic mxacm mrnrrbj;
2Kgs 23:20 cbuirr cum Dmbc cnx masirnx "p&m rnncTombi? cuJ—rax rnracrt "onrrbrrnx nam
2Chr 34:5 cbuhmmxi nmm'nx mem [Qerecmncra] DrnnroTirbi? p-ra mmc rrrnm
Josiah's actions in the course of his religious reform included as an instrument of
destructive force the use of fire. In the reform account in Kings the destruction by
fire relates to human bones as well as to entities of cultic significance. The verb p-ra
associated with 'burning' is found seven times in 2Kgs 23 MT, twice in reference to
human bones (vv. 16, 20) and in five cases describing the destruction of cultic
objects (vv. 4, 6, 11, 15 [2x]).70 The first occurrence of ^-ra in 2Kgs 23 associated
with cultic objects is made in v. 4 where it follows the mention of the removal of
70 It occurs, rendered as KocraKaLQ, six times in 2Kgs 23 LXX. Verse 15 in the LXX includes only one
reference to 'burning' and not two as in the MT.
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cultic vessels from the temple. The verb pnitf refers in this verse to cultic
paraphernalia which, after they are taken out of the temple, are burnt outside of
Jerusalem in rnonai71 of Kidron. It has been proposed above (pp. 91-92) that the theme
of the removal of objects of illicit worship in v. 4 is a later expansion of the same
theme concerned with the removal of the statue of cultic significance in v. 6a. From
this it follows that the occurrence of pntu in v. 4 is not primary but belongs to the later
elaboration in this verse of the theme of cultic objects' removal. A further point of
interest relates to the interconnectedness of the final form of vv. 4 and 6. The links
which these verses share in the use of for instance the verbs and -nfo and the
expressions nbahTb -firm, pnnp and isu might be due to a mutual influence in the
growth of the material of these two passages from the original core, more or less
represented by v. 6a. It may be observed by having a closer look at the phrase
|mp bma nnx 'he burnt it at the brook Kidron' in v. 6, how the process of
mutual influence within the expansion may have taken place. This expression shares
a link with the expansionist v. 4 in its use of pnai while at the same time it repeats the
reference to pnnp bm from the immediately preceding text. The secondary character
of ]rnp bran nnx -Tin in v. 6 is thus easily discerned.
The verb p-iic occurs twice in v. 15 (MT) linked with the destruction of cultic
entities. First, it appears in the variant naarrnN qnam. The secondary character of this
reading specific to the MT has already been discussed in connection with
occurrences of iron in 2Kgs 23. The second mention of pna? in v. 15 is made with
reference to maix. It has been noted in discussing the occurrences of maix in 2Kgs 23
that the report on the burning of niaix in v. 15 also belongs to the subsequent
development of Kings composition, though not being so late as the MT variant in the
same verse pertaining to burning of nr:z.
The final case to be considered, in which is used to indicate the burning of
a cultic entity, appears in v. 11. This verse, which mentions burning of chariots of
sun, is not without complications. Scholars recognize uncertainties regarding the
location of the events described in this verse as well as the provenance of
terminology occurring in the passage. The expression amain mzima 'chariots of sun'
used as an object of pnm in the latter part of v. 11 occurs unparalleled elsewhere in
the Flebrew Bible. In the immediate context of v. 11 its appearance is in connection
with solar worship. Consequently, 'chariots of sun' appearing in the second half of
71 See the discussion of this term on p. 129 n. 5.
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the verse cannot be separated from the first part of the verse referring to 'horses'
(coion) dedicated to the sun. And since the text in v. 11 as a whole 'conveys some
72
notions associated more closely with the second [temple]', it is highly probable that
the use of =710 in the phrase mi *710 Biaon iromrrnxt comes from the pen of later
authors/editors of Kings and not from the author of the original report.
After paying attention to the occurrences of 70 in Josiah's story in Kings,
which involve the elimination of cultic entities, there are two remaining instances of
7a in 2Kgs 23 to be discussed that are employed to designate the destruction of
human bones. With regard to bone-burning the text in v. 16 states that Josiah 'sent
and took the bones out of the tombs, and burned them upon the altar.' A few lines
later v. 20 reports that Josiah 'slew all the priests of the high places who were there,
upon the altars, and burned the bones of men upon them.' On a related point turning
to the account of Josiah's reform in Chronicles it should be observed that despite the
predominant use in Josiah's story in Kings of the verb 7m in connection with
elimination of cultic paraphernalia, in the account in Chronicles this is never the
case. To the contrary, the use of 7c in 2Chr 34 revolves around the destruction of
human bones as it is in the case of2Kgs 23:16 and 20. Several issues are involved in
the discussion of these two verses in Kings and the related text in 2Chr 34:5, which
reports that Josiah 'burnt the bones of the priests on the altars'.
First, as recently noted by Barrick (2002:40) the two texts describing the
destruction of human bones in Josiah's account in Kings portray slightly different
pictures with regard to bone-burning. 2Kgs 23:16a reports that the bones burnt on the
altar were those from nearby tombs on the mountain. Verse 20, on the other hand,
mentions cnx mnsu 'bones of people' burnt on the cultic installation, this being
preceded in the same verse by the reference to slaughtering priests on the altars. In
this detail, narrating the slaughter of priests before reporting on the bone-burning, v.
20 seems to be distanced from v. 16a where there is no mention of such action
relating to priests taking place. The slaughter of priestly personnel followed by bone-
burning, however, is recorded in the story of the man of God (lKgs 13:2) in a
manner almost identical with 23:20, which may suggest that these two verses in their
7"
Taylor (1993:181). In other words, Taylor (1993:179) thinks regarding the description of
topographic places in 23:11 that it more likely 'reflects the situation of the post-exilic temple'. See
also our discussion of v. 11 on pp. 149-54.
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final form belong to the same literary stratum of the book of Kings, being probably
73of later date than the material in 23:16a.
The view is widely held with regard to the related text in 2Chr 34:5 that this
verse is Chr's compilation of material derived from 2Kgs 23:16 and 20.74 The
passage in Chronicles does not mention cnx rrraau 'bones of people' (cf. 23:20) nor
does it state that the bones burnt were those from nearly tombs (cf. 23:16). Instead
2Chr 34:5 refers to o^rc mnsy 'bones of priests' being burnt on their altars. Despite
the mention of cmnr in 2Kgs 23:20, the occurrence in particular of the verbs rpfo and
-ints in 2Chr 34:5 and the sequence in which they are found in this verse indicates that
34:5 shares links primarily with 2Kgs 23:16. In both 34:5 and 23:16 the verb
used in the context of bone-burning is followed by a verb conveying the notion of
purity/impurity - -ne in 34:5 and in 23:16.
2Kgs 23:16 2Chr34:5
□'-oprrp rvmurrnx npn
ruiErrbj; spfen 75nereDmrQTE] DTnratirba *]-ito cnrc nuaxyt
inNnon Dbtfi-mnxi rrnrr-nx -inert
Obviously mts has a different function in 2Chr 34:5 than xrcts used in 2Kgs 23:16. In
the final form of Josiah's account in Chronicles, Dbtarrnxt mim-nx -inert in v. 5 and
□bairn nntm-nx -intab in v. 3 together belong to a formal framework bracketing the
section 3b-5 of Josiah's activities in the south. It seems that this has been a deliberate
device by Chr to create a kind of inclusio by these expressions. Thus it is highly
probable that Chr altered the original wording tnxneri (reflected in 23:16) to suit his
purposes here. Studying particular terminology in 34:5 by means of comparison with
expressions used in 23:16, one may concede that the text of the original reform report
concerning Josiah's action in relation to rnaau, the text which Chr also used, included
the reference to bones being burnt followed by a subsequent note on Josiah's
pollution of the altar.
As already observed, 2Chr 34:5 differs from 2Kgs 23:16 in its details regarding
the bones burnt on the altar. While the verse in Kings relating to this issue mentions
'bones' from nearby tombs, the verse in Chronicles refers to D^nn ntraejj; 'bones
73 A similar conclusion about primary significance of the bone-burning in 23:16a over the one in
23:20 is made by Barrick (2002:40, 48).
74 Curtis & Madsen (1910:504); Japhet (1993:1023). Rudolph (1955:319) and Williamson
(1982a:399) suggest to compare 2Chr 34:5a also with 2Kgs 23:14 alongside 23:16 and 20.
75
Qere reading, entrain, is supported also by LXXl to Guaiaatppia autuu and Tg prr-rax 'their altars'.
Ketib reading, entrain, appears to be a scribal error, a slip of the pen.
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of priests.' There is no need to suppose, however, that Chr was influenced in his
choice of 'priests' in the expression c^nr mast; by Kings account in 23:20 since, as
Barrick (2002:23) points out, '2 Chron. 34:5a does not say that the bones burned
were those of priests slain in the course of Josiah's pogrom as in 23:20' [emphasis
his]. Other factors may have contributed to the variation of in Chronicles. It is
quite possible that the term cmnr was incorporated into 2Chr 34:5 under the
constraints of the changes made in the final part of the preceding verse (34:4) that
resulted in the inclusion of nnb cmm in that verse.76 Whatever the most decisive
factor in attributing the bones to cmnr in 2Chr 34:5, it seems that this has emerged
independently from the development in 2Kgs 23 in which v. 20, being distanced
from v. 16 and sharing closer ties with lKgs 13:2, belongs to a later stratum in the
composition of that chapter.
The question which remains to be dealt with concerns the identification of
'bones' in the primary material of Josiah's reform. Did the original text identify the
bones as those taken from the tombs on the mountain in a similar vein as it is
described in 2Kgs 23:16a? The Chronicler provides no such detail in his account and
it is quite possible that the 'bones' originally were not given any further specification
and that the text simply read: "inxna'n rararrbs masy =ptn. The comment in 2Kgs
23:16a about the bones having come from nearby tombs relates more closely to the
narrative that follows concerning Josiah espying a particular tomb. It will be
demonstrated later (pp. 169-70) that this part of v. 16a which depicts the scene of
Josiah seeing the tombs on the mountain and taking the bones from there to be burnt
on the altar developed alongside the additional material in vv. 16b-18.
Another issue arising from consideration of the texts denoting bone-burning in
2Kgs 23 and 2Chr 34 relates to Barrick's observation that while in Kings' reform
report the burning of bones on the altar is presented as taking place in the north, in
Chronicles this is described as happening during Josiah's purge of Judah and
Jerusalem.77 In 2Kgs 23:16 the bone-burning scene follows the episode in the
preceding verse which describes the destruction of the altar in Bethel. This gives the
impression that the bone-burning mentioned in v. 16 happened in the Bethel area in
the north. However, as has already been discussed, much of v. 15 evolved
76 Cf. Barrick (2002:23) who is convinced that enn: mentioned in 2Chr 34:5 are 'either identical with,
or a sub-group of, the deceased "sacrificers" (hazzdbeh!m)\ referred to in 34:4.
77 Barrick (2002:22).
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secondarily around the core phrase relating to Josiah's destroying altar(s). Thus
originally there would have been nothing at this point within the sequence of events
depicting the reform which would indicate the geographical change to Bethel.
Concluding with Barrick (2002:48) that 'v. 15 is a secondary addition, inserted into a
narrative which already contained v. 16a', it seems highly probable that the bone-
burning scene in v. 16a originally followed the text of v. 14—that is to say, its earlier
version without cnx rnasi? oaiptrnx xbm and which included the phrase referring to
dispersing dust on the graves (D,-opn ^s'by pirn p-n) that was later relocated and
78
adjusted to the earlier part of the narrative in v. 6. Only secondarily, by insertion of
v. 15, the bone-burning scene in Kings has been located in the north, while in the
original version of Josiah's reform - without v. 15 - the burning of bones would
have naturally been understood as taking place during the reforms in Judah.79 This in
substance receives support from Chr's account of the reform where there is no
reference to the change of location made prior to the bone-burning scene in 34:5. It is
only after this episode in v. 6 that the reform activity in the north is recorded in
Chronicles. This last comment leads to the following section discussing the reforms
in the North.
3. Josiah's Reform Activity in the North
2Kgs 23:19 UTto"1 Ton casnb bxTir ■obra ito tox pnaaJ -nm ion mraan TQ-brrnx en
bxTrm nto nttix □■toarrbro anb ton
2Chr 34:6 a-ao [QereDmnanna] crrro -ire ,bnsr-im purtoi ansxi nahn nym
Enquiry into the biblical material regarding Josiah's activity in the north has often
led biblical scholars to discussions about the size and boundaries of the Judean
kingdom in Josiah's days. Scholarly opinion varies to a large degree in this respect.
Some scholars hold the view that following the retreat of Assyria from the country
Josiah enjoyed years of prosperity and independent rule and expanded the territory of
his kingdom to include substantial areas that were formerly part of the northern
80
kingdom of Israel. Others, however, regard it as unrealistic to see Josiah being
78 See the reconstructed original text of Josiah's reform on p. 121.
79
That the bone-burning scene in 2Kgs 23:16 may have been originally located in Judah and not in the
north is similarly argued by Barrick (2002:46-50, 61).
80
E.g. Cross & Freedman (1953:56-58), restated anew in Cross (1998:177). See also Suzuki (1992:32-




powerful enough to extend his rule deep into the territory of Samaria. Their view is
that Josiah's activity outside the Judean heartland was no more than small
encroachment into the foreign territory, extending his presence in the north only as
R9 • • •
far as Bethel. It is worth pointing out that in the biblical accounts of Josiah's reign
it is nowhere explicitly stated that Josiah annexed the territories of the former
oi
Northern Israel to his kingdom. As a matter of fact, the mention of the northern
territory in the accounts of Josiah in Kings and Chronicles is confined to the portions
of the narrative describing Josiah's reform told from a particular angle (2Kgs 23:15-
20; 2Chr 34:6-7), and to the portions dealing with Josiah's death (2Kgs 23:29-30;
2Chr 35:20-24). Given the nature of the context in which the references to the
northern territory occur, it should not be assumed that accurate historical information
concerning the size and the scope of Judean kingdom in the early seventh century
BCE can be distilled out of these notices. More importantly, the text in which these
notices are found is subject to compositional history, which makes the question of
the historical situation of the seventh century Judah less relevant in respect of study
of the original and later versions of Josiah's reform. This also implies that the text
referring to Josiah's activity in the north cannot be accepted or rejected as being part
of the original or later versions of Josiah's reform purely out of historical
consideration. Its occurrence in the early version, for instance, could already be
attributed to the literary interests of the composers of the original text rather than to
attest to Josiah's actual conquering of vast land in the north.
In the two biblical accounts of Josiah's reform the most frequently quoted
references to the northern territory are found in 2Kgs 23:19 and 2Chr 34:6. Though
both these texts refer to Josiah's reform activity in the north they differ in the use of
the terminology for the description of that territory. In 2Kgs 23:19 the reforming
measures are described to take place piotf ,-im 'in the cities of Samaria', while in
2Chr 34:6 ^nsr-un psoah D-nsxi nrac nm 'in the cities of Manasseh and Ephraim and
Simeon and as far as Naphtali'. The tribal terminology used for the description of
people and territory of the kingdom of Israel occurs more often in Chronicles and
81
E.g. Ahlstrom (1993:764-65); Na'aman (1991:3-71); see also Finkelstein & Silberman (2002:347-
53).
82
According to Zevit Bethel 'was taken by Hezekiah when he revolted against Assyria c. 705-701
BCE.' This suggests to him that 'Josiah's northern foray may have been a purely internal affair - not a
matter of flexing muscles on foreign territory' (2001:474 n. 82). For the view that the northern border
of Judah never extended in the first temple period beyond the region of Bethel, see now Lipschits
(2004:350-55).
83 Noted by Ahlstrom (1993:764).
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seems rather characteristic feature of that book. For instance, the phrase cmsKi nuna
'Manasseh and Ephraim', that is never found in Kings, appears in Chronicles again
in the narrative relating to Josiah's reign: in 2Chr 34:9 the collection of money for
the restoration of the temple is said to come from 'Manasseh and Ephraim' among
others, whereas the parallel text in 2Kgs 22:4 mentions only the collection of money
'from the people'. In Chr's special material of Asa, the people which Asa gathered
together with people from Judah and Benjamin for the renewal ceremony are
designated as those 'from Ephraim, Manasseh and Simeon' (2Chr 15:9). Similarly,
Chr employs tribal terminology in his special material of Hezekiah, mentioning
Manasseh, Ephraim, Issachar and Zebulun as the origin of the people participating in
84
the celebration of Passover (2Chr 30:11, 18). After the celebration of Passover
finished, it is further stated in Chronicles that the reforming activity under Hezekiah
took place in the land of Judah and Benjamin as well as in the land of Ephraim and
Manasseh (2Chr 31:1). It can be concluded from these considerations of the use of
terminology in Chr's special material, which involved tribal designations for the
people and the land north of kingdom of Judah, that the territory described in tribal
85
terms in 34:6 is wholly Chr's own expression. The source material for Chr's
elaboration on the geographical extent of the reform can be identified with the
passage in Kings that states that Josiah was active 'in the cities of Samaria' (23:19).86
The action which Josiah performed 'in the cities of Samaria' is described in
2Kgs 23:19 as a destruction of the houses of the high places. The parallel text in
2Chr 34:6, however, is not at all clear with regard to the description of Josiah's
activity in the north since the present text of 2Chr 34:6 lacks a verbal constituent of
87 i • 88
speech. The phrase ditto -iro (=Ketib; amm-ira Qere) in this verse has been
difficult to interpret. Seeligmann, however, suggested a persuasive conjecture to read
-im instead of inn in this complicated case on the basis of several instances of the
letters n and v being confusingly interchanged in the Hebrew text.89 If the textual
84 Other references to the territory of 'Ephraim and Manasseh' within that account are made in 2Chr
30:1,10.
88 See also Noth (1987:104); Odgen (1978:30) followed by Malamat (2001:288); Williamson
(1982a:399). On the tribal system in Chronicles, see Japhet (1997::278-308).
86 So Auld (1998a:76).
87 Washburn (1991:65) for example regards v. 6 as 'an incomplete sentence'. See further discussion
on the syntax of v. 6 in Odgen (1978:30).
88 Codex Leningradensis reads dittd ma (Ketib); cf. BHK and Barthelemy (1982:514-15).
89
E.g. yn in ISam 17:7 Ketib but p Qere and many Mss; unizm in 2Kgs 20:13 but rroin in the parallel
passage Isa 39:2; inr in Ps 97:11MT but aveteiAev (=mt) in Ps 97:11LXX; Seeligmann (1961:202 n.
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emendation is accepted, this would lead to a straightforward reading in 34:6
doc arrm 122 'he destroyed their houses round about', which can be compared with
the statement made in 2Kgs 23:19 UTrax'' "von...-rax moon mo-bc-nx on 'and also all
the houses of the high places Josiah removed'. It appears to be significant in
examining these passages closely that the verbs mo and (recovered) 222 of these two
verses occur once more in the texts of Josiah's reform. The verb mo, which is used in
2Kgs 23:19, appears in 2Chr 34:33, while the term 222, recovered in 2Chr 34:6, is
used in 2Kgs 23:24. The following table illustrates the relationship.
2Kgs 23:19 2Chr 34:6
pmto moo mux moon mo-bcnx cm ■'bnartoi puooi dosxi ntiim toot
in-rax-1 men oocnb hx-iic obra ito max -\ /— doo cmno 222
bx-moo nto -rax mtoDrrbcc cnb ton
2Kgs 23:24
□o-inrrnxi ctomrrnxi noxrrnx cai
pnxo ixo] -rax msptin-bo nxi mbbarrnxi
...imaJx11 too nbc-noi nmm
These four passages, which employ either the verb mo or 000, have further interesting
links that may be observed. The first two verses of each biblical book in the table,
2Kgs 23:19 and 2Chr 34:6, both refer to Josiah's activity in the north. The other two
verses, 2Kgs 23:24 and 2Chr 34:33, both appear loosely connected with the main
narrative of Josiah's reform in their respective histories, being separated from the
main account by other episodes (in Kings by the story of the celebration of the
Passover; in Chronicles by the report of the discovery of the scroll and the episode of
covenant-making). This demonstrates that the two verses in Kings are related to
those in Chronicles despite the fact that in their present form there appears to be very
little vocabulary shared between them. It also shows that the verbs mo and toe, which
these texts share in the reverse order, were once part of the original version of
Josiah's reform and later were interchanged in one of the successor texts.
In the examination of the verses dealing with Josiah's activity in the north,
2Kgs 23:19 and 2Chr 34:6, there remains to be considered the aim or the focal point
of that endeavour. In 2Kgs 23:19 a reference is made to the removal ofmoan ma 'the
houses of high places', in 2Chr 34:6 it is ditto 'their houses', i.e. the houses of the
priests mentioned in v. 5, that are stated to be eliminated (reckoning with the
1). Cf. Tov (20012:251) who regards instances of interchange between u/n/n/x being rather of
phonetical character.
2Chr 34:33
. mmxrrbDn maainrrba-nx ht^x"1 -ion
...toim bx-iir \ob -rax
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conjectured -un). Some commentators translate ditto in 2Chr 34:6 as 'their
sanctuaries' or 'their temples' thus implicitly emphasizing the connection with the
parallel passage in 2Kgs 23:19. Interestingly, madn to never occurs in Chronicles.
Yet it is possible to suppose that this expression may have been originally included
in Chr's source. We may briefly digress to expand this point.
In Kings moo ma in either its singular or plural expression is mentioned
altogether five times (lKgs 12:31; 13:32; 2Kgs 17:29, 32; 23:19). The reference to
rrmn to in lKgs 13:32 that is based on the wording in 2Kgs 23:19a is part of the
story of the man of God (lKgs 12:33-13:32) that more recently is thought to be an
addition to the earlier account of Kings.90 The occurrences of moan ma in 2Kgs
17:29, 32 are part of the account of the fall of Samaria that generally is thought to be
of composite character and whose later section (2Kgs 17:24-41) has been variously
attributed to the late exilic or postexilic period.91 Both the story of the man of God
and the report of the fall of Samaria belong to material in Kings that is not present in
Chronicles.
lKgs 12:31 reports that Jeroboam built man ma as part of his programme of
92cultic innovations in northern Israel after the split of the kingdom. Though the
90 For various formulations of the position that the story of the man of God is an insertion into the
original account with the precise limits of this insertion still being debated, see Van Seters (1981:170-
74; 2000:214-16), Rofe (1974:143-64; 1988:172); Provan (1988:81); McKenzie (1991:51-52); Barrick
(2002:42-43). The statement in lKgs 13:32b that the man of God spoke against nraan to goes beyond
the actual words of the man of God in 13:2, strengthening the links between the later story of lKgs
12:33-13:32 with the events described in 2Kgs 23:19a; cf. Jones (1984:268); Provan (1988:81 n. 69);
McKenzie (1991:52).
91
See, e. g., MacDonald (1969/70:29-41); Wurthwein (1984:397-403); Talmon (1981:57-68); Van
Seters (2000:220); cf. McKenzie (1991:140-42). For the discussion of passages with mnan ma in 2Kgs
17, see especially Talmon (1981:62-63) who regards 17:29b as secondary to the original text and
17:32 as an editorial comment, which he characterizes as 'slightly paraphrastic quotation of a
distinctive line in the report on Jeroboam's I's actions', and he refers to lKgs 12:31(noting also 12:32
and 13:33).
92 LXX has oikouc; etjf ui|rriAxdv and Vg reads fana in excelsis, both being plural constructions. The MT
reading man ma in lKgs 12:31 cannot be a possible reference to a cultic structure located in Bethel.
Against this view of Provan (1988:80; 1995:110) and Barrick (1996:624 and n. 19 with earlier
literature; 2002:47), followed by Campbell & O'Brien (2000:376), Cogan (2001:359) and Kogan &
Tishchenko (2002:341-42, 347) stands the fact that there is no evidence of a sanctuary in Bethel
referred to specifically as man ma elsewhere in the Old Testament. Furthermore, Bethel as a location
is not mentioned in 12:31 at all. Barrick contends on the basis of the whole pericope (12:26-32 +
12:33-13:34) revolving primarily around Bethel that the reference mna ma in 12:31 must be to the
Bethel sanctuary. However, by giving primary attention to the whole passage 12:26-13:34 insofar as
the significance of Bethel is concerned, Barrick fails to recognize in this context the importance of the
compositional development of this pericope, which he himself discusses in another place. According
to his compositional scheme of the book of Kings mentioned elsewhere, the original immediate
context of 12:31 is the shorter passage 12:26-32 (Barrick 2002:107). From this perspective of having a
much narrower immediate context to v. 31, it is less compelling to understand mna ma in this verse as
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narrative in lKgs 12:26-32 and 13:33-34 as such is not found in Chronicles,
Jeroboam's policies it depicts in 12:28, 31 and 13:33 do occur incorporated among
Chr's special material relating to Rehoboam (2Chr 11:14-15) and Abijah (2Chr 13:8-
9). The initiatives of Jeroboam that are shared by both histories include: making
golden calves (ant - lKgs 12:28; 2Chr 13:8; cf. 2Chr 11:15), appointing non-
levitical priests (lKgs 13:33; 2Chr 13:9; cf. 2Chr 11:14), establishing priests of high
places (rrm •ons/nraab nana - lKgs 13:33; 2Chr 11:15), and ordaining as priest
anyone who came for consecration (lKgs 13:33; 2Chr 13:9). The nature of these
related texts between Kings and Chronicles concerning Jeroboam indicates that Chr
was not necessarily familiar from his source with all the material included in lKgs
12:25-13:34.93 The notices relating to Jeroboam's religious policies reported in 2Chr
11:14-15 and 13:8-9 have counterparts within lKgs 12:25-32 and then in 13:33-34.
These passages serve as brackets to the story of the man of God in Kings, the account
of which is nowhere found in Chronicles. Thus a plausible suggestion can be made
that Chr worked with a narrative of Jeroboam's cultic installations in the elementary
form that could be identified with an early version used by authors/editors of Kings
in the production of 12:25-32 and 13:33-34, into which the story of the man of God
(12:33-13:32) was inserted.94 On the basis of the foregoing considerations the
original version of Jeroboam's cultic inventions may have included the following:95
a specific reference to the sanctuary in Bethel. If, as some scholars have suggested (e.g. Toews
1993:101), v. 32b with its repeated mention of Bethel is part of a later gloss, then the contention that
nTO2 n'2 in v. 31 referring to the Bethel sanctuary is the 'most contextually compatible understanding
of 12:31a' (Barrick 1996:624) has little ground. The perfectly reasonable proposition, then, is that
there are several sanctuaries built by Jeroboam in view in 12:31. In fact, this has been the more
common understanding of this verse (see e.g. Montgomery 1951:259; Gray 1970:313; Jones
1984:260; De Vries 1985:160-61; Noth 1968:268; Knoppers 1994:27-28; Van Seters 2000:215 n. 31;
Fritz 2003:146; cf. also modem English translations NRSV, NJPS, NIV). This view is based either, on
the understanding of nTCn n-n as a collective plural (see GKC §124q[c]), or on the witness of ancient
traditions, LXX and Vg, which employ plural constructions 'houses', 'sanctuaries'. For the priority of
LXX reading olkoix; ecj)' ui|rr|A.wv 'houses on high places' see now an interesting discussion in
Schenker (2004:36-40).
93 Contra Goldingay (1975:103-104).
94 Barrick (2002:109) contends that Chr used 'the unrevised "Josianic" version of Kings', which did
not include the story of the man of God. According to him, lKgs 12:33-13:34 was added in stages to
the later versions of Kings history (2002:107). Though one may agree that the story of the man of God
is a late composition, the ending of that story as delimited by Barrick, however, may not be correct as
belonging to the addition, since lKgs 13:33 clearly has a parallel in 2Chr 13:9.
95 Since the original material concerning Jeroboam is used in Chronicles in the context of Chr's own
material marked by his strong theological interests it seems reasonably certain that the early version of
Jeroboam's account is better preserved in Kings. The reconstructed text therefore follows the
substance of what appears in the present text of lKgs 12:28-32 + 13:33. (Italics in the reconstructed
report designate the text which Chr failed properly to integrate.) Due to Chr's thorough incorporation
of Jeroboam's account into his own material, the parallels between Kings and Chronicles are not exact
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He made calves of gold, 1 Kgs 12:28a ~ 2Chr 11:15
And he set one in Bethel and the other in Dan 1 Kgs 12:29
And he built houses ofhigh places 1 Kgs 12:31a
and made priests from among the people lKgs 12:31b ~ 2Chr 13:9
who were not from the Levites. 1 Kgs 12:31c ~ 2Chr 11:14
And he made a festival and he set up the altar 1 Kgs 12:32
To sacrifice to the calves that he had made. lKgs 12:32 ~ 2Chr 11:15
And he made priests for the high places from among the people, 1 Kgs 13:33 ~ 2Chr 11:15; 2Chr 13:9
Whoever desired he ordained him as priest. lKgs 13:33 ~ 2Chr 13:9
This early version of Jeroboam's cultic accomplishments has been developed in
Kings into an extended account (12:25-13:34), which included Jeroboam's
motivation for cultic innovations (12:26-27, 28b), the statements relating to sin
(12:30; 13:34) and the story of the man of God (12:33-13:32), whereas in Chronicles
this originally brief account of Jeroboam's accomplishments has been utilized within
Chr's special material regarding Rehoboam (11:5-23) and Abijah (13:3-21).
On a closer look at the two specific passages in Chronicles, which incorporate
Jeroboam's policies (2Chr 11:13-17; 13:8-12), they both display Chr's vast interest
in Levites. Perhaps it was this aspect of Chr's writing that led to rrmn to - which
might have been part of Chr's Vorlage concerning Jeroboam given that other
elements of lKgs 12:31 closely tied with the mention of 'houses of high places',
such as appointing other priests and disregarding Levites, do occur in Chronicles
(2Chr 11:14-15; 13:9) - not being included in Chr's final account. It would appear
from viewing the context with strong Chr's interest in Levites, in which the
references to Jeroboam occur, that in applying the report of Jeroboam's innovations
to his own materials, Chr was so preoccupied with his theological interests and with
his concern for the Levites, that he did not succeed in properly integrating this report
when utilizing it within his own accounts.
The original text of Jeroboam's cultic accomplishments can be ascribed to the
same primary material underlying Kings and Chronicles that also comprised the
original account of Josiah's reform. It has been indicated above that the report of
Josiah's reform in the primary material would have included the removal of rnrann vc
in the cities of Samaria (in the final form of Kings reflected in 2Kgs 23:19, while in
2Chr 34:6 rrmn to has been altered to crrra, referring to houses of the priests
mentioned in the preceding verse). If the conclusions of this investigation are correct
in acknowledging that mrann vn occurred in the primary material in both, the text of
but only approximate. Cf. also Zevit's proposal (1985:60-61 repeated in 2001:448-49) of the original
account of Jeroboam's cultic policies used by the authors of Kings, the content of which is to a certain
degree similar to the reconstructed account proposed here.
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Jeroboam's innovations and the report of Josiah's reform, the implications seem to
support the inner consistency of that original material, in which Josiah's elimination
of moan to in the north functioned as a subtle literary reference to ninon 'no which
were established by Jeroboam. Whatever the historical reality of Josiah's cult reform
in Samaria, the significance of the subtle literary links and connections cannot be
easily overlooked and underestimated. It leads to a recognition that in the creation of
these texts, in their primary form, the composers revealed their literary interests and
artistry.
In Kings, the primary report describing Josiah's removal of moan 'no in the
cities of Samaria in 23:19 is expanded with a clause that refers to kings of Israel
participating in constructing these installations. This addition on one hand
disassociates the building of the houses of high places from being directly attributed
to Jeroboam as stated in the account of Jeroboam's cultic innovations in the primary
material. On the other hand, it widens the perspective within the secondary stratum
of Kings to include kings of Israel more generally in the activity of cultic innovations
in the northern kingdom.96 This insertion is then consonant with the nuances of the
story of the northern kingdom in which the northern rulers are condemned for doing
evil and for 'provoking' Yahweh to anger. Particularly significant in this regard is
the mention of ooo 'to provoke' (implying the provocation of Yahweh) in the
insertion of 23:19 which constitutes a tie with the story of Northern kingdom where
the kings are said to 'provoke' (ouo) Yahweh to anger time and again. The final part
of 23:19 which states that Josiah did to moon 'no 'according to all that he had done in
Bethel' seems to be a later editorial link. It functions as a bridge between the early
material of Josiah's reform, which dealt only with the removal of moon 'no in the
cities of Samaria, and later expansions of that material regarding the particular
activity at Bethel (23:16-18), a possible reference to lKgs 13. This editorial link is
followed by 23:20 which also comes from a later hand (except the last phrase
obairr oo'i), again possibly connecting with 1 Kgs 13 since there are striking parallels
between 2Kgs 23:20 and lKgs 13:2.97
Thus the argument has come to the point of concluding that the original version
of Josiah's reform was to a large degree limited in its treatment of Josiah's reform
96 Note still a broader perspective recorded in 2Kgs 17, where people of Israel are said to have built
mao (2Kgs 17:9) and little later Samarians to have built moon rvn (2Kgs 17:29 MT).
97 See also discussion further below pp. 171-73.
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activities in the north. It mentioned only that Josiah removed moan to from the cities
of Samaria - and as such this note may play rather a role as a literary remark alluding
back to Jeroboam within the original material. In Chronicles the original note relating
to Josiah's activity in the north has been developed in the way more characteristic of
Chr, where 'the cities of Samaria' became 'the cities of Manasseh, Ephraim, and
Simeon, and as far as Naphtali', and 'the houses of high places' has been adjusted to
'their houses', referring to the houses of the priests mentioned in Chr's addition of
previous verse. The text in 2Chr 34:7, with the exception of the final phrase 'and he
returned to Jerusalem', is Chr's own development with repetition of most of what is
said in 2Chr 34:4. Both Kings and Chronicles finally resume with the statement that
Josiah 'returned to Jerusalem' (2Kgs 23:20b; 2Chr 34:7b), which once again points
to the accounts of Josiah's reform in Kings and Chronicles having common roots.
4. Additional Note Regarding the Reform
2Kgs 23:24a pixa una im csptfrrbn nto Mbbarrnso oo-inrrnxi MOTrrnto noxrrriK mi
irrtfK"1 122 DbtfiTM mirr
2Chr 34:33a bKTir "oab -im ms-ixrrbsn noymrrbMnx irrm'1 ion
The two verses, 2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a, are not within their respective books,
Kings and Chronicles, part of the main narrative units that deal with the reform
report. In Kings, v. 24a is separated from the major text of the reform by the story of
Passover (vv. 21-23); in Chronicles, v. 33a by the narratives describing temple
repairs (vv. 8-12), finding the book of the law and Huldah's oracle (vv. 13-28), and
covenant (vv. 29-32). This does not mean, however, that v. 24a in Kings and v. 33a
in Chronicles are unrelated or have nothing in common with each other and with the
major narratives portraying Josiah's reform in their respective histories.98 As has
been shown earlier (p. Ill), 2Kgs 23:24 and 2Chr 34:33 use the verbs 222 and no
respectively, which appear once each within the major texts pertaining to the reform
in the two histories, 222 in the (recovered) text of 2Chr 34:6 and no in 2Kgs 23:19.
An implication has been drawn from this that both 222 and mo, shared by Kings and
98 See e.g. the arguments of Nelson (1981:83), O'Brien (1989:232 n. 17, 266), Knoppers (1994:217),
Eynikel (1996:341, 350) and Barrick (2002:112-13) to the contrary, who consider 2Kgs 23:24 as late
supplementary text in relation to the material contained in 23:4-20; cf. also Jones (1984:628);
McKenzie (1985:191). Nor McKenzie (1985:160) neither Eynikel (1996:341) see a parallel of 2Kgs
23:24 in any part of Chronicles. 2Chr 34:33 is considered to be 'an allusion to the reforms of 2 Kg.
23:4-20' (Williamson 1982a:403) or 'the Chronicler's epitomized representation of II Kings 23.4-20'
(Japhet 1993:1035) but not as a counterpart to 2Kgs 23:24. Our analysis regarding the relationship of
2Kgs 23:24 and 2Chr 34:33 arrives at the opposite conclusion to these studies.
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Chronicles, were once part of the original text regarding Josiah's reign and that later
in one of the succeeding versions of the original text these verbs were interchanged.
2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a attend to some further aspects of Josiah's
reform. Verse 33a in Chronicles deals primarily with mainn 'abominations', whereas
v. 24a in Kings is more specific about evils that Josiah eradicated. It mentions max
'mediums', d^bt 'wizards' and cram 'teraphim' usually linked with practice of
divination," and further includes 'idols' and D'xptf 'detestable objects'. No
terms typical of divination or necromancy occur in the parallel text of Chronicles.
While there does not seem to be an obvious reason why Chr would have left out from
his source the expressions max, cmum and train associated with divination, it is more
conceivable that these were added to the original report of Josiah's reform in Kings
on the basis of the story of Manasseh (2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6).100
Conceding that the terms max, cmuT and tram conveying the notion of
divination are secondary, being dependent on the account of Manasseh's divinatory
practices in 2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6,101 it remains to consider dbS] and Dupo in 2Kgs
23:24a where 2Chr 34:33a reads nuym. In its emphasis on the aspect of
'abomination' in cubic context, the term rromri used in Chronicles is close to DUpta
employed in Kings, which is a word signifying the idea of'detestation' in association
102with idolatry. The roots of these two terms, nan and ppo, occur in close relation
with one another in several passages of the Hebrew Bible (Deut 7:26; 2Kgs 23:13;
99 The terms max and cuyr represent a divinatory context elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. They
frequently occur together; see Lev 19:13; 20:6, 27 (sg.); Deut 18:10 (sg.); ISam 28:3, 9; 2Kgs 21:6
(sg.); 23:24; 2Chr 33:6 (sg.); Isa 8:19; 19:3. In fact, emot appears in the Hebrew Bible exclusively in
parallel with nvmtt. The third term csnn, which is recorded 15 times in the Bible, appears in several
instances with nsx, particularly in Judges 17-18 and Hosea 3:4. Though the precise meaning of
'teraphim' is debated, that it refers to some kind of divinatory objects and is linked with ancestor
worship is commonly accepted; see Lewis (DDD 844-50).
100 Two items, specifically aix and 'UT, which occur in 2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6 are repeated in 2Kgs
23:24a. The term D'sin in v. 24a, while not necessarily occurring in the story of Manasseh, is
commonly taken as belonging to a divinatory context. A number of scholars acknowledge 2Kgs 23:24
in its reference to divinatory practice being reminiscent of 2Kgs 21:6, although they differ with regard
to the layers of Kings composition, to which 2Kgs 21:6 and 23:24 should be attributed; see e.g.
Nelson (1981:83); Jones (1984:628); McKenzie (1991:1 14, 136-37).
101 The case of 2Kgs 23:24a and 21:6 is a further supporting evidence of what has already been
observed in another context (see p. 92 above), namely that the original reform report of Josiah has
been reshaped in Kings partly in light of the story ofManasseh.
102
rctnn is a broader term than fpa referring to variety of things and practices (cf. its frequent
occurrence in Ezekiel, Deuteronomy and Proverbs). On main see further Clements (1996:212-15),
PreuB (TWAT 8:580-92), Gerstenberger (TLOT 3:1428-1432); on ppti see Freedman/Welch (TWAT
8:461-65), Gruber (DDD 2-3).
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Jer 16:18; 32:34-35103; Ezek 5:11; 7:20; 11:18, 21). Moreover, a close relationship
can be also observed in few other passages between the two terms relating to
idolatry, crptii and cbib:, occurring in 2Kgs 23:24a.104
The texts in Deut 29:16 and Ezek 20:7, 8 employing D'sptf and share
some specific characteristics, which do not occur anywhere else. First, they are part
of wider contexts (Deut 29:15-16 and Ezek 20:5-9), which treat the story of exodus
from Egypt: Deut 29:15 reads 'You know how we lived in the land of Egypt, and
how we came through the midst of the nations through which you passed'; Ezek 20:6
contains 'On that day I swore to them that I would bring them out of the land of
Egypt into a land that I had searched out for them, a land flowing with milk and
honey, the most glorious of all lands'. Second, they agree in mentioning the very
same terms, cspai and ch-ibn, from the whole range of possible expressions denoting
idolatrous worship. In Deuteronomy such use of □,spB} together with is
unique.105 Third, an aspect of'seeing' is involved in these texts in their treatment of
idolatry: Deut 29:16 reads 'you have seen their detestable things' (orpsiptf-nK ix-ini);
Ezek 20:7 (and similarly v. 8) has 'throw away the detestable things your eyes are
fixed on' (■cbron vrs? ^ipiti). With the exception of the framework of the exodus from
Egypt, the other two specific features of Deut 29:16, Ezek 20:7, 8 are also present in
2Kgs 23:24a. This verse shares with Deut 29:16, Ezek 20:7, 8 the reference to e^ptc
and and also specifically the 'visual' aspect, reading 'detestable things, which
were seen in the land' (...pun ism -ibJx trpaJrrbri nxi).106 In the light of these
particular links with Deut 29:16 and Ezek 20:7, 8, the collocation of o^pic and cbib:
in 2Kgs 23:24a could be a later reworking of older material.
In view of the findings that the terms crpra and rrninn in their usages in 2Kgs
23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a respectively are closely related, conveying the sense of
abhorrence or detestation, it is reasonable to conclude that the pairing of cspro and
D,Lnb:i in 2Kgs 23:24a is Kings late substitution for nnnn in the original passage,
which is now better represented by the parallel text in 2Chr 34:33a. In other words, it
103 Jer 32:34-35 closely follows an earlier material in Jer 7:30-31. Contrary to 7:30-31, however, this
late text adds in v. 35 rrnrmnx prab nxm nauinn mop with occurrence of room.
1(14 Deut 29:16; Ezek 8:10 (capii applies in this verse to animals rather than idols; see Greenberg
1983:169); 20:7, 8, 30-31, 37:23 (MT).
1 Each term D'spnJ and □'bib: occurs in Deuteronomy only in 29:16; the verbal form ppn further
appears only in 7:26 (2x).
106 Nowhere else is the element of 'seeing', featuring in connection with cultic objects or practice,
attested in Kings. This is specific in Kings to 2Kgs 23:24a, and elsewhere in the Old Testament to
Deut 29:16; Ezek 20:7, 8.
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appears that the original text underlying 2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a included only
a single term, mznJin, in relation to idolatry eliminated by Josiah. This expression
from older material has been subsequently recast through substitution by other terms
with similar connotation in this context (cspttf and cbib]) and further expanded by the
language relating to divination (rrox, o'ojjt and □,s-in). While in the first instance the
replacement of the earlier wording in favor of cspra and c,lnb:i may have been
influenced by the language at present embedded in Deut 29:16; Ezek 20:7, 8, in the
second instance the addition of the language typical of divination seems to be
developed in relation to the story of Manasseh.
The passages in 2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a also differ over the particulars
defining the land (ps), in which the illicit cult existed or from which it was
eliminated. The verse in Kings makes reference to idolatry 'which was seen in the
land of Judah and in Jerusalem' (cbtorrai rmrr pito im: ion), while the passage in
Chronicles comments on illicit cult being removed 'from all the lands of the sons of
Israel' laix rnsiKirbsn). Both phrases show marks of later editing: the
former in its inclusion of nxi as an aspect of 'seeing' which, as has been shown
above, comports well with the same emphasis in the texts of Deut 29:16, Ezek 20:7,
8 but is otherwise absent from other passages in Kings of similar concern; the latter
in its special construction of plural ms-ix followed by possessive b to stress the aspect
107of territorial dominion. Whether 'Judah' and 'Jerusalem' appearing in 2Kgs
23:24a as against 'Israel' used in 2Chr 34:33a is to be preferred as primary reading is
difficult to determine. Since neither Kings nor Chronicles offer a clear and solid clue
in this matter, it appears most probable that these are subsequent divergent
developments in each of the two histories, stemming from earlier material which
ended simply by inclusion of'land' (fix). That this is a valid conclusion is supported
by other passages in Kings and Chronicles of the cultic context, in which principally
only 'land' is mentioned as a place from which the illicit cult is eliminated. For
example, with regard to Asa's reforms, lKgs 15:12 reads pxrrp tranpn -aim. It
appears that Chr reformulated the part pxrrp in the corresponding account of Asa's
reforms in 2Ch 15:8 to read d-hsn ino nrb nm DHitrrpi mirr ptrbsn.108 In the
account of Jehoshaphat's reforms, lKgs 22:47 has psrrp -iUD...unpn inn which can
1117 Plural ms"w occurs rarely in Kings (only 2x) but is more often found in Chronicles (15x); cf.
Kropat (1909:9) who thinks that the plural nisiK in 2Chr 34:33 is late.
108 Cf. also further development relating the reforms of the same king in 2Chr 14:4 which reads
rrnrr "-urban 'from all the cities of Judah'.
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be compared with parrp rrnmxn mm-': in 2Chr 19:3.109 One final example comes
from Kings special material in lKgs 14:24 relating to idolatry during the reign of
Rehoboam, which reads pita rrn tfnp-mi. These examples strengthen the case that
2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a both drew on an earlier text that included px, which
did not have any further specifications.
In an attempt to reconstruct the early text lying behind 2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr
34:33a, it appears that, without many of the specific terms denoting illicit cult that
are included in 2Kgs 23:24a (e.g. rrnx, cm-j-p) and which have been by the foregoing
analysis identified as belonging to later specific developments within Kings, the
original text might more closely resemble 2Chr 34:33a. Based on the above
argumentation, this text may have read as follows: rvayinrrbrrnx irptfK1 -linnnon
pNirp. The question remains, where does this additional notice concerning Josiah's
reform fit within the overall structure of Josiah's story. Was it included in the
original material after the Passover as is the case in Kings or immediately before the
Passover account as it is illustrated by Chronicles? This question is discussed further
below (pp. 122-26).
5. Towards the 'Original' Report of Josiah's Reform
On the basis of previous analysis some concluding remarks can be offered with
regard to the early material dealing with Josiah's reform. This chapter has
commenced with an analysis of the texts describing the reform that are shared by
Kings and Chronicles. It has been observed particularly when analyzing the texts in
the longer report of 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 that the material, which this account shares
with Chronicles, is indicative of a more elementary narrative constituting a nucleus
from which the longer account in Kings developed. In other words, the report of the
reform in Chronicles, far from being a summary of the narrative of Josiah's reform in
Kings, rather provides clues for establishing an early account of Josiah's reform that
also served as the elementary text from which the more elaborate account of Josiah's
reform in Kings developed. The reconstruction of that original text, on the basis of
the preceding analysis in this chapter, is tentatively offered below.
109 Cf. again probably later development in 2Chr 17:6 which reads rrnrrn 'from Judah'.
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mrr rran (braDn)/rrraxrrnx ponj/tcm
pnp bnrbs (Tub nsinynbtfrrb firm -]bttin
rymrrnx xnem
bmn rnmra nx (pnyiyprn
nntfxrrnx m2,i/in3,i
(trbosnyrrnsorrnx -net
D,-Qpn ,:Erbsj p-im p*m
inxocsn rurarrbj; rnnsy 'plan
irptfx- -marron ynotf nun ntcx mraan vn-bs-nN am
a'buiiT rnzm
2Kgs 23:6a // 2Chr 33:15
2Kgs 23:6a // 2Chr 33:15
2Kgs23:8aP // 2Chr 34:3b
2Kgs 23:12a // 2Chr34:4
2Kgs 23:14b // 2Chr34:4
2Kgs 23:14a // 2Chr34:4
2Kgs 23:6b // 2Chr 34:4
2Kgs 23:16aa // 2Chr 34:5
2Kgs 23:19 // 2Chr 34:6
2Kgs 23:20b // 2Chr 34:7b
pxrr]o rvaymrrbr-nx imcx'1 -wannon 2Kgs 23:24a // 2Chr 34:33a
[Josiah] brought out/removed the asherah/statue from the house of Yahweh and threw
[it] outside Jerusalem/city to the brook Kidron. He defiled the high places and broke
down the altars of Baal. He cut down the asherim and broke the pillars/(pesilim) in
pieces, crushed [them] and scattered on the graves. He burnt bones upon the altar and
defiled it. Also all the bamot-houses which were in the cities of Samaria Josiah
removed/put away and returned to Jerusalem.
And Josiah removed/put away all the abominations from the land.
The account starts with the purge of the temple narrating that Josiah removed the
object of cultic significance from the house of Yahweh. This is followed by the
comment about the defilement of the high places, which introduces a whole list of
the reform measures by the king against the illegitimate cult. The reform report
makes also a brief note relating to the elimination of the houses of the high places in
Samaria. Although this early account concludes with a note on Josiah's return to
Jerusalem, there is an additional notice related to the reform, which comes a little
later within the material of Josiah's reign (on this see further below).
This tentatively proposed 'original' narrative of Josiah's reform, in contrast to
number of other attempts to establish earlier material behind the present story of
Josiah's reform in Kings,110 has the advantage of considering evidence through data
provided by the analysis of the parallel accounts of Josiah's reform in two biblical
books (namely Kings and Chronicles). A decade ago, Auld (1994:125) put forward
an outline of an 'earlier' account of Josiah's reform based on the study of material
shared by Kings and Chronicles, but without elaborating it in full detail.1" More
recently, Barrick uses 'the Chronicler's account as a methodological key for
110 For one ofmore recent attempts see, e.g., Pakkala (1999:178-79).
'"in the footnote to his proposal of 'primary' material relating to Josiah's reform he states: 'Since
Chronicles regularly makes at least small changes to the source reports of cultic modifications, this
paragraph will only give an impression of the original wording. But it can hardly be doubted that the
long report in 2Kgs 23:4-20 has been substantially expanded, and in more than one stage.' (Auld
1994:125 n. 1)
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unlocking the account'112 of Josiah's reform in Kings. Though some new insights
regarding the primary material of Josiah's reform are gained through Barrick's close
attention to both 2Kgs 23:4-20 (+ 24) and 2Chr 34:3-7, Barrick in the end allows for
too much data from the report in 2Kgs 23:4-20 to be part of the original composition,
contending that its absence in Chronicles is accounted for simply by Chr omitting a
number of elements of that report (e.g. 2Kgs 23:4, 7, 9, 11-12). It has already been
indicated in this chapter, and will be further shown in the next, that many of these
elements 'missing' in Chronicles are subsequent developments of the more
elaborated account of the reform in Kings.
A related issue closely connected with the above consideration of the primary
report of Josiah's reform pertains to the chronological framework of the larger
material of Josiah's reign and to the question of the location of the primary reform
narrative within that larger material. The chronological framework of the story of
Josiah, which is different in Kings from Chronicles, has occupied a considerable
space in scholarly debates. Does 2Kgs 22-23 with its reporting of major events to
have occurred in the 18th regnal year of Josiah reflect the original narrative
sequence? Or is 2Chr 34-35 with the course of events described to have taken place
in three stages (in Josiah's 8th, 12lh and 18th years of reign) closer to the earlier order
of events within the King Josiah story? Both chronological frameworks have been
113
seen as problematic. In Chronicles, the schematic nature of the chronology is
suspicious in light of Chr's theological interests and compositional techniques
involving chronological patterning."4 The version in Kings, which places all the
activity to Josiah's 18th regnal year, is likewise from the historical point of view
doubtful since this portrayal of Josiah's undertakings compresses too many events to
just a few weeks between New Year and the Passover feast (2Kgs 22:3; 23:22-23).
Furthermore, the order of the narrative in Kings, in which the discovery of the law
book precedes the reform, may display a tendentious picture of making the discovery
of the book the stirring force behind Josiah's reform. This invites the conclusion that
'neither the King's nor the Chronicler's chronology should be accepted at face value
as true to history' (Barrick 2002:19).
"2
Roddy (2002:544).
'13 See helpful summary of scholarly views on this matter in Glatt-Gilad (1996:16-31).
114 See the chronological notices of Josiah's narrative in Chronicles discussed by Steins (1995:212-
18).
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Acknowledging that neither version reflects accurate history, the question
nevertheless remains concerning which narrative sequence, the one in Kings or the
other in Chronicles, is primary in the literary history of the account of Josiah's reign.
Relevant to this enquiry is Barrick's discussion ofwhether in Kings the reform report
was part of Josiah's account right from the beginning or whether it joined the
narrative of Josiah's reign at a later point of its development. After probing all other
possibilities of how the narrative sequence of Josiah's story in Kings could have
developed, Barrick finds the possibility most likely that an earlier version of Kings
might have had the reform report disassociated from the 18th-year narrative section.
He contends that such an early version 'could have contained the "book'VHuldah-
covenant-Passover cluster preceded by the reform report'. This is what he further
acknowledges to be actually the narrative sequence preserved in Chronicles.115
The Chr's narrative of Josiah, in which the reform report occurs soon after the
introductory formula of Josiah's reign, has precedents for this layout in the accounts
of Judean kings Asa and Hezekiah."6 The schematic listing below will prove helpful.
Asa (Kgs & Chr) Hezekiah (Kgs & Chr) Josiah (Kgs) Josiah (Chr)
Introduction to king Introduction to king Introduction to king Introduction to king
(1 Kgs 15:10; Chr differs"7) (2Kgs 18:2; 2Chr 29:1) (2Kgs 22:1) (2Chr 34:1)
Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation
(lKgs 15:11a; 2Chr 14:1) (2Kgs 18:3a; 2Chr 29:2a) (2Kgs 22:2a) (2Chr 34:2a)
David as exemplar David as exemplar David as exemplar David as exemplar
(1 Kgs 15:1 lb; Chr differs"8) (2Kgs 18:3b; 2Chr 29:2b) (2Kgs 22:2b) (2Chr 34:2b)
Reform Reform Reform




(2Kgs 22:3-23:3) (2Chr 34:8-33)
Reform
(2Kgs 23:4-20)
H" Barrick (2002:119-23); quotation taken from p. 122 with emphasis being his.
116 Barrick (2002:122-23) makes a similar comment on the earlier version of Kings, his KH-2, which
he considers to be Chr's Vorlage.
117 Chronicles includes a number of chronological notes in the story of Asa (2Chr 13:23; 15:10, 19;
16:1, 12, 13). However, it does not mention the duration of Asa's reign neither the name of the queen
mother at the beginning of Asa's account, as the book of Kings does (lKgs 15:10). Instead,
Chronicles mentions the queen mother's name later in the narrative (2Chr 15:16//1 Kgs 15:13) and
refers to the length ofAsa's reign at the end of his story (2Chr 16:13).
118 2Chr 14:1 has 'his God'.
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There are marked similarities between the accounts of Asa and Hezekiah in Kings
and Chronicles on one hand and the account of Josiah in Chronicles on the other with
regard to the narrative sequence in their opening paragraphs. After the introduction to
king's reign, each account includes an evaluative formula '[he] did right in the eyes
of Yahweh' that is (except for 2Chr 14:1b) accompanied by a comparative element
referring to David. The royal accounts of Asa and Hezekiah in Kings with their
counterparts in Chronicles move after the note mentioning David to a description of
the reform activities of these kings without alluding to the circumstances, which led
to the reforms. The story of Josiah in Chronicles conforms to this pattern set by
earlier narratives, in which the reforms are introduced early in the stories and without
necessarily disclosing the reasons underlying the reform activity, and may therefore
represent the primary arrangement of events in the literary history of Josiah's
119
account.
Regarding the Tendenz of Chr to include chronological notes into his royal
narratives, a comparison with Chr's story of Hezekiah may illuminate the point that
Chr could incorporate chronological notices into his account of Josiah without
specifically changing the narrative sequence of his source. After the accounts of
Hezekiah, in Kings and Chronicles, mention the exemplary conduct of David (2Kgs
18:3b//2Chr 29:2b) they both continue describing Hezekiah's reform. While in Kings
only one verse is dedicated to Hezekiah's reform activity (2Kgs 18:4), in Chronicles
a much larger portion of the text deals with Hezekiah's reforming and innovative
actions spanning across three chapters (2Chr 29-31). Within this larger material, a
more precise parallel to the text of Hezekiah's reform in 2Kgs 18:4 appears in 2Chr
31:1, which is expanded backwards in Chronicles by the addition of material relating
to the purification and dedication of the temple (2Chr 29:3-36) and the Passover
(2Chr 30:1-27) and forwards by the addition of the material relating to the temple
and its personnel's provision (2Chr 31:2-21). This whole section (2Chr 29:3-31:21),
which expanded the theme of Hezekiah's reform from the original narrative, is
introduced at the beginning by a chronological note: 'In the first year of his reign,
during the first month, [Hezekiah] opened the doors of the house of the Lord...'
(2Chr 29:3). An observation can be made that Chr does not change the order of
events inherited from his source when he includes the chronological note in 2Chr
29:3, but only enlarges the component of the original material relating to the reform.
119 This is also the point made by Barrick (2002:122-23).
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His account of Hezekiah's reform, even after editing, continues to be placed between
the reference to the person of David (2Chr 29:2b) and the section relating to
Sennacherib's campaign (2Chr 32:1-23), just as in the parallel story of Hezekiah in
Kings. Similarly in Chr's account of Josiah's reign, there is no need for us to
hypothesize that Chr changed the narrative sequence of the original account when he
included the chronological notices referring to Josiah's 8th and 12th regnal years.
As shown above, Chr's source following the precedents of the accounts of Asa
and Hezekiah may well have included Josiah's reform right after the evaluative
formula accompanied with the comparative notice mentioning David. The following
table shows the narrative sequence in the primary material of Josiah's reign and how
differently it developed in Kings from Chronicles.
Sequence in 2Chr:54-35 Primary narrative Sequence in 2Kgs 22-23
sequence
of josiah's story
Ascension formula (34:1a) Ascension formula Ascension formula (22:1 a)
Queen mother's name (22:1b)
Evaluative formula (34:2a) Evaluative formula Evaluative formula (22:2a)
David as example (34:2b) David as example David as example (22:2b)
Conversion in 8' yr. (34:3a)
Launch ofreform in 12"'yr. (34:3ba)
Reform (34 :3bp-7) Reform
Temple renovations (34:8-13) Temple renovations Temple renovations (22:3-7)
Law book (34:14-19) Law book Law book (22:8-11)
Huldah's oracle (34:20-28) Huldah's oracle Huldah's oracle (22:12-20)
Covenant (34:29-32) Covenant Covenant (23:1-3)
Additional notice (34:33) Additional notice Reform (23:4-20)
Passover (35:1-19) Passover Passover (23:21-23)
Pharao Neco's encounter (35:20-23)




Note on incomparability (23:25)
Yahweh's judgement (23:26-27)
Reference formula Reference formula (23:28)
Pharao Neco's encounter Pharao Neco's encounter (23:29)
Death and burial formula Death and burial formula (23:30)
(?Reference formula?)
The original narrative sequence suited Chr well in that he made only a few additions
preceding the reform report, in which he introduced two chronological notices
(mentioning king's 8th and 12lh regnal years) with an emphasis being placed on
Josiah's piety.
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A different situation, though, obtains in Kings, in which the reform report is
moved from its original setting nearer the beginning of Josiah's account to a place
following the material dealing with the law book and Huldah's oracle. As discussed
by others elsewhere, the placement of the reform narrative after the temple
renovations and finding the law book has a strategic importance in Kings. It leads
one to believe that the key factor for initiating the reform was the discovery of the
law book. The place that suited best for the new location of the reform report does
not come till after the covenant narrative, where originally there was only a brief
notice about further reforms. As a consequence of the replacement of this note by a
much longer account of Josiah's reform, the brief notice with further reforming
actions was moved to its present place in Kings after the section dealing with
celebration of Passover.
In conclusion, the account of Josiah's reign in Kings not only shows greater
changes in order from the original narrative than shown by the account in Chronicles.
It will also be observed in the following chapter that in Kings the Josiah's reform
report itself has undergone a more substantial rewriting than in Chronicles.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Literary development of Josiah's reform in Kings
(test case - part two)
It has generally been accepted by scholars that the reform report of Josiah as
presented in Kings is an elaborated account that is comprised of layers of literary
development.1 In the preceding chapter of this study, attempts were made on the
basis of an examination of 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 and 2Chr 34:3-7 + 33 to identify the
likely form of the earlier text that lies behind the present passage of Josiah's reform
in Kings and that also served as basis for the account of Josiah's reform in
Chronicles. It is a study of the processes involved in the development of this earlier
material relating to the reform of Josiah that gradually led to the formation of the
narrative in its present form of 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24, which will be the focus of the
following analysis. Several points in this investigation will be of particular
importance: how the themes of older material, as for example the theme of purging
the temple, were re-used and expanded in the developed version of the reform in
Kings; how the new issues were introduced through links with other texts of the
expanding book of Kings; and how the present composition of Josiah's reform in
Kings developed also in dependence on texts and traditions outside the book of
Kings.
1. Purging the Temple: 2Kgs 23:4, 6-7
The theme of purging the temple appears first in the account of Josiah's reform
measures in the primary material. As studied previously, it revolves around the issue
of the removal of the statue of cultic significance from the temple and describes the
destruction of the statue at the brook Kidron.2 This first reform measure in the
original version becomes a full-blown account describing the cleansing of the temple
in the expanded text of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24, with the material
1 For a useful presentation of the history of research on Josiah's reform, see Gieselmann (1994:223-
42). Studies devoted to isolating different strands of tradition in 2Kgs 23:4-20 include e.g. Wiirthwein
(1976:395-423), Hollenstein (1977:321-36), Spieckermann (1982:79-120), Jones (1984:615-17),
Levin (1984:351-71), Niehr (1995:33-55), Pakala (1999:170-80); cf. Arneth (2001:189-216). In
contrast to the present analysis, however, these treatments of the story of Josiah's reform in Kings
give little space to the insights from the parallel text of Josiah's reform in 2Chr 34:3-7. Welcoming in
this regard is the recent monograph by Barrick (2002), which finds usefulness in reconstructing the
compositional history of material relating to Josiah's reign by examining reports of Josiah's reform in
both Kings and Chronicles.
2 See the tentatively proposed 'original' text of Josiah's reform on p. 121.
dealing more directly with the Jerusalem temple found in vv. 4, 6-7 and the material
which deals with precincts of the temple in vv. 11-12.3
It has already been noted in an examination of the occurrences of 'Baal' in the
final version of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 that v. 4 is a more detailed
account of the theme drawn from the original reform report, which concerned the
removal of object(s) of illicit worship from the house of Yahweh. While the original
material, recoverable from portions of v. 6, recorded only that rntix (according to
Kings; boo according to 2Chr 33:15) was taken out of the temple, the text in v. 4
develops this into matin to:; brbi meixbi biob miti»n mban 'cultic implements made
for Baal, for Asherah, and for all the host of heaven' being ordered to be removed
from Yahweh's house - perhaps under the influence of the occurrence of all three
elements in 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3. The scene of purging the temple is thus set into a
larger narrative context in v. 4, in which the removal of idolatrous objects is reported
to take place under king Josiah's command to his priestly personnel.
Other particulars of Kings expansion in v. 4 can be better assessed when this
verse is set side by side with the now expanded v. 6 and the 'original' wording
tentatively suggested by the analysis in a previous chapter:
(Proposed original text of 2Kgs 23:6a p~np bnrbx abtiimb ptna pbttm mm man mwn'ns ttn)
2Kgs 23:6a p-np bma nnx pntin pnp bnrbx obtirrb firm mm mac mtixmnx tern
2Kgs 23:4a matin xas babi mtixbi biob mitoan mbamba nx mm bam?: N,:;inb...-]ban tan
pnp mantia abtivvb pma asnton
In its reportage of the destruction of vessels made for Baal, Asherah and the host of
heaven v. 4 partly re-uses expressions such as abtirrb pma and p-np from an older
narrative preserved in v. 6 dealing with the destruction of the cultic object, and partly
uses the same terminology, such as pnti, which appears in the secondary expanded
portion of verse 6.4 This may point to v. 4 and the secondary expansion of v. 6
originating in a particular neighborhood.
3 That the theme of purging the temple receives significant attention in the present text of Josiah's
reform in Kings has been generally recognized in the scholarly literature; in this regard see e.g.
McKay (1973:30); O'Brien (1989:253). Cf. Eynikel (1996:155-58) who in rather general terms
divides 2Kgs 23:4-14 into two sections, one that treats the reform in the Jerusalem temple (vv. 4-9)
and the other outside the temple (vv. 10-14). Barrick (2002:20, 27, 106) includes also v. 9 as referring
specifically to the reform in the temple. However, this his contention is unwarranted.
4 The term p-iio used in the original reform report only in connection of burning human bones (2Kgs
23:16a//2Chr 34:5; cf. v. 20, which together with lKgs 13:2 belongs to the stratum later thanv. 16a) is
redefined in the expanded text of 2Kgs 23:4-20 (+ 24) and becomes frequently employed in
connection with burning cultic entities (vv. 4, 6, 11, 15 [2x in MT; lx in LXX]). See pp. 103-5
above.
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Another peculiarity in v. 4 concerns the depiction of the place, where the illicit
cultic objects were disposed. The phrase pnp rvm-im::...Ds-)tovi relating to burning (pito)
of cultic implements employs with pnp the unusual term mai'ii5, which occurs only
five times in the Hebrew Bible (Deut 32:32, 2Kgs 23:4, Isa 16:8, Jer 31:40(Qere) and
Hab 3:17).6 In three biblical passages (Deut 32:32, Isa 16:8 and Hab 3:17), mmtf
appears in close association with vine. This is also the case of the Ugaritic equivalent
sdmt to Hebrew rnontf occurring in CTA 23.10 and also in CTA 2.1.43 (if the
reconstructed phrase sdmt.bg [pnm] 'terraces with [vine]' in the badly damaged
mythological text from Ugarit is accepted).7 The association with vine in several
passages where mmtf in Hebrew (or sdmt in Ugaritic) texts occurs has prompted
scholars to postulate the connotation 'terrace' for the Hebrew term,8 although other
renderings have also been made such as 'field, territory'.9 In its immediate context,
in which man® appears linked with pnp in 2Kgs 23:4, this phrase has a close parallel
with the expression ]mp bnnu (Qere)ma-rarrbri in Jer 31:40, a verse which belongs to
the additional material in Jeremiah expanding the theme of the restoration of Judah
and Jerusalem. In particular, it describes the renovation of Jerusalem as Yahweh's
city and thus reverses the images of destruction of the city in Jer 7:30-8:3.10
The final part of 2Kgs 23:4, btrrva maimx xton, referring to Josiah's carrying
ashes (ibd) to Bethel, has remained a puzzle for interpreters precisely because of the
lack of clarity surrounding the circumstances, in which such an action by Josiah
would take place. Scholars therefore tend to view this phrase together with v. 5 as a
secondary addition to the original reform report, (not least because of the use of the
5 The troublesome meaning of maittto in 2Kgs 23:4 can be also observed in divergent renderings of
this term by Greek witnesses; while LXXA transliterates kv oa6r||id)9 (LXX15 has kv accA.r||icb0 but this
could be an inner Greek corruption from ZAAHMQ0 to 2AAHMQ0; thus Stade and Schwally
1904:293), LXX1 reads kv tea €|HTupio|j.(j [xou xeLgctppou] perhaps deriving it from msntona (?), but it
is doubtful that this is preferable to the MT's reading mmm; contra Klostermann (1887:479)
translating 'limekilns', followed e.g. by Benzinger (1899:192) and Gray (1970:730); Montgomery
(1951:538) 'garbage fires in the valley'. Tg reads -ishna 'in the plain' and Pesh 'in the valley'.
6 The reference to mifi in Isa 37:27 appears to be corrupt. Some mss and the parallel text in 2Kgs
19:26 read nana instead, and the Qurnran Isaiah scroll lQIsa" has p-imn.
7 So de Moor (1971:128-29), followed by Stager (1982:115).
8 See especially Stager (1982:111-21) and further Holladay (1989:200). For a broad discussion
regarding terraces in Iron age Palestine, see Gibson (2001:113-46).
9 See HALOT 2:1422-23; Day (2000:193-94) and English Bible translations NRSV, NJPS, NIV. For
further discussions ofmmti, see Wright (1987:282-83 n. 9), Barrick (2002:31-32).
10 Carroll (1986:605-6, 617-18).
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weqatal form"). Worthy of note is the reference to -iau 'dust' in v. 4, the use ofwhich
in construction together with xic3 is observed by Eynikel (1996:215) to be unique in
the Old Testament. The final phrase of v. 4 in its use of nay displays greater affinity
with the secondarily expanded text of v. 6 with a double occurrence of the very same
expression. Though there is not enough information available to determine in a
definitive way to which stage of the growth of Josiah's reform report in Kings the
phrase bxmra Dnsirnx xitm belongs, at least it seems certain that as with the rest of v. 4
this phrase does not form part of the earliest stratum of Josiah's narrative in Kings.
The theme from the older material relating to purging the temple, which was
preserved in 2Kgs 23 mainly in portions of v. 6, is not only expanded by secondary
additions in v. 6 and by v. 4, elaborating more in detail on the removal of cultic
objects from the temple, but also by v. 7 which focuses on matters dealing with the
elimination of physical complexes relating to the temple. Verses 4 and 7 share
interesting literary connections as they develop the issues from earlier material
relating to the temple purification. Before exploring these, however, textual matters
of v. 7 are in need of close examination.
First of all, two expressions in verse 7 give rise to difficulty in interpretation:
the term mtfnpn in the first part of the verse mm rrz2 max mtcnprt mamx pm, and the
word amy in the second part rrncxb cms dic mnx mom max. Concerning the latter
term, the literal reading of ama 'houses' in the MT, thus translating mOxb mm
'[where the women wove] houses for Asherah', is perplexing. LXXA'B offer
Xettietp/y, which is understood by some either as a transliteration of cnro 'tunics',12
or as a corrupt transliteration of mm in the MT.13 LXXl reads oxolac, 'clothes', Tg
pbian 'curtains' and Pesh 'garments'.14 This has suggested to Sanda
(1912:344) to vocalize the Hebrew word as mm, linking it with the Arabic batt,
meaning 'woven garment', which has been accepted by a number of studies as a
" We have pointed out earlier in this thesis, however, that the use ofw'qatal form as an argument for
a later addition is dubious; see p. 81 n. 17 above.
12
E.g. Klostermann (1887:479); Benzinger (1899:192), Burney (1903:359), Stade and Schwally
(1904:293), Gray (1970:730).
13
E.g. Montgomery (1951:539). He thinks that xercieip/v is inferior to pern.ei|i (sic), which is attested
at least in one other Greek manuscript. Cf. Tov (1973:90 n. 15) who proposes a Vorlage 'dtd (?)' for
XettLCip/v, while 'cm' forpeGOteip.
14 For Tg pSiDD, see Aramaic dictionary by Jastrow (1950:781); for Syriac rC_iri>, see dictionary by
Smith (1903:247).
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competent explanation for the Hebrew riddle.1" Whatever solution one might suggest
for this conundrum, there is always a possibility that the MT's □,na goes back to the
literary stage of the development of the text under the editor(s) hands. That this is
actually the case will become clearer after examining the second problematic issue in
v. 7 that relates to the occurrence of ctfnpn to.
The note about Josiah breaking down c'ttnpn to in the first part of v. 7 has
occasioned much discussion especially with regard to the identity of o-'unp. It has
traditionally been assumed in scholarly opinion that v. 7, with its reference to cunp
understood as 'male cult prostitutes', attests to there being an institution of cultic
prostitution in ancient Israel.16 This assumption, however, has now been challenged
by a growing number of studies which do not see any connection between crttfnp/nitnp
and cultic prostitution in Israel and Judah, nor a similar kind of relation with regard
• 17
to qdsmlqadsulqadistu in the ancient Near East. Among recent suggestions it has
been proposed to view cranp as 'members of the non-Yahwistic or
Yahwistic/syncretistic priesthood' (Barstad 1984:31), 'cultic functionaries'
(Westenholz 1989:248), 'priestly class of ancient Canaanite origin' (Dijkstra
2001:119), or as Zevit imagines them 'cultic poets and musicians, bearers of Syrian
mythic traditions' (2001:463). It is within this wider horizon of the debate over the
particular designation of the word cricnp in the Hebrew Bible that a new
understanding of the expression cainpn totix pm in the original reading of 23:7 has
emerged in scholarly discussion. In a substantial part of her article devoted to the
investigation of Hebrew ttnp/D,ttnp from the literary-historical and sociological
15 These include Driver (1936:107); Montgomery (1951:539); Jones (1984:619); Day (1986:407);
BHS, HALOT 1:166; cf. Cogan & Tadmor (1988:286); Knoppers (1994:185 n. 21). The view of
Murmelstein (1969:223-24), followed by De Moor (TDOT 1:441) and Wurthwein (1984:457), that
the weaving of en; in 23:7 represents a euphemism for sexual intercourse, which has no textual
support, is to be rejected.
16 Most recently defended by Day (2004:2-21).
17 For various critical assessments of the view linking c-rnp/rrrnp with practice of cultic prostitution
see Barstad (1984:22-33); Gruber (1983:167-76; 1986:133 n. 1 reprinted); Oden (1987:131-53);
Westenholz (1989:245-65); Frymer-Kensky (1992:199-202); Schafer-Lichtenberger (1995:124-40);
Bird (1997:37-80); Gangloff (2001:19-20); Zevit (2001:462-63); Dijkstra (2001:119). See further
Olmo Lete & Sanmartin (1998:179-81) for discussion of only Ugaritic material in reference to qdsm.
Regarding biblical material, the sexual connotation of the Hebrew terminology entered the discussion
primarily through the appearance of nunp in connection with nat in the story of Judah and Tamar (Gen
38) and in Deut 23:18-19 and Hos 4:14. But as Miller notes, '[t]he association of the feminine term
[qedesa] with the word for "harlot" may...be a way of referring to its connection with worship
practices that were regarded as idolatrous and apostate, the condemnation of which is often put in
sexual terms, as, for example, in Jeremiah' (2000:206). For the argument of polemical usage of rranp
in connection with n:r, see Binger (1997:118-20).
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perspective, Bird focuses on a detailed analysis of the individual cases of iranp in all
the attestations of the masculine noun in the Hebrew Bible. Studying the overall
context in which cinp occurs in the account of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23, Bird
observes that '[i]n the chapter as a whole the reference to qdsm is anomalous' and
notes with regard to how the personnel is treated in this particular account that the
mention of tranp 'does not fit the pattern of accommodating legitimate, though
tainted, cult personnel or extirpating illegitimate religious specialists' (1997:65). She
rightly points out that in understanding the passage the emphasis has wrongly been
put on the removal of the o^np, while a careful reading shows that '[t]he essential
content of v. 7 is the destruction of some type of structures associated with the
temple, whose significance for the reform program is spelled out by reference to their
use in the Asherah cult.' (Bird 1997:67). In view of the limitations which the Hebrew
term cvinp possesses, which Bird also finds evident in 23:7, she suggests that the
original text in this verse read cv-inpT and was only later reinterpreted to become crrapp.
A similar proposal to read the text as c'anp (instead of D'tinp) was made by Na'aman
in an article published a year earlier than Bird's suggestion. Na'aman (1996:18)
explains that to 'dedicated treasures buildings' would have functioned as 'the
stores in which the treasures of the temple were assembled', and further maintains
that these storehouses consisted of 'a combination of depositories and workshops',
where also rntaxb dtq were woven, and to which v. 7 refers as a target of Josiah's
reforming activity.
Apart from this conceivable occurrence of trunp in the discussed passage, the
term figures in several passages of Kings and Chronicles that concern royal
dedications to the temple - lKgs 7:51//2Chr 5:1; lKgs 15:15//2Chr 15:8; 2Kgs
12:19; cf. verb tfnp in 2 Sam 8:10-11//1 Chr 18:10-11. Closely related to these texts
portraying the donations to the temple are the accounts detailing the despoliations of
temple treasuries during the era of the divided kingdom. It is worthy of note that the
incidents dealing with the subject of wealth and national treasuries concern primarily
the Judean kingdom and are frequently reported in both histories, Kings and
18Chronicles. In three instances, in the accounts of Rehoboam (lKgs 14:26//2Chr
12:9), Asa (lKgs 15:18//2Chr 16:2) and Amaziah (2Kgsl4:14//2Chr 25:24), Kings
and Chronicles are very close or almost identical. With regard to the accounts of the
reigns of Joash and Ahaz, the portrayal of national wealth, lost or voluntarily given
18 On accounts dealing with national treasuries see Knoppers, (1999:181-208); Mullen (1992:231-48);
Delcor (1962:353-77).
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to the stronger power differs rather considerably in the two histories: in 2Kgs 12:18-
19 Joash voluntarily submits consecrated objects from temple and royal treasuries to
the king of Aram in order to prevent him from attacking Jerusalem, while in 2Chr
24:23 the king of Aram is reported as invading Judah and Jerusalem and sending the
spoil gained to the king of Damascus; Ahaz is described in 2Kgs 16:8 as paying
tribute to Tiglath-pileser because of the Syro-Ephraimite coalition, while in 2Chr
28:21 he is depicted plundering the temple in order to give tribute to the Assyrian
king as a consequence of attacks from the Edomites and Philistines. Similarly, the
story of Hezekiah in Kings and Chronicles displays concern for the treasury but in
each book quite differently. Kings narrates two treasury incidents during the reign of
Hezekiah: in the first Hezekiah takes silver from the temple and palace treasuries to
pay tribute to the King Sennacherib (2Kgs 18:15), in the second he is reported as
showing the Babylonian emissaries 'all his treasure house' (2Kgs 20:13). By
contrast, in Chronicles there is only one treasury incident reported relating to
Hezekiah. This account portrays Hezekiah as building for himself 'treasuries for
silver, for gold, for precious stones, for spices, for shields, and for all kinds of costly
objects' (2Chr 32:27). Finally, both books make reference to despoliations in relation
to the Babylonian exile, though again, with significant differences (2Kgs 24:13; cf.
2Chr 36:18). Irrespective of divergences between the two histories in several
instances regarding the despoliation notices, the inclusion of these notices by the
authors of both, Kings and Chronicles, in their texts suggests that the incidents
relating to national treasuries and dealing with transfer of the national wealth to a
foreign power were important and had already been a concern of the sources which
the authors of Kings and Chronicles had at their disposal and used.
The notices regarding the receipt, maintenance and disbursement of the temple
and palace jewels and funds employ specific language, which includes, among
others, phrases such as cunp 'dedicated objects', chr 'vessels', arm pos 'silver and
gold', isix 'treasury'. Although there is obviously no relationship in theme or content
between the stories of national treasuries and the portrayal of Josiah's reform in
Kings, some of the language just mentioned relating to treasury narratives finds
resonances and echoes in formulations and expressions of the two verses in the
present account of Josiah's reform, vv. 4 and 7, expanding the theme of purging the
temple from the earlier Josiah's narrative. It has long been a puzzle for commentators
of Kings that the term 'bs should have been employed in v. 4 in the context of
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illegitimate worship,19 while such usage with exception of Dan 11:8 is not attested
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. In Kings, cbr predominantly occurs referring to
cultic implements of Yahwistic worship where these implements are also regarded as
being part of temple treasures (lKgs 7:45, 47, 48, 51; 8:4; 15:15; 2Kgs 12:14; 14:14;
24:13; 25:14, 16).20 In several such contexts, the vessels (cbr) are described as
having been transferred—either being brought in or taken out of the temple. Turning
to 23:4 it is perhaps not without significance that the vessels (cbs) 'made for Baal
and Asherah and all the host of heaven' are also said to be transferred—this time
having been ordered by the king to be taken out of the temple and destroyed. Another
expression echoing the language pertaining to the management of temple treasures is
the original phrase ma 'houses of dedicated gifts' in v. 7 (following Na'aman
1996 and Bird 1997). Staying with the subject of storehouses accommodating the
temple's treasures, it is true that there is no reference to -tsix 'treasury' in vv. 4 and 7.
On the other hand, it might be relevant to point out the occurrence of nx 'to weave'
in v. 7, a very different word in its meaning from -imx 'treasury' but perhaps not so
graphically, sharing with imx two consonants in its root. nx 'weave' does not occur
21*
very often in the Old Testament." It is not mentioned again in Kings, and appears
22
only once in the shared material of Samuel and Chronicles. In v. 7, nx 'weave' is
employed together with a disputed word omo in the phrase rrraxb otq cm nmx...
'weaving there houses for Asherah'. It may be useful here to recall despoliation
notices and bring attention to a frequent occurrence of nmx in connection with rrn in
the phrase(s) -|bDn/mrr rrn nnsx 'treasuries of the house of Yahweh/king'. Perhaps in
light of this phraseology, the enigmatic cna found in near proximity with nmx in v. 7
may not be surprising. The context and usage of nnsx 'treasuries' could have stayed
in the Kings editor's mind and have misled his pen while creating for his new context
of the reform account graphically similar but semantically different term nmx
19 Jones (1984:616) speaks of 'the unique reference to 'the vessels' in connection with the cult of
foreign deities' in 2Kgs 23:4; cf. Eynikel (1996:195); O'Brien (1989:251); Knoppers (1994:177 n. 7).
20 See the counterparts in Chronicles: 2Chr 4:16, 18, 19; 5:1, 5; 15:18; 24:4; 25:24; 36:7, 10; 36:18,
19. Other instances of c-b; in Kings with their parallels in Chronicles include lKgs 10:21 //2Chr 9:20
conveying the sense of 'household utensils', lKgs 10:25//2Chr 9:24 'vessels' of gold/silver in the
context of tribute payment; 2Kgs 11:8, ll//2Chr 23:7 (cf. in 23:10) and 2Kgs 20:13//2Chr 32:27
'weapons'. Apart from 2Kgs 23:4 , crbz is used in Kings special material in lKgs 6:7 referring to
'tool'of iron and in lKgs 17:10; 19:21; 2Kgs 4:3, 4, 6; 7:15 referring to various utensils ofhousehold.
21 The root j-in is attested 15 times - Ex 28:32; 35:35; 39:22, 27; Judg 16:13, 14; ISam 17:7; 2Sam
21:19//1 Chr 20:5; 2Kgs 23:7; IChr 11:23; Job 7:6; Isa 19:9; 38:12; 59:5.
22 in a phrase cnx timd 'like a weaver's beam' (2Sam 21:19//1 Chr 20:5; cf. the same phrase
occurring in ISam 17:7 and IChr 11:23).
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alongside with other terminology with the meaning accommodating to the subject
matter of v. 7 that deals with the theme of purification of the temple. The result of
this has now been the difficult reading rnmsb etc cm ninx d'tiin im. Even if the
details of such a process of evolution of the final part of v. 7 could appear to some to
be slightly less compelling, still the innovative use of cbc in v. 4 and the presence of
cmnpn to in v. 7 all indicate that vv. 4 and 7 both expand the theme of purging the
temple from the original Josiah's narrative with the language of despoliation notices
lurking in the background and contributing to this development.
In summary, the account belonging to the primary material of Josiah's reform
portraying purging the temple, which has been preserved in 2Kgs 23 in portions of
v. 6 and describes the removal of cultic object from the temple and its destruction
outside Jerusalem at the Wadi Kidron, has subsequently been developed into a
substantial piece of material with the perspective of purging the temple being
extended by secondary developments in v. 6 and by the additional vv. 4 and 7. This
enlargement of the theme of purging the temple has been directed towards the goal of
stressing the utter elimination of the non-Yahwistic cult from Jerusalem temple; not
only is the Asherah pole, as v. 6 states, cast out but also all the vessels in service for
the Baal, Asherah and the hosts of heaven are commanded to be destroyed (v. 4) and
the structures in the temple complex used in promoting an illicit cult are eliminated
(v. 7). The growth of the older account into the present form of Kings reform report
in vv. 4, 6-7 was influenced by several factors, drawing on expressions and language
from elsewhere in inherited material on the divided kingdom. Thus it has been noted,
for example, that the reference to Baal, Asherah and the host of heaven in v. 4 is
reminiscent of the language in the story of Manasseh shared by Kings and Chronicles
(2Kgs 21//2Chr 33). Verse 4 has also been developed interdependently with the
additions in v. 6 as the terms such as fpifo or -isv show. Finally, the background of
despoliation notices occurring in a number of places in both Kings and Chronicles in
some of its language shows it as having been influential in the evolution of the theme
of purging the temple in both, vv. 4 and 7.
2. Defiling High Places and the Removal of Priesthood: 2Kgs 23:8-9
The account of Josiah's reform measures continues in v. 8 by describing Josiah's
action against the high places, which is contained within the narrative that treats in
particular the priesthood of the high places (vv. 8a, 9) and has been associated with
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the centralization theme. Although the aspect of centralization is generally
recognized in the final form of Josiah's account in Kings, it is not at all clear that it
did play a significant role in the early version of the reform rather than resulted from
later editorial work.2 '
In 2Kgs 23:8a + 9 the reform is directed at mn: 'high places' and at moan 'in:
'the priests of high places'. On a closer look at vv. 8a + 9, it will be noted, however,
that the focus of these verses is not primarily on man and their defilement. Even if v.
8a is read on its own, its structure suggests that the primary concern of this text lies
with aana rather than with ma:.24 Within the context of the wider narrative, this
emphasis on priesthood (can:) in vv. 8a + 9 does not seem wholly to concur with
what has gone before in the reform report. In the earlier part of the reform account,
with its focus on purging the temple, the object of the reforming action is plainly the
illicit cult and not the perpetrators or the people themselves who participated in cultic
practices. Consistent with this pattern of targeting cultic practices is solely the
reference to the defilement of high places (maarrnx xaaa) in vv. 8a + 9. Hence the
emphasis on priesthood in vv. 8a + 9, which overrides the basic concern for high
places as such, is intrusive and must be a result of secondary editing.
The present text of vv. 8a + 9, which being an expansion of the original
reference to Josiah's defilement ofma: gives prominence to the theme of priesthood,
envisages the priests being brought out of the cities of Judah, who sacrificed on the
high places from Geba to Beersheba, and also reports about the priests of the high
places as not coming to Jerusalem unless25 they had eaten unleavened bread. This
passage has been compared by scholars with a text in Deut 18:6-8, which concerns
the rights of Levites, but the exact nature of the relationship between the two has
been difficult to settle.26 Some scholars emphasize that there exists a link between
2Kgs 23:8-9 and Deut 18:6-8, acknowledging that the factual prescription from the
23 Cf. Jones (1984:617), who views centralization of the cult not as an aspect of the original reform
report but being an emphasis of later revisers.
24 Provan (1988:83-84).
For this understanding of cn o in v. 9 see Barrick (2002:190-92), Ahlstrom (1982:68-69), and
further bellow p. 137.
26 The question of relationship between 2Kgs 23:8-9 and Deut 18:6-8 goes back as far as
Wellhausen's study of the Levites and the priesthood in Ancient Israel is concerned to his
Prolegomena. Wellhausen (1885:121-51; esp. p. 124) in his scheme of the historical development of
the Israelite priesthood treated priests of high places to be equal to Levites and thought of 2Kgs 23:9
as referring to the failure of the regulation from Deut 18:6-8 being carried out. On Wellhausen's thesis
and his influence on the treatments of the history of priesthood in Ancient Israel see studies by
Gunneweg (1965), Cody (1969) and Nielsen (1955:264-83); see further McConville (1984:124-29).
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code of Deuteronomy has been to some extent modified in the reform report of
Kings.27 Others, however, assert that these two texts have nothing in common since
the Levites in Deut 18:6-8 and the priests of high places in 2Kgs 23:8-9 are two
distinct classes of priesthood and that therefore no simple equation can be made
98
between them. These views, however different they may be, all uphold a certain
common approach to the two texts they treat. First, they rest largely on a
conventional reading of 2Kgs 23:9, which understands the priests of high places in
this verse being prevented from altar privileges (cx ^ taken as 'but'), and second,
they rest on an understanding that Deut 18:6-8 was already perhaps a part of the
Josianic law code available to the Deuteronomistic writer of 2Kgs 23:8-9. Though
these assumptions are shared by opposing treatments of the two texts in question,
they seem to be more in favour of the treatment which views Deut 18:6-8 and 2Kgs
23:8-9 as basically being in contravention, leading to the conclusion that the priests
mentioned in Kings cannot be thought of along the same lines as the Levites referred
to in Deuteronomy.
Illustrative of this line of reasoning is Nurmela (1998:69), who assumes that
the author of Josiah's story was familiar with the stipulations of Deuteronomy. On
the basis of this belief and the traditional reading of 2Kgs 23:9 he then says that 'the
Deuteronomistic author would not have recorded a violation against the code
advanced by his own circle without commenting on it; especially as the context of 2
Kings 22-23 is a pivotal one for this circle's historiography.' For Nurmela it follows
that the priests of the high places referred to in 2Kgs 23:8-9 cannot be considered on
equal terms with the Levites mentioned in Deut 18:6-8.
The fundamental premises, however, on which this and similar conclusions are
based, are not entirely compelling and do not escape criticism. Barrick has recently
pointed out that the traditional understanding of 2Kgs 23:9 with cx t in the
adversative sense 'but' is on syntactical grounds untenable.29 The grammar of this
verse with the verbs nba in imperfect tense and hex in perfect tense used in
combination with cx yields a significantly different sense of the passage: 'But the
27
E.g., Driver (19023:220); Burney (1903:359); Skinner (1893:419); Gray (1970:734-35); Jones
(1984:619, 621); Albertz (1994, 1:207); Donner (20013:384). Cf. Spieckermann (1982:93-98) who,
however, ascribes 23:8a and 23:9 to two different redactions.
28
E.g., Gunneweg (1965:122); von Rad (1966:122); Wiirthwein (1976:417); Haran (1978:100);




bamot-priests would/could not go to the altar of Yahweh unless/until they had eaten
unleavened bread with their brothers.' (Barrick 2002:192). The implication is that
the priests of the high places have their access to the altar in Jerusalem conditioned
by the requirement of having eaten unleavened bread. Upon this understanding of
2Kgs 23:9 the apparent incongruity with Deut 18:6-8 seems to be muted: the priests
of high places in v. 9 are not reported to be without altar privileges, only having their
privileges restricted by the condition of having eaten unleavened bread in a specific
context.
Concerning the related issue that the legislation of Deuteronomy reflects the
state of affairs prior to the composition of 2Kgs 23:8-9, this has also been
challenged. Lohfink (1981:68) has raised questions regarding an implication
frequently made from the note in 2Kgs 23:9 that the Jerusalem priesthood acted in
contradiction to legislation in Deuteronomy, saying that '[Deut 18:6-8] was not yet in
the law at this time'. Still on a larger scale, Lohfink and Braulik have proposed that
the laws on Israel's leaders in Deut 16:18-18:22, to which the legislation concerning
the Levites in 18:6-8 belongs, come from the redactions of exilic and post-exilic
30times. Taking into account these considerations, it brings an added dimension to the
discussion concerning the relationship between 2Kgs 23:8a + 9 and Deut 18:6-8.
Though whether these two texts are related or not may not at this point in the study
be satisfactorily resolved, a significant analogy can be proposed. Just as Lohfink
suggests Deut 18:6-8 came from a redaction of exilic or post-exilic times, so also
2Kgs 23:8a + 9 - as a redrafted text of an original core with focus on Josiah's
defilement of high places, which now gives a prominent place to priests (o^m) over
high places (man) - may come from the pen of Kings authors/editors working in
exilic or post-exilic times.
After examining vv. 8a + 9, brief attention should be given to v. 8b, a passage
which deals specifically with the high places of the gates rnaa). It has been
noted earlier in this study (pp. 80-81) that v. 8b combines pro + niaa in portraying the
elimination of high places in contrast to Kaa + man which appears in the first part of
the verse and which has been identified as belonging to the original text of Josiah's
reform. The second half of v. 8 has probably been added later into already growing
material in vv. 8a and 9 revolving around the theme of the priests of the high places.
30 Lohfink: (1971:143-55), Braulik (1991). For the recent survey of the scholarly research relating to
complex issues of the composition ofDeuteronomy, see Veijola (2002:276-327).
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If it is maintained that v. 8b is a later interpolation, this may be suggestive of
multiple hands being involved in the development of vv. 8-9 from the original kernel
moarrnx xrctan in the reform report of Kings.
3. Defiling the Topheth: 2Kgs 23:10
A new topic is introduced in 2Kgs 23:10, which seems to share little or almost
nothing with the surrounding text. This verse of the developed reform account in
Kings addresses the issue of the cultic activity that involved passing one's child
through fire (maun + mo), and in scholarly literature is frequently discussed in
contexts relating to the burning of children. 'Passing one's child through fire'
(•vziiin + oxa) together with 'burning one's child' (p-ra + 0x3) are two major
expressions that occur in the Hebrew Bible in association with a fire ritual involving
children. According to Barrick (2002:83) the verb rp0 in the latter expression 'is a
straightforward indication that the act(s) in question included the physical burning,
but not necessary incinerating, of children'. The biblical usage of the second
construction T3on + 0X3 seems to suggests, as Barrick (2002:83) observes, that the
object of the cultic activity in question has passed literally through fire, the results of
which must have been similar to the action described by p-io + 0X3, i.e. burning of a
31child but not necessarily incinerating.
The cultic activity involving children as victims of fire ritual, conveyed by the
expressions 'passing one's child through fire' or 'burning one's child', is recorded
five times in Kings: 2Kgs 16:3; 17:17, 31; 21:6 and 23:10.32 Only 2Kgs 23:10,
however, connects this ritual explicitly with Topheth, a cult place located in the
valley of Ben Hinnom, and with the Molech cult. Both 'Tophcth' and 'Molcch' occur
several times in the Hebrew Bible, all in contexts that relate to fire ritual involving
children. The occurrence of Tophet outside Kings is confined to a few instances in
Jeremiah (7:31-32; 19:6, 11-14) and possibly one in Isaiah (30:33).33 The attestations
of Molech are found in Jer 32:35, the text which also refers to the Hinnom valley but
jl For a different understanding see Weinfeld (1972:140-41); Zevit (2001:550-52).
32
2Kgs 3:27 suggests a child sacrifice in view and frequently appears in discussions concerning the
above mentioned texts. However, this verse does not contain expressions 'passing one's child through
fire' nor 'burning one's child', typical for the other verses.
33 The MT nnsn in Isa 30:33 is difficult, and is often emended to be tied to Hebrew ran; see e.g.
Blenkinsopp (2000:422-23); Dearman (1996:59 n. 2) followed by Zevit (2001:521 n. 32). On Topheth
see further Day (1989:24-28).
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without reference to Topheth, and in Lev 18:21 and 20:2-5, a section of Levitical
legislation belonging to the Holiness Code.34
The book of Deuteronomy has two references to a ritual involving children:
Deut 18:10 enlists 'passing one's child through fire' (-pawn + mi) among divinatory
practices; Deut 12:31 refers to 'burning of a child' Cpi' + mi) in a context that has
sacrificial overtones. One may note, finally, that references to the ritual are also
attested in Ezek 16:20-21, 20:31; 23:37, 39, Isa 57:5 and Ps 106:37, the material
assigned with greater consensus in scholarly literature to a fairly late period in
Israel's history.
Part of the problem in discerning how the biblical texts referring to the ritual
involving children relate to each other is that they display greater fluidity in detail
concerning the description of the actual activity carried out. As Dearman (1996:62)
notes:
[s]ome texts do not mention ^brc (cf. Deut 18:10; 2 Kings 16:3; 21:6; Jer 7:31; 19:5).
Some texts use the phrase "give (b ;na) to molek" rather than the phrase "passing
through the fire" (Lev 18:21; Lev 20:2-3). Others substitute the phrase "to bum pptii)
children in the fire" (Jer 7:31; 19:5). Several texts lack the reference to location in the
Hinnom Valley and/or tophet (Lev 18:21; Lev 20:2-3; Deut 18:10; 2 Kings 16:3; 21:6;
Jer 32:35).
This has led scholars to conclusions of different practices being involved in different
contexts.35
2Kgs 23:10, as has been noted above, is the sole verse in Kings that relates to a
fire ritual involving children, which makes also explicit reference to Topheth and to
the cult ofMolech. In this way, the passage closely resembles Jeremiah's texts with a
34 In addition to these, the reference to the Molech cult is also considered to be present in Isa 30:33, in
which some favour emendation of i|bn to ^ba; see HALOT 1:592; Blenkinsopp (2000:422-23);
Schmidt (2000:913 [tentatively]); Clements (1980:253-54); cf. Day (1989:17). Others emend ^bra to
■^bb also in Isa 57:9; see Zevit (2001:530 n. 57); cf. Day (1989:50-52). The mention of ^bn in the MT
of lKgs 11:7, seen as a confusion of Molech with Milcom, is generally excluded from the Molech cult
debate. For a detailed investigation of the subject of the Molech cult with the study of a number of
other implicit references in the Hebrew Bible, see the monographs by Day (1989) and Heider (1985);
for brief overviews of the issues involved, see Day (2000:209-212); Heider (DDD 1090-97 and ABD
4:895-98).
35 While Day (1989:15-20; 2000:210-12) and Smith (20022:171-81) see in these texts the reference
primarily to human sacrifice, others differentiate more between individual contexts, in which the texts
relating to a ritual involving children are found. Zevit (2001:550-52 and n. 129) thus discusses three
different contexts with different practices: 1) child sacrifice (Isa 57:5-13; 2Kgs 3:27; Ps 106:37); 2)
dedication to a deity (e.g. Jer 32:35; Deut 18:10; 2Kgs 16:3; 17:17) and 3) possibly a funerary ritual
(Jer 7:32; 19:5; 32:35; 2Kgs 17:31). Barrick (2002:91-2) proposes these contexts: 1) 'a special
emergency rite involving the sacrifice of a child' (2Kgs 3:27); 2) 'a ritual "passing" of children for
divinatory purposes' (Deut 18:10; 2Kgs 16:3; 17:17; 21:6; 23:10) and 3) 'a sacrificial "burning" of
children' (e.g. Deut 12:31; 2Kgs 17:31). Cf. Weinfeld (1972:140-49, 154); Cogan (1974:77-83).
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prominent occurrence of Topheth and with one verse referring also to Molech in a
fire rite context. Though 2Kgs 23:10 is regarded by a number of scholars as a
secondary text in the reform report of Josiah, similarities of this verse with the
passages in Jeremiah have been little explored in the literary analyses of the
development of the original reform report.36 However, a significant new
reassessment of the relationship between 2Kgs 23:10 and the texts in Jeremiah is
Barrick's recent examination of 23:10 in connection with Jer 7:31; 19:5; 32:35, in
which he entertains the possibility that 23:10 might have actually been dependent on
the prose texts in Jeremiah, though later in his argument he also proposes that 23:10
'is a late inter-textual harmonization of Lev. 18:21 and 20:2-5 with Deut. 18:10'.37
The relationship between 2Kgs 23:10, within its larger context of the reform
report of Josiah, and the units in Jer 7:30-8:3; 19:1-13; 32:29b-35 is worth pondering
further. First, in all three passages of Jeremiah relating to a fire ritual involving
children, specific mention is made of nraa 'high places'. Jer 7:31 begins man mi
nsnn 'they have built the high places of Topheth' and, only slightly differently, Jer
3819:5 and 32:35 read bann rnnirnx uawrm 'they built the high places of Baal'. The
references to man in these three texts of Jeremiah constitute half of all the references
to high place(s) in the whole Jeremiah corpus.39 This may appear significant in
regard to 2Kgs 23, the chapter in its present form having a dense concentration on
the maa theme, even though v. 10 referring to the fire rite does not specifically
contain man but speaks only of the defilement of Topheth. Both the three texts in
36 For 2Kgs 23:10 being identified as a secondary passage, see e.g., Montgomery (1951:534);
Hollenstein (1977:334); Jones (1984:621-22); O'Brien (1989:256-57); Eynikel (1996:247-49). Of
these, only Eynikel (1996:249, 346-47) submits that a 'later dating is probable' for 2Kgs 23:10
because of its similarities with the prose texts of Jeremiah. Cf. Gleis (1997:208-212) who on the basis
of his analysis of Jer 7:31, 19:5, 32:35 as well as 2Kgs 23:10 suggests that the linking of child
sacrifice with men is to be attributed to the deuteronomist. Spieckermann (1982:101-104), who notes
the connections between Jeremiah and 2Kgs 23:10, in contrary to the majority view however regards
2Kgs 23:10 to belong to the earliest stratum of the reform report.
37 Barrick (2002:81-103; quotation from p. 102).
38 As for man in Jer 7:31, LXX and Tg have singular forms but MT and 4QJera attest the plural. In Jer
32:35 only Tg has singular nan. Regarding the targumic reading in Jer 7:31, Gordon (1975:54)
comments that 'ftjhe vowels were added at a quite late stage in the history of the transmission of the
Targums'. Since the consonants of the Aramaic ran can represent either the singular or plural form of
the word, Tg is not a particularly strong witness in this case (apart from LXX) and in Jer 32:35 in
favor of the singular form of its Hebrew Vorlage. For criticism of suggestions to emend the plural man
in Jer 7:31 to a singular form see Gleis (1997:209-10).
39 The other three are Jer 17:3 (This verse is missing in LXX through a possible haplography; see
Parke-Taylor 2000:28); 26:18 (33:18LXX reads aloog) and 48:35 (3H35LXX reads pupou). For the
rendering of Hebrew nan by Greek pupo:; in Jer 7:31; 32:35 (39:35LXX) and 48:35 (3H35LXX) see
the discussion in Barr (1985:20-27).
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Jeremiah (7:31; 19:5; 32:35) and the complex account of the reform in 2Kgs 23
portray a negative view of moa. They possibly represent a subsequent stage in the
development of this negative portrayal of high places that had already been present in
the original report of Josiah's reform with the description of Josiah's defilement of
high places in 2Kgs 23:8a.
Second, all three texts in Jeremiah share with 2Kgs 23:10 the employment of
'to defile' in the contexts of fire ritual involving children. As has been observed
previously (p. 81), xats was the particular verb used in connection with rrm in the
original version of Josiah's reform (rrmrrnx xr:cn; 2Kgs 23:8a). In the expanded
account of the reform this verb further appears in v. 10, in which its application to
Topheth might have been indebted to its earlier use with man. At the same time xaa is
employed in v. 10 also in the context of a fire ritual involving children and this
accords with other instances in the Old Testament where xaa appears within the
wider contexts of a fire ritual. Beside the texts in Jer 7:30; 19:13; 32:34, other cases
include Ezek 20:26, 31; 23:38; Lev 20:3 and Ps 106:39. It is hoped that reviewing
these with special attention being paid to passages in Jeremiah will contribute to the
elucidation of the nature of their relationship to 2Kgs 23:10.
Among the three passages in Jeremiah that include a mention of xots in the
broader context of a fire ritual involving children, Jer 19:13 is the most problematic
and therefore ought to be treated first. Jer 19:13 belongs to the larger section of 19:1-
13, which narrates the story of a broken flask interwoven with the Topheth theme.40
Topheth, to which the state of the city of Jerusalem is likened in divine judgment,
serves as a focal point in this text. It is in the last verse (v. 13) within this divine
pronouncement that the reference to defilement/uncleanness is made. The term
Dorian in the MT, lit. 'the unclean ones', is syntactically difficult and not easy to
interpret in its immediate context. It is taken by some as being in an attributive
position and qualifying rmrr "oba tdi obttfrr ma in the first part of the verse.41
McKane (1986:447) thus proposes that □,xaan serves in the verse as a 'limitation',
implying that 'not all the houses in Jerusalem had been destroyed'. The verse might
read as follows, 'The houses of Jerusalem and the houses of the kings will be like
40 Jer 19 is usually understood to consist of a nucleus describing broken flask episode (l-2a, 10-1 la)
and its further development dealing with Topheth theme (2b-9; 11 b-13); see recently, e.g., Craigie et
al (1991:256). It is the latter specifically, the Topheth theme, which is of greater interest in relation to
its links with the reform report in 2Kgs 23. For the view that Jer 19:1-13 is a unified narrative, see
Holladay (1986:536-38) and Lundbom (1999:836).
41 McKane (1986:443, 447); Zevit (2001:552).
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Topheth, the unclean ones, namely all the houses upon whose roofs offerings were
made to the whole host of heaven...' - not all the houses will come under
destruction, only those profaned through idolatry. Accordingly, this approach
understands, in the light of the reference to the houses 'upon whose roofs offerings
have been made to the whole host of heaven...' in the second part of v. 13, the
defilement of the houses as being caused by idolatrous practices. Such understanding
is close to other instances in Jeremiah where the defilement is described as being
caused by an illicit cult (crsiptc in Jer 7:30; 32:34).
The text in Jer 19:13, however, yields to a different understanding, if the term
in the MT is subject to emendation. Because of the obscure position of the
MT's a^atari within the sentence, in which it appears, some scholars propose it to be
emended to cxaca 'defiled' (or simply to c'KOts 'unclean') and take it as standing in a
predicate position,42 thus reading the verse as 'and the houses of Jerusalem and the
houses of the kings of Judah shall be like the place of Topheth defiled - all the
houses upon whose roofs offerings were made...'. In this understanding of the
passage the means of the defilement are not explicitly stated. Taking into
consideration the preceding verses in ch. 19, which portray images of a destroyed
city and people (vv. 6-9), some envision the defilement to be from dead bodies.
Illustrative of this is Carroll's comment that the houses 'will be treated like Topheth,
i.e. profaned with corpses'.43 Barrick (2002:215-16) suggests a similar issue
featuring in the events described in 2Kgs 23:10, in which the manner of defilement is
also not expressed. Barrick contends, arguing from Jer 7:32-33 and 19:6-9, that
contact with human corpses as the means of Josiah's defilement of Topheth may
have actually been envisioned by the editor of this addition in Kings.
It can be observed from the analysis of the reference to defilement/uncleanness
in Jer 19:13 that there are two interpretations with different implications for the
relationship of this verse to other texts that employ xac in the wider contexts of a fire
ritual involving children. While one interpretation of Jer 19:13, stating that 'houses
will be defiled', seems to be closer in line with 2Kgs 23:10, the other approach by
viewing defilement in v. 13 being caused by idolatrous practices shows more
42
BHS; Holladay (1986:535, 541); Craigie et at (1991:255); cf. Lundbom (1999:836). The
emendation finds some support in ancient versions: Pesh appears to render Hebrew LXX reads
(duo) tgjv dKaGapcfiuv (autuv); see Ziegler (1957:247) for slight variations among Greek witnesses.
43 Carroll (1986:389). See also Rudolph's note 'Die Verunreinigung geschieht durch die Leichen der
Erschlagenen.' (19683:126).
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resonance with the other two passages in Jeremiah that include xbe in their wider
contexts relating to a fire ritual (Jer 7:30-8:3; 32:29b-35). It is to these two remaining
passages in Jeremiah and few other references to xots in fire ritual contexts that the
next section will turn.
The texts in Jer 7:30-8:3 and 32:29b-35 both mention xbe in verses
immediately preceding the reference to the fire ritual in the Valley of Ben-Hinnom.
Jer 7:30 and 32:34 both concern csipai set in the 'house called by [Yahweh's] name'
as objects causing defilement (neb) of Yahweh's name/temple and then are followed
by the text denouncing a fire ritual involving children (oxb + rp^ jn 7;31; -|bnb +
Taunb in 32:35).44
Even more direct links between fire ritual and the theme of defilement can be
observed in a few texts in Leviticus, Ezekiel and Psalms. Lev 20:3 refers to the
defilement of the sanctuary (^anprrnx xbb) resulting from offspring being given (in:)
to Molech. Ezekiel 20:26 is the only verse in the Old Testament employing xrats in
which Yahweh is the subject of the defiling action: 'I defiled them through their very
gifts, in their offering up all their firstborn, in order that I may horrify them, so that
they might know that I am the Lord.' In verse 31 within the same chapter people are
warned that they defile themselves (xob in nif) when they offer their gifts and make
their children pass through the fire. There are only two occurrences of xr:o in the
whole book of Psalms with one of these two, Ps 106:39, appearing in the context of a
fire rite (vv. 37-39). The meaning of kbb appears here in this Psalm to be similar to
the last one mentioned in Ezekiel: people defile themselves by their acts, i.e. by
sacrificing their children to cno 'demons' (v. 37) and by pouring out innocent blood
(v. 38).
How does 2Kgs 23:10 relate to these texts with the theme of defilement
occurring in contexts of fire ritual involving children? It has been observed that in Jer
7:31 and 32:34, belonging to the wider units of 7:30-8:3 and 32:29b-35 that relate to
a fire ritual, it is the objects of illicit worship that cause the defilement.43 In Lev 20:3,
Ezek 20:(26), 31 and Ps 106:38 the mention of defilement is directly linked with the
fire ritual involving children. In 2Kgs 23:10, however, there is one marked
44
Regarding the relationship of Jer 7:30-31 and 32:34-35, many consider literary dependence of the
latter on the former; see, e.g., Rudolph (19683:213-15) Holladay (1989:207, 219); Parke-Taylor
(2000:195); Levin (2003:234).
45 The question relating to Jer 19:13 within the wider context of 19:1-13 remains open, depending on
the view of cxntin in the MT; see our discussion on pp. 142-43.
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difference, demonstrated in a subtle way, from these other materials. For it is not the
illegitimate cult nor anything else associated with the fire ritual, which defiles. This
time the verb is used to denote Josiah's own act against the place known for its
illegitimate cultic practices. In one respect, the employment of kge in 2Kgs 23:10
belongs to an elaboration of an earlier narrative of Josiah's reform where this term
was linked primarily with rraa. However, in the new setting of v. 10, xqe is also used
within the context of a fire ritual in a manner contrasting with its use elsewhere in
contexts of fire ritual involving children.46 Although the texts in Leviticus, Ezekiel
and Psalms are relevant here, it appears that 2Kgs 23:10 was formed particularly in
relation to the texts revolving around the fire ritual in Jeremiah since there are some
other links between the developed text of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23, of which v. 10
is part, and the texts in Jeremiah 7; 19 and 32. We have already noted, for example,
the specific use ofmaa in the three passages of Jeremiah and the high presence of this
term in lately developed 2Kgs 23. Further, the terms and □,sip2f of Jer 7:31 and
32:34 find some reminiscence in the language of 2Kgs 23:13 that narrates Josiah's
acts against the high places of non-Yahwistic deities (referred to as built by
Solomon; cf. lKgs 11:5, 7, 33). Two of the deities mentioned in v. 13 in relation to
the defilement of the high places are specifically termed as ppc, Astarte 'the
detestable idol' of the Sidonians and Chemosh 'the detestable idol' of Moab.47 Thus
v. 13 also seems to corroborate to some extent v. 10 as counterbalancing the use of
language in Jeremianic fire rite contexts.
With a wider horizon it is emerging from examination of material in Kings and
Jeremiah that there was not only one way influence from Jer 7:30-8:3; 19:1-13 and
32:29b-35 on the shaping of2Kgs 23:10 in the developing account of Josiah's reform
in Kings, but it is likely that the texts pertaining to fire ritual involving children in
Jeremiah have also been influenced by features from the material relating to fire
ritual in Kings shared with Chronicles. Two texts in Kings and their counterparts in
Chronicles in particular relate to this issue, the stories of king Ahaz (2Kgs 16:1-
20//2Chr 28:1-27) and Manasseh (2Kgs 21:1-18//2Chr 33:1-20).
These two stories share several characteristic features. Except for the final part
of Manasseh's story in Chronicles (33:11-17), both Ahaz and Manasseh are
46
Again, one exception could be Jer 19:13 ifQ'Katsn is emended to (or simply to cneb).
47
Sg. pp'ii is used in the Hebrew Bible only in lKgs 11:5, 7 (2x), 2Kgs 23:13 (2x), Dan 11:31 and
12:11.
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portrayed negatively in the two histories. The accounts begin with the note in regnal
frameworks to these two kings that Ahaz and Manasseh did not do what was
right(=did evil) in the eyes of Yahweh (Tirn ntorx'n in 2Kgs 16:2//2Chr 28:1; inn ton
in 2Kgs 21:2//2Chr 33:2). There follow lists of illegitimate cultic practices, within
which the accounts of both kings include the reference to fire ritual involving
children (2Kgs 16:3b-4//2Chr 28:2b-4; 2Kgs 21:3-9//2Chr 33:3-9). One may note
that concerning Ahaz's account in Kings and Chronicles the reference to fire ritual
actually appears first in the list following the introductory royal formula. The stories
of kings Ahaz and Manasseh both also mention rajnn in the phrase
bx-ifcr to to?: [cnx; 2Kgs 16:3] mrr ramm -\m cn:n ntoirc 'according to the
abominations of the nations whom Yahweh dispossessed before Israelites' (2Kgs
16:3//2Chr 28:3; 2Kgs 21:2//2Chr 33:2)—with a small difference that in Ahaz's story
this phrase is placed after the reference to fire ritual involving children, while in the
story of Manasseh it appears at the start of the narrative before the listing of
Manasseh's cultic practices.
In the light of these shared features between the accounts of Ahaz and
Manasseh in the two histories, a passage can be brought into consideration from
Jeremiah which is commonly acknowledged to be the earliest of the three texts in
Jeremiah relating to a fire ritual involving children: Jer 7:30-31 appears structurally
similar to the narratives relating to kings Manasseh and (slightly less) Ahaz in the
two historical books. The parallel components of Jer 7:30-31 and the accounts of
Manasseh and Ahaz in Kings and Chronicles (with inclusion also of Deut 18:9-11 for
further comparison) can be seen displayed in the table below:





Evil in the eyes of
Yahweh 7:30a
Evil in the eyes of Yahweh
21:2a//33:2a
Not right in the eyes of
Yahweh 16:2b//28:lb
Reference to csiptf in
the temple 7:30b
Reference to minn of the
nations 21:2b//33:2b
(idifferent 16:3a//28:2a) Reference to mrm of
the nations 18:9b
Reference to fire rite
7:31
Reference to cultic
practices including fire rite
21:3-7/733:3-7
Reference to fire rite
16:3b//28:2b-3a
Reference to cultic and
divination practices incl
fire rite 18:10-11




First, Jer 7:30 begins with the evaluative expression nto + mrr mm inn 'do evil in
Yahweh's eyes', which is similar to the evaluations regularly occurring in the regnal
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formulae of kings in Kings and Chronicles, and further appears in Jeremiah only in
18:10; 32:30 and 52:2 (MT). The expression nto + mm Tin inn in Jer 18:10 points to
its use within the more organically connected account of the oracle of Yahweh with
an antithetic structure (see 18:7-8 being balanced by 18:9-10). There are no signs of
48the presence of deuteronomistic language in Jer 18:7-10 and the phrase 'in my
(Yahweh's) eyes' (v. 10) according to Lundbom (1999:812) echoes the earlier
statement 'in the eyes of the potter' (v. 4) in the part of chapter 18 picturing the work
of the potter. In both Jer 7:30 and 32:30 the expression nto + mm Tin inn belongs to
a context relating to a fire ritual involving children, while its occurrence in Jer 52:2
(MT) has a parallel in 2Kgs 24:19//2Chr 36:12 which is part of the regnal formula of
king Zedekiah. Although the phrase 'do evil in the eyes ofYahweh' is often regarded
as a stock expression of the deuteronomistic literature,49 it has been demonstrated
earlier in this thesis that it is peculiar to the regnal framework of the common text of
Kings and Chronicles rather than being characteristic of the material in Deuteronomy
through Kings (plus Jeremiah) in general.50
In Jer 7:30 after the mention of the people of Judah doing evil in Yahweh's
eyes, a reference is made to omptti set in the temple, which is followed in the next
verse by a depiction of illegitimate cultic activities. This is comparable with the
structure of the passage in 2Kgs 21:2-7//2Chr 33:2-7 regarding Manasseh and to a
lesser degree with 2Kgs 16:2-4//2Chr 28:2-4 regarding Ahaz. In 2Kgs 21:2//2Chr
33:2 after the evaluative comment that Manasseh 'did evil in the eyes of Yahweh', a
reference is made to mam of the nations, which is followed in the next couple of
verses by a depiction of the cultic offences of Manasseh. As noted above, a slightly
different situation appears in Ahaz's story in which the reference to mmn is made
after the mention of fire rite involving children. Still, these similarities in structure
suggest that the author of Jer 7:30-31 used as the basis for his text the format of the
passage borrowed from the shared texts of Manasseh and to a lesser degree of Ahaz
in the two histories.
There are also other indicators pointing to Jer 7:30-31 being more heavily
dependent on the shared text of Manasseh. The story of Manasseh in its portrayal of
cultic practices frequently refers to building activity: Manasseh builds high places
(21:3//33:3), he erects altars for Baals (21:3//33:3) and builds altars in the temple
48 So Weippert (1973:60), Ilolladay (1986:514), McKane (1986:424), Lundbom (1999:811).
49 See e.g. Weinfeld (1972:339); Craigie et al (1991:117).
0 See chapter two of this thesis.
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(21:4//33:4) and for the hosts of heaven (21:5//33:5). Similarly, Jer 7:31 mentions
building activity in context relating to cultic practice. It refers to building the high
places of Topheth using the verb ma,51 which is the same verb used prominently in
the shared texts regarding Manasseh, occurring in 2Kgs 21:3, 4, 5//2Chr 33:3, 4, 5. It
may, therefore, be that the passage in Jer 7:31 with its use of ma + man was first
influenced by the shared material on Manasseh, before ma + rrraa later appeared in
parallel passages of Jer 19:5 and 32:35. If the shared material of 2Kgs 21:2-7 and
2Chr 33:2-7 lies behind the composition of Jer 7:30-31, this may also explain the
appearance of the extended phrase nann nma i:ai and not just nsnrrnx i:ai in Jer 7:31,
as maa would have been more natural to include under the influence of 2Kgs
21:3//2Chr 33:3. Another piece of information concerning Jer 7:31 that is of interest
for the present study is the tense used in nsnn maa uai. The w-qatal form of the verb
that appears in this phrase (as well as in parallel text of Jer 19:5), is also used in two
verses in the shared text of Manasseh in Kings and Chronicles, 2Kgs 21:4//2Chr 33:4
and 2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6 (3x). This can be another pointer to the influence of the
story ofManasseh shared by the two histories on the development of Jer 7:30-31,52
While it has been observed that the structure of Jer 7:30-31 (a) resembles that
of the texts relating to Manasseh and to a lesser degree Ahaz and (b) has probably
been formed in dependence on them, it is important to note that Jer 7:30-31 also
significantly departs in one point from these texts. The passages relating to Ahaz and
Manasseh in 2Kgs 16:3//2Chr 28:3 and 2Kgs 21:2//2Chr 33:2 include the allegation
that both kings followed abominable practices (rninn) of the nations which Yahweh
drove out before Israel.53 Jeremiah does not refer to nauin but rather has something
different in 7:30. This verse in its second part reads: 'they have set their
abominations (msiptf) in the house that is called by my name, defiling it (ixbbS).' On
the one hand it appears that the phrase of the second part of 7:30, talking about cmipm
in the house of Yahweh, depends in its content on recounting different cultic objects
being set up in the house of Yahweh in Manasseh's story (2Kgs 21:4, 5, 7//2Chr
51 Cf. Jer 19:5 and 32:35, both of which following Jer 7:31 use ma + rrran but unlike Jer 7:31 they do
not link this construction with Topheth.
52 Contra Gleis (1997:209), who argues for dependency of Jer 7:31 on 2Kgs 23:4ff.
53 It is interesting to observe that the warning not to follow the abominable practices of the nations is
found in a fire-rite context also in Deut 18:9-10. In other contexts, this phrase occurs only in lKgs
14:24 and 2Chr 36:14; cf. Ezek 12:16.
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33:4, 5, 7).54 On the other hand, the phrase is innovative in its use of the new
language, csipal and xbc, which has nowhere been employed describing objects and
practices in the texts regarding kings Ahaz or Manasseh. The term neb, being freshly
introduced in the composition of Jer 7:30-31, subsequently occurs a number of times
within wider contexts of fire ritual involving children in Jer 19:13; 32:34; Ezek
20:26, 31; 23:38; Lev 20:3 and Ps 106:39.
As has been shown earlier in this chapter, the developed unit of Jer 7:30-8:3
together with two other texts of Jeremiah (19:1-13; 32:29b-35) in the use of xqb
within the context of a fire rite involving children then became influential on the
formation of the late text in Josiah's reform in Kings, 2Kgs 23:10.
4. Astral Worship: 2Kgs 23:5, 11-12
The present text of Josiah's reform in Kings moves from narrating Josiah's
defilement of Topheth in v. 10 to describing the removal of horses dedicated to the
sun and the elimination of sun chariots in v. 11. This verse shares a common feature
with vv. 5 and (partly) 12 in that they are concerned with the worship of astral
entities.55 But while in scholarly treatments of these texts v. 5 is generally considered
to belong to the latest stratum of the account of Josiah's reform in Kings, vv. 11 and
12 are often ascribed to a literary layer different from that of v. 5. Verse 11 with parts
of v. 12 is usually seen as belonging to the oldest material within the reform
narrative.56 The chief reason for attributing an early date to these two verses is the
unique reference within the Hebrew Bible to the 'horses.. .dedicated to the sun' and
to the 'sun chariots' in v. 11, to which the mention of 'altars on the roof in v. 12 is
54
Thus, Kimchi could be right associating the term D-siptf in Jer 7:30 with syncretistic practices
presented in the texts of Ahaz and Manasseh; see McKane (1986:178). It is, however, irrelevant to
ponder over what historical value the statement has, whether it is referring back to actual Manasseh's
or later (Jehoiakim's?) period in Judah's history; see in this regard Thiel (1973:129); Lundbom
(1999:495). The links studied above between Jer 7:30-31 and the texts of Ahaz and Manasseh may be
purely literary and serve rather ideological purposes to the editors of Jeremiah in later times. An
attractive possibility and way forward in this regard is presented by Sharp in her recent study
Prophecy and Ideology in Jeremiah (2003) who argues for later traditionist perspectives being present
in the book of Jeremiah rather than significant components of material going back to the historic
figure of Jeremiah.
55 The phenomenon of astral worship with 2Kgs 23:5, 11 among other verses being mentioned is
discussed, e.g., in Smith (20022:150-51), Day (2000:151-66), Taylor (1993).
56
Montgomery (1951:534); Wurthwein (1976:417; 1984:453, 459); Hollenstein (1977:334-35);
Spieckermann (1982:107 and n. 165); Jones (1984:616); Pakkala (1999:175-79); Barrick (2002:107,
159).
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also closely associated as part of the theme of astral worship in these texts.57 Looking
closely, however, at some other significant language of vv. 11 and 12 it will be
observed that the argument which designates these verses as being original stands on
less secure ground, and that vv. 11 and 12 form an integral part of the material
introduced to the reform report of Josiah during a subsequent editing of the 'original'
reform account.58
Verse 11 locates the cult 'at the entrance59 to the house of Yahweh by the
chamber of Natan-melech, the official, which was in the parwarim/colonnades(?)'
(nmnaa ibx cnon qbaqm nrsmb-bx mrr-rra ton). The word mtab of this verse
designating 'chamber' is found once in each, Samuel (MT) and Kings, but occurs
more often in Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah and Jeremiah, and is most characteristic of
Ezekiel.60 In Samuel nsfflb refers to a hall in a local sanctuary serving as a place for
eating sacrificial meals (ISam 9:22; cf. 1:18 LXX). That nnajb generally signifies a
hall or chamber usually associated with a religious structure is apparent from texts
elsewhere in the Old Testament.61 What is significant about rotfb in 2Kgs 23:11,
however, is its association with a named person, which is a specific feature not only
of this verse but particularly of a number of verses in Jeremiah (35:4; 36:10, 20, 21;
cf. 36:12) and one in Ezra (10:6). This link of v. 11 with verses in Jeremiah, in which
rrorab are 'identified more specifically by the personal names of their builder and/or
present owner (or tenant)',62 contributes to our contention made previously of the
possible influence of features from Jeremiah on the later development of Josiah's
reform in Kings.
The 'chamber', nrtib, is attributed in 2Kgs 23:11 to Nathan-melech, a court
official, who is in this verse further identified as one but elsewhere is unknown in
57 Hollenstein (1977:334), for example, speaks about 'Konkretion und Details' in v. 11, which he
considers as part of 'pre-deuteronomistic' source. Spieckermann (1982:107) mentions in this regard
'die Abwesenheit jeglicher dtr Diktion und die beschrieben religionsgeschlichen Details'.
58 Cf. Campbell & O'Brien (2000:461-62) who contend that vv. 5, 10-12 and 15-20 all belong to later
revision of the account of Josiah's narrative in Kings which they call 'royal focus of the dtr revision'
(citation from p. 462).
59 The reading son finds support in ancient versions (LXX, Pesh, Vg). For MT's N212 being a later
development see Toloni (1997:143-69).
60 The occurrences of this term in the Hebrew Bible are lx in Sam (MT), lx in Kgs, 5x in Chronicles,
9x in Ezra-Nehemiah, 8x in Jeremiah (only chaps. 35, 36) and 23x in Ezekiel. In LXX of Samuel,
notib rendered by the Greek KaiaLu|iot occurs also in ISam 1:18, on which see McCarter (1980:55, 61).
61 This is noted in HALOT2:536-37. Some texts, e.g. Jer 36:12, 20, 21, also suggest affiliation of rotf?
with a royal palace.
62 Kellermann (TDOT 8:36-37).
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biblical narrative. His name, 'Natan-melech', contains a theophoric part -mlk,63
regarding which some scholars have invoked a relationship with the immediately
preceding verse that mentions the ritual of passing one's child through fire to
Molech. Heider, for example, comments that 2Kgs 23:10-11 'raises the possibility
that [Natan-melech's] very name might incorporate a reference to that part of the cult
which was performed in the valley below.'64
Another issue relating to the name of Nathan-melech in 2Kgs 23:11 has
recently been raised in connection with some of the epigraphic material, as one of the
Hebrew bullae bears the inscription -|b»n 122 -|bn3rab. McCarter in two of his recent
publications of this artifact from the collection of Shlomo Moussaieff attempted to
link the owner of the bulla in ancient times with the name of Nathan-melech
mentioned in 2Kgs 23:1 1.65 That such attempts need greater caution is pointed out by
Fox, who brings up Avigad's strict methodological criteria for establishing a reliable
link between biblical and epigraphic data with regard to personal names.66 Though
admitting some pitfalls in Avigad's methodology due to scant data,67 this has little
bearing on the fact that McCarter's identification falls short in one very basic
criterion, which is to have next to the corresponding personal name also a matching
title or epithet. Nathan-melech appearing in 2Kgs 23:11 is termed o,-io and this is
different from the designation ibon 122 of the person bearing the same name
occurring on the bulla studied by McCarter. Adding some further uncertainties
regarding McCarter's proposal, such as the bulla belonging to the material of an
uncontrolled provenance and the limitations inherent in relying solely on the method
of paleographic dating, it is safer to adopt Fox's 'cautious approach' (2000:32) and
consider McCarter's attempt, until there is more information from epigraphic sources
available, rather tenuous and unconvincing.
As noted above, Natan-melech is called one in 2Kgs 23:11, which is generally
considered to be an Akkadian loanword referring to a certain class of higher official,
63 On the group of names occurring in the Old Testament compounded with -mlk element see
McCarter (1999:145-46 n. 11).
64 Heider (1985:231); see also Weinfeld (1972:151).
65 McCarter (1999:143-53; 2002:46-48, 61); see also Avishur & Heltzer (2000:126). The bulla has
previously been published by Deutsch (1997, no. 2).
66
According to Avigad (1987:237) '[i]n addition to a corresponding PN, there should be (1) a
matching title or epithet and (2) genealogy of three generations and (3) chronological synchronism' in
order to 'establish a sound identification' (Avigad's criteria cited from Fox 2000:36-37).
bl For a recent study with modifications made to Avigad's methodological criteria see Mykytiuk
(2004).
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or a castrated servant or official. In the Bible the references to ono are noted at
passages depicting foreign courts, namely Egyptian (Gen 37:36; 39:1; 40:2, 7),
Babylonian (2Kgs 20:1 8//Isa 39:7; Dan 1:3, 7-11, 18) and Persian (Est 1:10, 12, 15;
2:3, 14, 15, 21; 4:4, 5; 6:2, 14; 7:9). Only on two occasions does o,-io occur to
designate a court personage in the time of Samuel/Saul and David (ISam 8:15; IChr
28:1). Later during the period of a divided monarchy the Bible describes the
attendant of Israelite king Ahab as ono in the episode of Ahab and Jehoshaphat's
encounter with the prophet Micaiah (lKgs 22:9//2Chr 18:8), this being the only
episode in which the reference to one is shared by Kings and Chronicles.69 In
addition to the mention of cno in Ahab's court, Kings refers to avo'io in two episodes
that are part of the material relating to the northern kingdom, the story of the
Shunamite woman (2Kgs 8:6) and the episode treating the downfall of Jezebel (2Kgs
9:32). It is noteworthy that in both these cases d,o,~io are termed courtiers who attend
to women, the Shunamite woman and the queen Jezebel.70 The term of the present
discussion also appears in 2Kgs 20:18 in the prophecy of Isaiah to the king Hezekiah,
in which the sons of Hezekiah are predicted to become □,o,no in the Babylonian court,
and then in the last three chapters of Kings that denote, apart from 2Kgs 23:11,
courtiers and one higher official of Judean kingdom being taken to Babylon (2Kgs
24:12, 15; 25:19). While the term cro^o in the narrative of Hezekiah (2Kgs 20:18)
has a parallel in the book of Isaiah (39:7), occurrences of this term in the account of
the last Judean kings before Babylonian exile (2Kgs 24; 25) share rather prominent
links with Jeremiah (29:2; 52:25). It further appears that the employment of cvono in
Jeremiah points to a process of continuation of use of this term in the last chapters of
Kings—that is, all the narratives in which avono is used in Jeremiah (29:2; 34:19;
41:16; 52:25) relate to the same period of Judean history as the narratives employing
□vono in the final two chapters of Kings. In addition to these considerations, perhaps
it is not then surprising to find ono added in the MT of Jer 38:7 to the name Ebed-
melech, which in the present form of the MT accords well with the usage of ono in
2Kgs 23:11. This later development within MT follows in the footsteps of earlier
68 The precise nuances of Akkadian sa resi as that of 0"~d in the Hebrew usage have long been debated
and need not concern us here. For more detailed discussion see Kedar-Kopfstein (TDOT 10:344-50);
Mankowski (2000:123-25); Fox (2000:196-203) and the literature cited there.
69 In contrast to 9 appearances ofono in Samuel-Kings, this term is quite rare in Chronicles, appearing
only 2x (1 Chr 28:1; 2Chr 18:8//l Kgs 22:9).
70 The context of these two episodes, in which service is done to women, has suggested to some
greater plausibility for interpreting mono as 'eunuchs'; see e.g. Gray (1970:527; 551); cf. Tadmor
(1995:317-25).
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formative processes, in which texts of Kings and Jeremiah employed cvono in their
development from the older traditions related to the final years of the Judean
kingdom. Finally, it is significant to note at this point that the shared text of Kings
and Chronicles relating to this period, which might be reminiscent of those older
71
materials, has no mention of □,/o,~id.
Returning to the discussion of 2Kgs 23:11, the final term anna, which
describes the location of the cult, is the most problematic. There exists a great
uncertainty surrounding cnre in 2Kgs 23:11, which is often regarded as a variant
form of a similar word -ms occurring in IChr 26:18.72 Although there have been
suggestions in the past of mis being derived from various languages (Egyptian,
Sumerian),73 a commonly accepted proposal by most scholars has been to view it as a
derivation from the Persian fra-bar designating a 'columned structure open at the
sides',74 hence obtaining the sense of 'colonnade' in late Hebrew.75 An innovative
contribution to the debate is made by Runnals who proposes on the basis of the
function of ins to view the origin of the word as being within Hebrew usage.76 She
states it 'should be placed alongside other Hebrew nouns which have been
constructed by the reduplication of the roof and, in particular, suggests the
emergence of ins 'from a reduplication of an original biconsonantal root pr'
(Runnals 1991:329, 330). In either way, being a Persian loanword or originating
lately within the Hebrew language, onns is commonly acknowledged as being
introduced in 2Kgs 23 by the editors of postexilic period. Of no less interest in this
71
Nonetheless, we are aware of many problems entailing the parallel texts of Kings and Chronicles
pertaining to the reigns of final four kings of Judah. The detailed discussion of the precise character of
the relationship of the text in Kings and Chronicles relating to this period would require a separate
study.
72 See Benzinger (1899:193); Driver (1900:673); Burney (1903:360); Stade and Schwally (1904:294);
Skinner (1893:421); Curtis & Madsen (1910:285); Sanda (1912:347); Montgomery (1951:539); Jones
(1984:623); Cogan & Tadmor (1988:288-89); Maier (1989:26); Runnalls (1991:325). However,
Yahuda (1947:88); Rudolph (1955:172) and lately Taylor (1993:179-82) regard the two words as
separate.
73 For suggestion of Egyptian connection see Yahuda (1947:88); for Sumerian Ostreicher (1923:54)
followed by Gressmann (1924:323).
74 Yadin (1983,1:238).
77 As early as Gesenius in Thesaurus philogicus (1840:1123) suggested a derivation from the Persian
word meaning 'summer-house' or an 'open kiosk'. The Persian connection is held e.g. by Davies
(1902:708 n. rp; Driver (1900:673); Stade and Schwally (1904:294); Gray (1970:737); Hobbs
(1985:335); cf. Cogan & Tadmor (1988:289). For the appearances of the word prbr in Arantaic-
Lydian inscription, origin of which is assumed to be Persian, see KA1 no. 260; Hoftijzer & Jongeling
(1995:935). For references to thd in the Temple Scroll see Yadin (1983, 1:235-39). In later Jewish
use, e.g. in Mishnaic Hebrew, the term refers to 'outskirts' or 'suburb'; see Jastrow (1950:1218).
76 Runnals (1991:329-31). Cf. Washburn (1991:72-73).
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regard are the occurrences of ins in the Temple Scroll of the second temple period,
in which this term is used in a manner that is comparable with the biblical usage of
Notwithstanding the fact that the horse and chariot imagery connected with the
solar cult has led some interpreters to ascribe v. 11 to the original material of Josiah's
reform in Kings,78 this verse in its overall perspective does not conform to this
conclusion. As the foregoing analysis has shown, v. 11 employs terminology linked
with the portrayal of the location of a cult that points to a later development within
the Kings narrative.79 There is no mention, for example, of nrtcb 'chamber' in lKgs
5-8//2Chr 2-5 relating to Solomon's temple and palace, nor is the structure called
□Tna found in these texts. On the other hand, nrmb in v. 11 displays a feature,
whereby it is associated with the personal name Natan-melech, which is reminiscent
particularly of texts in Jeremiah. It has also been observed that Natan-melech's title
in v. 11, ono, is increasingly employed in the last chapters of Kings and in Jeremiah.
Finally, the term amis of v. 11 while absent in early materials finds some resonances
in texts of the second temple period.
One further observation is relevant regarding the phraseology of v. 11. This
verse in its context of worship of the sun specifically mentions rrnrr 'sbo 'kings of
77 On ins in the Temple Scroll and in biblical usage, see studies by Yadin (1983:235-39); Maier
(1985:90-91; 1989:26); Runnalls (1991:329-31); Taylor (1993:179-81).
78 It has sometimes been suggested that the image of horses and sun chariots in v. 11 finds support in
archaeological findings of horse and rider figurines from Iron age levels of ancient Palestine (see e.g.
Kenyon 1974:142; Smith 1990:31-32; cf. Holland 1977:149-52; Ahlstrom 1984:22-23). But this has
been firmly rejected by Taylor (1993:58-66) and Keel & Uehlinger (1998:343-44) because of several
inconsistencies between these artifacts and 2Kgs 23:11. The so-called 'sun disks' on the horse
figurines can be better accounted for as 'mane[s] with a forehead ornament' according to Keel &
Uehlinger (1998:343). Taylor (1988:563-64; 1993:32-33, 178) suggested a correspondence between
2Kgs 23:11 and 10th century BCE Taanach cult stand (and also Hazor terracotta quadruped of the
same period). But this, too, has been seriously doubted since the interpretation of the figure in the top
register of the Tanaach stand as a horse, which Taylor then connects with sun worship, is unclear and
open to question. Some take the image to be bovid rather than equid (e.g. Zevit 2001:321), others
reject the solar Yahweh cult interpretation of the Taanach stand altogether (e.g. Keel & Uehlinger
1998:158-60; Day 2000:161). Finally regarding the horses and sun chariots mentioned in v. 11, Keel
& Uehlinger (1998:158-60, 343-44) suggested an Assyrian connection, viewing a correspondence in
the note of v. 11 with the Assyrian practice of divination by the aid of horses and the sun god in the
periods of Sargon and Senacherib (cf. also Spieckermann 1982:245-56). Yet Uehlinger's suggestion
(1995:76) that this Assyrian divinatory practice was adopted in Judah under king Hezekiah is highly
unlikely considering that Hezekiah is understood as a reforming king in Judah. Given the uncertainty
surrounding these various proposals about horses and sun chariots in v. 11, noting also the late
elements in v. 11 in the depiction of the place where horses were stationed and, further, observing
greater similarities of v. 11 with v. 5 (see below) which is usually considered late, this substantiates
our conclusion that the present shape of the whole v. 11 comes from the later editors of Kings.
79 Cf. assessment of v. 11 as a whole by Taylor (1993:179).
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Judah', the phrase that has been noted to have a prominent occurrence once again in
Jeremiah (1:18; 8:1; 19:3, 13; 20:5; 44:9).80 In 2Kgs 23 reference to 'kings of Judah'
is made not only in v. 11 but also in vv. 5 and 12, thus occurring in the verses which
involve a common theme of astral worship. It is of further interest that vv. 5 and 11
share beside the notion of astral worship and the reference to 'kings of Judah' an
element of marked verbal similarity in their opening phrases.
2Kgs 23:5 ...rmrr -on: -rax nmarrnx imam
2Kgs 23:11 ...anab nmm -rahn i:n: max moiorrnx naan
81The verb naa in hiphil, meaning 'put an end to', occurs only in these two verses in
the whole book of Kings. It is frequently attested, however, in prophetic speeches of
Ezekiel and Jeremiah, and also less frequently in Isaiah and Hosea, with deity as the
subject of the action.82 Within these speeches Yahweh is often said to act in
judgment. Two of these pronouncements are particularly relevant to the present
discussion. In Jer 48:35 Yahweh declares that he 'will bring to an end in
Moab...those who offer sacrifice at a high place and make offerings to their gods'; in
Ezek 30:13 Yahweh says that he will 'destroy the idols and put an end to the images
in Memphis'. Comparing these texts with the account of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs
23:4-20 + 24, one may observe that Josiah performs almost the same role as Yahweh
in Jer 48:35 and Ezek 30:13, putting an end to priests (cms; v. 5), previously
appointed to burn incense on the high places, and to horses (moio; v. 11) dedicated to
the sun.
The phrase nmrarrnx mam in v. 5 is an open subject within scholarly debate,
especially with regard to the identification and function of cm:, which is a rare term
83in the Hebrew Bible, occurring only in two other places. In Hosea 10:5 cmcr refers
to cultic personnel in the context of calf worship at Beth-aven. But it is the
occurrence of cmcc in the second text, Zeph 1:4, which may shed light on the
significance of this term in 2Kgs 23:5. The immediate setting in Zeph 1:4-5 is that of
the oracle of judgment against Judah and Jerusalem, in which Yahweh declares that
80
Campbell & O'Brien (2000:461) note: '[a]s a category, the kings of Judah attract Jeremianic
interest'.
81 On ram in hiphil see, e.g., Stolz (TLOT 3:1298-99); Haag (TDOT 14:384-85). See also further
discussion in Barrick (2002:68-69).
82 There are 40 occurrences of rota' in hiphil in the Hebrew Bible, of which more than a half are in
prophetic speeches of Ezekiel (lOx), Jeremiah (5x), Isaiah (4x) and Hosea (2x).
83 Outside Old Testament, however, cognates to Hebrew -ins, nouns derived from the root kmr, are
common. They are found, conveying the sense of 'priest', in El Amarna, Phoenician, Egyptian
Aramaic, Nabatean, Palmyrian, Aramaic, Old Assyrian, Mari Egyptian and Syriac texts; see HALOT
1:482, Hoftijzer & Jongeling (1995:515-16).
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he will cut off from this place bmn -ixtf 'the remnant of Baal', cnnsn84 arc 'the name
of priests(?)', D,oa}n mMrrbi? nnnn^an 'those who bow down on the roofs to the
host of heaven' and csbca o'sncam mrrb cmajn cinntiran 'those who bow down and
85
swear to Yahweh and swear by Milcom In both Zeph 1:4-5 and 2Kgs 23:5 d'-iod
appear in contexts which concern astral worship (cram xasb rrmrrbi? onnntian in Zeph
1:5; bsbi mbrabi rrTbi 2toEib86...D"nDpr:n in 2Kgs 23:5). Spieckermann in fact
proposed cr-ras in the Old Testament to be identified as astral priests. He based this
contention on observation of parallels between the biblical usage of □,-m and the
occurrence of the Aramaic ~ra: in association with astral deities in KAI 225 and
226.87 The traditional understanding of anas in the Bible has been that of priests of
foreign gods, which have been contrasted with oana, which are perceived as
Yahwistic priests.88 Ben Zvi (1991 b:67-68) contends, however, that such a strict
distinction between and cons is unnecessary and unrealistic. The term n^ro is
used in the Hebrew Bible for Yahwistic as well as non-Yahwistic priests (see e.g.
2Kgs 11:18, Gen 47:22; Ex 2:16), while crina may simply convey that these were
participants in 'wrong worship' (Ben Zvi 1991 b:68). What the verses in 2Kgs 23:5
and Zeph 1:4-5 appear also to suggest, however, is a possible association between
OQ
cnas and a particular involvement in the worship of astral deities.
A further element linked with astral phenomena in the account of Josiah's
reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 not studied yet appears in v. 12. This relates to worship
on the roof-tops (aan), a feature of the astral cult which appears also in Jer 19:13;
32:29 and the above-mentioned Zeph 1:5. In Josiah's reform report, 2Kgs 23:12 with
its reference to worship on roof-tops continues the theme of the astral or solar cult
from the preceding verse, which mentioned horses dedicated to the sun and sun
chariots. At the same time, however, it also develops earlier material lying behind the
received text of v. 12, which primarily dealt with Josiah's destruction of altars
84 The MT in Zeph 1:4 adds canarvcs after D-nnsn, which is generally considered a late gloss; see Ben
Zvi (1991 b:69-72) and the literature cited there. For the opposite view see Berlin (1994:75), Sweeney
(2003:68-69).
83
Following LXX1 that reads Kara tot) MeXxop.
86 The triad tine, rtT and cotin kds is representative of the notion of astral worship also in Deut 4:19;
17:3 and Jer 8:2. The unusual term mbro in 23:5, perhaps 'constellations', is a loanword from
Akkadian mazzaltu (<manzaztu) 'location, position of the stars'; see Mankowski (2000:86-87).
87
Spieckermann (1982:83-86); see also Uehlinger (1995:77-79).
88 See e.g. Zevit (2001:475, 572 n. 211), Cody (1969:14 n. 28). Cf. Wolff (1974:175).
89 Cf. Ilalpern (1993:131-32). Barrick (2002:68) and Ben Zvi (1991 b:67-68, 72) seem to play down
the significance of such a dimension for
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(pro + mrara). When studying the account of Josiah's reform in Kings in relation to
its counterpart in Chronicles, we have argued that the original text in v. 12 consisted
of a simple statement relating to Josiah's destruction of altars of Baal (bmn rnmrra ns
pnri/pm).90 It has also been suggested that the part referring to 'Baal' in the original
account was later transposed to be part of expanded material in vv. 4 and 5. In verse
12 the displaced material has subsequently been supplanted by two elaborate
portrayals of altars: one depicting altars on the roof of the upper chamber of Ahaz
made by the kings of Judah (mirr "obn rnx rrbi) aarrbs -\m mraTBrrnxi), and
the other portraying altars made by Manasseh in the two courts of the temple
(mrp-rva nnsn mm nm: ntosr-itfx mroTrarrnto). The first description of altars being
destroyed by Josiah is a continuation of the theme of astral worship from v.ll, while
the second portrayal establishes a link with the story of Manasseh (2Kgs 21:5//2Chr
33:5).91 The final part of v. 12 reading p-np brmbx D-isjrnx -pbtfm noa pan displays
close ties in some of its language with v. 6 as now secondarily developed, and we
have argued elsewhere (pp. 102-3) that this part of the verse is a late attempt to
compensate for alterations being made to the original material during the course of
the literary growth of that material.
In the above study of the development of the verses with astral phenomenon in
the account of Josiah's reform in Kings, parallels have been noted with several other
passages of the Old Testament. The most revealing among them for its number of
specific links with 2Kgs 23 is the book of Jeremiah, which in addition to Jer 19:13
and 32:29 mentioning worship on the roof-tops includes a further reference to astral
worship in Jer 8:2. It is worthy of note that all these three texts in Jeremiah relating
to the astral cult belong distinctively to the material that also deals with the cultic
activity involving children as victims of fire ritual (7:30-8:3; 19:1-13; 32:29-35),
which we have studied above (pp. 141-45) with regard to its connections with 2Kgs
23:10.92 The text in Jer 19:13 with its mention of worship on the roof-tops contains
within the same verse the reference to defilement in the context of the Topheth theme
usually linked with a fire ritual involving children. Similarly Jer 32:29 mentions
worship on the roof-tops in the context of Yahweh's oracle, vv. 26-35, that includes
the theme of fire ritual. It is, however, Jer 7:30-8:3 which seems to be the most
intriguing with regard to its parallels with the expanded narrative of Josiah's reform
90 See the tentatively proposed 'original' form of the account of Josiah's reform on p. 121.
91 See our discussion in the section 'Destruction of altars' on pp. 85-92.
92 On the possible astral aspects of the Molech cult see Koch (1999:36-45).
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in Kings since there is a linkage between the two not only in language related to the
themes of fire ritual involving children and worship of astral deities but also partly in
the arrangement of the material. The unit in Jer 7:30-8:3 concerns specific sins and
offences of people that led to the pronouncement of disapproval and divine
judgment. The first part of the unit with its doom perspective exposes the cultic
practice of fire ritual in the valley of ben Hinnom (7:30-34), while the second part
includes in its depiction of dishonouring the dead a trenchant comment on the
idolatrous practice of astral worship (8:1-3). This sequence of themes in Jer 7:30-8:3,
in which the issue of fire ritual involving children is followed by the mention of
astral worship, is actually reflected in the narrative of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:10-
12. Here too first v. 10 points to the condemnation of cultic ritual involving children
in the valley of ben Hinnom through Josiah's action of defilement of Topheth and
then vv. 11-12 follow narrating the elimination of the astral cult. Our earlier study of
the theme of fire ritual has indicated that 2Kgs 23:10 may have been drafted in
particular in relation to the materials mentioning fire rite involving children in
Jeremiah (7:30-8:3; 19:1-13 and 32:29b-35). The accompanying theme of astral
worship in the light of correspondences between these same materials in Jeremiah
and the account of Josiah's reform in Kings (see e.g. the worship on the roof-tops
attested in Jer 19:13; 32:29b and 2Kgs 23:12) may well have been developed in the
reform account in the same vein as the theme of fire ritual, that is, through the
contributing factor of materials from Jeremiah. The topical sequence in 2Kgs 23:10-
12 first relating to the practice of fire ritual involving children and subsequently
bringing in the notion of astral worship, which reflects the pattern in Jer 7:30-8:3,
only strengthens the case for the Jeremianic texts having been instrumental in
• . . . QT
assisting the literary growth of the narrative of Josiah's reform in Kings.
To summarize, despite the frequently expressed view that v. 5 is a late addition
to the reform account while vv. 11 and (partly) 12 are considered to belong to the
original material of Josiah's reform, the evidence mustered here suggests that v. 5
and vv. 11-12 are all later expansions of the source material relating to Josiah's
reform, which develop the theme of worship of astral deities. It has been shown that
in addition to the topic of astral worship, v. 5 has noteworthy parallels with vv. 11-12
in specific terminology as well as in the arrangement of the opening phrases, from
93 This point will be substantiated by observation of one more significant link between materials in
Jeremiah and Kings report of Josiah's reform; see pp. 170-71 below.
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which it may be concluded that v. 5 was introduced to Josiah's narrative together
with vv. 11-12. It is also reasonable to deduce from observations of the number of
links between 2Kgs 23:5, 10-12 and the texts in Jeremiah not only in terminology but
also in the themes and the arrangement of material that the traditions in Jeremiah
were conducive to the development and significantly contributed to the present shape
of the account of Josiah's reform in Kings.
5. Solomon's High Places: 2Kgs 23:13
The high places built by Solomon for Astarte, Chemosh and Milcom are the focus of
Josiah's reform activity in 2Kgs 23:13, a verse that displays distinct ties with cultic
innovations depicted in lKgs 11. It is in lKgs 11:7 that we read about Solomon
building 'a high place for Chemosh the abomination of Moab, and for Milcom94 the
abomination of the Ammonites' (cf. lKgs 11:5MT), and in lKgs 11:33 that we
encounter a note about worshipping deities, 'Astarte the goddess of Sidonians,
Chemosh the god of Moab, and Milcom the god of the Ammonites'.
The preceding chapter of this thesis has suggested that, given the close verbal
linkage between the wording of 23:13 and 11:33, these two verses belong to the same
literary layer and are primary to the elaboration in 11: 5(MT) and 7(-8).95 In any
case, however, neither 23:13 nor 11:33 can be considered in their respective contexts
to be part of Kings original material. Barrick (2001:442 n. 80) contends that 11:33
belongs to a subsequent expansion of 'Urtext', which dealt with Ahijah's prophecy to
Jeroboam (vv. 31b + 36-37a + 38) and which did not offer an explanation for the
division of the kingdom, but only stated that 'Yahweh is the ultimate cause'. Others
have argued that 11:33 is part of an elaboration of a more primitive oracle of Ahijah,
the core ofwhich basically consisted of 11:29-31(a).96 It should also be noted that the
LXX alternative account of the division of the kingdom in 3Kgdms 12:24o is a much
shorter text than lKgs 11:29-39 and has no details about a theological justification
for the schism, but only announces the split of the monarchy.97 All this gives support
94
Scholarly consensus is to read 'Milcom' (following LXX1 and Pesh) for MT's corrupt 'Molech';
see Mulder (1998:554-56); Cogan (2001:328); cf. Puech (DDD 575-76).
95 See pp. 83-84, where we have presented and followed Barrick's view (2002:205, 210-11) on this.
%
See, e.g., Knoppers (1993:196), Cogan (2001:344); cf. Nelson (1981:116), De Vries (1985:148).
97 Some scholars, e.g. Schenker (2000:214-57), Shaw (1997:64), regard the LXX alternative story as
being primary. Contra Talshir (1993; 2001:41-57).
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to the view that lKgs 11:33 belongs to an addition to the original material, which
98
was without theological justification for the kingdom's division.
While Barrick concedes that lKgs 11:33 supplements the earlier material, he
arrives at a different conclusion regarding the status of 2Kgs 23:13 in the context of
Josiah's reform. He maintains that, although the attribution of man to Solomon in v.
13 is probably legendary, this verse is indicative of some cultic phenomena, which
existed in the period of Josiah's reign and did not remain undisturbed by Josiah's
reforming measures. Barrick continues to suggest that the locational notice in v. 13
refers to a Silwan cemetery. Proposing a link between the tombs of the Silwan
necropolis and the cultic installations mentioned in v. 13 he states:
perhaps they were imagined to have been part of the "house" Solomon allegedly built
for Pharaoh's daughter, and/or the bamoth he allegedly built for three foreign deities;
perhaps several of these and/or the foreign-looking monolithic tombs had by Josiah's
day become associated with cultic practices to which the reformers objected."
Barrick's proposal based in part on archaeological findings, may seem novel and
attractive at first sight. However, the evidence for the tombs of the Silwan necropolis
corresponding to the structures that would have been imagined in Josiah's times to be
man built by Solomon is by no means conclusive. The Silwan tombs, surveyed most
recently by Ussishkin (1993), are structures hewn into the west slope of the Mount of
Olives.100 The text in 2Kgs 23:13, on the other hand, does not say, as even Barrick
admits,101 that man were cut out of the mountain. This verse simply states that man
were located 'east of Jerusalem (nbtiTT as'bn to the south of the Mount of
destruction (mrraomnb po^)'. Furthermore, Ussishkin (1993:316) notes a feature of
the Silwan necropolis, which distinguishes it from other cemeteries in Judah—
namely 'its location high up on a cliff and the difficult access to the tomb entrances'.
98 That some such original material was part of Chr's source, which could have been lost in the course
of Chr's adaptation of his Vorlage, is indicated by the reference to Ahijah's oracle in 2Chr 10:15.
However, in no way does this imply that Chr knew in its entirety the text of lKgs 11. It only suggests
that he might have been familiar with some primitive form of Ahijah's oracle, perhaps similar to the
notice in 3Kgdms 12:24o. See further Barrick (2001:419-50; 2002:196-215) for an argument that
much of 1 Kgs 11 belongs to later editions of Kings, which were not part ofChr's source.
99 Barrick (2002:213-14); citation taken from p. 214.
100 These are generally dated to the 8th century BCE; see Ussishkin (1993:325-28).
101 Barrick (2002:214 n. 122). In order to substantiate his contention of a possibility of cultic
installations being 'carved out of the mountain...rather than erected on top of it' (2002:214), Barrick
refers to in; 'in the mountain' in lKgs 11:7. However, the whole phrase cbahm U3"bi) im ina, of
which -im is part in 11:7, is missing in LXX and is usually considered to be a gloss; see e.g. Gray
(1970:273), Jones (1984:236), Wtirthwein (19852:131), De Vries (1985:142). Thus the text from lKgs
11:7 contributes nothing to one's understanding of a likely historical reality concerning the location of
mm referred to in 2Kgs 23:13.
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Another distinguishing mark of the Silwan cemetery is its lack of 'bone repositories',
typical of 'family tombs of that period' (1993:328 n. 27), which suggests that the
tombs in Silwan were not meant for continuous use. Rather, as Ussishkin (1993:328)
remarks, the tombs in the necropolis were mainly intended 'for the burial of a single
person or for a couple', implying that these were tombs of'high-ranking officials'. In
the light of these considerations of the specific features of the Silwan cemetery it
seems unlikely that some of its structures would have been 'recycled' in Josiah's
time for cultic use such as recorded in 2Kgs 23:13.
In addition to Barrick's problematic interpretation of the locational notice of
Solomon's man in 2Kgs 23:13, one of his other arguments made in the context of the
discussion of 2Kgs 23:13 also bristles with difficulties. Barrick (2002:211) lists
Solomon's nma of 23:13 together with 'komer-priests' of 23:5 as referring to
phenomena that 'existed in the Josianic era and were affected by his religious
pogrom' despite the fact that v. 5 with 'komer-priests' is regarded at another point of
his thesis to be an addition, inserted at a later stage to the original reform report of
the Josianic version of Kings (2002:66-73, 107). This inconsistency combined
together with his slightly unconvincing attempt to interpret the datum in 2Kgs 23:13
in reference to the Silwan cemetery weakens Barrick's overall argument for v. 13
being primary in Josiah's reform report in Kings.
The passage in 2Kgs 23:13 relates primarily to the notion ofman being defiled.
We have argued earlier (pp. 78-85) that the defilement of high places (xraa + man),
which also appears in v. 8 of the reform report, belongs to the composition of the
primary source of Josiah's reform. Did the original text convey also information
about where and by whom man were built as v. 13 does? Concerning other locational
notices within the reform report in Kings - for example dust/ashes taken to Wadi
Kidron (v. 4b), high places of the gates at the entrance to the gate of Joshua (v. 8b) or
the altar and the high place at Bethel (v. 15) - it is accepted by the majority of
scholars that they are part of secondary expansions of original material. By the same
token it is thus possible to contend that the reference to the location ofman in v. 13 is
a feature of the Kings editors' elaboration of the note from primary material, which
narrated simply the desecration of man at Josiah's undertaking the reform. The
additional information about king Solomon and the gods Astarte, Chemosh and
Milcom in v. 13 corresponds to the note of Solomon worshipping these deities in
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lKgs 11:33, and we have contended above that they must have come from the same
later editorial hand.
Finally, it is to be observed that the reference to king Solomon in v. 13 follows
the mention of two other Judean kings, Manasseh and Ahaz in the preceding verse,
both in connection with idolatrous practices. We have noted that the notices of these
kings together with references to 'kings of Judah' (mirr 'aba) in vv. 5, 11 and 12 do
not belong to the earliest stratum of the reform report. Thus the reference to king
Solomon in v. 13 fits well with the overall structure of the expanded account of
Josiah's reform in Kings, in which the kings of Judah are charged by later editors
with practices and activities associated with idolatrous worship.
6. Filling places of Illegitimate Cult with Human Bones: 2Kgs 23:14b
The elimination of rrnsa and d'hbJk in 2Kgs 23:14, which we have earlier argued to be
part of the primary source, is supplemented in the latter part of v. 14 with the
statement about the sites of these cultic places being filled with human bones. The
phrase dik rrmy oaiprrnx xban 'and he filled their places with human bones' has
been a puzzlement for some scholars: Eynikel (1996:272) regards this expression as
being 'special because it has little in common with other verses in the dtr history',
and Barrick (2002:41) concurs, considering the phrase in its context as 'highly
102unusual'. Yet this text may have a specific function within the structure of the
narrative of Josiah's reform in its present form in Kings. Long (1991:275) suggests
that the writer of the passage dealing with the bones in v. 14 'makes a bridge to the
following incident', which takes up "'the high place" of Jeroboam and the legendary
bones that characterize his memory'. It can be noted that tnx masy 'human bones' of
v. 14b appears also in v. 20 followed by a concluding remark about Josiah's return to
Jerusalem. In the final form of the text of Josiah's reform in Kings, the two phrases
referring to din rnasy in vv. 14 and 20 form an inclusio, bracketing the whole section
which concerns Josiah's reform activity outside Jerusalem in the north. Thus it is
possible to conceive that the additional cnx masy aaipa-nx xba,i, while constituting a
bridge with the following incident, also serves as a structuring device in the
elaborated text of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24. The later editor of the
narrative of Josiah's reform in Kings used chx mast; in vv. 14 and 20 as framing
102 See also Barrick (2002:143 n. 109).
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brackets, demarcating the portion of the reform account, which in its present context
deals with the expansion of the reforms to the north.103
7. Altar and High Place in Bethel: 2Kgs 23:15
The focus of the narrative of Josiah's reform moves to Bethel in 2Kgs 23:15. The
note about Bethel in this verse is consistent with the overall arrangement of the
account of Josiah's reform by later editors of Kings who introduced framing brackets
in vv. 14b and 20 using the expression mx rrmu, in order to demarcate Josiah's
activity in the north more clearly. It has been maintained at several points of this
study that v. 15 emanated secondarily from the kernel relating to Josiah's destruction
of altar(s). In the 'original' account of the reform proposed on the basis of a
comparative analysis of the two biblical narratives of Josiah's reform, one reference
to altars was made in association with Josiah's action against the altars of Baal and
the other in connection with Josiah's bone-burning on the altar (which thus defiled a
cultic installation).104 We have already discussed (pp. 89-90) how the phrase in the
103 Barrick (2002:41) refers to 14b as being part of'a Wiederaufnahme bracket with v. 20a(3'. In other
words, he views cix masy in v. 14b as belonging to the original version of the reform report and
dik mass in v. 20 as being part of a later edition. Alluding to Wiederaufnahme in this instance,
however, is problematic on two accounts. First, Barrick (2002:41 n. 49) when making a case for
Wiederaufnahme brackets in vv. 14b and 20ap notes the study of Kuhl (1952:1-11) who wrote about
Wiederaufnahme as follows: 'Es laBt sich...die Beobachtung machen, daB die Wiederholung dadurch
bedingt ist, daB in den ursprunglichen Text ein Einschub erfolgt ist, und daB nach solchem Einschub
der ursprungliche Faden der Erzahlung durch Wiederholung der letzten Worte, ja ganzer Satze und
zum Teil sogar groBerer Abschnitte, wieder aufgenommen wird. Wir wollen diese eigentiimliche
Erscheinung zum Unterschied von anderen Wiederholungen mit dem Ausdruck »Wiederaufnahme«
bezeichnen, da hierbei ja der ursprungliche Text wieder aufgenommen wird.' (1952:2).
Cf. the same subject studied earlier by Wiener (1929) who termed the phenomenon 'resumptive
repetition' (1929:2). In Barrick's analysis (2002:108), the original text of the reform report (his KH-2)
included among others vv. 13, 14b, 16(sic) + 18. Then the next version of Kings history (his KH-3)
included vv. 13, 14a(?), 14b, 15(7), 16a + 18. Finally the addition of vv. 19-20 (together with vv. 16b-
17) was made according to Barrick in the post-exilic version (his KH-4). The editor of KH-4, if
resorting to Wiederaufnahme according to Kuhl's definition, would have to resume with the words
from v. 18 at the end of his insertion of vv. 19-20, and not with words from v. 14b that are placed
somewhat earlier in the narrative of KH-3 which he edited. Barrick's argument for Wiederaufnahme
as classically stated by Kuhl here fails. It may be more likely, as we have argued above, that ens nias»
forming an inclusio in vv. 14b and 20 belongs in both verses to the same literary layer and originated
from the hand of the Kings editor who skillfully used this expression as a structuring device in his
elaboration of the earlier text of the reform. Secondly, the practice of Wiederaufnahme or resumptive
repetition while already recognized by medieval commentators (e.g. Rashi, Nachmanides), whether
being editorial technique or authorial device or both or neither is the subject of continuing debate
among scholars; see e.g. Seeligmann (1962:302-25); Talmon (1978:9-26); Trebole-Barrerra (1982:12-
35); Fishbane (1985:85-86); Long (1987:385-99); Anbar (1988:385-98); Brettler (1989:433-35;
1997:601-12); Gordon (1992:131-58); Quick (1993:289-316); Peckham (1995:366-71); Person
(1999:239-48).
104 See the tentatively proposed 'original' text of Josiah's reform on p. 121.
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primary material mentioning the elimination of the altars of Baal was transformed in
the subsequent editing of the 'original' account in Kings into what we read of altars'
destruction in v. 12. The language involving pro and rn/nara from the original material
concerning the demolition of altars is also borrowed in v. 15, in which it is applied to
Josiah's breaking down of the altar in Bethel. This new element of v. 15 with its
reference to the cultic installation in Bethel appears to have been made as though to
anticipate the coming scene in vv. 16-18. Nonetheless, as we shall see below, this
addition of v. 15 at the same time creates difficulties with the immediately following
verse, v. 16.
2Kgs 23:15 is overloaded in the received text with terms relating to the
destruction of the altar and high place in Bethel; and this testifies to a long textual
history. As has been shown above (pp. 79-80), 23:15 LXX indicates that the
inclusion of naa belongs to the most recent alterations made to this verse. In its
earlier stage of literary/textual development, v. 15 concerned the destruction of the
altar at Bethel with the vocabulary of pro and rn/nara being drawn from the primary
account of Josiah's reform and supplemented with the terminology, such as nsab ppn
and mm *ptB, taken from the secondarily developed verse 6.103 Only in its latest stage
was v. 15 expanded by inclusion of nan and by the reference to burning of nan as the
MT has it now.
The late occurrence of nan in v. 15 gives the impression of an attempt on the
part of an editor or scribe to reinterpret altar in that verse perhaps in light of lKgs
12:25-33, although this passage does not mention Jeroboam erecting man but rather
man mn (v. 31).106 Finally the reference to Jeroboam, son of Nebat who 'caused
Israel to sin', which goes with the addition of nan in v. 15, resembles the accusations
against Jeroboam in the material relating to the northern kingdom,107 and may in fact
have been added in v. 15 in relation to these. The mention of Jeroboam in the
expanded version of Josiah's reform in Kings also fittingly concurs with another
reference to northern kings in this account: in v. 19 reference is made to kings of
Israel erecting man ma, thus provoking Yahweh. This part of v. 19, being itself an
addition, is a further link between the elaborate story of Josiah's reform in Kings and
the account of the apostasy of the northern kings.
105 It is relevant to point out in this regard van Seters' comment that '[t]he description of how the altar
was demolished is simply borrowed from the previous texts' (2000:219).
106 Cf. Barrick (2002:47).
107 See lKgs 16:26; 22:53; 2Kgs 3:3; 10:29; 13:2, 11; 14:24; 15:9, 18, 24, 28; 17:21; cf. lKgs 21:22.
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8. Coda to the Story of the Man of God: 2Kgs 23:16-18
In the Kings account of Josiah's reform, the passage in 2Kgs 23:16-18 looks like a
conclusion to the story of the man of God in lKgs 13. The links between the two
narratives have been subjected to numerous studies, some of which while touching
on the nature of this relationship also gave attention to the wider context of 2Kgs
10823:15-20 in Josiah's reform account. Several issues arise from considering these
passages, and these will be addressed here.
To start with, the narrative of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:15-16 does not seem
to progress smoothly. In verse 15 we read about the altar in Bethel being destroyed
(yra), but the following verse, presumably referring to the same altar in the received
text, reports that it was used for burning bones and defiled. The implication of this is
that one of the two verses mentioning 'altar' (ram) must be secondary and this is,
indeed, what we have concluded above about verse 15. The depiction of the altar in
v. 16 with its reference to burning bones on the altar is primary and belongs to the
original material of Josiah's story.109
The account of Josiah's reform continues in 2Kgs 23:16-18 with the 'cemetery
scene'110 that reveals connections with the story of the man ofGod in lKgs 13, while
at the same time a few points of difference can be observed between the two
passages. One of them is that in 2Kgs 23 the prophet who shared the tomb with the
man of God is stated to have come out from Samaria (to in v. 18). In lKgs 13,
however, he is portrayed as the one residing in Bethel (nar in v. II).111 A likely
108 In addition to commentaries, see e.g. treatments by Barrick (2002:28-60); Van Seters (2000:213-
22; 1999:225-34); Herr (1997:69-78); Simon (1997:130-54; 300-307); Eynikel (1990:227-37).
Majority of scholars view 2Kgs 23:16-18 (or 15-20) as continuation or conclusion to lKgs 13 (e.g.,
Van Seters 2000:216; Simon 1997:131-32; Rofe 1988:171-72; Jones 1984:616-17; Jepsen 1971:171-
82), although they vary considerably in their insights about the literary development of these texts.
Dozeman's argument (1982:381-82) against the ending of the narrative in 2Kgs 23:16-18 and
contention that 'the theme of 1 Kings 13 is resolved by 13:32a' (p. 382) is not particularly convincing;
see criticisms by Walsh (1989:359 n. 10).
109 Cf. our discussion on pp. 105-8. Similar conclusions about the relationship ofw. 15 and 16 have
been made e.g. by Barrick (2002:48), Van Seters (1999:229) and Wilson (1980:188). Cf. Knoppers
(1994:197-98; 202-204).
110 An expression borrowed from Barrick (2002:58).
111 Barrick (2002:58 n. 109) is not sure of whether p-intin so—ibx x-aan in 2Kgs 23:18 refers to the old
prophet from Bethel who features in the narrative of lKgs 13. It should be noted, however, that the
distinction between the two men in lKgs 13 - one called the 'man of God' (the one from Judah) and
the other the 'prophet' (the one from Bethel) - is consistently maintained throughout the narrative in
lKgs 13 and appears also to be upheld in 2Kgs 23:16-18. Barrick, expressing his doubts about
identification of the prophet in 23:18, refers to Montgomery's translation 'and they left his bones
alone, the bones of the prophet who came from Samaria' (1951:535), who opts for interpretation of nx
as direct object marker in 23:18 and not as a preposition 'with' as other commentators do. This is in
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explanation for this divergence arises from viewing a larger context, in which the
phrase mentioning the prophet 'who came (xn) from Samaria' in 2Kgs 23:18 occurs.
The verb 'to come' (xm), which makes the description of the prophet in v. 18 out of
tune with the one in lKgs 13, also appears in the immediately preceding verse (v. 17)
in the phrase depicting the man of God (rmrra xz-rax DTibxi-nibx).112 Thus it seems
probable that the editor or later scribe happened thoughtlessly to repeat X2 from an
earlier line when subsequently referring to the prophet whose bones were next to the
bones of the man of God (v. 18).113
A further point of difficulty relates to the geographic term piotc in the prophet's
portrayal in 2Kgs 23:18. It is a historical datum that 'Samaria' did not yet exist in the
days of Jeroboam when the prophet is reported in the biblical narrative to have lived.
In lKgs 13 the old prophet's location is consistently given as being that of Bethel.
Accordingly, 'Samaria' is considered by commentators and biblical scholars to be an
anachronism in 2Kgs 23:18.1,4 It is also possible, however, that its occurrence in this
verse has resulted from confusion surrounding the integration of the ending of the
story of the man of God with an already existing narrative of Josiah's reform which,
as we have argued above (pp. 108-10), used the term fraui in relation to Josiah's
activity in the north.
The scene portrayed in 2Kgs 23:16-18 occurs with some variation in the
ancient witnesses, especially with regard to its making reference back to lKgs 13. In
the Hebrew text, there is an awkward repetition of xip -vm at the end of v. 16:
nbxn D'HS-irrnx xip -ittfx trnbxn orx xnp ym mrr -mr 'according to the word of
Yahweh that the man of God proclaimed who proclaimed these things.' The double
occurrence of xnp ~imx in the text of the MT as it stands seems redundant, which has
our view untenable position, because Montgomery is then forced to regard the two texts (lKgs 13 and
2Kgs 23:16-18) as being inconsistent in their reference to the Judahite, who in 23:17 and elsewhere in
lKgs 13 is called 'the man of God' but in 23:18, according to this interpretation of nx, 'the prophet'.
Although theoretically both renderings of nx in 2Kgs 23:18 - object marker and/or preposition - are
possible (cf. Clines in DCH 1:450 who notes that in transitive constructions a confusion may occur
between understanding of nx as object marker and preposition), the context clearly favors
understanding of this term in v. 18 as being that of preposition. This is also supported by the ancient
versions (LXX, Vg), which translate nx as a preposition 'with.'
This is a typical phrase, by which the man of God is also identified in lKgs 13:12, 21; cf. related
expressions in lKgs 13:1, 14.
113 This has earlier been proposed, e.g., by Benzinger (1899:194) who regards xs in v. 18 as
'gedankenlose Gleichmachung mit v. 17'; see also Gray (1970:738), Jones (1984:625); cf. Stade and
Schwally (1904:296).
114
E.g. Gray (1970:739); Jones (1984:625); Hobbs (1985:336); Cogan & Tadmor (1988:290).
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led to attempts to excise the second mp im or even the whole final part of the
verse.115 The apparent redundancy in the MT may be easily explained on the basis of
the LXX reading, which points to the text of the MT suffering from haplography.
The LXX version, being retroverted to Hebrew, reads after Durban f2TK in v. 16
c^nbxn '2Tx "izp'ba TTirnx Kfcm ]sn raTiarrbr ana dm-p nam,116 which suggests that the
whole line has been dropped out in the MT through homoioteleuton (DTibxn etx to
□Tibxn ).117 The LXX preserves details which are felt to be lacking in the narrative
flow at the end of v. 16 in the MT. For example it refers to Josiah noticing the tomb
of the man of God, which (as one might have expected) leads in the following verse
118
to his question about the tomb. This may indicate a genuine reading being
preserved in the LXX of 2Kgs 23:16, which precedes the corruption of the text in the
MT.119 A significantly different issue concerning variant readings of ancient
witnesses emerges in 2Kgs 23:18, in which the LXXl contains a more expansive
reading than other ancient texts. This deviation of the Lucianic reading in v. 18,
however, is explicable in terms of peculiar characteristics linked with this particular
Greek recension.120
In engaging with the issues outlined above, Barrick (2002:58-60) capitalises on
the few differences and oddities regarding 2Kgs 23:16-18 and its relationship to
lKgs 13 and postulates an independent tradition concerning the burial tomb of the
prophet from Samaria being shared with the man of God from Judah, which was
115 See Cogan & Tadmor (1988:289) and especially Spieckermann (1982:116-17 n. 187); cf. Long
(1991:276).
116 in Greek: kv xco eaiarm Iepopoap kv tf| eoptfj erri to 9uai.aoTfipi.ov Kai eiuaTpei|jac; rjpev toik;
6<t)0aA.pouc auTou etri tov raijiov tou avOpcoirou tou 9eou tou XaA.f|aavTOi; Tout; Xoyovq toutouc;.
117 The case for haplography in the MT of 2Kgs 23:16 has been argued in a number of commentaries
and studies including Benzinger (1899:194), Burney (1903:361), Skinner (1893:422), Stade and
Schwally (1904:296), Montgomery (1951:535), Gray (1970:738), Robinson (1976:225), Jones
(1984:624-25), Rofe (1988:171), Knoppers (1994:208 n. 70), Eynikel (1996:279), Fritz (2003:405).
Contra Barrick (2002:60) who preferring the MT reading, however, does not explain the obscure MT
text at the end of v. 16.
118 Jones (1984:624).
119 For recent discussions on haplography and the issue of omissions vs. additions in ancient texts see
Freedman & Miano (2003:685-98); Freedman & Dolansky Overton (2002: 99-115, 297-323);
Freedman & Lundbom (1999:28*-38*).
120 In place of MT's ynatfn to~imK toatn moss nx vn»s» mbo-i the LXX1' reads Kai 8ieau9r| to oara
TOU TTpO(j)f)TOU Toil TTp6aPuT6pOU TOU KaTOlKOUVTOt; 6v Bai9f|A [i£Ta TUV OOTQV TOU Ctt'OpCOITOU TOU 0601)
tou pkovtot; e? 'Iou8a Kai aeaailrikotot; travTa rd epya Taura a eiroiriorv 'Iuaeiat;. The LXX1 here
expands the older material in its usual manner by replacing pronouns with proper person's
identification and by 'completing the "unsaid" in the scheme prediction/fulfillment' (Fernandez
Marcos 1987:292). For fuller discussion of distinctive features of LXX1 see Fernandez Marcos
(1987:287-304; 1990:219-29).
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located near Jerusalem and which was unaffected by Josiah's devastating enterprise
at his reform. According to Barrick (2002:60) this tradition that is reflected in
23:16b-18 'antedates [lKgs 13:1-32] and was one constituent element in its
evolution, and evolved along with it.' One may agree with Barrick that 2Kgs 23:16b-
18 is in its development interconnected with lKgs 13:1-32. Doubts are cast,
however, on whether there exists a sufficient ground in the differences between these
two texts for advancing a thesis of an originally independent tradition lying behind
2Kgs 23:16b-18. It has been suggested above that the unusual portrayal of the
prophet in these verses is indicative of an imperfect editor's introducing or copyist's
reproducing material relating to the ending of the story of the man of God in 1 Kgs
13. In the other instances of discrepancy, the differences are easily explained in terms
of minor language adjustments prompted by the context of an already existing
account of Josiah's reform into which the ending of the story of the man of God was
integrated. Barrick's idea of an independent tradition lying behind 2Kgs 23:16b-18,
therefore, seems to have a little or almost no support in the differences between this
text and lKgs 13.121
In his discussion of 2Kgs 23:16-18, Barrick separates v. 16a with its focus on
the bones being taken out of the tombs and burnt on the altar from the rest of the
narrative in vv. 16b-18. This part of v. 16 is regarded by Barrick (2002:59) as
'unique in biblical record and probably hafving] a basis in fact independent of 1 Kgs.
13:1-32.' Barrick considers v. 16a in a more straightforward manner as belonging to
the original report of Josiah's reform and this in part correlates with our own
proposal earlier in this thesis, where we have suggested that v. 16a in its reporting of
Josiah's bone-burning belongs to the original reform account used by both Kings and
Chronicles. The point of departure between Barrick's understanding and our view
relates to the extent of v. 16a, which may be safely ascribed as being part of the early
source material. Barrick understands the entire v. 16a (nB~itCK D'-oprrnN kti ]sm
rararrby pittm o-naprrp masurrnK rtp1! nbtfn inn) to be part of the primary material of
Josiah's reform report. However, on the basis of comparative analysis with the
1:1
Moreover, the proposal of an originally independent tradition lying behind 2Kgs 23:16b-18 does
not seem to be treated with sufficient clarity in Barrick's study. For example, at one point of his thesis
Barrick includes Josiah's 'espfying] a particular funerary "monument"' of v. 17 as part of the early
text (2002:50), yet a few pages later he suggests that some of vv. 17-18 might be secondary (2002:60,
cf. 75) and further in his scheme of the compositional history of Josiah's reform he includes the whole
of v. 17 into the post-Exilic version of Kings history (2002:108). These divergent conclusions in
Barrick's thesis make his overall argument for an independent tradition laying behind vv. 16b-18 less
compelling.
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account of Josiah's reform in Chronicles it has been suggested in the preceding
chapter that only the part of v. 16a that relates more specifically to the burning of
bones and defiling the altar (inxnci raTorrbj; [ma^] ^pc"!) can be regarded as
122
reflecting the text in the original report.
This brief note subsequently developed into a fuller account with details about
the origins of the bones, thus providing a broader setting for the incident of Josiah's
burning bones on the altar. In the expanded narrative Josiah is envisioned to turn
around and notice the tombs 'on the mountain'123 (cc-rax c-aprrnx xti urm1 pn
inn), which is followed by his order to take the bones out of the tombs (npni nbci
onaprrp mas»rrnx) that are then burnt on the altar. With this introduction to the
bones, the earlier account that dealt primarily with Josiah's burning the bones on the
altar and defiling the cultic installation is set into a new narrative frame with a view,
at the same time, of introducing the 'cemetery scene' in vv. 16b-18. A significant
catchword in this regard is the expression crap 'tomb(s)' appearing twice in the
additional introductory part of v. 16a, which then re-appears in vv. 16b (LXX) and
17 with a reference to a particular 'tomb' that caught the eye of Josiah. In addition to
the use of crap, the phrases of v. 16aa and vv. 16b-17 share the focus on Josiah's
gestures and movements. In v. 16aa we read that Josiah c-aprrnx xTi...'|a,i 'turned
and saw the tombs', which is somewhat repeated in v. 16b (LXX) with respect to one
particular tomb - cnbxn cx -ap-bu vrirnx xci ]ci 'he turned and lift up his eyes
towards the tomb of the man of God'.124 This is then followed by another phrase of
motion/vision in v. 17 in which Josiah asks: nxn "ox -imx rbn ppsn na 'What is that
monument that I see?' The reading of v. 16aa, therefore, cannot be separated from
the narrative thread that follows in vv. 16b-18. These phrases in v. 16aa build on the
original note in v. 16a(3 about Josiah's burning the bones and defiling the altar as
they provide an explanation for the origins of the bones Josiah burnt and at the same
time serve as an introduction to the wider scene that follows in vv. 16b-18.125
122 See the discussion on p. 107. For Barrick's views of v. 16a see the entry in the biblical index of his
monograph (2002:269).
123 In 2Kgs 23:16, where MT, LXX1', Tg, Pesh have -im 'on the mountain', LXX13 renders tm 'in the
city'. This appears to be a scribal error.
124 See the argument above (pp. 166-67) that this phrase is part of the section lost in 2Kgs 23:16 MT
due to homoioteleuton.
125 Note that there was no need in the 'primary' version of Josiah's reform for an elaborate
introduction to the bones, which Josiah burnt on the altar, since the origin of the bones was simply
implied in the statement referring to tr-npn immediately preceding the reference to Josiah's bone-
burning. See our proposed 'original' account of Josiah's reform on p. 121.
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A conclusion can be drawn from this analysis that the opening of v. 16a has been
drafted alongside the development of material in vv. 16b-18, all of which has
evolved, as many obvious parallels disclose, in a particular relationship with the
narrative about the man ofGod in lKgs 13.
One further factor may have played a role in the way in which the early
material relating to Josiah's bone-burning and defiling the altar has expanded into the
present form of 2Kgs 23:16-18. In the primary material, the note
ins<r2t2vi rararrbj; [mns»] -Tin rather than pointing to disregard of the dead seems more
to emphasise the idea of the altar being ultimately defiled and made cultically
impure, with the bones being instrumental in this process.126 The subsequent literary
stratum in Kings, which supplies this early note with an introduction to the origins of
bones (v. 16aa) and follows appending the 'cemetery scene' (vv. 16b-18), moves the
emphasis of the original narrative from the defilement of the altar to highlighting the
desecration of tombs and (dis)respect of human remains. This shift in emphasis may
have been influenced by a text that has already been noted as playing some role in
the literary growth of the account of Josiah's reform in Kings. Jer 7:30-8:3,
previously noted in connection with a fire ritual involving children and with astral
worship, includes also a reference to the desecration of tombs. Jer 8:1-2 mentions
bones of kings, officials, priests, prophets and the inhabitants of Jerusalem being
brought out of the tombs and spread before astral deities, which they worshipped. It
is thus possible to suggest a further link between the text in Jer 7:30-8:3 and the
developed account of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 next to the already noted
shared interests in the Topheth theme (Jer 7:31; 2Kgs 23:10) and the topic of astral
worship (Jer 8:2; 2Kgs 23:11-12). The third link is the issue of the desecration of
human remains (Jer 8:1-3; 2Kgs 23:16-18), there being an interesting twist to this
theme in 2Kgs 23:18 in that the bones of the man of God and of the prophet are not
desecrated but left undisturbed.
126 Barrick (2002:173-81; 2000:3-16), contrary to this view, asserts that 'the burning in 23:16 was
more to disgrace the persons whose bones they were...than the altar on which they were burned and
which, in any event, would have been defiled by contact alone' (quotation from 2002:178). However,
the fact that v. 16 states that the bones were burnt on the altar and not somewhere else combined with
the fact that immediately after the phrase mentioning the bone-burning on the altar there follows a
note irtKami presumably referring to the altar, on which the bones were burnt, gives stronger support to
the view that 'bones' play rather an instrumental role in the defilement of the cultic installation.
Barrick (2002:60, 181), in order to maintain his contention that burning bones on the altar in v. 16
concerns more the desecration of bones rather than of the altar, has to take the phrase lnxnon in v. 16
as a secondary addition.
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In conclusion, it may be stated that 2Kgs 23:16-18 developed from a simple
note reading that Josiah 'burnt the bones on the altar and defiled it' into a pericope,
which has close ties with the story of the man of God in lKgs 13 and probably
evolved alongside the development of that story in lKgs 13. Other influences on the
growth of 2Kgs 23:16-18, however, also cannot be excluded and we have observed
that there further exist close connections between 2Kgs 23:16-18 and Jer 7:30-8:3
particularly in the notion of the desecration of tombs.
9. Josiah's Reform Activity in the North: 2Kgs 23:19-20
Based on the investigation of the texts in 2Kgs 23:19-20 and 2Chr 34:6-7 relating to
Josiah's activity in the north, it has been established earlier in this study (pp. 108-16)
that a more original reading may lie behind these passages which reported Josiah's
elimination ofmean to in Samaria and concluded with a comment on Josiah's return
to Jerusalem. If that analysis is accepted, the reading tto nto mton td'Sstx on
d'Sott nan nto/ron p-oaj from the primary material may have expanded in
2Kgs 23:19-20 in two specific ways.
First, a new clause oonnb bsofcr •obrc vto nto in v. 19 ascribes the erection of
niton Tn in the cities of Samaria later removed by Josiah to the kings of Israel. This
addition resonates with similar expressions relating to 'kings of Judah' in vv. 5, 11
and 12 (rrrirr oba ito/nn: -mx), all ofwhich have been suggested above (pp. 86, 154-
55) to belong to further stages of the development of the reform account in Kings.
Moreover, banto"1 tSd in v. 19 are made accountable by their act of building niton tn
for 'provoking' Yahweh.127 The crucial term our echoes in this instance a number of
texts in the story of the northern kingdom, in which Israelite kings are typically
blamed for causing Israel to sin, provoking Yahweh to anger.128
Secondly, the final part of 2Kgs 23:19 which reads nto im o-toan-bnn onb ton
bxTrnn together with what follows in 23:20 (except abmim nan) appears to be a late
attempt to reconcile the primary reading regarding Josiah's elimination of rnrann Tn
in Samaria (23:19a) with the secondarily developed account of a 'cemetery scene' in
127 Note that the MT in 2Kgs 23:19 does not have mrr'nx after cyan, while the divine name is attested
in ancient versions (LXX, Pesh, Vg). This sort of variation among ancient witnesses is also found in
2Kgs 21:6 (of. 2Chr 33:6) and Ps. 106:29. In lKgs 16:33, the LXX differs substantially from the MT
with regard to the phrase containing o-BDn. Elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible there are only three clear
instances, lKgs 21:22, Hos 12:15 and Neh 3:37, in which o-jzn does not have the deity as an explicit
object (not counting ISam 1:7 and Ezek 32:9).
128 See the term osd occurring in lKgs 15:30; 16:2, 7, 13, 26, 33; 21:22, 22:54.
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23:16-18, which in its present form implies the event taking place in Bethel. This
tendency of 'collapsing' two distinct issues - the one regarding rrman to in Samaria
and other the place of/(altar in) Bethel - by a later editor into one can also be found
in lKgs 13:32, in which the compass of the prediction from lKgs 13:2 against the
altar in Bethel is enlarged to include a pronouncement against rrmn to in Samaria.
Hence it may be concluded on the basis of correspondences between 2Kgs 23:19 and
lKgs 13:32 in their inclusion of references to 'Samaria' as well as 'Bethel' that the
expansion of the text of Josiah's reform in 23:19 belongs to the same literary layer as
13:32. Both texts probably reflect one of the latest adjustments between the original
material of Josiah's reform, which included that Josiah eliminated nmnn to in
Samaria (23:19a), and the subsequently developed narrative of the man of God in
lKgs 13 + 2Kgs 23:16-18.129
The statement in 2Kgs 23:19 maintaining that Josiah did to moan to
'according to all the acts that he had done in Bethel' is followed by further
explanatory remarks in the next verse. These remarks on one hand concern Josiah
slaughtering the priests of the high places and on the other the burning of human
bones. But as may be observed, only the second of these two actions, the burning of
bones, is stated in 2Kgs 23:16-18. Both actions as mentioned in 2Kgs 23:20 can be
found in the present text of lKgs 13:2, on the basis of which closer ties have been
suggested above (pp. 105-6) between these two verses. lKgs 13:2, however, in its
final form is not without problems as noted by Barrick (2002:40) and others.130 This
verse finds its fulfillment in 2Kgs 23:16-18, but only if the slaughter of the priests of
high places, not occurring in these verses, is set aside. It thus appears highly probable
that the slaughter of the priests of high places is a later insertion into lKgs 13:2,
belonging to the same literary layer as 2Kgs 23:19b-20, which includes the mention
of both the slaughter of the priests of high places and the burning of human bones.
Among these later accretions may be added lKgs 13:32 which shares with 2Kgs
23:20 the reference to Bethel and to Samaria.131
In view of the above analysis it may be concluded that the primary material of
Josiah's reform, which in its latter part comprised Josiah's bone-burning and altar-
129 Cf. similar, yet in some details different, argument by Barrick (2002:39).
130 See further e.g. I lerr (1997:71); Dietrich (1972:117); Noth (1968:292-93).
131 This position is in a certain way similar to that of Jepsen (1971:171-82) who viewed lKgs 13:1-
32a as a unity and understood 2Kgs 23:16-18 being part of the same narrative, and further argued that
this narrative was later supplemented by additions in lKgs 13:2b(3, 32b, 33; 2Kgs 23:19-20.
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defiling (2Kgs 23:16aP) followed by a brief depiction of reform activity in Samaria
(2Kgs 23:19a), has undergone substantial expansion and glossing in the book of
Kings. It has been supplemented in stages, first by the 'cemetery scene' in 23:16aa +
16b-18 that has evolved alongside the progression of the account in lKgs 13, and
then by further adjustments and glossing in 23:19b-20, making even closer the
relations between Josiah's cemetery episode in 23:16-18 and the major part of the
story of the man of God in lKgs 13 which, as has been shown above, was further
similarly glossed in parts of vv. 2 and 32.
10. Additional Note to the Main Text of the Reform Account in 2Kgs 23:24a
Much of the discussion concerning the literary growth of the additional note to the
major narrative unit dealing with Josiah's reform, which appears in Kings after the
Passover passage (2Kgs 23:21-23), has already been covered (pp. 116-20) in the
section devoted to the relationship of 2Kgs 23:24a and 2Chr 34:33a. The primary
material behind these two half-verses appears to be more closely followed by
Chronicles, and we have argued that the wording of that text may have read
pxrrp rrnmnrrbrrnx "im©^ -linn/ion. On the basis of the relative affinity between
rrainn in 2Chr 34:33a and in 2Kgs 23:24a, where both terms convey the idea of
detestation, and the fact that mbib: and crsptf of 2Kgs 23:24a occur together several
times in the Old Testament, a conclusion has been drawn that mamnrrbmnx in the
primary text of the additional note was later replaced in Kings by crbborrnxi
msporrbo nxi. Perhaps the reworking in Kings of the earlier phrase has been inspired
by materials in Deut 29:15-16 and Ezek 20:5-9 which, we noted, share interesting
links with the passage in 2Kgs 23:24a. Apart from the terms of detestation and
idolatry, the developed text in 2Kgs 23:24a includes expressions such as max,
and main, which are commonly associated with the notion of divination. Greater
similarities have been noted in the divination terminology between 2Kgs 21:6 and
2Kgs 23:24a, which has led us to a proposal that the development of the additional
note in 2Kgs 23:24a was shaped by the account of Manasseh's divinatory practices.
Finally, some further supplementation of the original reading may have been
achieved in 2Kgs 23:24a by minor additions such as 'Judah and Jerusalem',
specifying the land, from which the idolatrous practices were eliminated.
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11. Concluding Remarks
It is widely acknowledged that '[tjhe biblical text is the result of a continuous
process of redactional activity. Literature produced by one person, group, or school
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was reread and rewritten by later readers and writers.' The foregoing discussion of
the development of the account of Josiah's reform in Kings has noted an ongoing
activity of later editors in a number of ways in the literary growth of that narrative
from the earlier work. These may be summarized in the following points.
First, the major issues and themes belonging to the primary report of Josiah's
reform are enlarged in Kings by secondary developments and supplemented with
details in order to emphasise certain implications of these earlier themes. Thus it has
been observed, for example, that the issue of the removal of the cultic statue from the
temple in the original material has received substantial attention from later editors as
it has been developed in Kings into a detailed account of the elimination of all the
illegitimate cult and its paraphernalia from the Jerusalem temple and its precincts.
Second, the reform account in its present form in Kings builds on and develops
an already established fine thread between the primary report of Josiah's reform and
one other text, namely the story ofManasseh in 2Kgs 21//2Chr 33. It has been shown
earlier that the original text of Josiah's reform dealt with Josiah's removal of the
statue of cultic significance from the temple, which coincides with the account in
2Kgs 21//2Chr 33 about Manasseh erecting this cultic object (mcx in 2Kgs 21:6; bao
in 2Chr 33:6). The reform report of Josiah in Kings now thickens the thread with
Manasseh's story from its source, establishing a number of significant links with
Manasseh's account. Thus, for example, it has been noted that the appearance of
Baal, Asherah and the host of heaven in 2Kgs 23:4 may have been inspired by 2Kgs
21:3//2Chr 33:3 with its mention of all these three subjects. In 2Kgs 23:12 the
reference to altars in the two courts of the temple being built by Manasseh pertains to
their erection by Manasseh, noted in 2Kgs 21:5//2Chr 33:5. Lastly, the development
of divination terms in 2Kgs 23:24 by a later hand is related to the use of divination
terminology in 2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6. These parallels between the expanded account
of Josiah's reform in Kings and the story of Manasseh shared by Kings and
Chronicles are the consequence of subsequent supplementations and reworkings of
the older account of Josiah's reform in the Kings narrative. If they are placed
alongside other developments in 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24, such as the note about Josiah
132 De Troyer (2003:1).
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eliminating astral worship and defiling the place of fire ritual involving children,
which also echo the themes in Manasseh's story, an impression is created that Josiah
in the reform report in Kings acts as the one reversing the transgressions of
Manasseh. This emphasis on Josiah's reforming measures in terms which relate to
Manasseh's misdeeds, combined with the effort by later editors of Josiah's narrative
in Kings to lionize Josiah and amplify his actions, leads to a climax in 2Kgs 23:25,
wherein Josiah is said to have 'turned to Yahweh with all his heart, with all his soul,
and with all his might, according to all the law ofMoses' and to have been above any
comparison with other kings before and after him. Following this magnification of
Josiah, however, there continues the Manasseh theme in the next verse, which
despite previous assertions of Josiah's greatness and obedience to Yahweh states that
'Yahweh did not turn from the fierceness of his great wrath, by which his anger was
kindled against Judah, because of all the provocations with which Manasseh had
provoked him' (2Kgs 23:26). One may observe an interesting ironic twist in this
pronouncement with regard to all that has gone before in the narrative relating to
Josiah's reforming activities, prompting a question: why would one want to take
pains adding a great deal of detail to Josiah's reform while still reporting a few lines
later that Manasseh's sins have destined the reform to vanity? Why was it necessary
to provide the report of Josiah's reform with details, giving an impression that Josiah
corrected Manasseh's transgressions, if the blame for the exile would still afterwards
be laid on Manasseh's shoulders? Similar questions like these have led to a proposal
among some scholars for different redactional layers in this material. Particularly the
proponents of the so-called double redaction of the Deuteronomistic history have
suggested that 2Kgs 23:25 with magnification of Josiah belongs to the Josianic
redaction ending on an optimistic note, while the verses starting with 2Kgs 23:26 are
part of the second, exilic, redaction of the Deuteronomistic history, which updates
the earlier edition to the circumstances of the exilic period, ascribing the exile to the
corruption and sinfulness of Josiah's predecessor Manasseh.133 The same theme of
attributing exile to the wickedness of Manasseh appears also in 2Kgs 21:11-15 and
24:3-4. However, van Keulen rightly contends that in the case of 2Kgs 23:26-27 this
theme does not strictly need to be seen as an addition to the preceding text which
spoke of Josiah's magnification.134 He points out that the occurrence of mtzi in v. 26
forms the link with the preceding verse, where the same verb occurs displaying
133 See e.g. Cross (1973:286); Nelson (1981:83-85); Friedman (1981:7-8).
134 Van Keulen (1996:185). See also Rosel (1999:102-105); Albertz (2003:277-78).
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Josiah's total commitment to Yahweh, while in v. 26 it describes Yahweh's reaction
with anger on account of Manasseh's misdeeds. These contrasting actions of Yahweh
and Josiah in vv. 25 and 26, bound together with the use of the same verb 3io,
indicate literary connection between these verses.
It follows from this that the elements of the expanded account of Josiah's
reform in Kings, which prompt one to consider Josiah as a figure reversing
Manasseh's misdeeds, together with the note magnifying Josiah in v. 25 and the
subsequent record of the doom of Judah caused by Manasseh's transgressions in vv.
26-27 belong to the same editorial strand in Kings, with the main point in these later
developments being the seriousness and prominence of Manasseh's sins. The editors
of Josiah's account in Kings went into such a considerable detail in their expansion
of the original narrative in order to demonstrate that even Josiah, the great reformer,
was unable to do away with the disaster brought about on Judah by provocations of
Manasseh. If Josiah, who by and large reversed Manasseh's misdeeds was still
unable completely to rectify the faults of Manasseh's rule, who can? No one can. As
van Keulen (1996:197) notes 'the message imparted in 2Kgs 23, then, is that nothing
can make up for the kind of idolatry Manasseh committed'. This may well have
spoken to the exilic or even post-exilic audiences warning them against idolatrous
practices, which in the past led to disasters with permanent consequences like the one
of exile being caused by Manasseh's transgressions against the divine.
Third, the account of Josiah's reform in Kings evolves alongside other literary
expansions in other parts of Kings. It has been observed that 2Kgs 23:13 with the
mention of Solomon's nra: belongs to a literary stratum of Kings, part of which must
have been also some early form of lKgs 11, which expanded the primitive oracle of
Ahijah and elaborated the theme of the division of the kingdom by making a
theological justification for the schism with Solomon being held responsible.
Another text which belongs to the literary growth of 2Kgs 23 and has links with
other late developments in Kings is the conclusion in vv. 16-18 to the story of the
man of God from lKgs 13. This is more a obvious case, where both lKgs 13 and
2Kgs 23:16-18 (except the part in v. 16 referring to Josiah burning the bones and
defiling altar) may be considered as later insertions during the process of literary
evolution of the book of Kings. It is further interesting to observe in this regard the
relative proximity between the developed chapters lKgs 11 and 13 and then also the
closeness in the reform report of Josiah between their corresponding links in 2Kgs
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23:13 and 23:16-18. It has also been observed that the points of contact between
2Kgs 23 and other texts in Kings are then further confirmed by subsequent additions,
such as for example in 2Kgs 23:19-20 and glosses in 1 Kgs 13:2,32.
Finally, traditions of Jeremiah have been found of particular significance in the
study of the development of the account of Josiah's reform in Kings. This is not
surprising given the fact that scholars have long recognized phrases and idioms in
Jeremiah being shared with Deuteronomy and the books of former prophets. These
have been conventionally termed as 'Deuteronomistic terminology'. The passages in
Jeremiah (7:30-8:3; 19:1-13; 32:29b-35), which we have explored to a certain extent
in relation to the account of Josiah's reform in Kings, have been in one way or
135another assigned to the deuteronomistic influence on Jeremiah. " While some
136scholars pursue elaborate theories of deuteronomistic redaction(s) of Jeremiah,
others, however, have raised more cautious voices with regard to a deuteronomistic
shaping of the prose texts of this book. Sharp (2003:155) in her recent study of
Jeremiah proposes that 'the various points of semantic contact long noticed between
Jeremiah and the DtrH are likely due to more than one kind of literary relationship'.
Her analyses of 2Kgs 17, Deut 18 and the relevant passages in Jeremiah lead her to
suggest a 'mutual-influence model of the relationship between the DtrH and the book
of Jeremiah' and to a proposal that the traditions of Jeremiah might have been more
influential on other materials of the Hebrew Bible than has been previously thought.
In another article, Brettler argues against a simplistic view of one-way influence
from Deuteronomy to Jeremiah and suggests rather a more complex relationship by
stating that 'Deuteronomy influenced Jeremiah, but once this happened, the 'new'
book of Jeremiah had in some sense become Deuteronomic, and influenced
137
Deuteronomy.' The 'mutual-influence' model seems to us to account best for the
135 For various views of Jer 7:30-8:3 regarded to belong to the deuteronom(ist)ic redaction of
Jeremiah, see e.g. Mowinckel (1914:31); Rudolph (19683:54); Hyatt (1984:254-55); Thiel (1973:128-
34); Nicholson (1970:68-69). Concerning Jer 19, this text is traditionally thought to have been
comprised of an original core that was later overlaid with deuteronom(ist)ic editing; see e.g. Rudolph
(19683:125-27), Hyatt (1984:257), Nicholson (1973:163). For Jer 32:16-44 being perceived as a
passage from deuteronomistic editors, see e.g. Hyatt (1984:260); Thiel (1981:32); Nicholson
(1975:79). Rudolph (19683:213-14) considers Jer 32:29b-35 to be an insertion that borrows language
from a deuteronomic redaction (C source), while Holladay (1989:207) regards 32:28-29 to be 'part of
a late addition' and the following 32:30-35 to be 'a pastiche from genuine parenetic material
elsewhere, notably 19:13 and 7:30-31, and from genuine poetry.'
136 See e.g. recently Albertz (2003:302-45).
137 Brettler (1999:171-88); citation taken from pp. 187-88. For suggestion of mutual influence
between Jeremiah and Deuteronomy see also Levin (1985:64), and between Kings and Deuteronomy
see Lowery (1991:31).
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links we have observed in this study between some portions of Kings and Jeremiah.
It has been argued that the theme of fire ritual involving children might have first
found its place in the text of Jer 7:30-31 from the material relating to the reigns of
Ahaz and Manasseh shared by Kings and Chronicles. Once this text from shared
material of Kings and Chronicles established itself in its new context in Jeremiah,
where it has expanded and transformed into a fuller account of 7:30-8:3, this
developed material then contributed with its themes of fire ritual involving children,
astral worship and disrespect of the dead to the formation of the extended account of
Josiah's reform in Kings.
The preceding analysis leads to a conclusion that there were multiple causes
and factors that assisted in the development and contributed to the literary growth of
the primary account of Josiah's reform in Kings. The final shape of that account in
the inherited text of 2Kgs 23:4-20 + 24 with its manifold picture of the reform
measures and a rich network of links with other materials of the Hebrew Bible only
confirms the complex literary history behind it.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Ramifications for the Composition of the Story
of the Divided Monarchy in Kings
The initial enquiry into the relationship of Kings and Chronicles in their portrayal of
the divided monarchy at the beginning of this study, based on comparative analysis
of the regnal formulae and the royal cultic reforms, has indicated that the present
book of Kings displays considerable differences from the source material relating to
the period of the divided monarchy that was available to the author of Chronicles.
Following the initial enquiry, the detailed analysis of the parallel texts of Josiah's
reform in the two histories showed that first, the Kings version is a more expanded
form of an earlier narrative of Josiah's reform and second, it was this earlier text that
also served as a source for the story of Josiah's reform in Chronicles rather than the
vastly elaborate account in the inherited book of Kings. These conclusions are not
incompatible with the proposals of Auld (1994) that Kings and Chronicles preserve
an earlier source material common to both in their shared parts. As has been
exemplified above in the study of biblical accounts of Josiah's reform, we were able
to disclose how the book of Kings in one of its parts has grown into its present form
from a more elementary text that has also served as a source for the reform report in
Chronicles. In what follows, some other terms used by the two histories and texts in
Kings relating to the divided kingdom will be examined in order to see whether a
similar pattern of expansion in Kings from an earlier material shared with Chronicles
emerges.
1. 'High Places' in Kings and Chronicles and Literary Development in Kings
The subject of 'high places' has been much discussed in past research, mainly in
relation to what the word nan precisely means1 but also, to a lesser extent, in relation
to redactional theories of Kings. Relevant for the present investigation is this second
aspect of studies of man that relates to the theories of the compositional development
of Kings. Iain Provan in his monograph Hezekiah and the books of Kings (1988)
devotes considerable space to the discussion of rnna in Kings within the context of
the literary history of that book. Provan organizes his study around two specific
themes of entries on the southern kings, the nir::s theme and the theme of David. In
' On this aspect of rran see more recent treatment by Kogan & Tishchenko (2002:319-52).
his treatment of man in Kings he defends the view that the Hezekian historian
recognized the high places as Yahwistic, while the later exilic editor regarded them
as idolatrous. This delineation of the man and David themes, however, has been
... 9
questioned by scholars and criticized for being overly simplistic. For example,
Provan (1988:68) views man in lKgs 11:7(-8) as referring to cultic installations for
foreign gods (thus being idolatrous), but he assigns this passage to the same author as
passages with references made to man in the evaluative formulae of the righteous
kings of Judah (lKgs 15:14; 22:44; 2Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 15:4, 35), which are clearly
understood by Provan to be Yahwistic provincial shrines. In details such as these,
Provan's thesis does not seem to resolve satisfactorily the problems associated with
the ambiguous nature ofman in Kings.
A more fruitful direction for the study of 'high places' and its ramifications in
the compositional theories of Kings may be explored if the book of Chronicles is
included alongside Kings in this discussion. Giving attention to the occurrences of
m/nan in Chronicles, one sees the issues involved from a new perspective.4 The








1 Kgs 3:4//2Chr 1:3
[1 Kgs 11:1-40]
1Kgs 12:31,32; 13:33 (2x)//2Chr 11:15
[1 Kgs 13:1-32]
[1 Kgs 14:22b-24]
2Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 15:4,35 (all 2x)
2Kgs 17:9,11,29,32 (2x) [2Kgs 17:1-17]
1 Kgs 15:14 // 2Chr 15:17
1 Kgs 22:44 (2x) // 2Chr 20:33
2Kgs 16:4//2Chr 28:4
2Kgs 23:5,8b,9,13,15 (3x),19,20
[2Kgs 23:4-20 cf. 2Chr 34:3-7]
2Kgs 18:4 //2Chr 31:1
2Kgs 18:22//2Chr 32:12
2Kgs 21:3 // 2Chr 33:3
2Kgs 23:8a//2Chr 34:3
Chronicles






Cf. especially McKenzie (1991:119-22).
Though the actual term nan occurs only once, in v. 7, the text in vv. 7-8 implies several man being
built by Solomon.
4 See also Auld (1994:86-88) for the study of nan in Kings and Chronicles.
5 The occurrences of ni/non in the table are based on the MT. In the LXX, m/nan additionally occurs in
2Kgs 17:32 but is less frequently attested in 2Kgs 23 and does not appear in 2Chr 14:4.
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The middle column in the table displays passages with the occurrence of m/nan in
Kings that have their counterparts in Chronicles while the side columns refer to texts
with m/nan occurring only in one history or the other. It is noticeable that in majority
of cases where m/nan occurs only in Kings (left column) it is part of a larger portion
of text which itself does not appear in Chronicles (indicated in square brackets). Thus
for instance nan which is mentioned in lKgs 11:7 is in the chapter that deals with
Solomon's infidelity none of which forms part of the Chronicles account. Obviously,
the mere occurrence of m/nan in such texts has a little role to play in resolving the
question regarding these larger units being on the one hand present in Kings and on
the other absent in Chronicles.
On two occasions man occurs in Kings in contexts that are similar to
Chronicles but in these parallel contexts in Chronicles the phrases with man do not
appear. The first instance is the appearance ofman in two verses at the beginning of
the account of Solomon's reign (lKgs 3:2, 3). The text in lKgs 3:1-3 is the
introduction to the story of Solomon's vision at Gibeon, which is narrated in both
Kings (lKgs 3:4-15) and Chronicles (2Chr 1:3-13). The second circumstance relates
to the regnal framework of the southern kings which is a characteristic feature of
both histories, man in Kings occurs in the context of the regnal framework of Joash,
Amaziah, Azariah/Uzziah and Jotham (2Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 15:5, 35) but the parallel
context of regnal formulae of these monarchs in Chronicles is without a reference to
man. A further point of interest is that man is found in Kings in the context of the
regnal framework also of Asa and Jehoshaphat where the parallel context in
Chronicles this time includes a mention of man. It is this second circumstance
relating to diverse occurrences of man in the regnal frameworks of Kings and
Chronicles that deserves close examination. The texts that involve man in the regnal




vn'-bn mrp-DJ? cbrn mn Koicnnb pi ncrxb manm
Asa 2Chr 15:17
ra^bn cbej mn xnx-nnb pn bxnfcra no-sb manm
Cf. 2Chr 14:2 natfn manm naan mnnnrnx ion
DmmmnK mm mnsomnx
Cf. 2Chr 14:4 mnnmnK nmm mjrbnn ion
msb nnbaan apom oaanrnuo
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Jehoshaphat 1Kgs 22:44
niraro omtDpai dtqth can ma incrxb rnraan px
Joash 2Kgs 12:4
maaa cmapm omnia can ma ino-xb nionn pn
Amaziah 2Kgs 14:4
maaa cmopoi omnia can ma mo-xb mann pn
Azariah/Uzziah 2Kgs 15:4
maaa omopoi omnia can ma ino-xb maan pn
Jotham 2Kgs 15:35
maaa cmopoi amnio can ma mo"xb maan pn
Jehoshaphat 2Chr 20:33





men mai mm mnna mS nam
nmrra mmaxmnxi niaamnx
Jotham 2Chr 27:2 (no reference to naa)
ommtfo can mai mm bnmrbx xmxb pn
Cf. 2Chr 33:17 (Manasseh) mnaa omni oan ma 'lax
cmnbx mmb pn
The expressions involving maa occur in the regnal formulae as a criterion of the
king's evaluation. This use of maa in the regnal framework is particularly prominent
in Kings where there are six kings of Judah - Asa, Jehoshaphat, Joash, Amaziah,
Azariah/Uzziah and Jotham - who are assessed in the regnal summary on the basis of
their attitude towards niaa. In Chronicles, on the other hand, maa occurs in the regnal
framework of only the first two rulers mentioned in this regard in the book ofKings.
Two other points of significance relate to the use of maa in Chronicles. First,
there is a marked contrast in the treatment ofmaa with regard to the accounts of Asa
and Jehoshaphat and the accounts of other southern kings, particularly those
mentioned in association with maa in Kings. As already noted, Chronicles states in
the regnal formulae of Asa and Jehoshaphat that niaa were not taken away (2Chr
15:17; 20:33). At the same time, however, it is with these two kings that Chronicles
declares that niaa were removed (2Chr 14:2, 4; 17:6). The accumulation of
information related to niaa in Chronicles in the accounts of Asa and Jehoshaphat in
contrast with the silence on this subject throughout the regnal framework of Joash,
Amaziah, Azariah/Uzziah and Jotham is in comparison to Kings rather remarkable.
Thus it may suggest that it was mainly the kings Asa and Jehoshaphat about which
Chr's sources possessed some information with regard to man. The second point of
interest is the occurrence of the phrase enmbx mrrb pn nionn mnziT can ma bnx 'The
people, however, still sacrificed at the high places, but only to Yahweh their God' in
Chr's special material pertaining to Manasseh (2Chr 33:17). The reference to people
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sacrificing on 'high places' is not made anywhere else in Chronicles but is frequent
in Kings where it appears closely tied with the statements about the removal of man.
Therefore it seems highly probable that Chr is indebted for this phrase in his special
material relating to Manasseh to his sources containing the material shared with
Kings. A likely occasion to consider would be the regnal summary of Jehoshaphat
where Kings and Chronicles share the report about rnna not being removed but only
Kings subsequently mentions that people continued to sacrifice on 'high places'
(2Kgs 22:44b). Chronicles, on the other hand, refers to people who 'had not yet set
their hearts upon the God of their fathers' (2Chr 20:33b), which betrays
characteristics of Chr's own style.6 Chr might have felt free to relocate the original
phrase from Jehoshaphat's regnal formula to his special material on Manasseh (2Chr
33:17) and substitute it in 2Chr 20:33 with text of his own.
The foregoing discussion has already pointed out that Chronicles does not refer
to man in the regnal formulae of Joash, Amaziah, Azariah/Uzziah and Jotham in
contrast to Kings where such reference in the cases of all these four kings is made.
The prevailing view on this issue of difference over man in the regnal frameworks of
Kings and Chronicles assumes that the references to maa occurring in the Kings
history were simply omitted by Chr in his writing. The most frequently stated reason
for these omissions is that the reigns of the southern monarchs, to which Kings
applies the phrase containing maa, are often divided in Chronicles into good and bad
periods and that therefore Chr, instead of including evaluative statements relating to
a king's attitude towards rnaa as the author of Kings does, postpones negative
comments to the second half of his presentation of the king's reign.7 Considering this
perspective one is encouraged to see the logical thought of Chr, where Chr's
omissions are seen to fit into his holistic presentation of the material about the reigns
6 The verb yin in hiphil stem is a frequent term in Chronicles (occurring 43 times; only 3 times in
Kings). The expression 'set heart upon god/[Yahweh]' in 2Chr 20:33 appears also in IChr 29:18, and
a similar phrase 'set heart to seek god/Yahweh' is found in 2Chr 12:14; 19:3 and 30:19. (The
expression nb/nnb yon 'set heart' is found outside Chronicles only in ISam 7:3, Job 11:13, Ps 10:17;
57:8; 78:8, 37; 108:2; 112:7; Ezr 7:10.)
7
Rudolph (1955:274); Williamson (1982a:319, 334); Dillard (1987:188, 198, 208, 215); Johnstone
(1997b: 137, 152, 163-64); Klein (2000:118 n. 9). This point is particularly highlighted by scholars
with reference to Chr's account of Joash, Amaziah and Azariah/Uzziah. In the case of Jotham it is
noted that the regnal formula in Chronicles (2Chr 27:2) includes a phrase which shares similarities in
language with the expression in Jotham's formula in Kings referring to man (2Kgs 15:34).
Nevertheless the term man itself in Jotham's account in Chronicles does not appear. See more on this
point in note 9 below.
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of Judean kings. However, this interpretation of the absence of the statements
relating to the king's attitude towards man in the regnal formulae in Chronicles in
places where they occur in Kings does not comport well with Chr's coverage of Asa
and Jehoshaphat's reigns, since the accounts of these two kings are also structured by
Chr into good and bad periods of their reigns. And yet the statements relating to man
are not omitted by Chr from the older source but rather preserved. What is more, Chr
includes in the cases of both Asa and Jehoshaphat further information about man
which has been considered to be in some dissonance with the statements relating to
man from his major source. On the whole, the case of Asa and Jehoshaphat,
therefore, seems to set limitations to the view which contends that the phrases
relating man in the regnal formulae of Joash, Amaziah, Azariah/Uzziah and Jotham
were omitted by Chr. The ambivalence which this view creates within the wider
perspective of the use of man in Chronicles could be overcome, if the absence of the
references to man in Chronicles and its presence in Kings in the regnal formulae of
the four Judean kings is assessed from another angle. In fact, we believe that a
stronger case can be made to see the references to man as additions within the wider
context of Kings than to see them as omissions within the wider context of
o
Chronicles.
A close study of the phrases linked with man in the regnal formulae of the
southern kings in the book of Kings shows that the first two expressions which
pertain to the accounts of Asa and Jehoshaphat are in their formulation slightly
different from the other four related texts. It can be observed from the foregoing table
that in lKgs 15:14 the particle pn does not introduce no-sb mann as is customary in
other cases, but appears in a phrase that comes immediately after. The inclusion of a
comment that 'Asa's heart was perfect with Yahweh all his days' differentiates lKgs
15:14 from all the other related verses which instead of this comment include a
statement about people's continuation of sacrificing at rnaa (cf. lKgs 22:44; 2Kgs
12:4; 14:4; 15:4, 35). In the account of Jehoshaphat, the phrase in lKgs 22:44 is very
close to the other expressions in related texts except that it uses pa at the beginning of
the verse where the majority have pi. It is interesting to observe that'only these two
texts, lKgs 15:14 and 22:44, which slightly differ in their phrasing from 2Kgs 12:4;
14:4; 15:4, 35 have a parallel in Chronicles. The expressions mentioning maa in
8 A proposal in this direction has been previously made by McKenzie (1985:104-105) and Auld
(1994:86-88).
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2Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 15:4, 35 which do not have their counterparts in the other history
are very uniform and very rigid. The idea that Chr would transcribe from the regnal
framework of his source the phrases with man that display some variation while
leaving out all those of rigid formulation, though theoretically possible, does not
seem as likely as the other option which asserts that it was a hand of the author/editor
of Kings which added very rigidly the expression crmra curt my nomb maun pa
mom omcspm to the regnal framework of each, Joash, Amaziah, Azariah/Uzziah and
Jotham, modelling the usage according to the evaluative formulae of Asa and
Jehoshaphat.4
Furthermore, the rigidity of expression in 2Kgs 12:4; 14:4; 15:4, 35 imposed
by Kings writers on an earlier text seems to serve a larger purpose within the context
of the book of Kings. That book, unlike Chronicles, tells the story of the Northern
kingdom where there is a similar, nevertheless distinctive, pattern of regnal
summaries for the kings of Israel as there is in the two histories for the monarchs of
Judah. In Kings the regnal framework of northern kings is brought under a common
frame with the regnal formulae of the southern kings primarily through synchronistic
notices. The northern series, however, seems also to be neatly interwoven with the
series of the southern kings through various kinds of literary and stylistic device. It
has been observed by scholars in the past that the evaluative formulae of northern
kings, while a little more varied at the beginning, show evidence of rigidification
near the end of Israel's story. Nelson (1981:33) particularly notices a more static
pattern beginning with the evaluative formula of Jehoash through to the one of
Pekah. This rigid pattern of formulation can be detected to have already started with
the evaluative formula ofJehoahaz (a king preceding Jehoash), which in its present
9 It may be that in addition to phrases mentioning rvm in the regnal formulae of Asa and Jehoshaphat
an expression referring to nran was also present in Chr's sources in the regnal formula relating to
Jotham. The text in 2Chr 27:2 shares links in a few terms, such as pi, xb, my and cyn, with the Kings
phrase mentioning nraa in 2Kgs 15:35. (In other terms, however, 2Chr 27:2 and 2Kgs 15:35 differ
considerably. In Chronicles there is a linkage in the phrase mm bmmbx xm/xzrxb and the verb nrra
between 2Chr 27:2 and Chr's special material in 2Chr 26:16.) Even if the phrase mentioning mnn was
included in Chr's Vorlage of Jotham's regnal formula, it does not greatly affect the argument about
author/editor of Kings being accountable for the effect of rigidity in regnal formulae created by the
repetition of exact phrases containing reference to mcy, since there remain three other very fixed
expressions mentioning nray in Kings (2Kgs 12:4, 14:4, 15:4) which share no links with Chronicles
and could be therefore intended by the editor of Kings to aim at such uniformity for a particular
purpose (see the discussion below).
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shape in 2Kgs 13:2 is a late reworking.10 The formulae from Jehoahaz to Pekah run
as follows:
Jehoahaz 2Kgs 13:2 mac nc-xb bxntonx x-Bnrr-nox carp cccm nxan -inx -\b^ mm Tin inn torn
(reconstructed with aid of v. 6) [bxntonx xmnn—itiix tocm-mc nxana i-crxb mn1 mm inn ton]
(Toarp dmt?)
Jehoash 2Kgs 13:11 pbn nc bxntonx x^nmntax tscrp cccm mxambca no xb mm man inn mton
Jeroboam 2Kgs 14:24 bxntonx toann max aarp cucm mxamban no xb mm maa am can
Zechariah 2Kgs 15:9 bxntonx x'ann max aarp ouam mxano no xb vnax ito maxa mm maa inn can
Menahem 2Kgs 15:18 ra,_bc bxntonx x'anmnsix aarp caam rnxan baa no xb mm maa ann ton
Pekahiah 2Kgs 15:24 bxntonx x'ann ntax aarp cram mxana no xb mm maa ann ton
Pekah 2Kgs 15:28 bxntonx x'ann max aarp caam mxamp no xb mm maa ann ton
The portion of northern material that deals with kings from Joahaz to Pekah is
framed in the book of Kings by the accounts of Joash and Jotham and intertwined
with the accounts of Amaziah and Azariah/Uzziah from the series of southern kings.
It may be highly significant that it is the reports of the reigns of these four kings from
the story of Judah that contain in their evaluative formulae the references to mac
which are not found in Chronicles. The evaluative formulae of the Judean kings are
reproduced below so that they may be compared with the evaluative formulae of the
Israelite kings.
Joash 2Kgs 12:3-4 pen amm imin max vtobc mm mm nam mtm ton
maec cnapni omara can ma no~xb macn pn
Amaziah 2Kgs 14:3-4 nto rex mv ntomscx bcc rex mne xb pn mm mce mam tor
maee cnapai ornate can ma no-xb maen pn
Azariah/Uzziah 2Kgs 15:3-4 rex tmsax nto "max bee mm maa nam ton
maee cnapai ornate can ma mcrxb maen pn
Jotham 2Kgs 15:34-35 nto rex imt» ntonmx bcc nin1' mac mam ton
maee onapai ornate can ma no"xb maen pn
1(1 The account of the northern king Jehoahaz (2Kgs 13:1-9) is considered to be a literary composite.
Some, e.g. Gray (1970:591-93); McCarthy (1973:409-10); Jones (1984:497); Provan (1988:166 n.
25); Eynikel (1996:84-86) view vv. 4-6 as a later editorial unit, while others, e.g. O'Brien (1989:205-
206); Campbell & O'Brien (2000:431-32) consider the secondary addition starting already with v. 3.
Cf. also proposals by De Vries (1978:119); Parker (1997:64); Fritz (1998:69-70). Verse 6 with its
comment on the attitude of the Israelites recalls king's evaluation in v. 2. A suggestion that this is an
example of resumptive repetition has been proposed by Cogan & Tadmor (1988:143-44).
It is possible to view under the influence of the later editorial activity within the account of Jehoahaz
the original phrasing of v. 2 being altered. Verse 2 in its present form displays close similarities with
the secondary v. 6. A later editor, responsible for adding v. 6, could in both verses combine 'walk
after/in sins' (typical in texts of earlier Israelite kings; lKgs 15:26, 34; 16:19, 26, 31) with 'turning
from sins' (typical in texts of later kings; 2Kgs 3:3; 10:31; 13:11; 14:24; 15:9, 18, 24, 28). Verse 2
seems to be originally without nnx pbn and the phrase beginning no-xb probably followed immediately
after mm mcc inn cm as is usual in other texts of this section in Kings. (An expression pbn nc at the
end of 2Kgs 13:11 is probably also an addition from the same later editor who added v. 6 and
rephrased v. 2.)
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The phrases which mention man not being removed that recur with regularity in the
regnal evaluations of Joash, Amaziah, Azariah/Uzziah and Jotham create the effect
of making the evaluation formulae on the whole more static and solidified as though
bringing them into greater conformity with the rigid pattern of the evaluative
formulae of the northern kings from Jehoahaz to Pekah with which the accounts of
these Judean kings are blended together in 2Kgs 12-15. Another observation of
linkage between the accounts of north and south in this part of Kings relates to the
use of mo with the negative xb. The use of this combination in southern formulae,
particularly in the phrase referring to moz not being removed (no-xb mnan p~i), runs
closely parallel with their use in the northern material in the context of the king's
participation in Jeroboam's sin (own rnxonn no xb). Connections such as these seem
to suggest that phrases referring to men occurring in the evaluative formulae of the
four southern kings have been employed as a special literary device by the
author/editor of Kings, the purpose of which was to integrate more smoothly the
northern series of kings into the material pertaining to the kingdom of Judah. This
has wider implications. The close links between phrases mentioning irm in Kings in
the accounts of the four kings of Judah and the regnal formulae of northern kings
give support to the thought that Chr used the text for his history, into which the
material of northern kings had not yet been built, thus implying that the series of
northern kings was incorporated into the material of the book of Kings at a later
stage. As can be observed from the table on the following page, a substantial part of
the series of northern kings is involved in the links with the southern formulae
relating to man. Thus it is legitimate to apply the reasoning about material that was
not present in Chr's Vorlage not merely to accounts of kings from Jehoahaz to Pekah
but virtually to the whole series of northern kings beginning with Nadab to the final
king Hoshea.
In the broader context of widely held assumptions about Chr's treatment of his
sources and particularly of the generally accepted contention that Chr omitted the
northern material from his sources, a question needs to be asked. Would Chr have
been aware, when he left out the material about northern kings, of all the literary
connections with the text relating to the southern kingdom so that with the omission
of northern material he would have also carefully eliminated every cross-reference to
that material in the accounts of the southern kings which he otherwise retained? This
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Nb.Thereisnoevaluativeform lat eaccountofSh ll m(2Kgs15:13).
seems highly unlikely." The alternative option, that it was the author/editor of Kings
who provided the subtle links within the story of the southern kingdom with the new
materials pertaining to the northern kings as he added them to the story of Judah
must therefore be counted as a sounder option.
2. Elijah-Elisha Narratives (IKgs 17-2Kgs 8[+2Kgs 9-10])
Traditionally the Elijah-Elisha stories have been understood as pre-Deuteronomistic
narratives that were integrated into the composition of Deuteronomistic History by
its editor(s).12 More recently, a guild of scholars ascribe to a number of these stories
13
a later date of composition and take them as post-Deuteronomistic additions. If as
Otto (2003:504-508) for example maintains, some of these accounts (e.g. lKgs 19:1-
18 and the Elisha stories) could have been composed in post-exilic times, a case can
be made that they may have not been included in the main source available to the
author of Chronicles. The study of the cultic reform of Jehu in chapter two suggested
that the narratives of the Elijah-Elisha cycle are part of a literary stratum in Kings
that is younger than the primary material which Kings shares with Chronicles.14
3. Pivotal Account of Manasseh's Cultic Policies (2Kgs 21:l-10a//2Chr 33:1-10)
The book of Kings portrays Manasseh in negative light as the king who acted in an
evil way and conformed to many idolatrous practices. The negative perspective of
Manasseh in Kings has in its first part a close parallel in Chronicles (2Kgs 21:1-
10a//2Chr 33:1-10). The text describing Manasseh's cultic offences and his
misdeeds, which is shared by the two histories, has been shown by studies to have
affinities with other related passages in Kings. Reverberations have been observed
between Manasseh story and the story of Ahab, between Manasseh's impious deeds
and the wrongdoing of Israel in the portrayal of the fall of Northern Israel, and a
" See Auld (1994:21) and Ho (1995:101-103) in their examination of other synoptic texts of Samuel-
Kings and Chronicles formulating questions in a similar vein within the discussion of literary
connections between Samuel-Kings variants and pluses in parallel stories with Chronicles and the
larger portions of Samuel-Kings not found in the other history.
12 For this view, see e.g. Noth (19912:107), Dietrich (1972:48-51; 120-27), Na'aman (1997:153-73).
13 See e.g. Van Seters (1983:305-306), McKenzie (1991:90-98), Beck (1999:157-58), Otto (2001;
2003:487-508), Albertz (2003:279), although these scholars differ in opinion as regards which of
these stories are post-Deuteronomistic additions.
14 See also Auld's programmatic essay (1983), in which he some twenty years ago penned an idea that
Elijah-Elisha narratives should be viewed as 'supplements to the Deuteronomist's work' (1983:16;
emphasis his) and therefore not being the part of the text of Kings available to Chronicles.
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close association has been made between Manasseh's misdeeds and Josiah's
reform.15 As it will be demonstrated below, the material portraying Manasseh and his
sins that is shared by Kings and Chronicles is pivotal, with regard to its connections
with these other texts within Kings, for understanding processes by which the book
of Kings developed.16 It has already been observed earlier in the study of Josiah's
reform how the Manasseh's story impacted and partially shaped the literary growth
of the account of Josiah's reform in Kings from a shorter 'original' narrative
common to Kings and Chronicles. Two other texts in Kings with significant affinities
with Manasseh's story, shared by Kings and Chronicles, will receive attention in the
following discussion, the material relating to king Ahab in lKgs 16:29-33 and to
Northern Israel's downfall in 2Kgs 17:7-23.
As noted above, parallels have been noted in the past between the passage in
Kings introducing Ahab's reign (lKgs 16:29-33) and the account ofManasseh (2Kgs
21:1-18).17 These correspondences have suggested to scholars that the account of
•18*Manasseh's misdeeds was painted after the account of Ahab's sins. Over against
this view of the dependence of the depiction of Manasseh's cultic offences on the
story of Ahab's misdeeds, however, arguments can be put forward to suggest
otherwise, that is, that it is the story of Manasseh shared by Kings and Chronicles,
which has exerted influence on the literary development of the account of Ahab that
is found only in Kings.
The unit relating to Ahab in lKgs 16:30-33 is skilfully welded to form a
structured whole. Schniedewind observes a repetition of 'the comparative statement
15 See e.g. McKenzie (1991:126); Ben Zvi (1991 a:355-67); Smelik (1992:143-44, 150-51, 154);
Schniedewind (1993:649-61); Lasine (1993:163-73); van Keulen (1996:102-103, 146-47, 178);
Eynikel (1997:233-61); Schmid (1997:91-92); Halpern (1998:487). Analogies have also been
observed between Manasseh and Jeroboam, especially in terms of the way in which both kings lead
their nations to sin (see e.g. Smelik 1992:140-42; Lasine 1993:164-69). This is, however, based on the
text of the oracle in 2Kgs 21:11-15 that has no counterpart in Chronicles. Some studies suggest that
the Manasseh-Jeroboam parallel, though an important one, is more limited in scope than the
Manasseh-Ahab parallel (see van Keulen 1996:147-48; cf. criticisms of Lesine by Eynikel 1997:233-
34). This would add significance to the part of Manasseh's story in Kings that has a counterpart in
Chronicles, this being the text with most associations with other passages in Kings.
16 Others have recognized the significance of Manasseh's story for the redactional theories of Kings.
See e.g. Ben Zvi (1991a:355-74; 1996:34).
17
See, among others, specifically the studies by Schniedewind (1993:649-61) and van Keulen
(1996:102-103, 178).
18 See e.g. van Keulen (1996:95); Eynikel (1997:259).
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that Ahab was worse than all the kings who were before him' in vv. 31 and 33.19
These phrases in the two verses serve as brackets to Ahab's account, the structure of
which is displayed below.
v. 30 Toab ~iax bna mm mm inn nnjrp nxnx ton A
v. 31a mums "]br: bnnnx-nn bnrx'nx max npn anrp tonm mxcsra insb bp:n urn B
v. 3lb ib inmh bmmnx nam pbn c
v. 32 pnaan ni2 nm bmn ma baab rata cpn C'
v. 33a nmaxmnx nxnx ton B'
v. 33b mab nn nax nx-a- "aba nan bxna1' mbx mm-nx omanb rntob axnx pom A'
Auld too ponders over the artistry of this text. He discloses the structuring elements
of this passage by noting that within the framing expressions one 'read[s] in second
place that [Ahab] took Jezebel as his wife - and in penultimate place that he made
Asherah, symbol of a female deity' (1994:156). Auld continues saying that '[t]his
double frame surrounds five pieces of information about Ahab's worship of the Baal
- and the deity is named in no less than three of them' {idem). The centrality of
Ahab's worship of Baal highlighted by the structure of the passage cannot be denied.
Seeing how carefully crafted this portrayal of Ahab is, it is hard to believe that
the phrases used here in construction of Ahab's narrative were instrumental in the
shaping of the story of Manasseh. It rather suggests the opposite process. First of all,
the framing repetition in vv. 30 and 33 relating to Ahab as the king who was worse
than all those before him seems to be modelled after a similar use of framing
expressions at the beginning and at the end of the report shared by Kings and
Chronicles concerning Manasseh's cultic activities. In Manasseh's evaluative
formula in 2Kgs 21:2//2Chr 33:2 we read that he did evil in Yahweh's eyes
'according to the abominable practices of the nations that Yahweh drove out before
the sons of Israel' (hx-iim nn una mm tfntn max nmn ntoirc mm ra inn ton).
Similarly phrased is the ending of the shared portion relating to Manasseh's cultic
practices in 2Kgs 21:9//2Chr 33:9. It states that Manasseh led people astray 'to do
more evil than the nations had done that Yahweh destroyed before the sons of Israel'
(bx-iir nn nsa mm matin max mump mmnx mtob ntiia cnrm). Other features of the
shared material concerning Manasseh which played a role subsequently in describing
Ahab's activities in lKgs 16:30-33 appear in 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3 and 2Kgs
21:6//2Chr 33:6. The links are displayed below:
19 Schniedewind (1993:652). He also notes repetition of nxnx tern in vv. 31 and 33.
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(C^b'Jlb ncijrarn cpn in 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3; cf. bszb rata apn in v. 32
(m)/rnm to11! in2Kgs21:3//2Chr33:3; cf. miflxrrnx 2XHX tojn inv. 33
□nx mm amain xairbab mntfn in 2Kgs 21:3//2Chr 33:3; cf. ib mnan bmnmx nam in v. 31
ppmanb mm mm inn mtoyb nann in 2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6; cf. omnnb mtob axnx pommy. 33
Both Manasseh's activity of'erecting altar(s) to Baal' and 'making Asherah' are also
characteristic of Ahab's activity in vv. 32 and 33 respectively. Moreover,
Manasseh's 'bowing down to all the host of heaven and serving them' becomes in v.
31 Ahab's 'serving to Baal and bowing down to him'. Baal is without a doubt
elevated to a prominent place in the depiction of Ahab's cultic policies, which gives
rise to the whole theme of Yahweh-Baal contest in the following prophetic narratives
in lKgs 17-19.20 Lastly, a parallel can be seen between the two accounts in their
reference to kings' deeds that result in Yahweh being provoked (omon) where action
of each king leading to Yahweh's provocation is highlighted by the use of a verb
adding emphasis (mm in 2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6 and pmn in lKgs 16:33).21 One may
agree with van Keulen (1996:103) that this points to a 'probability that the one [text]
influenced the other in shape', although the course of influence may be in an
opposite direction than van Keulen proposes, that is, from the wording of
Manasseh's account to the formulation in the narrative of Ahab.
While on the one hand the account of Ahab has close parallels with the account
of Manasseh's religious practices, it also begins a string of narratives about the
northern kings until the account of Jehu with a common theme of Baal worship.
Ahab's son Ahaziah is described in his regnal summary as one who 'served Baal and
bowed down before him' precisely as his father before him did. Ahab's other son
Jehoram, however, is recorded as having removed the pillar of Baal, and Jehu that he
eradicated Baal worship in Israel.
Ahab lKgs 16:31-32 |ns!i: mo noix boon rm boob nam cpn ib mnom brnmnx nam
Ahaziah lKgs 22:54 ib mnnoh byomnx nom
Jehoram 2Kgs 3:2 rax nto noix boon noairnx ion
Jehu 2Kgs 10:26-28 boon momx ism boon nosra nx isrm msnam byon-mo nusirnx ixm
bxnfera byomnx xim men arms peremx^mb] mxnnnb mnam
2,1 On the relationship of lKgs 16:29-33 and IKgs 17-19 see Rofe (1974:148 n. 4), similarly Hauser
(1990:84 n. 4).
21 This has been noted by van Keulen (1996:103).
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All four instances relating to the northern kings from Ahab to Jehu are connected
through association with Baal. Furthermore, Otto observes how the textual treatment
99
of Jehu's reform is the very opposite of the portrayal of Ahab's cultic innovations.
The reference to worship of Baal in Ahab's story (lKgs 16:31-32) constitutes one
component part of the narratives of the four northern kings, which have the theme of
Baal worship at their centre. Yet this reference to Baal worship is not inherently
original within Ahab's introductory summary (lKgs 16:30-33) but together with the
other elements of this introductory account of Ahab's misdeeds appears to be based
on the primary story of the cultic practices of Manasseh.
The passage relating to the fall of the northern kingdom in 2Kgs 17:7-23 is
another text that exhibits close relations with the shared story of Manasseh. Other
scholars have already pointed out that it deals with 'sins' of the sons of Israel that are
9T
largely dressed in southern colours. As an example of Judah's situation being
reflected in these verses may serve the reference to masn and onuis being set up 'on
every hill and under every green tree' (2Kgs 17:10) and the incense being burnt on
the high places (2Kgs 17:11). The southern king Ahaz has previously been accused
of these very same cultic practices - of burning incense 'in the high places, and on
the hills, and under every green tree' (2Kgs 16:4//2Chr 28:4).24
The mention of rrrmx next to bin and craan juirba in 2Kgs 17:16 reminds one
of the same triad occurring in the text of Judean king Manasseh (2Kgs 21:3//2Chr
33:3). That the author of 2Kgs 17 was inspired in his description of Israel's sin
(among other texts also) by the account of Manasseh can be seen in the reference to a
fire ritual involving children and to the practice of divination in 2Kgs 17:17, each of
which also occur in the catalogue of Manasseh's misdeeds. For there it is reported
that Manasseh 'made his son pass through the fire and practiced soothsaying and
divination, and dealt with mediums and wizards' (2Kgs 21:6a//2Chr 33:6a). Brettler
in his study of 2Kgs 17 contends that ' [b] laming the demise of the north on the sins
committed by Manasseh is...quite logical. After all, according to Kings those sins are
responsible for the destruction of Judah; it can naturally be assumed that they had the
22 'Ahab fuhrte den Baal nach Israel ein (l.Kon 16, 3If.) - Jehu rottet ihn aus (2.Kon 10,28); Ahab
errichtete einen Baalstempel (l.Kon 16,32) - Jehu reiBt ihn nieder (2.Kon 10,27); Ahab errichtete den
Baal einen Altar und eine Aschere (l.Kon 16,32f.) - Jehu zestort/verbrennt verschiedene Kultobjekte
des Baal (2.Kon 10,26f.)' Otto (2001:116).
23 See e.g. Viviano (1987:556); Campbell & O'Brien (2000:442).
24 Cf. lKgs 14:23 (Rehoboam's subjects).
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same function for the north' (1995:123). This would be consistent with the late editor
of Kings who, while projecting Manasseh's sin on to the north, was stressing that the
destiny that would take place later in Judah would follow the example experienced
by Israel.
As it has been observed in the case of the account relating to Ahab, one may
again note a significant role played by the primary text relating to Manasseh, shared
by both Kings and Chronicles, for the further literary development of the stories
regarding the northern kingdom in Kings.
4. Concluding Remarks
In summary, this section has sought to set the results of previous chapters, with
respect to the 'primary' account of Josiah's reform and its subsequent expansion in
Kings, within the broader framework of a prospect of literary growth of the book of
Kings in its portions relating to the divided kingdom from an earlier source
underlying both Kings and Chronicles. This has been explored in several ways
through a few distinct examples. First, the study of rma and its occurrences in the two
histories led to a proposal that this expression functions as a structural element in
Kings through which narratives relating to the succession of the northern kings were
more smoothly integrated by Kings editors into the already existing material
pertaining to the kingdom of Judah, used also in the production of Chronicles.
Second, some narratives within Kings are considered by an increasing number of
scholars to be of post- rather than pre-Deuteronomistic origin. Such is the case with
(portions of) the Elijah-Elisha stories. Since the Elijah-Elisha cycle does not appear
in Chronicles, an argument has been put forward that within Kings these narratives
belong to the additions to the primary material relating to the divided kingdom
available to the writer of Chronicles. And third, it has been shown through the
example of the account of Manasseh's cultic practices how a text shared by both
Kings and Chronicles, and therefore belonging to a source used by both histories,
was influential in various ways in the subsequent development of other narratives in
Kings. Overall, the findings of this chapter give further support to the view that
comparative studies, in which Chronicles is involved, although these may seem
challenging at first, may eventually become more fruitful for formulating theories of
the literary development of Kings.
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CONCLUSION
In embarking upon this study, a wide frame of reference for the analysis of the
accounts of the divided kingdom in Kings and Chronicles was set with the view of
understanding the formative processes underlying these texts in the two biblical
histories. The first two chapters dealt with material pertaining to the regnal formulae
and the royal cultic reforms before the study was narrowed to the analysis of only
one episode within these portions of Kings and Chronicles with the reform of the
king Josiah as the focus. A comparative study of Josiah's reform in 2Kgs 23:4-20 +
24 and 2Chr 34:3-7 + 33 has demonstrated that the inherited versions in Kings and
Chronicles are developed accounts of a primary source-text which served as the basis
for each of them. This briefer 'original' account has gone through more substantial
editing and expansion in Kings than in Chronicles, and a following investigation has
shown possible ways in which the subsequent literary growth of that 'original' report
of the reform might have taken place in Kings. The final chapter then explored
further the issues arising from the earlier analysis. This exploration hinted at the
direction in which the book of Kings, in its part relating to the divided monarchy,
may have developed and the possible influences behind such development. Though
not repeating here the results of the preceding textual and literary explorations in
detail, a few concluding remarks are appropriate.
The examination of the regnal formulae in Kings and Chronicles in chapter one
determined the course followed in the thesis by disclosing the limitations of Chr's
major source in its material relating to regnal formulae. The study did not confirm
the common assumption that the narrative relating to the period of the divided
monarchy in Chronicles has as its major source the inherited book of Kings. One of
the chief arguments against such identification is that the absence of the large body
of texts in Chronicles, when compared to Kings, is closely tied to the absence of a
particular expression or short phrase within Chronicles' synoptic portions. In other
words, the large sections of narratives that are part only of the Kings history are
structurally linked with a phrase or expression again included only in Kings in those
sections that have close parallels in Chronicles. In theory, it would have just been
possible to envisage the process by which Chr while omitting the large-scale portions
of narratives from Kings also removed from his source all expressions closely related
to the narratives he dismissed. However, because of the nature of these relations,
whereby in Kings the cross-references in the synoptic sections to the larger self-
contained portions of the narratives function as a structural means for the smooth
incorporation of new data, they fit much more easily the concept of expansion within
Kings of the shorter core material which would have also been used by Chr. The
phenomenon was first noted and discussed by Auld (1992:350-51, 1994:21) in his
study of the texts in Kings and Chronicles of Solomon's vision at Gibeon and
subsequently by Ho (1996:101-103) in the examination of ISam 31:1-13 and IChr
10:1-12, where it featured in their arguments towards the existence of a common
source for Samuel-Kings and Chronicles.
This thesis has presented some new evidence that may advance the cause for
the common source in as far as the story of the divided monarchy is concerned. The
study of the distribution of such terminology as nmaa or rraa and the occurrence of the
evaluative formula of Abijah in Kings has shown that these elements served Kings
editors as structural devices in integrating the text relating to the succession of the
northern kings with the prior tradition treating the accounts of the kings of Judah.
The theme of'dung' occurring in the report of Jehu's reform that is specific to Kings
may have functioned in a similar way when the material about Ahab, Jezebel and
Baal worship - linked with the text of Jehu's reform through the theme of 'dung' -
was added by Kings editors to their source material.
The regnal formulae and the royal cultic reforms are two significant features of
Kings and Chronicles in each of their materials dealing with the period of the divided
monarchy. These two peculiarities appear to be backbones of the narrative shared by
the two biblical histories pertaining to the era of the divided kingdom. They display
vocabulary such as mm Tin jnnntfrr nto in the evaluative framework or the
expressions relating to the destruction of cult (nam pro; mso natf; max ma/ana) that
have often been designated as typical Deuteronomistic phraseology. However, as has
been argued through studying the distribution of this terminology in Chronicles
alongside its occurrence in Kings, it appears that these phrases originated within the
story of the monarchy common to Kings and Chronicles, rather than in the so-called
Deuteronomistic History stretching from Deuteronomy to Kings. Close examination
of one sample of the reform accounts occurring in both biblical histories, the report
of Josiah's reform, has demonstrated a later re-use and adaptation of the language
shared by the two versions in the longer and more elaborate text of the reform in
Kings. For example, the verb which may in the original narrative of Josiah's
reform refer only to the burning of human bones, was re-applied in Kings narrative to
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indicate also the burning of cultic paraphernalia. Other similar examples were
explored through the detailed study of the synoptic accounts of the reform.
Another aspect emerged from exploring the literary development of the report
of Josiah's reform in Kings, namely the multiple causes and influences behind the
development. Not only were the themes emerging from the 'primary' reform account
of the source shared with Chronicles reinforced and enlarged by secondary additions,
but these later additions in the elaborated text in Kings also connect with other
literary expansions occurring elsewhere in Kings. This has been observed for
example in 2Kgs 23:16-18, which is the conclusion of the story of the man of God
from lKgs 13, both of which may be considered as later insertions in the process of
the literary growth of Kings. Furthermore, an interaction can be seen between the
elaborated account in Kings and materials outside Kings, for example the Jeremiah
text. Concerning this, a 'mutual-influence' model has been suggested as best in
explaining the links between the portions of shared material relating to the reigns of
Ahaz and Manasseh on the one hand and Jeremiah on the other, and then between
Jeremiah and the enlarged account of Josiah's reform in Kings.
Within the scope of this study, close investigation of the texts of Chronicles
alongside those of Kings has shown to be a model with potentially significant
heuristic value for an understanding of the literary relationship between the
narratives relating to the period of the divided monarchy of the two biblical books. In
the final chapter, the cursory examination of the account of Manasseh's cultic
practices shared by Kings and Chronicles indicated that this shared story served as a
catalyst for other narratives in Kings with which it has a number of significant links
and associations. Besides its impact on Ahab's story, the sins of Israel leading to
Israel's fall are depicted in terms of Manasseh's misdeeds, thus showing that Judah's
fall followed the pattern set already by its northern neighbour. The outcome of this
thesis would be further enhanced by an analysis of other synoptic texts dealing with
the period of the divided monarchy in addition to those of Josiah's reform and
Manasseh's cultic practices studied here.
In studying the parallel texts of Kings and Chronicles as well as other
narratives in and beyond Kings, the important issue for this investigation was to
detect the direction of the literary influence as the older traditions were developed.
We believe that here the way forward lies in further careful word studies. Much has
been said of the so called Deuteronomistic terminology which was noted by scholars
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to occur in the core passages of the Deuteronomistic History, and among other texts
also in the late additions by scribes appearing only in the MT. The presence of this
terminology in Chronicles has not been investigated on its own, but is usually studied
assuming the prevailing scholarly view that Chr used for his history the book of
Kings. This thesis dealt with only some of the terminology that is often designated as
typical Deuteronomistic language. The phrase bixn&n prr -io_Kbt occurring in 2Kgs
22:2//2Chr 34:2, for example, as suggested by this thesis is not a stock
Deuteronomistic phrase but belongs, together with a similar phrase -iD-xb
occurring in lKgs 22:43 (mora -lcrxbt in 2Chr 20:32), to the primary context of the
regnal framework of the monarchic story shared by Kings and Chronicles.
For some time there has been in circulation and used as a reference tool
Weinfeld's list of Deuteronomistic phraseology (1972). Similarly, Auld has recently
compiled a list of terminology coming from a source common to Kings and
Chronicles that he calls 'The Book of Two Houses'.1 It will be interesting to see how
much (or how little) these two lists overlap and whether the so-called
Deuteronomistic characteristics are more significantly present in Kings synoptic or
non-synoptic texts. Studying these lists more closely: Will it show that indeed it is
the Deuteronomistic terminology that lies at the core and was primarily influential in
the development of the historical book of Kings? Or will it reveal that the linguistic
content of the source shared by Kings and Chronicles is generative for the narratives
in Kings,2 as some evidence from this study engaging the narratives relating to the
period of the divided kingdom suggested? Answers to these and other similar
questions will have to await future study.
1 This is not yet a published work and we would like to express appreciation to Graeme Auld for
allowing us occasionally to consult this list in the process of writing this thesis.





Occurrences: 21 times in cultic contexts (out of total 42).
a) rata 2KGS 23:12, 15 ~ 2chr 34:4, 7
2Chr 31:1
Deut 7:5; 12:3; Judg 2:2; 6:28, 30, 31, 32
b)"»3nrra 2kgs 11:1 8//2chr 23:17
2Kgs 10:27; (2Kgs 23:7 - D^npn ma)
c) nraa 2chr33:3






Syn Cf. nox in 2Kgs 21:3.
Non
Oth Cf. nan in Eze 16:39.
d) nasr: 2Kgs 10:27 Non
2. ina/n-D
(l)ma




b) cmnn 2Chr 34:3, 7
Eze 6:6
Syn Cf. mo in 2Kgs 18:4.
Non
Oth




Occurrences: 16 times in cultic contexts (out of total 288).
a) rntfx
b) nsbara
2KGS 18:4; 2KGS 23:14 Syn Cf. ana in 2Chr 31:1; 34:3, 7.
Exod 34:14; Judg 6:25, 26, 28, 30; ISam 28:9 Oth
1kgs 15:13//2chr 15:16 Syn
c) Various cultic entities - Lev 26:30 (cnon); Mi 5:11 (stio);
Mi 5:12 (moom c'roa); Nah 1:14 (noooi Soo);
Zeph 1:4 (Soon oxti); Zech 13:2 (coson ninti)
Oth
3. "DC (pi)
Occurrences: 12 times in cultic contexts (out of total 36 [pi]).
a) msra 2KGS 18:4//2Chr 31:1; 2KGS 23:14 Syn Cf. 2Chr 34:4 (regarding
2Kgs 23:14).
2Chr 14:2 Non
Exod 23:24; 34:13; Deut 7:5; 12:3 Oth
b) nana; aba 2kgs 11:1 8//2chr 23:17 Syn
c) mmx; b^oa; naoo 2chr 34:4 Syn
Isa 21:9(^os) Oth
NB. noti in nif- Eze 6:4, 6





1. Context of cult elimination
Parallel texts 2Kgs 15:12//2Chr 15:8
Other occurrences Zech 13:2




2Kgs 16:3//2Chr 28:3LXX'Tg (Ahaz)
2Kgs 21:6//2Chr 33:6 (Manasseh)
2Kgs 17:17
2Kgs 23:10
Ex 13:12; Lev 18:21; Deut 18:10; Jer
32:35; Ez 16:21; 20:26, 31; 23:37
"no (hif)
1. Context of cult elimination
Parallel texts
Broader parallel




1 Kgs 15:13//2Chr 15
2Kgs 18:22//2Chr 32
2Kgs 18:4 ef. 2Chr 30:14 (2x)




Gen 35:2; Jos 24:14, 23; Judg 10:16;
1 Sam 7:3, 4; 1 Sam 28:3; Jer 4:1; Ez 1 ]
2
16







lKgs 22:47//2Chr 19:3 (Jehoshaphat)
2Kgs 23:24 cf. [2Chr 34:6 emendation] (Josiah)
-)i?n (pi)' eradicate'




2. Context of judgement oracles relating toNorthern Kingdom
Non-parallel texts 1 Kgs 14:10 MT
lKgs 16:3 (some Mss; otherwise hif)
lKgs 21:21
3. Other contexts (outside Kings and Chronicles)
Eradication of evil Deut 13:6; 17:7, 12; 19:19;
21:21; 22:21, 22, 24; 24:7;
Judg. 20:13
Other Ex 22:4 (lx pi; lx hit); Nu

























Lev 26:30; Deut 29:16; Jer 50:2; Eze 6:4,5,6,9,13 (2x); 8:10; 14:3,4 (2x),5,6,7; 16:36; 18:6,12,15;







Deut 29:16; Isa 66:3; Jer 4:1; 7:30; 13:27; 16:18; 32:34; Eze 5:11; 7:20; 11:18, 21; 20:7,8,30; 37:23;
Dan 9:27, 11:31 (sg.), 12:11 (sg.); Hos 9:10; Nah 3:6; Zech 9:7.
"D3 [Tlbx]
Occurrences in Chronicles:









Gen 35:2, 4; Deut 31:16; 32:12; Jos 24:20, 23; Judg 10:16; ISam 7:3; Ps 81:10; Jer 5:19; 8:19 (hevel);



























































lKgs 15:14 // 2Chr 15:17










2Kgs 18:4 // 2Chr 31:1
2Kgs 18:22 // 2Chr 32:12
2Kgs 21:3 // 2Chr33:3





2Ch 1:3 // lKgs 3:4
2Chr 1:13
2Chr 11:15 ~ lKgs 12:31,32
2Chr 14:2
2Chr 14:4
2Chr 15:17 // lKgs 15:14
2Chr 17:6
2Chr 20:33 // lKgs 22:44
2Chr 21:11
2Chr 28:4 // 2Kgs 16:4
2Chr 28:25
2Chr 31:1 // 2Kgs 18:4
2Chr 32:12
2Chr 33:3 // 2Kgs21:3
2Chr 33:17
2Chr 33:19
2Chr 34:3 ~ 2Kgs23:8
Other occurrences:
Lev 26:30; Num 21:28; 33:52; Deu 32:13; 33:29; lSam9:12, 13, 14, 19, 25; 10:5, 13;2Sam 1:19, 25;
22:34; Job 9:8; Ps 18:34; 78:58; Is 14:14; 15:2; 16:12; 36:7; 58:14; Jer 7:31; 17:3; 19:5; 26:18; 32:35;
48:35; Eze 6:3, 6; 16:16; 20:29; 36:2; 43:7; Hos 10:8; Am 4:13; 7:9; Mic 1:3, 5; 3:12; Hab 3:19
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